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Budgeting System: Past, Present and Future

1. On 4-6 November 1982, the Center for Naval Analyses sponsored a Defense-
wide conference on service programming. The purpose of this conferevice was.

* To learn more about the procedures by which each service develops
its programs within the overall structure of the PPBS

* To examine programming techniques under development

* To provide a forum for interservice discussion of important issues
of programming.

2. The conference program, the first devoted to programming by the services,
included panel discussions about the PPBS (featuring many individuals who
helped develop the DoD system), presentations from the military services on
how they manage their programming processes, and discussions of techniques for
improving the PPBS process. The printed proceedings consist of formal papers,
transcripts of presentations, and transcripts or summaries of the discussions
that followed.

3. Enclosure (1) is forwarded as a detailed, up-to-date compilation of past
and present information about the PPBS. Programmers should find it especially
useful.
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INTRODUCTION

On 4-6 November 1982, the Center for The Navy therefore proposed to the Di-
Naval Analyses hosted a Defense-wide con- rector of Program Analysis and Evaluation in
ference on the Planning, Programming, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense, as
Budgeting System (PPSS). This was part of well as to the other services, that CNA host a
CNA's continuing research designed to help the conference to explore the past, present, and
Navy, the other services, and DoD improve future of PPBS.
their procedures for allocating of resources.

The conference, centering on programming
Secretary of Defense Robert F. McNamara in the services, had these general objecLives:

established the Planning, Programming, and
Budgeting System in the early 1960s co give e To learn more about the procedures by
him the information on which to base his al- which each service develops its pro-
location of Defense resources and to help grams within the overall structure of
create the framework for the rationale behind the PPBS.
the DoD budget submitted to the President and * To examine programming techniques
Congress. under development

At first, the PPBS was highly central- * To provide a forum for interservice
ized. Most programs were developed by Sec- discussion of important issues of
retary McNamara's staff; the military services programming.
had little opportunity to contribute to the
process. Later Secretaries of Defense, mod- The conference program therefore included:
ifying the PPBS to accommodate their own
management styles, have tended to decentralize e Panel discussions about the PPBS,
the programming process, depending more on the featuring brief talks by many of the
individual services. people who had developed the DoD

system.
Over the past years, most examinations of

the PPBS have been confined to the Office of * Presentations from each of the aili-
the Secretary of Defense. The Defense Resource tary services on how it organizes and
.ianagement Study and similar analyses have manages its programming process.
concentrated on such innovations as the De-
fense Resources Board and Defense Guidance. * Discussions of techniques for im-
Little attention has been paid to the func- proving the PPBS process.
tions and processes within the individual
military services. A long-neglected aspect of Participants included members of the
the PPBS, therefore, is the process by which programming staffs of the services, members of
the services develop the programs and budgets the OSD stafts involved in programming, and
they send to the Secretary of Defense. individuals from the business and academic

communities who had been selected for their
During CNA's review of the Navy's process research into elements of the PPBS process.

for developing the FY 1984 POM, a common
question was raised: "How do the other ser- These printed Iroceedings consist of
vices do it?" It was evident that the OpNav formal papers, transcripts of presentations,
staff and the programmers of the military and transcripts or summaries of the discus-
services could benefit from a detailed under- sions that followed.
standing of the approaches of the various
services to programming. Though all the ser-
vices work within the common structure of the
Defense PPBS, each has developed its own in-
ternal systems. There has been little sharing Dr. Lewis Cabe
of ideas. Center for Naval Analyses

v



OPENING REMARKS programming action--some might argue most of

Dr. Bernard Rostker the programming action--occurs at the service
levels. The services are very different in-Cnern r NavalAnalyrs stitutions. They all work within the same OSD

structure, but, yet, they have responded to
that stimulus with entirely different organi-
zational approaches to programming. At CNA, we

Dr. Rostker: I thank you all for coming; it is have, for the past year, been taking part In a
truly CNA's pleasure to host this conference. study of the Navy programming system. Invari-

ably, whenever we brief the results of our
Let me start off by talking a bit about work within the Navy, we are asked, "How does

the logic behind the conference. We have a the Army do it? How does the Air Force do It?"
very ambitious schedule that runs full days In
the true sense of "full days." We had hoped One objective of this conference is to
originally to hold the conference at some help answer those questions. So, a major fea-
place away from the Washington area, such as ture of the conference will consist of pre-
Williamsburg. The quid pro quo for the nice sentations by each of the military services on
location was to be full days of participation. its programming procedures: how it organizes,
But travel restrictions on many service mem- how it handles the basic problems posed by
bers precluded us from taking the conference OSD, how it creates its Program Objectives
out of town, and so we brought it here to the Memorandum.*
International Club. Since the basic structure
of the conference was already set, we chose to The third part of the conference consists
continue it as planned rather than make last- of invited papers. It is our hope that we can
minute changes. provide a forum for presenting new ideas for

improving the programming process. The Idea is
I think the title of the conference is to look at work done for the individual ser-

quite apropos--"PPBS: Past, Present, and Fu- vices by people who are trying to improve cost
ture." We had three purposes when we organized modeling or support programming--or, indeed,
it. We tried to establish a base by inviting any topic in a wide range of topics.
people who had worked on the PPBS system since
its inception. (That is the purpose of the two This conference is intended, generally,
evening sessions that lead to the round table to enhance the discussion of programming at
on Saturday.) The people who will participate the service level.
in the evening sessions were key players
through the development of PPBS in the 60s, I think that is enough Introduction and
through its young adulthood in the 1970s, and rationale for the conference. How successful
now as it moves into full seniority in the we will be will be determined late on Satur-
1980s. day, as we wrap up the three major subjects

that we have pulled together here.
We also wanted much of the conference to

concentrate on service programming. A great The first presentation this morning is by
deal has been written about defense program- the Air Force. General Cunningham will make
ming and the role of the Secretary of Defense. the presentation about Air Force programming.
The Defense Resource Management Study in the
late 70s concentrated on the organization of
OSD, raised questions about the role of MRA&L,
DDR&E, and the role of the Defense Resource
Board. Those were very critical questions, but * Either "Program Objective Memorandum" or
there is no doubt that a great deal of the "Program Objectives Memorandum." Usage varies.

vii



A COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF way that we use the guidance we get from OSD.
AIR FORCE PROGRAMMING That guidance is important, and we do pay

battention to it. It's not easy to do so, and
bit's not always possible to do so. We, natu-

Major General C. Cunningham, Jr., USAF rally, consider the guidance within the
Director, Programs and Evaluation framework of our own philosophy of program-

HQ, United States Air Force ring. That should be no surprise.

Then, we will discuss the relationship

It's a rare opportunity that I have to between planning and budgeting and how that
thank Admiral Metcalf and the Navy for any- relationship is really achieved by program-
thing, so I will take it now. I very much ming. A programmer's job is to fIt'a udget to
appreciate the opportunity to come to speak to those changes in planning that come witn time,
this gathering. The Center is to be compli- events, and changes in the threat. So. I'll
mented for giving the services the opportunity talk a little bit about our programming as it
to illuminate what we do in the programming makes that plan fit the art of the possible,
business. This is an area that has drawn con- that is, the facts of life, and dollars that
siderable attention and needs much more. Un- really exist.
fortunately, many of those who would do that
scholarly work often live a long way from the Next, we will talk about how we're or-
trenches. ganized. I'll address a wiring diagram that

will show you how we're organized in terms of
Most of what I will address--and the way an Air Force Board Structure to corporately

that we are programming in the Air Force--is develop the content of our Program Objective
evolutionary. Programming techniques are hard Memorandum. Remember, of course, that the
to keep up with, and the results are often not service POM is the way that the services would
readily identifiable with popular principles achicve the goals outlined in the Defense
or conventional wisdora. That is for good rea- Guidance and the objectives we know our Com-
son. We all know that the competition for mander in Chief and our Secretary of Defense
tight resources in the government, for many want us to move toward. It is this service
diverse reasons which have merit, creates a view of "how to get there" that includes each
complex environment. So, let's examine how the particular service's judgment--military judg-
Air Force works in that complex environment. ment. The POM, this judgment, becomes modi-

fied, and we go through a program review, into
I followed the format that was provided a BES, and then through a budget scrub (the

by the Center for presentations by the ser- Program Budget Decision process). So, the POM
vices to the degree I thought would be useful Is really what the service thinks is the best
and would fit our case. [SLIDE 11 way to meet the President's and OSD's

guidance.

Slide I Some time ago, I was with my bss, Cen-

eral Bill Campbell, and we had sorM business
with Vince Puritsno one niht, and Vinc- re-
minded is that, in his estimation, the P(Q1 is
just a rough starting point. Well, I take some

; USAF PROGRAMMING AND POM DEVELOPMENT exception to that. If those who deal with the
President's budget will pay attention to the
service PIlMs, they can see that tic services
have really pulled together the relatively
unconstrained planning needs and the realities

4 HILOSOPHY Of PROGRAMMING,' of the budget in a compreheni oe, coherent

" RELATIONSHIP TO SERVICE PLANNNG AND BUDGETING way--with very important military judgment.

* OGANIZATION FOR PROGRAMMING' I'll say more about the PUM development
* POM DEVEtOPMENT PROCESS process, and I'll gear those remarks to a time

, POMDEVELOPMENT IMPROVEMENTS chart that you are familiar with. I ask vou to
bear with me on that, because It's necessary
to understand the pressures of the tight
schedule within which our decisions must take
place.

Then I will touch on how analysis--
This morning we will first address the specifically, mission-area analysis--is im-

philosophy of Air Force programming and the portant to us and how it applies to building



an Air Force POM. We're fortunate to have Col. new and needed programs into the Five-Year

Jim Donahoe here with us today, and he'll Defense Program. And, believe me, at least in

speak after lunch about Air Force Wide Mission the Air Force, there is very little fiscal

Area Analysis, which is a growing and ever- flexibility left when we finish putting to--

improving capability. I think you'll find gether our POM. There are events that natu-

Jim's presentation very informative, rally force changes to Air Force prograws, but

any real flexibility--the shock absorber, if

Finally, I will wrap up by outlining you will--is very much taken up daring our

some potential improvements to the planning, programming activity.

programming, and budgeting process. We need
to acknowledge that those three activities The one thing, my friends, that we must

are merging and undergoing significant never let happen to us--and It is an insidious

modifications, thing and can take us over--is tnat all. those

arrows could be reversed. In fact, there are

[SLIDE 2] Now, it's useful in terms of some cynics who may observe that they are

philosophy to remind ourselves that we in the already reversed.

military are In big business; that business is

to meet the Soviet threat and be prepared for Where would we find ourselves with a

other threats. Certainly, this is conventional reversal that would take us backwards from the

wisdom and shouldn't be controversial. If it number of dollars available to the resources

is controversial, we really have a problem. that could be had with them? What kind of

But the threat has got to be what drives us in constrained strategy would we be torced to

defense. After the threat is assessed, we develop around those resources, and, given

develop a strategy and policy to meet that that strategy, what kind of imaginative plan-

threat. That strategy and policy then tran- ning could result? Finally, with constrained

sition into plans which become more specific dollars limiting our planners, you can bet the

in nature. threat would suddenly become watered down and
unrealistic--but affordable! We woi;id have a

nice, neat, costed package, but we would be

Slide 2 duping ourselves and the American people. So,

- simply stated, it is proper that the arrows
all point from relatively unconstrained con-

PHILOSOPHYOF ditions toward tighter and tighter dollar

+ PROGRAMMING - FUNDAMENTALS constraints.

In addition, as the Air Furce goes

through this whole process, we are working

,mAtA, STRATEGY 0., 'UR PPGRAM , ,s,sn more and more with our Major Air Commands . Anj
RESOURCIS we da that in an open, aboveboa-d fashion,

with the field commanders iully involved.
010 NSI G'IDANC| PARNRCN AiR $1*11 OODG

StAF1 BOARD$STRUCTURE SIAl} The Dreparation instructions for this CNA
conference gave direction that this should be

a discussion of comparative service approaches

• SATISFY NEEDS OF MAJOR AIR COMMANDS to programming. Well, rather than that, I wil

" WORK AS AN OPEN PROCESS say a few comparative words about what we have
been doing within the Air Force. Wc have
traditionally used a corporate structure, but

much of our internal process was closed. There

was a feeling that much of our wisdom resided
only in the Pentagon.

To accomplish plans, we need resources.
Now, theoretically, the arrows on this chart We have found that nothing could be far-

indicate that plans will just go right into a ther from the truth. We have learned that our
program and then into a budget. While it ap- greatest wisdom resides in the field with

pears as a smooth transition, It is in reality those people who will fight the war, who

somewhat disconnected. The process should flow really know what's going to happen, who are on

from relatively fiscally unrestrained plan- the scene and, who are ultimately accountable.
ning, through the fiscal constraints of pro- So, we have transitioned over the last 2 years
gramming, and then into a fine-tuning budget to a much more open approach to programming,
review. This is a difficult task, since many with close interaction with our field com-
of the defense programs we need--really need-- manders. This has paid huge dividends. Among
simply cannot be afforded. But--and this is those dividends is that the field commanders

important--we do make a valiant effort to work have come to better understand programmatic



problems and fiscal constraints and have been building its POM. The Army has the same prob-
involved in finding practical solutions to lem with fiscal constraints that we do but has
both those problems while ensuring that we improved and developed a stronger fighting
understand the needs for combat capability, force. However, if the Air Force and the Navy
and the reasons for those needs. Certainly, cannot transport that fighting force to the
every student of any kind of management at all beach or into battle, then all of General
would say that if you participate meaningfully Noah's--and all the Army's--efforts are
in the resolution of problems, you are far wasted. So, mobility has come to be an im-
better adapted to accept the results. So, the portant priority. Now, we all have some tre-
open process has served us well for the last 2 mendous problems here. We're aware of that,
years, and it is emerging and improving. and certainly OSD has worked hard with all the

services to resolve this problem. We don't
Now, as we go through this whole process, have it resolved yet, but we are looking at

we are guided by national priorities of what some new programs that will reduce the airlift
types of programs should receive the most shortfall.
emphasis. [SLIDE 31 The rank-up depicted
here is how we interpret the OSD Defense Here is an appropriate point to say that
Guidance priorities; however, the Defense all of these priorities have got to be kept in
Guidance does not provide a totally clear balance--the great nebulous balance that is so
picture of how different mission areas should hard to explain. It's very hard to explain
be prioritized. As a result, you may find that balance when we deal with a lot of single-
the services may prioritize their programs issue-oriented persons within our services, in
with varying emphases. OSD, and elsewhere. So, a balance is a diffi-

cult thing to strike. Be this as it may, we
attempt to balance all priorities and have

Slide 3 applied our best military judgment in doing
so. This forces hard decisions, such as "Do we

correct existing readiness problems, or do we
buy new systems?"

PHILOSOPHY OF PROGRAMMING PRIORIIES
Modernization enters here. For example,

the average age of fighter airplanes for us
should be no more than about 10 1/2 vers, and
there are a lot of good reasons for that. One

p is that the longer you keep these things
" REDRESS STRATEGIC IMBALANCE E around, the more you modify them. The more you
* CORRECT READINESS AND SUSTAINA111ITY modify them, the tougher it becomes to phase

0 e
" INCREASE MOBILITY FORCES them out. The resulting spiral is obvious. YouPi
" fM)DERNIZE can get into a business--and we saw the RAF doL
" EXPAND FORCE STRUCTURE I it--where you can fly up your own tailpipe,

E and after a while you end up with nothing but

L outmoded weapon systems, asking others to

help. So, modernization can't be forgotten but
must be worked in consonance with new weapon
system platforms.

Within the Air Force, our emphasis is to Also, we know that to hold the force we
correct the strategic imbalance. That has been have, with the number of fighter wings that we
at the forefront of our work for the last 2 have (now running about 36) at 10 1/2 years
years, starting with the '81 supplemental, the requires us to procure new airplanes on the
'82 amendment, the '83 POM, the Budget Esti- order of 265-270 fighters a year. Now, if
mate Submission, and the President's budget, we're going to build to the 40-wing force that
The same holds true for '84. we really need--which, by the way, is far

below our objective force--and then build to
The need for improved readiness and sus- 44 wings, a goal acknowledged by our Secretary

tainability was acknowledged even before we of Defense, we've got to be buying about 370
started to work with the current Administra- fighters a year. In reality, we'll only be
tion, as we started to work on this problem buying 180 fighters or fewer, in FY-1984. So,
toward the end of the last Administration. So, we're a far cry from achieving true moderni-
the idea of readiness and sustainability has zation. Fighter procurement is only one
taken hold. example.

Later in the discussions, General Noah Finally, we get to building the force.
will address the Army's methodology for I've already touched on that. We know we're
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looking at a threat that is outpacing us in threat to equal available dollars. We pro-
weapon system production, four to one. Just grammers work with planners to make sure that
use four-to-one, and you can fit it up to doesn't happen. But it's planners' and pro-
almost anything except manpower; then we're grammers' interaction up front with the De-
roughly behind by two to one. And I dare say fense Guidance that brings them together
that, within our present fiscal constraints, toward the real world of fiscal constraints in
our current production rate and manpower build our Air Force PPBS process.
are just about the best we can do. One last
point on building the force: You must not
assume force expansion to have a priority Slide 4
that's commensurate with its physical location
on that slide. Building the force is essential
to us. And it is kept in a balanced sense, RELATIONSHIP TO SERVICE

along with everything else we need to do. PLANNING/BUOGETING

People are o,i that chart, ranked along-
side all of the priorities. Our Chief of Staff
has made it clear that people are our number- * PLANNING

one priority. That kind of goes without 0 A,1clu-, D MAP

saying; after all, as good as everything is, * A,,ANA,V ASSSSMIN MAI

SPROGAAMMERS PAOVIO( RLSOURCi IMPACT 10&
you'll get nothing done without people. You've * PLAINIFS IVOLVO ROU"OU1 PROGRAMMING PFA$:
got to have good people, you have to take care 0 BUoGETING
of their pay and quality of life. Also, I * rp0VIDS C URING PROGRAMMING PHA"S

submit that ouality of life is having the 0 IAL COST Iii eROVC PROGAM POM'ES'

right parts and having the right equipment In 0 SUG(I,SAM FOCAL POINT FOP POO PRICING , SUS

the field. Flying and maintaining 25-year-old 0 LINK IS PROGRAMMING
0 [kiss "IA 11t

airplanes that their fathers--or even grand- .*,IRAI,, 1114 ,41 100,11

fathers--have f lown, is hardly a people pro- * AcOMMDAIS CTAG .,uMIAtWiS

gram. So, people run throughout our business.

ISLIDE 4) Now, let's talk a little bit
about planning and budgeting, and then we will Now, budgeting deals more with cold, hard
go into a more detailed look at programming, reality: "What are the costs of what we're
which is what really ties together the plan- doing?" And here is where Independent Cost
ners' desires and the realities of the budget. Analysis and Cost Analysis Improvement Groups
First, the planners tell us where we're going, come into play. We in the programming business
They provide us with the road maps that are have been able to improve the life cf the
coordinated among all the various planning budget community in the Air Force through
agencies. Service, JCS, and OSD planners work automated and disciplined use of Program De-
together to ensure we all go down the same cision Packages (PDPs). That's what we call
road and toward the same objective. Perhaps those entities that we buJild to track each Air
the one document that should capture the es- Force program. And, though the PDP is a pro-
sence of this is the Defense Guidance. The DG cess that started back In ZBB days, and w,- no
has been significantly improved in the last 2 longer do true ZBB, we kept the PDP as a use-
years, and the services are now working more ful tool. We improved the discipline so that
closely with OSD planners to make guidance all the manpower, program phasing, logistic
more affordable and achievable. Mission-area support, and pricing in each PDP is a quality
analysis is a way we have found in the Air input.
Force planning world to fit planning objec-
tives and cost together. It's very useful to We push for quality when we first build
us, and its use is growing. each PDP, and we keep each package updated on

an almost daily basis. This means that we no
Resource impacts must be acknowledged in longer go into those three-week-plus drills to

the planning process. Planners must do more polish costs and redo program structure. The
than just look at the objective force. In a budgeteers now support us throughout the en-
classic sense, planners are often thought of tire P11-build process, working in parallel
as just looking at the objective force. I across our staff to fine-tune our pricing.
don't think that's true in our service. I This has allowed us to go Into a pricing ex-
would hope not because a planner's real value ercise and finish it up In 7 days. What used
comes through when he is able to translate the to take us 3 to 4 weeks, we now do in 7 days.
objective force in a prioritized way into what That helps us in responsiveness, and it cer-
should be done to meet the threat. Now, it's tainly has helped us to ensure discipline,
most important not to back into redefining the both in the field and in the headquarters



staff. We now know, right from the start, what tied to actions pending on the '83 and '84
the program is really going to cost us, and budgets, and I'm going to digress for just a
when wiggles happen we are able to readjust second here.
our PDPs and thus the total PaH build, almost
in real time. There was a great deal of concern, a

little over a year ago, about '84. It comes
The budget people now live with us all with the season. After all, where is my se-

the time. They're very important to us, and we curity blanket? We have no approved '83 bill.
intend to stay linked to them in every level We don't know about '83, let alone '84, and
of our corporate process in developing our the timetable says we're now supposed to start
programs. And, once again, I say that pro- work on '85. However, unless major destabili-
grammers are the link, the link with the plan zing changes to '85 occur, we should not have
that said, "Hey guys, we've looked at the problems. Why? Because the '85 column with
threat, we've got our strategy and policy, what we know today--the present position--is
we've got a plan, here's what we need, here not going to look much different from the '84
are the resources we have to work with." column. And, of course, the reason for this is

that we have carefully planned, programmed,
Linking up programmers with the planners and budgeted for all of the FYDP.

and the budgeteers has prevented surprises and
has added stability to POM development. Our My estimate of how much flex Is in the
programs don't vacillate over time; they don't Defense budget, year to year, is not about
go through wild swings of the pendulum. In 7 percent. Perhaps at OS level it's about
fact, it is our view that the essence of 7 percent, but I would remind you that by the
stable programs is to live with that FYDP. Put time it gets to the service level, it's less
that FYDP together right and then stand by it, than 3 percent.
and this is counter to any notion that a POll
is "after all, just a rough departure point." Then, if, when the Fiscal Gusidance is
Certainly, the President's budget is no rough published, there's a little withhold on De-
departure point as it is extended out through fense Guidance from what's in the FYDP, that
the Five Year Defense Plan. The 'R5 column further perturbates the system.
should not look very different from the '84
column, and the '84 column should not be much For example, in the Air Force, we were
different from what we saw in '83. If there looking for a little over $92 billion in '84,
are wild swings in there, we are not doing our which included defense programs, NFIP, and all
job as disciplined programmers. our other business, and then $2 billion was

held back when the Fiscal Guidance came out in
So, I would urge those who are in the January. So, as we put together our P()4, we

business of pushing for stable programs to had to relocate $2 billion worth of programs.
recognize that there is already built into tie It wasn't as if we had a bunch of slop and
FYDP all of the essence of stability. Our wedges in our VC1M; it simply wasn'L there.
Secretary of Defense has said there's only
about 7 percent flex in the Defense budget. I So, we restructured programs. What does
think that's what he was alluding to. There's that mean? We'll never kill anything; instead,
a lot of stability in there. And those people we are forced to stretch programs out.. That's
or agencies that would make major changes, destabilizing, and I would urge those who deal
especially late in the PPBS process, must in that kind of policy to recognize that there
recognize that such action is very is a destabilizing effect whei arbitrary
destabilizing. withholds are made. And this is tough for all

services to deal with.
This says that what we've really got year

to year in the FYDP represents a series of Now. I live in the trenches; that's why I
ecosystems. We're all very familiar with that. know that. It just isn't something 'ou go out
That's a nice way of saying, "You want to do and say, "Oh well, stretched-out programs will
something different? You want to add a new work if we do a good job of programming." No,
program? Well, what's your offset?" And re- you can't ass'me that. Some changes can be
member, when you add and offset, you often made, but It's a tough environment when you
create twoodestabilizing inputs, force late changes; there isn't much fiscal

slack, and when you withhold on the front end,
Now, some changes will be necessary, you further reduce that slack.

National policy may change, or international
climates may vary, and, yes, we are able to When the Air Force moved into building
accommodate some changes. Now we're very con- its '94 column, it was looking at not much
cerned about possible changes in '85 that are more than I percent flex. And if you examine
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our PCM budget closely, you will see the new PRC pulls together the POM and carries recom-
initiatives that amounted to about $1.5 bil- mendations forward. The PRC is the body that

lion. The rest of our budget represented integrates our POM. Seventeen colonels and CS-
stable programs carried forward from the last 15s and one brigadier generai do that. They
FYDP that were restructured slightly to ac- carry their recommendations up to our Air

commodate cost and inflation. Staff Board at the two-star level.

[SLIDE 51 We have talked quite a bit Now I find myself in the unique position
about the programming process; now, let's look of having just chaired the PRC for the last
at the Air Force organization that puts it all two years, and now moving into the position of
together. This is our board structure. Its chairing the Air Staff Board. The board re-
foundation rests on 13 panels. They are headed views the PRC's recommendations, makes certain
by colonels from each of our basic mission judgments with regard to those recsmmenda-
areas, and they have representation from tions, and, at times, sends the PRC back to
across the staff on each panel, the drawing board. I may tell the analysis

people, "We want this looked at in greater

detail," or "We need mission-area analysis to
Slide .5 keep us objective." Some very toi.,h re(om-

mendations have got to come from that board,
but we usually do this from a menu of selected

alternatives provided by the PRC.
*2 ORGANUIA1ION FOR PROGRAMMtING

The next step in our programming organi-
zation is the Air Force Council. The Air Force

Council is chaired by our Vice Chief of Staff,
a four-star, and is made up of three-star Dep-

,L -uty Chief of Staff representatives. All the

" while, the Air Force Secretariat If inter-
S\active at the PRC and Air Staff Beard levels.

And the Assistant Secretary level Is inter-
acting with the Council.

-... r -- ... r- The Council the, puts the final polish on
f7 . z'.-the PCI, makes final recommendations, and

sponsors d briefing that is given by the

Chairman of the Air Staff Board to thc Air
Force Chief and Secretary. This briefinc is
attended by the senior staff from both the
uniform side and the Secretariat, is well as

Each panel is much like a mini Air Staff. the four-stars from the field.
Their job is to work with the Program Element
Monitors (PEMs), with the Systems Officers It is important to note that this is not
(SYSTOS) in our Air Force Systems Command, the first time our four-star MAJCOM Commandcrs
with the Program Offices, and, finally, but from the field have been invoived in the PI'.
perhaps most important, with the Major Con- We brought the four-stars in twice, and we
mands. The panels put each program together brought their two-star pInners in three
and then bring those programs forward to the times. Again, that's all part of our open
Program Review Committee (PRC). process. So, we finally are to that point

where we have our four-stars sitting in with
The PRC is next in line, above the our Secretariat and our senior staff for the

panels. It is also fed information on foreign final buy-off on our PCM. After this approval,
programs by the Security Assistance Committee the budgeteers put it into proper detail, aod
headed by our Director of International Pro- we send it downstairs to OSD, where some of
grams. In addition, our Force Structure Com-

mittee (FSC) keeps the PRC abreast of the

impact of programmatic changes on the total [SLIDE 61 Now let's look at the whole
force structure. Ou~r Operating Budget Review PPBS schedole. From September of '81 through
Committee (OBRC) works with the PRC to ensure January of '82, the Defense Cuidance develop-
proper programming of all O&M items. At the ment was underway. The services were brought
same time, all of the Major Commands of the into this process and ultimately used the
Air Force are feeding into all levels of our Defense Resources Board as a vehicle to re-
organization, sometimes simultaneously but at solve service/OSD DC disconnects. We in the
different levels of detail. In essence, the Air Staff were working interactively with OSD,
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and I thought that the meetings chaired by consideration in that forum was the Defense
General Stillwell were superb. They were a Guidance: "What's the planning input?" ".How

services to get down there and get their oars we best spend that money?" And, finally, "What
in. In some cases, we felt the guidance was does MAA say about the way you're spending
too specific, ambitious, and restrictive. To that money in terms of capability and needs
understand our concern, you've got to remember met?"
that guidance should be a broad-brush plan
that asks for a service view of how best to We then did a 7-day pricing exercise
meet the threat. To do this best, we do not based on that first rack-up. After that, we
need Mission Impossible guidance or a detailed briefed the Major Command four-stars and the
cookbook. Guidance should allow us the lati- Air Force Council. We then folded in their
tude to express our judgment and tell or jus- recommended changes and did another pr cing
tify our story, and the interaction that we've exercise. Throughout this whole process, there
had--especially during this Administration-- was Command and Secretariat involvement. The
during development of the Defense Guidance, four-stars from the field were called back in
has been very useful and open. Interaction to bless the final product, and in May we sent
starts at the action-officer level and does our POM downstairs. To me, it's significant
not initially require senior leadership in- that we really had our POM in shape weeks
volvement. It's only as we raise specific before the turn-in date. And there was no
issues related to guidance that our senior midnight drill to get the PCM downstairs. That
leadership gets involved, and the vehicle for PiM was put together 2 weeks before the dead-
their involvement is the Defense Resources line. It was ready and blessed.
Board review.

Following POM submission, we began the
OSD program review. Issues were received,

Slide 6 categorized by basic mission areas, and ar-
ranged in nine issue books. For each issue
book we appoint a colonel-level issue book

POMOEVELOPMENT team chief to oversee the preparation of the
PROCESS - INFORMATION FLOW Air Force portion for his particular area of

expertise. Usually it's the same individual
that chairs the appropriate functional panel.
For example, for the Nuclear Forces Issues
Book, the Strategic Panel Chairman was in

9SAt 1912 charge. For the Conventional Forces Tssues
S 0 I I a I ' III Book, it was the Tactical Panel Chairman. We

DIII,; D(uck atlIPINTlliB, then brought each book under the direction of
* llIIti *.~' ,,,o o . a general officer. And he was responsible for

'I.SI ,P109 DES nlN briefing that group of issues and the recom-

su~ OIslm.s: To aoN ~~ mended Air Force position to the Al r Force

0SOON.sanDAs Secretary and the Chief. of Staff. That's how
MGm -1-s 1 1-11 we prepared our top leadership for program

valet ...OE 11-0/.S. __II review by the Defense Resources Board. We
. ..0.. phased our schedule right through JLly that

way, and, though it was an extremely fast
train, my people in our Resources Division did
a fine job of maintaining order and discipline

Now, we have already talked a lot about and ensuring that our Secretary was well pre-
building the PMIi, and the chart shows us pared to present the Air Force position.
starting that action typically in November.
I'll Just--very quickly--review for you what We work it hard. And, my friends, I tell
happened with the FY 1984 POM build. First, you that ADP is the only way you can do these
the major commands came in with their priori- things. The idea of working the programs man-
tized PiMs. They briefed our panels, and our ually, as the Air Force was still trying to do
panels put together their recommendations, several years ago, was ludicrous. You just get
This interaction lasted through January. At lost in the morass of detail, and there's no
the Air Staff we compared the major command way to keep track of where you are going. We
inputs with the President's budget, and the have an interactive bystem, of course, built
Program Review Committee fitted up a recom- on Honeywell systems using Multics, and we can
mendation. This was passed to the Air Staff turn around our priorltizxtions and adjust our
board (the two-star level). They took a good programs, literally overnight. And, believe
look at that first line-up. The structure for me, we often have to do that.
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Following the Program Review, the SecDef portion of the President's budget. Nov, we

provided each service with a Program Decision wish that the resolution of major budget is-

Memorandum directing changes to each POM. Now, sues were not worked in such a ragged fashion.

in some cases it was very difficult to follow We understand that the press of events doesn't

those directed changes exactly. For, again, it always allow more polish, but I will tell you

took the services almost six months to put that when PBD 700, the C-5/KC-lO wap-up, came
together the P(M. and it represents an ex- to us dated 2 February last year, it was ex-

tremely complicated, interrelated set of pro- tremely difficult to deal with. And for the

grams. To change that following a few DRB Air Force to have had that kind of major pro-

meetings is bound to cause perturbations. But gram priced, in large part, remotely from the

we do make some adjustments. For example, some Air Force and then only at the low working

of you might ask why the Air Force insists on level, meant that the package certainly did

killing the TR-I. Well, it isn't that we want not get the kind of scrutiny we give even the

to kill the program. There is a message here. smallest programs when we develop our own PiM.
It is sim'ply the cumulative effect of all

those other programs that we and OSD are This caused us a great deal of eleventh-

trying to do, and it's an expression of the hour difficulty. After the President's budget
best judgment of the service that the TR-l is was in, we were fighting to explain all the
one of several viable offsets. It's difficult logistic tails that really enterLd into that
for some people to realize that to add a pro- late PBD decision. We were still correcting

gram you have to kill a program. Fiscal Guidance for the Air rorce--as most of
you know--as late as the 13th of September,

Following the BES submission, the service all as a result of the late adds. I think a
POMs (as amended by the PDM) are once again significant point that I mnst make today is a
reviewed by OSD, and for this we shift the request to all involved in late PBDs that ::hey
responsibility to a Budget Review Board. But must be put tugether with some semblance of
the same panels that you saw on the previous order and must have the right level of par-

sliie are responsive to that board. They work ticipation as they are built. It would save
the Program Budget Decisions (PBDs) and pre- all the services and OSD a lot of trouble.
pare an opinion. The Budget Review Board is

made up of appropriate colonel representatives [SLIDE 7] This slide summarizes what I
from all our staff agencies and is chaired by just talked about but expands on each organi-
our two-star Director of Budget. Budget zation's role. Subordinate commands advocate

analysts do much of the work in fine-tuning and participate; that is our open process.
the PBDs, but again it's the programmers that They participate in solving the problems that
make sure each change fits into the big advocacy creates. In the Air Staff, our Deputy

picture. Chief of Staff and our Assistant Chief of
Staff advocate and support programs, but, re-

What really ties this all together is the member, they wear two hats. Those people also

panel representatives. These are the same sit in the corporate board structure, where

panels that worked the whole business up advocacy is out. Then it is a matter of what
through the PCM and through the program review is best in the total context -)f the overall
and who now develop and participate in the program. The Secretariat also advocates, and
response to the Chairman of the Budget Review rightly so. The board structure integrates
Board. advocative programs and makes recommendations,

and that's key. It is in the board structure

Two things happen that I think are very that advocacy must be set aside. ach program
important. The people who are going to work on is reviewed both separately and as a part of
the next POM directly experience the changes the total picture, and here we once again reap

to our baseline thit occur during the PBD the benefits of mission-area-type objective
process. Lessons are learned there. We read analysis. Finally, with our four-stars from
that mail. We might not always answer it to the field present and having made their in-
everyone's satisfaction, but we read it, and puts, the Secretary and the Chiefs approve the
we get the intended messages. And we get it to total program package.

the people that are going to cycle those mes-
sages right into the next POM, i.e., the We're big on this open process of working

panels that will take the inputs from the up front with our field commanders. We have
Major Commands. That's been an important re- seen dividends from it. It has not been cum-
finement; this is really what we call the open bersome, it has not been impossible to do.
process, and we think it's going to pay us big With the help of ADP, we have been able to
dividends. keep it in an orderly fashion. The Information

exchange has greatly Improved the under-

Following the resolution of the major PBD standing in the field of what OSIO needs to
budget issues, we finally submit our service have done and what they're trying to do. This
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open process has certainly helped us to And to that I say, "'Then, you've got
understand what our people out there, who are entry into the fight."
most accountable for the way the programs work
and must execute the war, really require. We For example, there is a space community
understand them much better. Credibility is up There are great things we must do in space
on all corners. we, the United States of America. We've do

great things; we have to do many more things.
But, for everything that we're going to

Slide 7 within this ecosystem that exists within de
fense, we're going to have to stop doin
something.

i! ". POM DEVELOPMENT

PROCESS- DECISION MAKING I recently spoke at the Space Symposiumin Colorado Springs and explained all this to
them. The advocates of our needed space pro-
grams must get with those users who have

* ORGANIZATIONS- ROLES things that possibly will not need to be done
* SUaOOINA,, COMM40OS AOVOCAU in the conventional, current way of doing
* ARSTAFFDCS,/ACS,.ADVOCAE/SUPPOR, things, should we be able to do It better,
* SECRETARIAT -AOVOCATE

AIR FORCE BOARO S AUTIaRTA cheaper, quicker in space. So, do some busi-
SFCACAR,, OVE ness. Introduce yourselves to one another. Go

* OPEN PROCESS face the music with somebody and say, "We're
* MACUEI ECSI/CINCS INvOLVED going to have to pay for this. Maybe your
* 41L PARTICIPATE IN

* APAOR'ICtATWlO program will be one thing that could go."

40 OWvo,,,IM,,S It's Just a matter of doing business, and

the idea of identifying offsets is one that, I

am happy to report, in the U.S. Air Force has
come of age. I'm convinced that the only way
we've been able to got this into our lexicon

Everyone participates in what we priori- is because of our open process. That's beencize, what the problems are, and in solving the key.

those problems, i.e., what you offset with,

what lower priority program has got to go. And
here it's a process of constant education. In what I call the frag order, in the
People move in and out, not unlike OSD and directions for this briefing, they asked that
other places, and we have been able to use we talk about analysis. And this is an area
this open process to get the point across that I always have looked at with some con-
that you don't just say, "What do I need new?" cern. (SLID9 81 The apparent validity of
You must say, "What do I have old that is no most analysis is so overwhelming that it is
longer required if this new thing occurs?" It often accepted at face value. If you're un-
seems to me--and now I'm talking from 2 years willing to accept it at face value, you've got
of experience in the Program Review Committee to go into a profound and time-consuming ex-
-- that this is the essence of discipline in amination. And all those single-issue persons
programming, and to back this up I won't talk who look only at their o'.n programs can always
to anybody about any new initiative without reference a multitude of studies that have
asking him, "O.K., what goes?" been done to prove their point. But, more

important, we mist realize that analyses must
"Well," he may say, "I don't have any- be kept in balance with military judgment.

thing to go, I'm a service or support organi-
zation. I can't give anything up." There's a lot of analysis going on be-

That is the wrong approach. In the United tween the ears of our four-stars that, al-
States Air Force or in OSD, we must first ask, though not very carefully documented or pre-
"If we want to do this great thing of high sented in a very scholarly way, must be con-
merit, what can we afford to give up?" sidered, understood, acknowledged, and, in

fact, responded to.

Cur generals are supposed to understand
that. Your SESs are supposed to be big enough, Nevertheless, cost analysis is vital
smart enotigh, broad enough to be able to deal because OSD says, "If you can't quantify it,
with that. you're not going to get it." Fair enough. If

you can't tell your story, you don't have an
People say, "Key, don't bother me with entry. So, cost analysis is a factor; we know

that; I'm just telling you what you have to that. It's true everywhere--certainly true
do. I'm giving you the requirement." when we carry our case to the Hill.



Slide 8 I don't know how it struck you, but we were
there. That was the most counterproductive
experience we have ever had in this kind of

POM DEVELOPMENT business, and I realize that came from out-
PROCESS - ANALYSIS side. But the scars of that carried forward

right into our next POM development. Any time

you have to do things fast, you start leaving

out the people whose judgment needs to be
involved.

* COST ANALYSIS

" MISSION AREA ANALYSIS Slide 9

* OPS ANALYSIS
PROCEDURES FOR RAPID ADJUSTMENT

0 ACCOMMODATE

. C .. G.,S1 CAo

0 MAIO. PROGRAM*OILOOS
* FUNCIIONAL CIRPORAI TEAM

* IuOCIIoILq~ #ROPOSALS SImWMdA,
* CCUOAIO NIVIOW

0 CON1RSOCAF A.IO

Mission-area analysis is important to us * P,.ANN, INPU ANO DI CTION
because it is tied to the first thing we 0 PROGRAM REVIEW COMMITTEE ANTICIPATES PROSLFM

started with in this presentation, called the ... ..,P,.,,O,,*ol,
IN A;; SAll SOPF0FARD'1V1S DIRECTION

threat." Cost analysis alone does not ac- *SVANO '
knowledge the threat. That is the threat to • SICA,-,,, VON11.m

this country, to our freedom. Mission-area AIR COUCk AND SECRETARIAT OPORO1

analysis does that. So, it is a very healthy SICA/CHIIIO (0C(ON0

type of analysis and must be considered con-

currently with cost analysis.

Finally, you nave operational analysts,

as accomplished by the OSD Director of Studies The first people to go are program of-

Analysis. Bob Rosenberg's shop does an excel- ficers. Why? Because it takes them too long to

lent job of that and has become much more accurately analyze, cost, and phase their
interactive with us over the past 2 years. The programs. So, cost analysis goes out.

people who are responsible for these kinds of

analyses are present at our Program Review The field commanders go out because you
Committee level, at our Air Staff Board level, don't have time to get their reaction. So,

and at our Air Council level, mission-area analysis goes out. And, in all

probability, the OPS analysis never even had
So, to the degree that we are able to the statement of the problem on paper.

have analyses integrated, we have done so. We

now look to improve the quality of the analy- So, there was no analytical approach to
ses, the scope of the analyses, the under- that business, and I would extrapolate from

standabtlity of the analyses, and plug them in that that, any time you get into a rapid re-

even more. sponse, it's like the old-time secretaries in

the Pentagon who used to have a little sign
The frag also said, "Tell us about rapid over their typewriters: "If you want it bad,

adjustment." [SLIDE 9] you're going to get it bad." And that's rapid

response.
Well, you know, any time we talk about

rapid adjustment--and I'm sure Admiral Metcalf That doesn't mean that we shouldn't pre-

and General Noah had it come to their minds pare for it. We do. And here is the key--

when they saw "rapid adjustment"--there was anticipate. Now that we have enough order in

never a more vivid example of everybody in the our Air Force process, we're able to get a
Pentagon being pulled through a knothole than little breathing room. We anticipate things to

that table 1,2,3,4 exercise that we went the degree we can and prepare for them. For

through in August of 1981. 1 will tell you, my example, we know that, as we move Into build-
friends, that if you ever wanted to see the ing the '85 POM, we could have a difficult
service staffs as close to collapse as we ever situation. So, we are not moving into '85 with
dare take them in these types of matters, we an eye toward dealing with a lot of new inl-
were there in August of '81. Admiral Metcalf, tiatives. This fRll we have not invited all
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the commands to present their initiatives in "Chief," we said, "we didn't have that."
October, November, or December. No, we haven't We didn't have time to consider a plan, we
done that. In fact, we said, "Please hold on have got to respond. He said, "Fall back, get
to all your initiatives and work with us while the plan in here, get all the people that did
we prepare for the '85 P(14 by way of re- all this wild cutting, sit them down, drive
structuring existing programs, and, as the the plan by them, give them a planning input.
PBDs unfold and as we get a better look at the and let's go from there."
draft Fiscal Guidance, we all will have a
better fee] for how much the existing programs And I guess that's why he was Chief. He
will cost. After we scope that problem, we was the smartest guy in the room.
will entertain new initiatives."

That goes back to the need for top-down
This kind of approach is necessary, since direction, and we in the Air Force are very

we do not yet even have an FY-83 appropria- sensitive to that. Our Vice Chief of Staff
tions bill. So, we don't know exactly what the called me in two weeks ago and said, "Look,
direction is; we're not going to go into after we're moving into another cycle. What are some
-burner. Let's hold back the speed a little things we need to consider here?"
bit here, and we'll get a better sight of
where the target is, and then we'll set our And I said, "'Sir, we need top-down di-
direction. rection, we need guidance. You cannot program

by trial and error."
Now, there is a danger in too much prepa-

ration. There's always a question of how much And I would submit to you that you cannot
preparatory work you do without having some- program by trial and error at service level,
thing become a self-fulfilling prophecy. For and you can't program by trial and error at
example, I'm reluctant to say that the U.S. OSD level. We need some solid, top-down guid-
Air Force might expect a $2 billion hold-back ance any time we launch into anything that de-
in Fiscal Guidance in January for fear some- parts from what I call the stable program,
body will say, "Well, they expect it, let's i.e., the FYDP. When we anticipate a problem--
give it to them." and we do anticipate some--we do what we call

preparatory work, and we start with our pan-
I realize that any hold-back decision has els. Our panels put the answer to the task

probably already been made, and I hope it will together, bring it up to our Program Peview
not disturb the stability of the FYDP funding. Committee; they bring it as a recommendation

to our Air Staff Board. Now, the Air Staff

Major program adds and deletions are the Board really quarterbacks this action. The

big problem to us. I cited what PBD 700 did to Chairman of the Air Staff Board watches the

us. Everyone agreed that we got the job done, whole game. He sits in on all our Secretary

but it was a rapid-reaction kind of thing, and Program Reviews on our major systems and thus

it was an example of how the service and OSD knows when a problem is coming up. He looks at

staffs had to react rapidly. They just could all the SARs (Selected Acquisition Reqiews)

not be expected to do a very good job. And and says, "Watch out, there's a SAR disconnect

we've been patching that up for nine months, here. We're going to have to work something

We got into this box because we did not have out, get with OSD and see what's happening

enough time to really plan. We did not have here. That could be a problem." And, most im-

the guidance from the top down on what the portant, he provides top-down guidance on the

real objective was. Planning input is an item direction the whole board structure must go.

that has really struck us, and again it was He also provides a filter to make sure that

during that debacle of August '81, when we the board structure does not waste time on

worked tables I through 4, when our Chief and false starts.

our Secretary, at eleven o'clock one Sunday You all have got to start working this.
eorning. were down in the basement of the We must not energize the commands on what-ifs.
Pentagon, and the Chief said, "What was the Crying wolf to the commauds is the worst thing
plan going into this?" you can do. Another philosophy we must avoid

is to keep the process closed. We must be

"Well, sir, the plan was to cut $1.7 aboveboard within the services and between the
billion in table 1, $3.5 billion in table 2, services and OSD.
$7 billion in table 3, and $12 billion in
table 4..." whatever it was. [SLIDE 101 1 thought the ideas on this

last slide would be useful to share with you.
That was when he said, "No, what was the If you take a look at what the Air Force has

plan? Do we have a planning input? What are we done over time, you see that, when we put
trying to do here?" together our '83 POM, we started this open
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process. Incidentally, we started this open And it is not just OSD that needs to
process at the insistence of our four-star remember this. The Major Commands need to know
field commanders. We opened it up and said, this, too. And they do. I went out, eyeball to
"O.K., your XPs are going to be in here, and eyeball, with every Major Command Commander
you all will be in here; we'll work this to- we've got in the U.S. Air Force and told each
gether. You'll be in periodically. We will one, 'Sir, the deal is, if you want anything
tell you where our priority list is over new, you've got to tell us what we're going to
time." stop.--

And the BES was the base line we were
Slide 10 working with at that point. We presented the

MAJCOMs with that BES base line, and they used
it to develop their POM inputs. We're able to

.-/*, : POM OEVELOPMENT IMPROVEMENTS keep that list constant. The Air Force prior-

:_ __ ity list is now moving into its third cycle

with very little movement in it. We know what

* FY'83 POM our priorities are, program by program. How-
" OPEDOOEo M,,CGMs ever, for '84, we started before we had the
SNCREASED EMPHASIS O AUTOMATION Of nPoF President's budget, and we learned some les-

* FY84 POM sons from that.
" STARTEO FARI, BEFORE RECIPT f PFtSIE,, BUDGET

* FMPHASIS Ol NEW INITIATIVES

" LATE RICEIPT OF P'FSIO~fTI BUDOGE FORE CO SlOEMAKE AESCOP We found it would be better to wait a
" FWas POM little longer and get a better base line. The

, ISFAWS0 ffICSUGETASORKFl IG ASFl BES is not the best base line. The President's
" REVISE PROGRAM COST budget is really the only true base line.
" CONNEICT PIN II DISCONNECT$

" .110. AC IN ITT.O, IT1101 $Sufs

"D 141 WIIIS 1CM 1,101 Too much emphasis is being placed on n:ew
" AOoRIS COMMAND IITIATIVS

O START lNwPAGlAM ITKICtNGOOPROGRAM initiatives in the environment where we al-
ready have a stable FYDP and an cstahljshed
ecosystem. So, we went back to our field com-
manders and said, "Hey, we have too much por-
turbation. We're holding out too much hope for

Automation saved us and allowed us to you. We shouldn't do that to you; it's not
provide the Major Commands with a real-time fair."
product. We're able to automate our program
decision packages, which describe a given Therefore, when the President's budget is
program, and provide budget detail as an ap- late and there are other considerations, such
propriatons breakdown in terms of budget as PBO 700, you can see how that drags all
programs and in terms of element of expense these changes into the following P(N cycle.
code, etc. The programmers can see where the It's counterproductive. We understand some of
money is going as it moves around in execution that better now this year, as we move into
and then what the effects of execution will be '85. We said there's already a lot in the game
in the future FYDP years. this year; so, we're not going to deal with

initiatives until we sort out what happens in
Each program is then worked into a master the President's budget and get a better grinlist. Our internal Air Force priority on what the new Fiscal 0iidance is going to

list has all our programs in it, from solid, be.

base-line programs right up into those pro-
grams we are not quite able to fund, such as

We must also understand what the December
an increase in skill training, or moderni-
zation of some piece of equipment, etc. We try inflation rate is going to do to us and have a

to stack up our programs in accordance with better feel for the SARs. That is a much more

the priorities that I showed you before, and sophisticated approach. Much more "business-

then we run beyond the funded line, into the like" is probably a better word.
programs that go into our POM addendum, and we
retain a data base that goes another thousand Once we get that President's budget, we
PDPs beyond even that. have our bible. That is our base line, and we

will proceed from it. Before we can even think
So, we have 525 currently in our Budget about adding initiatives, we must first clean

Estimate Submission (BES), and we can say the up our existing programs. Should the kind of
Air Force has 525 program decision packages fiscal guidance that we expect in the coming
that are funded. But we have 1,700 in our President's budget, that budget which we Are
total data base. That's why it is important now fitted up to, be reduced for some reason--
for OSD to know we have no wiggle room left. and I would hope not--we would have to go into
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a significant drill to correct all our pro- That is why programmers need to be in-
grams, deal with fixing up loose ends, cost volved in the mid-term guidance. They are the
growth, before dealing with any initiatives, ones who have to buy the groceries and write

the checks. Now, believe me, even though we
The commands are involved with us in that have brought some additional reality into the

process, and I think that's very healthy. They planning process, we are there to help--not to
said they wanted to know the problem, and we turn the arrows around and artifically reduce
made them aware. They said they wanted to be the threat or the creativity of planning.
part of the solution, and now they are. So, we

have a better PGM formulation that way. Question: To what degree should the plan be a
programming document?

Now, what I've tried to do here is bring
you through some of what our philosophy is, General Cunningham: I don't think that the
tell you how we make our programmatic deci- plan ought to be a programming doument. In
sions and the way time plays in that. We have fact, I would like all specific directions to
looked at the structure we have to do that achieve certain levels of this and that, etc.,
with, and how we expect to use the President's out of there. I think that's the kind of thing
budget as our new base line. I will now handle that makes the plan programmatic. I think the
any questions you might have. services should be at least acknowledged to

have the intelligence to understand the basic

direction that we ought to be going and the
pace that we should be moving in that direc-

DISCUSSION tion. The DG can become so specific that it
becomes perceived as dictatorial. And it makes

General Cunningham: I would like to start with people like Admiral Metcalf and me say, "What

a question that was asked during the break. I are we needed for? You know you could put all

showed you the arrows that led the way through this into a computer and grind it out right

the PPBS, from the threat toward the budget. I there if you wanted to."

also made the point that the programmers are
involved with planners, right from the start.

But, fortunately, in this country the
Now, the real question is, "Are we in military and the civilian government share a

jeopardy of turning the arrows around with high mutual respect. The military is still
that kind of behavior?" You would then have looked upon as the technical experts on how
the budget defining the threat, best to carry out civilian government policy.

So, our POM represents our best military judg-
I tried to make the point in my remarks ment in programmatic terms. And we would like

that the planners have got to do a couple of to be able to have some latitude to work that.
things. They have to keep their eye on how What with two review cycles--both the program
much force we should have to meet the threat, review cycle and the budget review cycle--it
and yet this planning force must not be way seems that there's ample time for OSD to make
out of line as far as achievability and af- sure we have done our job.
fordability are concerned. And, from a plan-
ner's perspective, that may have some sort of It seems to me it would be a great op-
negative effect on the Defense Guidance. But, portunity to leave the guidance more general
since we programmers are the recipients of in nature and let the services respond in a
that guidance, you can't blame us for doing more purely specific way. If I were looking
everything we can to get that guidance into a for the service response and if I accepted the
form that we can swallow, premise that the POM is the expression of the

services' military judgment about what we
I would hasten to add that the planners ought to do with the money you've allowed us

are not fiscally constrained when they develop to proceed with, I would want to provide an
the long-range plans. These are plans that environment that allows creative thinking. If

exceed the FYDP time frame, and here you want you hand us specifics and we just regurgitate
creative, not constrained, thoughts. them back to you, we have not accomplished

much.

Mid-term guidance, within the FYDP, must

be somewhat constrained. First, it must be Question: How do the panels operate, and how
achievable. You must have the technology and do they respond in programmatic terms when
the production capacity to get the job done. they're faced with increases in requirements,
Second, we must be able to afford it, and I changes in costs, overruns, effects of in-
mean as part of a balanced set of prioritized flation, that sort of thing? Are they re-
programs, not simply afford it as a single stricted to Just operating within a certain
gold-watch entry, amount of TOA, are they fenced in, and do they
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have to find the offset within the TOA they meets in frequent sessions with the panel and
have available? reviews those problems that may not be evident

at the PRC Chairman level. He determines what
General Cunningham: Obviously, that would be a must be collectively pushed up the ladder. And
sorry way to operate. So, we don't do it that then he meets periodically with the PRC
way. Certainly, there are some panels that Chairman and says, "O.K., boss, here's what's
have very little TOA, and we can tell how much going on. This is what's bothering us." And we
TOA each panel has because every program de- have had very good results with this informal
cision package that we have is identified to a process. But the point is you've got to work
given panel, across those panels and compartments.

Some panels, such as a Research and De- Oh, I said the word "compartment." That
velopment Panel, have a lot of TOA and no reminds me that all the services have certain
flex. Everything they've got is a pet rock, compartmentalized programs that are not con-
gold watch, or sacred cow. So, some guys just sidered in the normal process of things. Some
can't move. of us have more than others, and it's an ares

that should riot be--cannot be--ignored in the-
Therefore, when the Air Force is faced programming process. There are the hi hl y

with a reduction in TOA or forced to add a new classified programs that we have got to na,
program without additional TOA, every panel attention to. So, we in the Air Force s<.f
gives that offset effort a shot within the don't let those programs just drift. Our Vice
mission area that they are responsible for. Chief of Staff last year created a bdy with
And they talk to the Major Commands and PEMs. properly cleared people to deal wi'h those

programs in an appropriate fashion and make
Where they simply don't have any flex, recommendations to the Chief and the Se:-

they have to say, "What other mission area is retary. I would like to let it rest at Llat,
affected by this?" And then they go over to with the point heing made that our highlv
other panels and work with panel chairmen from classified programs are dealt with appropri-
other mission areas. So, when all the panels ately in a programmatic way--not held sacred--
come forward, you don't just give a pat answer and are considered wheyn we go looking tor
from within one little compartment of one offsets.
panel. They all interact, they all talk to
each other. And the Intri--acies of that are Question: If the panels are primarily ad-
not so complex that we are unable to compre- vocates, how do you ever squeeze any offsets
hend them when they bring them to the Program out of them?
Review Committee.

General Cunningham: That's the job of the PRC
Chairman. The panels should, at times, be

This proces, makes us work across mission advocates, and it depends upon the timing when
areas and with the major commands, and that's they are. They bring in advocacy from their
important. This open process avoids cate- Major Commands and their PEMs. A classic ex-
gorization or establishment of mechanical ample is the Strategic Panel. They will tell
pigeonholes. That's what you've got to avoid the Program Review Committee, "This is what
in this business of programming. You can't get the Strategic Air Command needs."
mechanical with it. If you do, someone else--a
technician, not a programmer--ends up doing
the job for you. The Strat Panel Chairman has to give his

recommendation according to the Major Command
We try to work all the panels into our he represents. h11is makes him an advocate

programming process. To that end, when I right away. But the Strat Panel must then
chaired the Program Review Committee, I real- justify all of that to the Program Review
ized that the panel chairmen all had problems Committee. They are called upon to provide
they would like to share with one another. So, alternatives where the funding cannot be
I established a procedure where I met with achieved within the amount of money that's
them during heavier times, at least weekly, available to that panel--not just by mission
and reviewed the bidding with the panel area but from his own panel.
chairmen. We aired concerns, and the PRC as a
corporate body suggested solutions. Right there is the subtle transition from

the advocate to the programmer: "Corporately
The second thing I did was to place the now, Uited States Air Force Strat Panel

senior panel chairman in charge of an informal Chairman, what's your recommendation?"
panel coalition. I didn't even put it on the
organizational chart, but it functions, nev- "Well, sir, I've got to run off, and I'll
ertheless, to where that senior panel chairman be back some ocher time.."
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No, that's not what he says. Because I people the opportunity to take more shots at
say, "Come on, we're going to do business you than you might possibly be able to avoid
here. What is it? I know at times you have to motivated us to say, "We want one cycle." One

be an advocate. That's good, but now is the SAM ring, that's what we'd like. And that's an
time to take your advocate hat off. We're honest answer.

going to do business." And we get right down
to it. There are some pros to that, as there are

cons. The biggest plus is that one review
Question: Within the Program Review Committee would reduce workload and expense, etc. , and
(which General Cunningham chaired for the that is a significant reduction. I would say

last 2 years), it's often felt that the work by removing one of those cycles we'd probabLy

that's done by the Program Review Committee knock out some of the busywork and add sub-
results in the only good POM. After that, it stance to our service POMs. I will aot speak
just gets nibbled and nibbled to death and for the other services, but the Air Force
squeezed and crumped until finally something would have a better POM if we had a little

comes out that the Program Review Committee more time to work it.
does not want their name on.

Now, the President's budget should be our

General Cunningham: Well, that really isn't base line. After we receive the President's
the case. You know it's always the young Turks budget, we need time to get our Major Commands

that like to think they're really doing great in to review it and work with the panels and
work, but, in reality, the closer you are to the Program Review Committee. Frankly, if we

the fire, the more you can feel the heat. And move into this cycle on the schedule that's
that Program Review Committee doesn't sit now published, our commands will be penalized

nearly as close to that fire as the Council in that we will have to compress the rime tnat

does. Therefore, things change as they go on the Program Review Committee and the panels
up the ladder. will have to consider Major Command requests

and comments. If we had a longer cycle, we
That Program Review Committee cannot be could do that in a more orderly way, and we

nearly as well informed as the Air Staff Board could include more analysis in what we do.

or the Council, which is made up of three- Analysis takes time. Everyone in that business
star-level representatives and is chaired by knows what I'm talking about. If we truly want
the Vice Chief of Staff. That Program Review to put analysis into what we're doing, we
Committee cannot possibly know all the pres- can't do it with the two cycles we've got

sures operating on our POM without having the right now.
benefit of the Secretarial inputs that are
seen more at the Board and Council level. So, The other side of the coin, and I don't

those pressures tend to put a little distance totally agree with this, is that there is n
between the PRC and the Council. That's the chance for each service to seek relie' tom
way I'd answer that. sometimes arbitrary PDM decisions by - _

facing our concerns diring the POD cy,!. i 's
So, I would say to those of you in the an opportuni!y for both the services nI< OSD

system that it's great to see people like Dr. to do that. So, that goes back to the old fly-
Chu here be part of this dialogue. We all need through-the-SAM-ring-twice philosophy. Isup-

to do this. Do more. Let's do better. Let's pose where you stand on this issue depends

avoid the nif-naf, let the proper level work upon where you sit.
the micro, and let the leadership deal with
the big stuff. That's the answer to that. If I were in OSD and had -i progran I

thought was of paramount importance and 1 had
Question: What need is there for two reviews? a considerable amount of time and effort in-

vested in it, I would like to have a second
General Cunninqhm: I call them "review shot. If it fell off the cutting table, l'd

cycles."We now have a program review and a try to settle it out of court during the pro-
budget review. The Air Force has proposed to gram review. I would hope that I could enlist
the new Administration that we would like to some help from PEMs and others in the services

see one review cycle. Let us put in our POM a to try to influence the Air Staff to perhaps

little later and then do a combined program make an adjustment when they came in with
and budget review that would result in the their BES.

President's budget.
If that fell through, I'd want another

Well, most of us have seen a little corn- shot during the budget review, and while OSD

bat, and nobody likes to fly through a SAM and PA&E were riding herd on this and keeping
ring twice. Only a fool likes to do that. So, that discipline in there--and that's appre-

putting the POM In jeopardy twice and giving ciated--if I were an OSD project officer, I'd
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want to have the opportunity to see if I We are also a little too complacent when

couldn't slip something in there again. I we look at the out years. We tot) easily accept
would always want another cycle where I might the philosophy that I really don't have to
get my friend up there on the staff, that face those problems for 7 or 10 years. But we

major or colonel or general officer to try to must learn to defend our out-year TQh. We

push it one more time. And I suppose that's can't be soft on that. But I think that how we

part of this fight for resources. justify those out-year numbers could be done

in a more disciplined way. Continued re-

However, I think a single cycle would visiting of the EPA is important, not Just on

serve us better in terms of the quality of the the front end of the PPBS, when you're really

POM we would submit. I think the services nervous about getting the PCM done, but all

would properly discipline themselves in a during the PCM build. And we need to compare
single review cycle. I feel that the Secretary all the FYDP years, not just the budget year.

of Defense could be confident in that, and I
think that, before too many more years, we'll This year, we're going to do that. We

come to a single cycle, intend to clean up the out years. We're going
to be much more sensitive to the affordability

Question: How can you ensure your program is of the programs in the out years and will

affordable if you haven't looked into the EPA consider their extension out beyond 8 to 10
years? Do we look out there and make an ade- years. That, frankly, is part of the evolution
quate economic assessment to consider what you of this system. I told Dr. Chu that our Air

can really do, or have we built an Extended Force PCM was rather well done to the degree

Planning Annex (EPA) that is going to require that the out years have manpower, O&M, and all
50 percent of the GNP? the same tails we have in the budiet year, and

it's all programmatically placed.

General Cunningham: This concerns us a great
deal. In fact, we do use our Extended Planning I have spent some time talking about
Annex. But it has been significantly improved stable programs today, and the FYDP is the
from the document many of you once worked essence of stable programming, in my view.
with. We have come a long way since then, and We've told our MaJor Air Commands that therE
EPA is now taken very seriously. My prede- isn't much room to move around in the out
cessor on the Air Staff Board, General Bill years. We have ourselves pretty tightly tied
Campbell--a truly fine officer, with total down out there. And we've got to watch our-
integrity--said, "Look, how do you know what selves. Because a lot of things are going to
route to take if you don't know where you're change between now and then, and we now don't

going? The EPA is where we're going." have the big wedges everyonc used to pit in,
just to handle all those "what-ifs.' OSD

He directed our Force Structure Committee should be aware of that.
to produce an EPA sensitive to a realistic

economic environmunt and in consonance with Question: When you talked about programming in
the policy and planning directed by our Coin- the presentation, you talked about It as a
mander in Chief. That EPA was put together link between the plan ard the budget. That
before we departed on the '84 POH. The panels, being the case, it was surprising that yoi
the Program Rev'iew Committee, and the Air were so' quick to say that we would like to
Staff Board were briefed on that EPA, just to combine the program review and the budget
remind us Df where we're really going. review.

So, we pay attention to the EPA while we GoneraI Cunningham: Well, you qee, program-
build our POM. And that isn't lust meant to be ming, inh c e yt used prograt-aatase.That's the way we do it. mint, in the context that I used it in. the
a pat answer, presentation, says we've got so much money to

work with, we've got so many things we have to
Now, can we improve that? Yes, there are do. What's the best way we can make these ends

a couple of things that we're going to have to meet? That's not hard to understand. The idea
come to grips with. We should come to grips of a program review cycle and then a budget
with varying economic assumptions, especially review cycle is in a totally different con-
in the out years of the EPA. We know that the text. As far as I'm concerned, you could call

variables tend to converge, to tighten up, as the present system an above-service review
you back in from an EPA 10 years out beyond cycle A and above-service review cycle B, and
the PCM, and then they all converge on the TOA I don't see an awful lot of difference between
that exist. in the last year of the FYDP. This the two.
slop in the economic computation factors
lowers our confidence in some of the things Now, I realize functionally that a lot of
you look at in the out years. us think that we scrub programs in the first
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review and the budget in the second and that and '79. We lost our NCO leadership, we lost
this process is done differently by different our young engineers, we lost our young pilots,
people. If this wfere really true, we wouldn't we lost our young submarine commanders.
see the same Issues coming back during both
cycles. It would seem feasible that all the It's wrong to think that, because we now
different OSD agencies could work in concert have a poor economy, you can reduce military
during one review. In addition--and this is pay or people programs. Don't think we have
key--the Air Force has done an exacting job of caught up after the mistakes we made in '78
costing its POM before submitting it. We have and '79. ror example, housing is simply not
programmed our ADP so that our POM builders good enough out there. I commanded a wing
and budget analysts can use the same data where my people were living in 750 units at
base. They work in parallel throughout the POM Nellis Air Force Base, and the average tem-
build, so that, right from the start of the perature at night for three months of the year
POM build, the Air Force POM is a costed POM. was 940 inside the houses. We can't do that to
It does not require additional budget reviews, our people.

Question: How would you respond quickly to a Don't take the money away from the peo-
major cut in your TOA? pie, and don't take the money away from our

readiness. Flying hours, steaming hours--don't
General Cunningham: Well, if you don't admit take that. People talk about technology saving
there's a problem, you don't work it. And I'm money. Well, the most important module in an
not prepared to admit that that's a problem at airplane system, the most productive module,
this point. i think that Secretary Weinberger is the one that fits between the control stick
isn't going to admit that that's a problem at and the throttle. So, don't suboptimize what
this point. When OSD identifies a problem in that crew gets because 'e need to "save
that regard, I assure you, we'll jump right on money."
it. If they don't, we're not going to--as my
mother-in-law would say--borrow any trouble. There are certain big-ticket items we've
The idea, though, as to how can we do that, got to go after. 'he big boys have got to make
would take me back to the point that I made on a decision, and say, "Hey, look, guys, we're
the need for top-down guidance, not going to beat you up on the margin. We are

not going to nitpick your people programs to
I think that if there were a major cut, death. We know you need this, this, and this,

we would have a council at the highest Air but here are things we need, and this is what
Force level to identify some of those big- we think you can cut. If you have some better
ticket items we could cut. But to put to work ideas, let's hear them."
people who have only 3--or even I--percent
margin left in their POM, on the task of But first they must stand up to the
dealing with a problem that affects 10 percent simple adage: If you add a program, you must
is ludicrous. So, that is the point of top- identify what program you are going to kill--
down guidance, top-down guidance, top-down responsibility.

That's what I would propose.
And for those of you wh formulate or

pass on that euidance, you must remember that I want to just leave one last thought
we must be prepared to go to war. We must with you, and I know this group does not need
believe that if we go, we will win. We a commercial. But, above all, we should remind
soldiers believe this, or we wouldn't be in ourselves that we have a great country, and we
the business. And this is the essence of de- have great leadership, and we have the most
terrence, we in uniform acknowledging that we noble of purposes: to keep that country free
are ready to go and win. Because the minute and safe. And, whatever we do, we just cannot
the enemy thinks we doubt it, our President spare the horses to that end. So, I hope that
will get an ultimatum, we will always be able to work very closely

together to get more out of what we have
If we go, we're going to go on the backs available to us. I very much appreciate the

of our people. So, let's not think that we can Navy's affording all the services and OSD this
do anything by way of absorbing cuts on the opportunity to meet together. This symposium
backs of those people, the same backs upon has encouraged a very healthy exchange of
which we're going to go to war. You can't do ideas. I would offer that this should be done
that. You remember what happened to us in 1978 on a periodic basis. Thank you very much.
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EXTENDED PLANNING IN THE NAVY AND THE too complex for the human mind or even a com-

RESOURCE DYNAMICS PROJECT* mittee to track with consistency, a computer
by model incorporating the analytic relationships

Dr. Rolf Clark and Mr. Samuel B. Graves is required.

The George Washington University IS EXTENDED PLANNING NECESSARY?

ABSTRACT In a truly stable world, there is reallyno overriding need for long-range plans.

A new need for better extended range Fiscal targets and resource allocations, if

planning is discussed in the light of recent either unchanging or changing in a "steady

" dynamic changes to military resource plans. state" manner, can be tracked and predicted on
The difficulties embedded in the current PPBS the basis of thumb rules that are easily

understood and implamented by the human mind.
process and the problems they cause in devel-
oping valid plans are reviewed. The ongoing Under stable growth, the Navy budgets for

"Resource Dynamics" project is then presented aircraft spare parts, for example, may be

as a means of overcoming the difficulties and safely assumed to require some 25 percent of

providing a timely planning model. The basis the new aircraft procurement budget. This
aircraft procurement budget, in turn, accountsof the model is a lagged feedback analysis for about 30 percent of total procurement,

linking budget "flows - over tcie to weapon fhc aveae 0 percent of total udet.

system asset "stocks." The a.nalytic model which averages 40 percent of the total budget.

relationships are based on a significant Such stability has occurred in the past dozen

number of recent statistical analyses. The years or so. Figure I shows the stability in

model flexibility to conduct rapio explora- the overall budget.

tions and sensitivity analyses ( 'what-ifs")
around such explorations is discussed, as is Figure 1
the trade-off between asset quantities and the
cost of ownership.

HISTORICAL TREND, U S. NAVY PROCUREMENT RELATIVE
INTRODUCTION TO REMAINDER OF BUDGET 1968-81

IThree-Yew Moving Avweap)

Extended planning and its role in the
planning, programming, budgeting system (PPBS) o -
are discussed in three sections: First, its os

relevance is explored. Second, its diffi-
culties and requirements are outlined. Third, 0 -

o0s

an existing, developing approach toward ,
extended planning is discussed. 03

A summary of the views presented is that
upcoming fiscal dynamics make better planning 1 2 76 7 * *2

essential and that the inevitable difficulties 0AR

can he overcome to a large degree by the
method presented. Nonetheless, political
realities are discussed as standing in the way
of better planning.

An important concept is that the resource Under such conditions, resource allo-
allocation process is inherently a complex cation dynamics are relatively uneventful, and
"closed" system--with feedbacks rife from extended planning is both uninteresting and
initial budget formulation through the "end inessential. Without major changes in al-
game," where final changes are made--but these locating trends, there are no severe lagged
feedbacks have been ignored because the PPBS effects of such changes--and the lags in de-
process has been treated as a simple "open" fense resources changes, combined with the
system without feedbacks. The approach dis- magnitude of those changes, are what makes
cussed for improving the process is a dynamic long-range plans essential.
method that allows for the feedback Impli-
cations. Because the complexity of the inter- Suppose, for example, that procurement
related feedbacks and their lagged effects is lags (between budgeting and delivery) amount

to two to eight years, while for ownership-
maintenance, operating, manning--less than a

• This paper was summarized at the conference. year elapses from budget to expenditure. Then,
In the interests of completeness, it is a major shift in allocations between pro-
printed here in its entirety. curement and ownership has lagged dynamic
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effects on resource trends and on force budget. But, under dynamic condItions, next

levels. Assume that procuremeot has his- year's budget may be the first step in a

torically absorbed 5U percent of a constant growth process that is not feasible, and

budget (inflation-free), with the remaining should not be taken unl.s, the forces planned

50 percent going to ownership costs (manpower, can be afforded. The fiscal guidance provided

operations, maintenance, etc.). If budgets for next year, should be a function rr those

grow suddenly at a real growth rate of, say, long-term dynamics, anJ the first budget must
8 percent, then, for several years the pro- be allocated accordingly.

curement budget can grow at 16 percent. The

reason is passage of the three or four years higure 2
required for the newly procured units to join r -.

the active forces. All of the eight percent tONG RANGE PLANNING FOP SPARS STATIC I DYNAMIC
total addition goes to procurement.

STEAOV .iAT[ STATIC' LRP NJ CRITICAL

A $100 billion budget--with S50 billion
going to procurement suddenly raised to $108 F f VALUE IVI

billion--means that procurement can, for a few

years, rise to $58 billion, a 16 percent in-
crease. Of course, the dynamics _ust begin at SPA S

that point for, as th,- fleet units do arrive, :v

there is a steady growth in requirements for GROWTH DYNAMIC' tPIK0,1TANT

ownership funds, and that need may coincide
with efforts to reduce spending after a long i EL['V

(4-year) growth period--about the average

duration of an adrinistration. R'ductions In POUEITP

defense spending at that poInt mean severe -*.--
reductiors in procurement, for ownrship funds 5 f-

are difficult to deny, once the systen's and
manpower are in rplace. A dynamic fiscal roller __..... . . .. .___

coaster evolves.

Undet such dynamics, it is no longer

realistic to assume (following our previous
example) that aircraft spares account for

25 per ent of the aircraft procurement budget.
Instead, as procuirements first rise, sp~ires FUNDING DYAMICS. U.S. NA,1Y PrdOCUREMLNT RELATIVE Tk,)

budgets do not rise imme rely but grow only REMAINDER OF BUDGET 1968-98
as tihe procred aircraft reach the fleet. Thre w Moving Ave,,or

Later, as the procurement buildup ends, and
procurement budgets fall back to normal,

spares require a much larger fraction of the 0
procurement budget, for the fleet ha s ex- 00

panded. Figure 2 applies. laking 25 percent of D
the procurement budget for spares yields 0

budgets different from those that result from !
taking, soy, 8 percent of isset value-. 9102167

Extended planning clearly takes on im-
portance when fiscal trends are dynamic--and

present defense spending plans call for such
dynamics. Consider figure 3's extension of

figure I. The recent balance between pro-
curement and ownership is not to continue. The It is hypothesized that the current PPBS
reason is that the expected 7 percent real process does not provide a realistic pro-

growth in the defense budgets is unprecedented jection of the extended planning period or,

in recent peacetime planning. for that matter, of any of the years beyond

the budget year. For perspective, even when
It is false, under such dynamic trends, planned budget growth from 1972 to 1981 was

to fall back on the embedded opinion that relatively stable (compared with what lies

long-range plans do not make any difference-- ahead), procurement budgets projected I year

that it is only next year's budget, and maybe beyond the budget year (i.e., in year B+1),

the one after that, that count. Such logic were revised downward by about 15 percent when

works in the stable situation, where long- they became the actual budgets one year later.

range effects have no impact on next year's Ownership budgets, on the other hand, were
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revised upward about 5 percent. Clearly, the proposed in the third section. But, first, we
procurement-versus-ownership planning process, should explore briefly some particularly
even under stable budget growth, needs im- thorny aspects of the current PPRS process,
provement. The need will accelerate in the aspects that reinforce the need for a more
very near future. responsive planning capacity.

However, even when total budgets remain
constant and procurements retain stable frac- here a me facors in l i at
tions of the total, policymakers may want to are polita fers aoman Soae Underconsdermajo chngesin orcemlx-forex- are political factors and human biases. Under
consider major changes in force mix--for ex- our administrative procedures, plans must be
ample, to an all-VSTOL tactical air force, or based on guidance, and that guidance, at least
to smaller ships, or to a draft-augmented in part, has strong political influences. For
manpower force. Or economic explorations may example, the current Administration is count-
be necessary: What if compensation growth must ing on economic recovery, complete with pro-
exceed inflation? What if GNP growth is less ductivity increases sufficient to offset
than planned? What if the inflation norm ex- renewed inflation. Consequently, plans are de-
ceeds expectations? What if cost estimates are veloped with the most optimistic assumptions
optimistic? What if defense industries lose about future inflation rates. It woule be
efficiency? politically inconsistent for the Defense

Guidance to ask for development of a plan
Such questions have dynamic implications peae n tebsso nlto ae

through the resource allocation structure. prepared on the basis of inflation rates

Shifting to a VSTOL fleet causes increases in higher than those projected by the

aircraft maintenance and fuel costs. These administration.

increased costs detract, if budgets are con-
strained, from procurement funds. Also, the Asking for a new set of plans for each
smaller aircraft carriers required mean that new set of different inflation rates would be
more carriers could be accumulated over time, practically impossible under the current PPBS
but smaller ships are less fuel-efficient and system because of the time and effott in-
less manpower-effi-ient (on a per-ton basis); volved. But such a set of runs could easily be
so, associated fuel and manpower budgets must accomplished with a dynamic computer model--
rise accordingly. On the other hand, the in- and would draw much less attention than having
crease in manpower intensity at sea means that hundreds of persons communicating with each
more maintenance can be done underway, and other (and the press?) each time a new uption
savings can be made in iinpower ashore. Such is run.
dynamics do not lend themselves well to "thumb
rules," or even tr factor manuals which do not As another thorny example, it is naive to
change with the resource environment, expect planners to program unanticipated

growth in unit costs. Yet, it is a historical
Under conditions where overall force fact that such cost growth has occurred, year

growth is anticipated and force mix changes after year, in weapon systems. Clearly, plans
are to be explored, not only must the dynamics that assume unit costs that turn out ulti-
be captured, hut methods to alter the dynamics mately to be too low will invalidate the plan,
rapidly are essential. The current system causing procurement quantities to be lowered.
cannot provide that capability. That, in turn, raises unit costs again as

overhead costs are absorbed by the remaining
What is needed Is a system that responds units.

automatically In all necessary dimensions, one
that is constructed to increase the budgets
for leasing commercial logistic ships, say, Again, it may be more acceptable to run a
when the ratio of Navy combatant to Navy sup- series of runs, on an analytic model, to ex-
port ships becomes too high, and remembers to plore the implications of unanticipated in-
increase the mean skill levels of manpower flation and unplanned cost growth, than to ask
when units become more complex, and alters for the major compilation of inputs from pro-
maintenance needs if fleet ige changes because ject managers and sponsors for each iteration.
of alterations in such factors as procurement Even small annual changes, if they occur con-
amounts. sistently over time, can have major long-term

effects. Figure 4 shows that, in 20 years,
Either such dynamics can be reviewed in unexpected inflation of 2 percent per year,

detail when each policy alternative is con- compounded by another 2 percent In unit cost
sidered, or they car. be built into a (com- increases per year, reduced a planned fleet of
puterized) model that can he used instan- 500 ships to about 300. Historically, these
taneously as the inputs are changed. The "2 percent" factors have proved to be not far
latter obviously has practical apneal. It is from actual year-to-year errors.
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Figure 4 guidance on inflation that is too low, or
fiscal assumptions that are too higL. The
former leads to underestimated costs, tte

PERSPECTIVE ON EFFECTSOF ERRORS IN PREDICTING latter to overestimates of the quant it les to
INFLATION AND COST ESTIMATES be procured.

PLANNED UNITS Perhaps most sigr.if tcat for present
purposes, however, is that as these myriad
details come together in the PPBS process, the

UNITSACTUALIF2% ANNUAL budgets and plans they form run up against the
ERROR IN INFLATION annual budget submission deadline. In a matter

of a few days near the end of the programming

ERROR IN INFLATION AND cycle, thL resulting program must te made to
2 INCOSTESTIMATION fit within Fiscal Guidance, and aIso to

satisfy, as much as possible, the req itrements

OT of the sponsors who participate in the f:n-1
,wt ,m ,9 o o 2WS reviewing process. At this point (the "end

YEAR game"), large changes to cumulative appro-
priation categories and program allocations
may be made.

Such changes affect the assumptions in-
PROBLEMS AND DIFFICULTIES IN PLANNING derlying the detailed "gathering" process,

which means that the costs and budgets pro-

The current PPBS process--whether it be vided lose validity. But there is scarely time
for the budget year, the five-year plan, or to do another iteration of the hundreds rf
the 15-year horizon--entails, in essence, ob- phone calls, briefings and compilations re-
taining information on hundreds of program quired to obtain valid inputs--and far more
elements and their associated costs, adding than one iteration would be required. So, the
them, and then "adjusting" the sum to fit changes are made at an aggregate level, on the
fiscal limits. That in itself is a huge task, basis of intuitive logic and seat-of-the-pants
involving hundreds of people from project policy. Subsequently, as budget and plans
offices, resource sponsors, budget and analy- become reality, the acquisition and support
sis shops, computer centers, etc. processes must adjust to the unrealistic

plans. Program cutbacks and stretchouts occur,
The inputs to such a process are filtered and the "mismanagement" ]bel is applied once

through numerous briefing, and presentations again by critics of defense.
in the management chain. The Information is
influenced by biases, errors, and political At the point of budget adjustment,
factors. Data are misinterpreted through mis- another phenomenon occurs--a subtle one, very
understandings of, for example, how inflation detrimental to planning. The adjustments made
was used or was supposed to be used. Cost to force the total budget authorizations to
factors can be based on the wrong learning fit into Fiscal Guidance are affected from
curves or be calculated in the wrong year's another direction--expenditures.
dollars. The hundreds of telephone calls--
between the various echelons of the managerial Economic pressures to reduce or control
chain, from the secretarlats, through the government spending are usually concentrated
service chiefs' staff, to the material com- on the short term. This means that procurement
mands--are not all consistent. The resulting accounts are affected differently It im owner-
costs, the quantity projections, the es- ship accounts. Budget authorizations fox b ,ips
calation funding needed, can he in error, or and aircraft, say, are expended only as sys-
misunderstood, or both. tems are built. This means that authorized

budgets for procurement are outlaid (expended)
This data "gathering" process is not a over several years: Less than 5 percent of the

one-time event, even for a given year. Changes authorization for a new aircraft carrier Is
to guidance and to programs occur even before actually spent in the budget year, the rest
information requested on previous guidance has over an 8-year period or so beyond. But the
been received. Data, when received, may be budget authorizations for operations and
based on guidance different from what is now maintenance are expended almost entirely in
assumed by the requester. the first and second years of the plan.

Even guidance that is clearly understood The process of reducing the planned au-
and promulgated may be based on overly opti- thorizatlons of next year's budget, when com-
mistic projections. Obvious examples are bined with the politically important goal of
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reducing near-term outlays (expenditures), from the field of cost estimating. In es-
therefore, means that operating and main- timating the cost of a new weapon system, cost
tenance plans are the ones most likely to be analysts use detailed engineering data if the
cut. These accounts therefore, become under- system has been designed and development has
funded most severely in the plans. When the progressed through the prototype etage. At
budget year rolls around, however, under- that point, the details of engineering and
funding these accounts is no longer possible; production labor and material, of profit and
in fact, they must be augmented to levels overhead rates, of system integration tasks,
above those planned. This is much of the etc., are known; they can be compiled for use
reason for the finding that procurement ac- in determining next year's production costs.
counts have historically needed to be reduced
by almost 15 percent from their projections I But when analysts are looking to deter-
year earlier, while ownership-related budgets mine how much a system will cost before it has
were increased by roughly 5 percent. Proper been designed and before production schedules
planning should help avoid these dynamics and have been set, such a detailed approach is not
their counterproductive effects, possible. Instead, analysts must rely on

"parametric" relationships, derived from
The combined unlikelihood of (1) ob- myriad past data, to explore the likely costs

taining the correct inputs in the gathering of alternative future systems. In such
process, (2) obtaining those inputs without "parametric estimates," an aircraft's unit
the biases of the information providers and cost is made a function of its weight, ac-
without the biases of those providing the celeration, speed, and other performance
guidance, and (3) avoiding end game changes requirements.
that would alter the inputs if the necessary
feedback effects were reflected, lead to sug- An analogous concept is proposed to de-
gesting that the PPBS process be at least sup- velop extended plans in resource allocation.
plemented by another system. In more theo- The detailed "gathering" process, analogous to
retical terms, the current process, which is the detailed "engineering cost estimates," is
treated as an "open" system (wherein inputs essential for the budget year. But the farther
are not affected by the outputs) should be one looks ahead, the more the uncertainties in
replaced by a "closed" or feedback system, plans. The detailed process should yield log-
wherein the inputs provide outputs, which ically to a more parametric (or analytic)
alter the inputs, which affect outputs, etc. approach.

If my watch Is set at the factory with Looked at from a different perspective,
certain inputs, it will provide me the time as long-range planning is a policy matter as
an output. But, eventually ("in the long opposed to a managerial process, yet the PPBS
term"), the time will be incorrect. My watch system is very much a managerial process.
alone is an "open" system. But my watch and I Inputs are compiled from the detailed mana-
together are a "closed" system. I check its gerial system--the project managers, the bud-
output against other calibrated systems and geteers, the computer systems--and the inputs
reset its inputs. In the current PPBS process, are combined in a managerial accounting pro-
resetting the inputs after the end game has cess wherein the individual data elements are
adjusted resource allocations would mean added up to determine the long-range plan.
getting the hundreds of pieces of information
all over again. Obviously, that is not feasi- A policymaker determines the guidelines
ble. It follows that the current PPBS process under which each project is to be managed, or
is not a realistic way to develop extended whether the project is to be undertaken at
plans. all. A good manager performs efficiently the

tasks required under the policy, determining
An "analytic" planning approach is pro- needs and implementing schedules.

posed. Vital information embedded in those
detailed Inputs must be translated into Different methods are useful to managers
analytic models, which are more easily used in and to policymakers. The accounting, con-
conducting the necessary explorations required trolling, and optimizational techniques suit-
by policy analysts. It is suggested that this able in a well defined managerial problem are
translation of detail into analytic trends, generally different from the analytic tools
obviously less accurate in the budget year needed by the policymaker, who has to choose
itself, is far more accurate in the long term, between alternatives in an ill-defined future.
and perhaps more accurate as soon as two years This usually means using techniques which
in the future, allow exploring many options under many dif-

ferent scenarios. It means focusing on the
But what is meant by "analytic trends" in "first order effects," the major factors in a

the PPBS process? Let us consider an analogy policy problem--and sacrificing accuracy
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(usually false accuracy), for broad per- affected by aircraft procurement and aircraft
spective. It means reducing drastically the age, and trade-offs would be made to determine
volume of data inputs, so that larger numbers whether it would be better to inactivate more
of policy options and scenarios can be old aircraft, which would reduce maintenance,
explored, which would increase funds available fot new

procurement, which would reduce average air-
All of this means, in turn, that the craft age and further lower maintenance costs.

process must be replaced by a more analytic,
feedback-oriented approach, to which we now Modeling such dynamics is difficult, but
turn. feasible--and once they are modeled, one -an

THE SYSTEM DYNAMICS APPROACH AND THE NAVY rapidly study the policy implicatioqs of tht,

RESOURCE DYNAMICS APPLICATION trade-offs in resource allocations. Feedback
models such as Resource Dynamics can then rely

Fortunately, there exists a well estab- on sensitivity analyses--wherein trial solu-

lished framework for conducting policy analy- tions are compared--to choose between reource

ses in long-range military planning. The tech- policy options. This sensitivity anaIysIs

nique of "System Dynamics," developed over the becomes a form of "optimization,- :j- the al-
ternative options are reviewed. ani tht, most

past 25 years at MIT under the direction of
Jay W. Forrester (references 1 and 2), pro- desired one (the optimum) is hsen.

vides the general theories. With the texts,
computer languages, and even professional The following includes a briet descrip-
experts now available, it is possible to apply tion of the current NAVRESDYN model and logic.
these techniques to a specific policy problem. Allocation, in the broadest sense, iist he
At George Washington University, such an ap- made between acquisition and ownership.
plication is in process to consider the U.S. Ownership involves operating and supporting
Navy's resources allocation problem. The the Navy's weapon assets. Yet the cost of
project is called "Navy Resource Dynamics" ownership of Navy systems cannot he treated
(NAVRESDYN). independently of the Navy's cost of acqui-

sition, naval readiness, or operati in,

NAVRESDYN is a computer-based analytic maintenance/manning policies. There is ac-

model, which interrelates important variables cordingly, need for a comprehensive meth-

through parametric relationships developed on odology, directed toward developing a ;eries

the basis of detailed statistical analyses. of economic models, to better understand end
The model is truly dynamic, meaning that the therefore improve the Navy's resource 11-

feedbacks are such that not only are the model location process. The long-term effects of

parameters time-dependent, but the parameters today's policy decisions can become better

change as the policy variables themselves understood through such methodology.

change. Thus, the maintenance parameters, for
example, change as the fleet age changes. The In the past 20 years, while the real
maintenance cost of F-14 aircraft will thus purchasing power of the Navy budgets has held
increase as the average age of the F-14 inven- essentially constant, both unit size and unit
tory increases. This is an example of a more complexity have increased. Ships have grown in
dynamic interaction than, say, a time-varying size and complexity (because of technology,
parameter such as the inflation rate, which automation, etc.) almost 6 percent per year.
may grow at six percent per year no matter Aircraft have grown in weight and complexity
what the other variables (besides time) are (skills, displays, automation) at an even
doing. higher rate. Unless budgets grow as fast as

unit cost, force levels must decline. Rises in
In a dynamic model the choice of control unit costs will be hard to reverse for they

variahles (such as budget flows) in one time reflect, at least partly, efficiencies in the
period is dependent on their values in another evolution of weapon systems. Just as air-
period, and vice versa. In such a "closed liners, trucks, and cargo ships have become
system" approach, the model dynamics are far larger and more complex for economic reasons,
more complex--b,it also more comprehensive-- so we might expect weapon systems to reflect
than in an "open system." the same evolutionary pressure.

With an open system, one might apply a With increased size comes more efficient
maintenance "factor" to the value of aircraft production through economic returns to scale.
to obtain the maintenance budget as an output. Automation, while increasing complexity,
A similar mathematical operation would be yields manpower savings through reduced crew
applied for the following time period, etc. requirements. Larger units cost less per ton
But, in a dynamic (feedback) model, the main- to maintain, overhaul, and operate. Therefore,
tenance cost factors would automatically be size and complexity will probably continue to
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grow despite the possible advantages of dis- readiness deteriorates if required ownership
persion and deployment associated with smaller costs are not fully funded.
units.

Stated another way (and referring to
The NAVRESDYN approach involves deter- figure 5), the quantity and quality of asset

mining a historic relationship between overall stocks determine ownership fund flow require-
Navy ownership budgets (or fund flows) and the ments. Quantity depends largely on buys and
stock of weapon assets In the inventory de- retirements; quality can be influenced by R&D
manding those flows. TI-se historical rela- expenditures.
tionships can help predict future ownership
needs, and this can be accomplished inde- The model can be run in either of two
pendently of detailed project-by-project moces: "fiscal constraint" or "force level."
summation. In the fiscal constraint mode, ownership costs

plus R&D when deducted from the (constrained)
Any budget plan can be ;eparated into two fiscal level provided, determine the procure-

major categories--funds committed and funds ment residuals that augment the asset stocks.
not committed. Broidly defined, committed Procurements, as they accumulate, lead to
resources are those required to "own" existing asset levels, which determine ownership re-
forces. Personnel conmpenatton, fleet main- quirements; these in turn, lead to future pro-
tenance, and facility repair, are examples. To curements, given future fiscal constraints.
estimate the commirtel resources in future
budgets, one m-ist define and understand the This circularity can be broken in one of
relationships between the committed portions two ways: (1) Either more funding Is provided,
of the budget and the force levels that re- so that both acquisition and support can in-
quire the commitmentg. These committed re- crease, or (2) support can be uncer-funded so
sources are projected forward, and then un- that acquisition can accelerate. But the
committed resourcesi for eaih futore period are latter leads to reduced readiness of the re-
estimated as the differenco between projected quired forces, to larger force levels, and,
fiscal levels (budgets) and the c.,mmitted therefore, to greater ownership requirements
resource needs. This starting point an he downstream. The circularity is illustrated in
defined A,; "determininr, the ,ost of owner- figure 5.
ship," as it Acknowledges the need to operate
and maintain exi.,io,; r vst, ms at some
reasonable lev'l or readi:1s;. Figure 5

[,et trai lng and ,red i. t I, such )wnership
costs is n,,t a trivia, tas,, It r quires de- SIMPLIFiEO RESOURCE DYNAMICS STRLCTURE

veloping an utiderstardirg for th t )tjl Navy CTErnS
resource al ocat io,. pro~es, including the ru~o$OVHL'UNI

effect, A chsngv,; ,it i. svts, support ,' those LM, MTW

assets, and th, resulting reAditess, opera- / ...C.V .oN

ting, mainterance, and nvlnpowec policies and o w( o a
their impact on costs and readi :ess, ,iod even STOCK

Sys mItIc p!ugrat nig erlrs. Intelligent
planning requires analyzing past resource and ,v
readiness trends, developing relat i ships L~U i hV p
oased 0l0 those paqt trends, and ntorporating Ws-o

them into the dynamic mode to Influence future ANNING
RE E~dOPERATINGrtsourr allocations intelligently. M,,W.__...

The basic premises for the Resource
Dynamics approach are: (1) that funding avail-
able over the planning horizon must be allo-
cated to research and development (R&D), to
procurement, or to ownership; (2) that accumu-
lated assets determine required ownership
costs; (3) that required ownership costs can If the model is run in the "force level"
be influenced through R&D-funded-and-designed mode, wherein procurements are not residuals
improvements, (e.g., decreased failure rates, but are, rather, predetermined by fleet re-
increased fuel efficiencies); (4) R&D and pro- quirements, then the budget, instead of being
curement are the residual annual fundings that an input, as it is under the fiscal constraint
remain after necessary ownership costs are mode, becomes an output of the model. It is
funded (required only if budgets are con- the sum of acquisition requirements plus
strained by some upper limit); and (5) force ownership requirements.
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The "stocks-flows" logic embedded in plus ownership funds required (OFR)
figure 5 Is fundametal to the study of sys- since T-l, minus ownership fund,, sup-
tems, and the Navy's resource allocation sys- plied (OFS) since T-1
tem is no exception. The figure shows one
(annual) iteration, which can be described COS(T) = COS(T-l) + OFR (T-I,T) -
through a system of (difference) equations OFS(T-I,T)
wherein the system states, controls, and out-
puts at one point in time (t), are dependent
on only: (1) its states one time period ear- The present version of the NAVRESDYN model has
lier (t-l); (2) the controls (budgets) applied over 1,000 such equations, though each is, on
between the two time points; (3) the param- average, more complex than these samples.
eters (or constraints) of the system.

The set of difference equatiois repre-
In the figure, the "states" of the system sents a single time period, and the computer

are the asset stock and the ctumulated own- iterates the model through a many time per-
ership shortfall; the "controls" are the in- iods as required, calculating the vale of all
activation rate and the budget flows (which states, controls, parameter's, and outputs at
evolve from the operating/maintenance/manning the first time point, theo tile second, etc.,
policies); the "parameters" are the force until the entire time horizon Is "simulated."
characteristics plus all the constants used in
the relationships between variables (for each Of course, figure 5 gives a, oversim-
arrow in the figure is a relationship which plified look at the model. "Assets" are, even
must be derived statistically), in the simplest form of NAVRESYN, split into

ships and a!.rcraft assets, -ind each of those
The "force characteristics" are deter- is disaggregated by age category--30-year-old

mined by numerous ownership costs, such as ships, 29-year-old, etc. The ownership" flow
maintenance costs per unit, manpower require- shown is made up of ship maintenance, ship
ments per ton, fuel use per ton per hour, operations, ship manpower, and 10 )r so mis-
overhaul costs per unit, etc., most of which ceilaneous acounts. Similarly for aircraft.
can be affected through proper design im- Even some of these, depending on their impor-
provements, meaning increases in R&D tance, are further analyzed and disaggregated.
expenditures. Ship maiatenance is split into toir subcate-

gories: (depot, intermediate, and organlza-
Finally, the "output" shown is the number tional maintenance costs and replenishment

of ships and the readiness decay measure, spares). In all cases, the disaggregatlon is
though any variable can be printed as an consistent with available data ,nTid accounting
"output." Certainly, budget flows are all records.
candidates.

This simple model becomes complex yet
Some highly simplified sample "difference still manageable, giver compoters and data-

equations" representing this figure are the based management systems, if the following
mathematical equivalents of the following consideration, are included: (1) disag-
statements: gregation of force assets into ircreasingl

specific components, such as aircraft into
* The assets (A) at time T equal the system types (tactical, warning, transporti,

assets at T-1 plus the procurement etc.) and ships into categories (carriers,
flow (P) minus the inactivation rate submarines, logistic, etc.); (2) ownership
(I) policy changes (maintenance policy allowing

more backlogs, manning at 80 percent, 90 per-
A(T) = A(T-l) + P(T-l,T) - I(T-1,T) cent, etc.) and their effects on resource

allocations; (3) incorporation of systematic
" Maintenance (M) at time T equals and predictable errors influencing resource

assets at T times the maintenance allocations (underestimating inflation, over-
parameter (MP) estimating GNP growth, etc.); (4) analysis of

the effects of different resource allocation
M(T) = A(T) x MP schemes on "readiness."

" The R&D flow (RD) equals a fixed frac- A note on the "readiness" direction of
tion (FF) of tile budget (B) the research is appropriate. Readiness mea-

sures are considered in the form of readiness
RD(T-IT) - FF x B(T-l) "indicators"--overhaul backlogs, spare parts

shortfalls, manpower skill and quantity fac-
" Cumulative ownership shortfall (COS) tors, steaming hours per ship, etc. Policy-

at time T equals its value at T-1, makers involved in budget allocatior,s can
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influence success in combat basically through Figure 6
control of resources affecting such indi-
cators. A task group commander must ultimately FORCELEVEL s.FISCALCONSTRAINTMODES
be sure his forces are "ready" in the more
traditional sense of operation or unit readi-
ness, but he will have an easier time If pol-
icy level resource sponsors have provided
adequate levels of spares, training time,
manpower, maintenance, etc., to the task group u
I. the first place. The hypothesis is that the , a
fleet will have higher material readiness, YEAR

personnel readiness, mission readiness, MODE YEAR BUDGET SHIPS ACFT MANPOWER
operational readiness, and fewer casualties,
if resources allocators have monitored the FORCE LEVEL ill" $696 S4 6.070 651 ITHOU)

19"9 110 60 7.100 6
readiness indicators" and made intelligent IM 143 S60 7.70m o

allocations accordingly. 1911 171 Sm .,850 71*

FISCAL CONSTRAINT 134 73 b48 6.070 561
Having a model that incorporates such 19 N 68 11 4.640 630

1913 100 544 6,400 ISO
considerations, one can "execute" a program low 10 5 6,5 64
using base-case assumptions. Figure 6 provides
a comparison of the fiscally constrained mode
and the force level mode, in which the types
of ships and aircraft required are given. The By way of demonstration, figure 7 provides
fiscal case determines how many ships and a hypothetical fiscally constrained case in
aircraft can be procured within budgets after graphic form. Figures 8 through 12 provide
the ownership costs are paid. The requirements perspective on changes in selected variables
case determines how much it will cost to buy relative to their base-case values. Figure 9
and own the units planned. Any specific run, shows a slightly more comprehensive sample
of course, requires certain inputs in addition output for a force mix "what if" example.
to those built into the model. The fiscal mode These should be discussed, at last in broad
requires knowing future budget growth as- detail.

sumptions and the procurement plans, from
which trends in the characteristics of future The base case (figure 7) shows ship, air-
systems bought with available funds are de- craft, fleet value (ship and aircraft valued
rived. The force level mode requires con- at cost), and required manpower projections,
version of the procurement plans themselves under a fiscally constrained case. In this
into direct inputs. In either case, many op- run, future ship and aircraft unit costs have
tions concerning ownership policies and as- been assumed to grow at historic rates (5
sumptions can be tailored, and model para- to 7 percent) and the Navy budget grows, in
meters can be changed. constant dollars, as shown: 2 percent in 1981,

15 percent in 1982, 7 percent in 1983, etc.
In an ideal planning case, the budget Several factors are noteworthy:

outputs of the force level mode would match

the budget constraints of the fiscal mode. If
they do not match, however, having both allows Figure 7

policymakers to consider whether to: (1)

change fiscal guidance, (2) change procurement SHIP.AIRCRAFTAND MANPOWER BASECASE
plans or (3) ignore the problem now and adjust
later by asking for more funds, cutting pro- _,__ REALBODGETGROWTHIN%

curements, or both. Historically, the third 01
policy has resulted from default, because the ow .
fiscal-versus-requirement comparison has not ------

been available. 6-
-

Given a base case, one can conduct B i$ER2
various "what if" exercises. These come in 4817i t o -

various categories, including: AIc ,01 \

(1) Budget changes ,U

(2) Price inflation changes
(3) Changes to ship and aircraft . O

characteristics
(4) Changes to production efficiencies

(5) Changes in the force mix
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First, both ship and aircraft unit counts Figure 8

lag budget growth. This is consistent with the
previous discussion on lags, with aircraft SHIP REDUCTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH BUDGETS

taking some 2 to 3 years from budget to 1% LESS THAN PLANNED BASE

delivery, and ships up to 8 years.

Second, with ship and aircraft procure-
ment costs growing at 5 to 7 percent and bud-

gets eventually growing by only 1.5 percent, ow 620

units must eventually decline. Note, however, 6W0

that value continues to rise; each unit is far BASEC SE

more "valuable" than the unit being replaced. ,o0 21% CAS

rhird, aircraft Units, lasting only 15 1LESOT'VR BuSET 5

I % LESS BUDGET'YR BUDGET - 1%

years or so, must decline much sooner than 2oD - 8% LESS SHIPS

ships, which last 30 years. 1- -

Fourth, the lag between budget growth o'
1990 2000 2010 420

decline and unit count decline is longer than YEAR

the normal budget-to-delivery lag. The reason
is that, within the model, attempts to avoid
fleet decline in numbers feed back as a policy
to retain units beyond their normal service
life. But that practice ages the fleet and Fgure 9
eventually leads to higher maintenance costs
and accelerated declines.

RELATIVE ASSETS &FUNDING, FORT'2 GROWTH OF 15 XIr 7%

Fif th, manpwer con t inues to increase (DOLLARS IN APPROXIMATE I982 S.

beyond the ,o'.' 11e it tleet Units, because . .- -sc - , -1 * 17. -N .

fleet va lue cont i nues to grow. 10 a0 Il 19 .3 40

Finally, the eventual manpower decline AO,)24440736 , a .. 1W I4 -05 41. 040 l4004 I 540

occurs b-c LSe of manpower efficiencies asso- MAWofl s0 , F. , ,, 10I, 1,, 4 0 O " 1. W

ciated with the more -ost y--but more auto- SC6.0NI..,, 4 2 4 0 1, . .40( 1 I

mated--units and because of the movement of W.' -11-G0l 0 1. 1 15 100 405 00 101 1 0. 4 0

more of the budget toward ownership accounts, 4IoSl, 4-L 0 1 21 2 20 59
1 404 1 19 t4 01 03 0 1 111,

as a conseqlence of the increas ing value of 0.,.A,., 0. I0 4 ' 0' I 2 I 0 0, 14 40 5050,000! VOS 51? 100 700 123 710 131 l~ 1,9 l00 III

the t l'et ; fleet as-;et gr,)wtI is therefore I AGE 11 1. 04 2 09 .2 04 0 12

slowed. I 50 4 0 4 '0 60 0 47. 00 0 I

5411 VAL-E 077 ,-l , 131 704 10 . 0 1 , 1 760,74 233 I, 0W i th th is b ose ca se fo r re fe ren c e , va r i- .- -' 1-" , 1. 2000 " . 9 0. 0 '. 6 1 1
c- ~ ~ ~ ~ I' .- s 1'2103' 1 . 0 1- " . Iw I-10 0(1

ous excursions can be explored. In figures 8 205AC0T 1 004 8 000 48 05 440 7000 10

and 9, budget sesitivity questions are posed.

Figure 8 asks, "What if budgets grow
I percent less, each year than planned?"
There, it is seen that (after a considerable
lag), the number of ship units declines by (-

8 percent in the year 2000, compared with the
base caso, and 15 percent in 2010, etc. WHAT IF MANPOWER COMPENSATION MUST RISE 4% ANNUALLY

RELATIVE TO NORM IBASE HAS 2%) ICOSTS INCONSTANT 79 SI

In figure 9, only one budget is changed; $ SHIPS

that is, the 1')S2 growth rate Is 7 percent 1o

instead of 15 percent. This has a major 1:10

impact, since every year's budget thereafter 12- 0

must grow from this lower base. Here a more '00 r320 SHIPSIHUNDREDS'

compreltensive output is provided to show some 6 520

representative outputs available. %0 5-0'0DERAEDIAE 41 
. 

2% COMP

13" GROWTH
60 •DECREASE DECREASE 430In figure 10, relative price changes are DCA DRS COM

explored. Here, the question Is "What if mill- lo MANPOWER BUDGET DECREASE GROWTH

tary compensation must grow 4 percent faster 30 4 SLLIONSI 40INCREASE

than inflation?" instead of the 2 percent ,o , SwEp

assumed in the base case. A 7 percent decline 3 I0%7 ,NCREASE GROWTH0

In ships for the year 2000 occurs as the bud- ,0o 2W 204 . "?0 2

get for pay grows by 30 percent, and less YEAR

remains for procurement.
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In figure 11, aircraft production rates statistical analysis is performed to oLtain
are initially doubled, causing production model relationships, and, after the model is
efficiencies to occur, which provide more tested for the sensitivity of the relevant
aircraft relative to ships, and eventually parameters, more detailed statistical studies
cause aircraft production to be reduced to are conducted on the parameters that are most
levels merging with the base case about the sensitive.
year 2020. This case is intended to show the
effects of increased efficiency in production Figure 12
processes.

Figure I I VSTOL CASE "20 YEARS LATER"
IDOLLARS IN CONSTANT 7961

WHAT IF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION IS DOUBLED AND TOTAL BASE CASE VSTOL TACAIR
BUY DOUBLED FOR EACH TYPEIMODEL/SERIES

(COSTS IN CONSTANT 79SV SHIPS 6 , 550
AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT* 5,00 5,500
-AICR TMANPOWER 720.000 680,000

O&S BUDGET $ 36.71 $ 2E.511
SHIP OPS S 4.08 $ 309

AIR OPS: 5 4T1 S 4.16
ACFT MAINTENANCE S 4.08 $ 5.79
VALUE OF SHIPS S 2448 $ 2438

6400 VALUE Of ACFT $ 658 $ 40.30
AIRCRAFT THOUSANDS) AGE OF AVE SHIP: 12.2 YRS 1.6 YRS

9W A TAGE OF AVE ACFt, 91 YRS 9.5 YRS
6.100 AVE UNIT VALUE. SHIPS: S 410M S 410M,

4 QAVE UNIT VALUE., ACtTT S 16 OM $ 15 SM
, 4700AS SHIP.YRS TO DATE 1000",) IQ's 10.5

BAS ACFT YRS TO DATE 1000"*d 83.6 82 1

-'PRODUCTION

6 2 AIR OPS COST(BILLIONSI BASE DOUBLED
I - 7iNRA A1NCREASE CASE

,, YE AR " I. 2w o R e g a r d i n g f l e e t u n i t s a n d t h e i r c h a r -

acteristics, analyses have been conducted into
trends in size in cost per ton, trends in

Finally, figure 12 shows the "What if the asset levels on crew requirements per dollar
force mix is changed?" example, where a total of asset value, generating capacity per unit
shift to a VSTOL tactical air force is pro- of propulsion power, and carrying capacity per
grammed. This case is interesting, because the ton.
VSTOL force can operate from smaller, less
costly carriers, and the Navy can, presumably, For example, over the past 20 years,
save money which can be invested in more ships have grown about 3 percent per year in

ships. In actuality, however, a counter- size and 2.7 percent in cost per ton (constant
intuitive decline in numbers takes place. dollars). Aircraft unit costs have grown about
There are several reasons. First, VSTOL air- 7 percent per year (reference 4). Ship costs
craft cost more per unit for equivale-t capa- per ton have approximately matched the growth
bility. Second, their maintenance costs (com- in generating capacity per ton (reference 6).
pare the "aircraft maintenance" budgets) are Afloat manpower per dollar of asset value has
considerably higher. Third, the smaller ships declined some 3 percent per year (reference 5)
are less efficient in manpower and fuel, on a and, if one inspects budget trends, this has
per-ton basis; consequently, proportionately resulted in lower fractions going to military
more money is required for ownership. Further, pay--from 23 percent in 1972 to only 14 per-
VSTOL-capable ships other than aircraft car- cent in 1982--contrary to the popular opinion
riers cost more than their non-VSTOL-capable that manpower costs are growing exorbitantly.
predecessors. These types of results, natural An analysis of the last 1,250 ships built
in feedback models, are unlikely to be in- shows that Rome 25 percent of the units
corporated in a atatic (open system) approach undergo major conversions, and when they areto planning. neg ao ovrlos n hnte r

converted, some 50 percent of their initia].

STATISTICAL ANALYSES SUPPORTING THE MODEL value must be budgeted to accomplish the con-
version (reference 7). Such data is incor-

Model outputs are, of course, largely porated into the model to allow for adjustment

dependent on the accuracy of model parameters of fleet age (units are renovated when con-

and on the functional forms relating the verted) and changes in manpower and complexity

variables. Of the many statistical explo- factors.

rations conducted to date, only a handful of The ownership costs associated with fleet
examples can be cited here. Typically, a crude units have been analyzed. Aircraft maintenance
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costs are some 6 percent of aircraft ar et possible to explore even sensitive options. As

value overall but must be disaggregated into the model improves its disaggregation process,

fixed-wing, VSTOL, and rotary-wing. Aircraft more accuracy will resul. aes readiness decay

maintenance varies only slightly with the age factors are related to shortfalls in manpower,
of the aircraft series, largely because the maintenance, and operations funding, trade-

aircraft modernization program keeps aircraft offs between procurement and readiness can be

very near their new condition (reference 9). explored. The model, already proving useful,

Aircraft operating costs are determined as should become more so.
functions of aircraft weight and thrust/weight

ratios (reference 8). Ship maintenance is
determined to require overall about 4 percent SELECTED REFERENCES

of ship value and, of course, varies from type
to type (reference 10). Ship fuel costs are General background

determined to rise with horsepower, tonnage,
and generating capacity, but a 10 percent [11 Forrester, J.W. (!964). Comaon inundation

increase in each leads to only 3 percent, 2 underlying engineering and management.
percent, and I percent increases in fuel IEEE Spectrum 1, No. 9, pp. 66-67

(i.e., elasticities are 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1 re-
spectively). (See reference 13.) Analysis of [2] Richardson, G.P., and A.L. Puvh, fI
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AIR FORCE WIDE MISSION AREA ANALYSIS: both quantity and quality? In a nutal
A NEW TOOL FOR PPBS these three factors are the essence of

by Mission Area Analysis program.

Colonel James B. Donahoe, USAF The distinguishing factor in AFW lAj

Chief, Capability Assessment Division its emphasis on the "total system." It I
(AF/XOXIM) at both force structure and the support I

tions necessary to produce real combat c
bility. For example, if you have a ramp

OVERVIEW of fighters but do not have adequate munit
spare parts, fuel, or C3, you really do

Few people really realize the scope and have an effective fighting force.
complexity of building a Program Objective
Memorandum (POM) or budget for one oi the A major by-product of this process
military services. However, everyone has at elinaiaation of double counting. By lookini
least one "pet program" which they can discuss global scenarios we quickly identify cri
in-depth, -nd they can argue eloquently for targeting or over-commitment of resources.
their position on expansion, termination, example, aerial refueling is used by al
acceleration or drawdown. Beyond this "pet tegic, tactical, and airlift forces. Plat
program" there's rarely any thought to the in isolation, these forces could easily aso
myriad areas which must also be considered: unlimited aerial refueling Support. Howei
R&D, base operations, military construction, In the global sense, AFWMAA will apply
force sizing, support requirements, etc. Not sources to the highest priority missions
only must you consider these factors, but you then degrade capability when the resource
also have to prioritize them from mose dear to longer exists.
least dear. Avai able dollars are limited, and
you have tn make Lhese tough decisions if you Perhaps the most important aspect
are to stay within your budget, keep AFWMAA is its role as an "honest broke
your forces operating, and maximize combat Unlike advocates who often "sell" weapon a
capability. tems and support functions, the AFWMAA a

lysts are charged to call a spade a spade-
How would you prioritize the hundreds of do an honest evaluation and let the chips f,

programs that constitute a five-year defense where they may. These assessments are provi,
plan for a service? What criteria would you directly to the Air Force Board Structure
use--cost, current risk of warfare, deterrent use in prioritizing and funding programs.
value, technological risk, or contribution to
warfighting capability (certainly an important Our non-advocacy evaluations have a c
factor)? And, if warfighting contribution is mon measure of merit across all mission are
primary, how would you assess it--now and in aad are invaluable to the Board Structure
the future? To answer this last question and their prioritization decisions.
assist In the decision-making process, the Air
Force has developed, expanded, and refined a METHODOLOGY
tool called Mission Area Analysis.

Air Force Wide Mission Area Analy
Air Force Wide Misslon Area Analysis (AFWMAA) is a computer model based on a hi

(AFWMAA) is a macro systems analysis used to archical, multi-objective tree structu
measure USAF combat capability in four major Three distinct actions are involved in
mission areas: strategic offense, strategic computational process:
defense, force projecti*on, and theater war-
fare. The process compares friendly and enemy (1) Establishing and prioritizing the
forces over the next 15 years, assesses con- jective. Threat data is matched w
tributions of individual programs, identifies tasks to be accomplished.
chokepoints and limitations In the system, and
prioritizes needs to improve capabilitiqe (2) Computing capability of various wea

systems to perform the required tas'
How does it work? First, last, and This includes both quantity and qu

always, AFWMAA is a logic process. Warfighting ity factors.
assessments are based on evaluation of three
essential elements: (1) Objectives: What do we (3) Matching available capability to p
want to do? (2) Threat: Who Is the enemy and oritized taskings. The output id
what are his capabilities? and (3) Capa- tifies shortfalls, limitations,
bilities: What are our resources in terms of sensitivities.



The hardest part of the entire perform the objective tasks. For example, in
process is developing and articulating the Strategic Offense mission area, we would
objectives in a logical format. The look at bombers (B-52, H-1, FB-fli) and mis-
Defense Guidance provides the foun- siles (Minuteman II/III, MX, ALCM, SLBM). For

dation for what has to be done. How- each of these systems we then evaluate alt the
ever, the guidance is usually cast in factors that aetermine the effectiveness of a
very broad or abstract terms. For system (force size, survivability, penetra-

example, statements such as "Deter tion, probability, and weapon effecti' eness,
aggression..." or "Inflict unaccept- as well as logistics, aerial retueling, C3,
able level of damage..." offer few and other necessary support. Many of these
clues to the number of aircraft, mis- factors (such as C3) already have extensive
siles, munitions, etc. required to models; these are incorporated into the maior
carry out the guidance. To convert the models. In short, we compute the number of

general guidance to specific tasks, we sorties available from each system, the
work with the Commander's staff quality (damage expectancy) of those sort.es,

charged with a specific mission (e.g., and the support necessary to operate the
CINCSAC for strategic offense, etc.). sortie.
With the Commander's staff, we look at

possible scenarios, such as full gen- The final 6tep matches catpability to

eration and day-to-day alert status, tasks. At this point, we have a prioritized

From there, we progress to possible list of tasks to accomplish and a tar';e numbe-

conditions of war and broad target of sorties availahle. Using computer models Lc

types, working down to specific num- keep tracK of resources used and targets de-

bers of targets. stroyed, we begin assigning tfte most capable
sorties to the highesl-priority tasks. Pri-

At each level of this multi-objective ority is a function ot deficit times impor-

tree, the Commander's staff assigns relative tance. As resources are applied against a

importance for achieving each task. At the certain task, the deficit decreases, resulLing

bottom of the tree, we then have a very large in a lowering of the priority. As the priority

list of tasks, in priority order, which must drops, another task becomes of first priority,
be accomplished to meet the original guidance. and resources (sortie,; are diverted to take

Specific targets identified in this process care cf it. When all resources have been used,
may be only a fraction of the total target we measure the nimber of targets destr,)ed

base. But it is the number which, in the Com- versus the original objective. Capahlitv can

mander's estimation, must be destroyed to then be expressed in percentage term, for each

satisfy the Defense Guidance with a "rea- task. The audit trail for this process is

sonable assurance of success." [SLIDE 11 clear and reproducible. Once we find that

outlines the flow of this process, capability is tess than 100 percent, the

models trace factors whicn limit capability

Slide I and determine their sensitivit. This com-
putation is done for a fixed point in time. by
building several of these nodels and aging
both friendly and enemy torct s, ,e can see
capability trends over time. JSLIDE 21 por-

DBJEC"IVES trays the process described above.

The chart shows the logc for computing

- , -capability for a single task or objective. But
not all tasks are equal in Importance. A

simple averaging of task capabilitics would

give a false impression of our overall capa-

, '.bilities in a major mission area. To overcome
this limitation, we often use weighted aver-
ages to Integrate both capability and Impor-
tance. The weighted average gives a clearer
picture of overall capability and does nut

allow either the best or worst cases to drive

the final answer. The process may identify a

low capability in one area. But if that area
Is relatively unimportant (a point often over-

looked In "disaster" brleffhgs), why use

Once objectives have been established, we extensive resources to fix it?

begin the capability computations. In this At this point, we have weighted overage
phase, we Look at all qystems available to capabilities for eich of the four mission
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areas. But this doesn't answer the age-old Beginning with the methodology previously
argument of "My fighters are better than your described, we do a baselin analysis. This
bombers," "My munitions are more important analysis identifies and prioritizes every
than your C3"... ad nauseam. To answer the limiting factor affecting warfighting capa-
really tough questions, we have to have a bility; thousands of items are listed. As each
common measure of merit across the mission PDP comes in, we assess it to determine which
areas. To promote this commonality we have limiting factors it will help and how much.
similar logic structures and capability corn- For example, will this program improve B-52
putations across the four major mission areas. penetration of Soviet defenses? How much (ex-

pressed in probability terms)? How long will
it help? Will the threat eventually overcome

Slide 2 it? Obviously, this is a time-consumlng pro-
cess but well worth it. When completed, we
have a far better understanding of what is
available for investment.

CAPAKA S When we know th.P contribution ot each PDP

;,NI and what it affecs (e.g., improves B-52
'A. penetration by 15 percent), we plug the new

factors into the model, rerun it, and measure
ILL, , .. it against the old "peg poit." This com-

TWAT ,parison provides a delta increase in capa-

bility for a single charge to the system. We
c 0% " , repeat this process independently for each PDP

__________ assessed.

{ /_ j . / At this point, we have o, general feel for

the contributions of each PDP. But this is
only part of the story. If Program A offers a
60 percent improvement in capability, and

alternative B promises an 80 percent im-
provement, we will probably not achieve a 140
percent improvement in capabi]ity by buying
both programs. To ensure presentation of a

In the final step, we ask the Air Force realistic picture of contributions, we often
Council for its judgment on the "relative do sensitivity analysis on blocks of several
Importance of improving capability across the programs. These runs also help identify areas
four mission Areas." With these inputs, we can of synergy (e.g., matching preferred munitions
perform a calculation to produce a weighted with increased sortie rates).
average capability for the entire Air Force.
The resultant number in itself is not really When complete, the results show tbhe mar-
meaningful. It does not tell whether you win ginal improvement in capability--even for
or lose in a war. It represents only the per- systems that cross mission areas, such as
centage of what you can accomplish in meeting aerial refueling (strategic, tactical, and
the original guidance to "Inflict unacceptable airlift forces). As a product of this exer-
level of damage..." etc. What is important, cise, each PDP considered In the M.AA process
though, is that we now have a "peg point" is assessed for its capability contribution by
(representing the state of our current or year over time. This assessment is based on
projected forces) from which to measure delivered forces, which are a function of
changes to the system. Any change to the funding profiles and procurement lead time.
threat or our forces (programs, strategies, or For example, 1983 capability for the B-1 is
tactics) will move this "peg point" by some shown as 0 percent and would increase only as
measurable amount. the inventory builds with scheduled delivery

dates. Capability is probably at its peak upon
MARGINAL ANALYSIS delivery of the final aircraft and then de-

grades slowly as Red forces develop counter-
During the POM process, the Air Force measures and/or improve defenses.

uses Program Decision Packages (FDPs), to add,
continue, modify, or delete programs. These When all applicable PDPs have been as-
PDPs cover the spectrum of USAF activities: sessed, they are rank-ordered according to
R&D, personnel, family housing, major weapon their overall contributions to Air Force war-
systems, aircraft modification, procurement, fighting capability. Now the real world
support activities, etc. Many of these have a enters. Thus far, the process has looked at
direct impact on warfighting capability and capability only, without regard to cost, pos-
are assessed through the AFWMAA process. sible delays In technological development,
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etc. Decision makers may find that PDPs with Force Council (chaired by a genera]), AFMAA
high payoffs in capability may not be afford- advises and briefs when the subject under dis-
able--or several lower-ranking PDPs can be cussion affects warfighting capability. After
bought at less cost (and sum to greater capa- the POM, Issues, and Budget cycles, AFWMAA is
bility) than a single high-payoff PDP. These tasked to provide the Board Structure with an
are considerations which decision makers must independent analysis of (1) areas with excess
evaluate in their final prioritization of the capabilities, and (2) problem areas still re-
budget. Capability contributions are simply maining. The goal of this final review is to
one more (albeit important) factor to con- make sure we have achieved maximum combat ca-
sider, along with cost, risk, deterrence, and pability within budgetary limits.
morale.

SUMMARY
USE IN THE PO

Like any analysis, AFWMAA has both pluses
The Air Force began development and use and minuses. After using it in the POM process

of Air Force Wide Mission Area Analysis for the past two years, we believe the posi4-
(AFWMAA) in 1977. originally, AFWMAA was de- tive aspects far outweigh the negative.
signed only to evaluate the first year of the
POM and identify priority needs for the fu- On the negative side, there arte tour
ture. Over time, the m.othodology has been en- major limitations:
hanced to do macro systoms analysis, identify
chokepoints/limitations, and perform marginal First, the mission area analysis pro-
analysis of force rtructare/support systems. cess is scenario-dependent, If we fol-
With these enhancements, AFWMAA now plays aui low national guidancu aod model con-
integral rolc in USAF POM and budget develop- flict in both SWA and NATO, you cannot
ment activities, ask a "what if" for ue of all forces

in the NATO theater only.
Our participation begins when we complete

the annual rebuilding -f our computer models. Second, our prieritizatiLn results are
This annual rebuilding vucorporates any not "the answer." Many other factors,
changes in national guidance, warfighting ob- concrete and abstracL, go into the
jectives, threat levels, or model enhance- final decision.
ments. When the mode Ls are camplete, we
perform a baseline analysis, which identifies Third, AF WMAA i' a macro analysis. WC
and prioritizes all limiting factors in our build on test data and previous. stud-
warfighting scenarios. ie3 (e.g., probability of penetration

for B-52s) rather than recreate and
Armed with the insights gained from model analyze each data element.

development and capability assessment, AFWMAA
provides advice to all levols of the Air Firce Fourth, we do not model the ntitre Air
Board Structure. The AFWMAA analysts work di- "orce. Although many areas are Iupor-
rectly with the Panels (each headed by a col- tant to warfightiin;p capability (,.g.
onel) associated with their respective mission morale issues) we cannot link them
areas: strategic offense, C3, mobility, war mathematIcally to sortie effective-
readiness materiel, etc. The analysts brief on ness. These llmitatins help bound the
PDP contributions, mission koals, macro sys- scope of our activities.
tems operations (chokepoints/ limitations).
threat data, and relationship of other PUPs. On the positive aidu, we've ha4rdly
(Many line items, such as munitions, may have scratched the surface of what -an be done. For
similar capabilities.) the first time, we have a relative measure of

c,)mbat capability. From this "peg point," we
The Division Chief and Deputy Chief serve can measure the marginal changes in capability

as full-time advisors to the Program Review due to program adds, changes, or deletions.
Committee (PRC) and Force Structure Committee The process itself provides a clear and re-
(FSC). Both groups are chaired by a brigadier producible audit trail of input factors,
general. The PRC takes recommendations from limitations, and sensitivities. Since we use a
panels which are misston-specific and builds common logic structure across mission areas,
a complete funding List for the Air Force. The system changes can he assessed and compared
ability of AFWMAA to look across mission areas whether they affect only one or all major
and prioritize w-rtighting PDPs into a single mission ireas.
list is invaluable at this level. The analysts
provide the same services to the PRC and FSC The introduction and use of AFWMAA has
as they gave to the panels. For the Air Staff done much to strengthen the role of planning
Board (chaired by a major general) and the Air the PPBS. As a logic process, it forces us to
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state our objectives clearly and decide on warfighters. Does that hecome the basis for
their relative importance. With these objec- the programming decisions?
tives, we can then assess how productive pro-
grams are 'n meeting prioritized goals. For Colonel Donahoe: Yes, sir, the analytIcal
planners, this process is often more important results become a portion of these decisions.
than the numbers produced. I'll give you a valid example. I'm sure that

Jack Anderson has given you all the gory de-
Also, for the first time, we have a macro tails on the hIR Maverick missile. From a

analysis tool to look at how the entire system capability standpoint, it is a very effective
works as an entity. The models quickly iden- weapon. However, there are problems with the
tify chokepoints or limitations, which, if technological side of the program and with
uncorrected, will determine operational capa- cost escalation. When we get into the Board
bility--regardless of how good the rest of the Structure, you have to weigh all of these
system may be. Many of the limiting factors factors along with capability before you make
are unglamorous support functions with no a final decision. I think the answer to your
strong advocates. These functions now have question is that we see this as a bridge be-
visibility and can be evaluated along with the tween planning and programming.
major programs which have strong supporters
and advocates. Question: Let me try one other recourse; let's

say spare parts. This is a way of calculating
The dimension of time or aging has been spare parts requirements. But if I'm not mis-

an invaluable addition to the decision-making taken, the war commands also have other models
process. Most leaders thoroughly understand for the same scenarios which calculate spare
our position today via-a-vis the Red forces. parts. Do you get roughly the same answers,
However, when we add all of the new systems, and, if you don't, how do you sort it out?
force growth, and threat expansion over the
next 10 years and ask what we should do, the
issues become cloudy. The AFWMAA process will Colonel Donahoe: Basically, we work closely
age the macro system over time--both Blue and with the logistics community. They have a
Red sides--and will tell you how well you do. Logistics Capability Measurements System from
Because the threat grows so rapidly, in some which we draw information. It defines days of
areas we may invest billions of dollars just sustainability, and we deal with how many
to maintain our status quo. The tool also sorties you can generate in wartime. That's
provides a vehicle to test alternatives the transition we have to make. The inputs
over time before commitment to long-term come from the commands and they identify the
procurement. resources available. When I know how many

sorties they can support, I calculate what we
As a management tool, AFWMAA is still in can do in wartime. But days of sustainability

its infancy. The more we use it, the better it really don't tell me anything until I know how
becomes. Several projects are underway to many sorties we can fly.
increase the scope, accuracy, responsiveness,
and flexibility of the program. Some of these Question: I understand what you're saying.
planned improvements are truly exciting and You're building on their more micro models
offer quantum enhancements of the planning rather than supplanting it with your own
aspect of PPBS. Regardless of how good this models.
tool becomes, it will never substitute for
sound judgment, practical experience, and Colonel Donahoe: That is correct. Now, what
human innovation. happens when those models disagree? That is a

problem. We have many sources to draw from. In
my office we have operational experts. We have
a great deal of functional expertise we can

DISCUSSION call on within the Air Staff. We also receive
information from Air Force Studies and Anal-

I'll take any questions you've geL now. Yes ysis and the major commands. We work with
sir? contractors, for example, from Rand or Anser

Corporation--to verify the validity of the

Question: You refer to this as the planning information we receive. As you can see, there
portion, and yet it seems to me that it would are many checks and balances. But I have to
cross over into programming, tell you, if it comes down to the difference

between .65 and .63, we're probably not going
Colonel Donahoe: That ir correct, to catch it. It's going to stay a constant

factor all the way through the process and
Question: Let's take a mission-area analysis will affect all answers equally. But if it
which suggests shortages in given types of comes down to difference between a 0.1 and
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1.0, there's obviously a problem. That's when tests, but we do rely on judgment to predict
we work with our data sources and all those how well some equipment will work in wartime.
I've mentioned who can shed light on the I understand the question to be "What happens

"right" answers, if those multiply?" To help solve this, Rand
is developing a methodological tool that will

Question: Can you say some more about the solve an awful loc of those problems and avoid
boundary between your planning activity and "standard" answers without in-depth thinking.
the programming activity. Could you say where
planning stops and programming begins? Question: I guess the bias in my question is

that occasionally other analyses seek the same
Colonel Donahoe: I can't draw you a line that type results you get. For example, in the
says e stop here and the programming starts logistics area, somebody could take the prob-

there. We're equally immersed in both the abilities of repair, cost, overtime require-
programming system and the planning business. ments, MTBFs, projections, etc., and tre an-
The programming function is more concerned swer that you get doesn't stand a credibility
with fitting the program to the resources. test. Yet, you can't ever get inside the model
They're concerned with building a program that and find out what your boundaries are because
is fiscally sound, where all the nuts and the factors are so subjective.
bolts fit together. But often I ask the ques-
tion, "What is its real contribution to war- Colonel Donahoe: As I said, it's a very long,
fighting?" For example, if we have an area drawn-out process to go after that infor-
that is very deficient, someone will build a mation. We do try to go back and verify as
program to fix it. But when we look at the much of the information as we can. If the data
future, the priorities, and the levels of comes in and it doesn't pass the test of com-
importance we may find that the whole area is mon seuse or we doubt it, then we go to our
not very important. So, if the whole area is experts in the logistics community at the Air
relatively unimportant, why fix parts of it? Staff for verification. We also have our
Invest your money in more important missions studies and analyses available for many areas.
and capabilities. I just can't separate plan- We try to mesh all of these sources to ensure
nling and programming when talking about capa- good insights and understanding of the data
bility. What we are trying to do is force more used.
thinking in terms of long-range planning. We
want to change the planning horizon from 2 Q)uestion" I was wondering- hoes tlne model

weeks to 10 years and say, "This is where we build a force? If so, I would think there's
want to be." Long- and mid-range thinking on a always a drive to increase the size of one's
macro basis will then guide our programming force. Are you just trying to catch the plan-

actions to achieve our goals. ning force?

Colonel Don-eho'.: We build the planning force
Question: You're building something that in- with the force structure required to do the
volves a lot of partials. You're getting more job, and then we assume that all needed sup-
and more information that you're putting to- port is available--that you have the logis-
gether and integrating. Initially, you went tics, that you have the C3, and that all of
out and took a great deal of information and it's going to work. We know it isn't so, but
put it together with great care in construc- nobody else can measure it. Then you plan the
ting the models. As time go's by and you keep force based on how the systems operate today.
asking people the same questions over and over For example, if I take the F-16, with its cur-
again and having them reflect, it becomes more rent limitations for night/weather operations,
and more subjective. At some point in time, as many aircraft will be required. However, we
this thing gets larger, your action time gets may be able to improve the munitions and re-
shorter and people may get a little tired of duce the number of airplanes required to meet
it. You're going to have some factors start the threat. We may also be able to add capa-
creeping in. And, as you multiply more and bility for flying at night and In weather.
more things by something, the answer is going This would allow fewer airplanes to fly around
to start showing, bias. the clock with more sorties. These are the

kinds of tradeoffs that we're trying to
identify.

Colonel Donahoe: I have some hard measure-

ments; for example, PKs of weapon systems. In .)uestion: Can you comment on how you interact
other areas, such as tactical C3, I have ob- with the other services?

jectives of what needs to be done but no ob-
jective measurements. In many of these "soft" Colonel r)onahoe: We begin with mission objec-
areas, I go to the person charged with con- tives. In Strategic Offense, we look at the
ducting that mission in wartime, and use judg- entire Triad force and how they meet the ob-
ments for capability. There are some other jectives. We have to consider all Triad forces
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because capability increases from the SLBMs, what the NATO allies can do, based on t
the ICBMs, or the B-Is change your targeting killing capacity of their aircraft, theL
priorities. In theater warfare, the Air Force weapon systems, their munitions supplies, etc

does not have to win the war by itself. That That reduces the threat remaining. Next, we'l
comes as a revelation to many of my contes- look at the Army's ground defense assets.
poraries in the Pentagon. Let's take the NATO Their SAHs are going to kill a certain number
environment for example. First, we define what of airplanes, and that again reduces the

the threat actually is. Let's say it's x num- threat remaining. The Navy and Marines will
ber of enemy airplanes. Then we'll decide also kill some of the threat aircraft. We

where those airplanes have to be killed. You started with the total threat, subtracted the

can't kill all the Warsaw Pact airplanes air- NATO, Army, Navy, and Marine efforts. What's
to-air, and you can't kill all of them on the left is the Air Force's share. That's the USAF

ground. So, there's a mix somewhere, and we objective and our test for capability. We

work with the USAFE to determine the best think it's fairly realistic and considers

ratio for the total threat. Then, we look at contributions from other services.
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PANEL DISCUSSION: PPBS-THE EARLY YEARS I would like to start this session by

Moderator: Dr. Lewis R. Cabe asking each individual to speak extempora-
Center for Naval Analyses neously for about twenty minutes. I encourageeach panelist to present his perspective of

Mr. John E. Keller the PPB system from the time he worked in it.
Center for Policy Studies, Inc. We'll do this in turn. After Dr. Smith has
Mr. Runel! Murray 2nd spoken, I'll ask the panelists to respond to
Systems ResearchandApplicationsCorporation questions from the floor. Now, I would like to

ask John Keller to begin.

Dr. K. Wayne Smith
Coopers and Lybrand, Inc. Mr. Kellcr. Thank you, lew. It is nice to be

with you all this evening. It's like old home
week--for some of us, at least. It's inter-

Dr. Cabe Bernie Rostker indicated this esting to be in this position, as a spokesman
morning, in the introduction to the confer- if you will, for the "previous administra-
ence, that we have scheduled two evening tion." I have a feeling of dejA vu, because,
panels, the purpose of which is to provide a as a matter of fact, that's how I got into
historical perspective to the Planning, Pro- Systems Analysis in 1961.
gramming, and Budgeting System that we're
working within today.

Alain Enthoven, as some of you probably
the panel this evening is directed toward know, had spent the previous year (1960) in

the formarive years of that system. We'll be DDR&E before the change in administration. So,
looking at the PBS during the time frame 1961 when the administration changed, he had a
through 1969. Sherm Blandin's panel tomorrow year's worth of experience under his belt and
night will pick up from that point to the despite his youthfulness, he had in one way or
present. The panel on Saturday morning will another learned a lesson that many, many
address the future, bureaucrats never learned--that history

doesn't start the day you take office. He
We're fortunate this evening to have understood the problems that he had to grapple

three excellent panelists. All of these in- with immediately. And, indeed, there were some
dividuals were extensively involved in for- very large issues to deal with immediately:
mulating the PPB system during its early the build-up of the Minuteman program, the
years. The first speaker will be Mr. John phase-out of part of the matinned bomber force,
Keller, who is the Vice President of the the Berlin crisis, the lack of conventional
Center for Policy Studies, Berkeley, Cali- capabilities. He understood that ail those
fornia. John was on the OSD Comptroller's issues had a long history and that, while he
staff from 1954 to roughly 165; so, he brings didn't want to be trapped by their history, he
a unique perspective to us. He was there certainly wanted to understand how the world
during the transition from the Eisenhower got to be the way it was--the world that he
administration to the Kennedy administration, inherited and about which I have to make some
John will talk to us a bit about the way the comments this evening.
budget was presented before the McNamara/Hitch
years and what happened during the transition. Because of the job that I had, which I

will describe in a moment, I had a fair amount
We're also fortunate to have Mr. Russ of exposure to all the arguments, both pro and

Murray, who is a principal officer with Sys- con, on these major defense issues in the
tems Research and Applications Corporation. He period '56-'61. So Main said, "'John, why
has had two roles in OSD. As many of you know, don't you come over and just be the source of
he was the Assistant Secretary for PA&E from tribal wisdom? Tell us about how it was in the
1977 to 198!. However, some of you may not be old days. You know, It may save us a little
aware that he was also the Principal Deputy grief."
Assistant Secretary for Systems Analysis from
1962 to 1969. So, he has two perspectives, and That's the basis on which I was hired in
we've asked him to serve on panels in both the Systems Analysis office. But Alain, being
roles, a good economist, must have said to himself,

"Wait a minute. I'm paying him a salary, and
Our third panelist is Dr. K. Wayne Smith, I'm getting my money's worth in terms of tri-

who is a gro~ip managing partner for Coopers bal wisdom. But if I can get him to do any
and Lybrand. Wayne was a Special Assistant to analysis at all, it will be at a zero marginal
the ASD for Systems Analysis from 1966 to cost, and that gives me an infinite benefit-
1969. He was also the Director for Program cost ratio; so, why not give him some sub-
Analysis at the National Security Council from stantive responsibility, too?" So, I wound op
1970 to 1972. dealing with rapid deployment.
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But that's getting ahead of the story. I that the life cycle of a resource-allocation

think, as Lew suggested, it might be useful to decision-making reform is about 50 years, and,

talk a little bit about how resource-alloca- if you count the beginning in 1960, we're not

tion decision-making was done in that period even halfway through this reform. So, we still

of the middle 1950s up through 1961. Then, have a way to go before it reaches maturity.
I'll say a little bit about that first year or

so with Alain Enthoven. I'm sure Russ (Murray) During the mid-1950s, the budget process

is a much more informed commentator than I am usually started in the spring. It would begin

on the period subsequent to about 1962. with a series of Cabinet meetings and National

Security Council meetings, very much dominated
by President Eisenhower, the Secretary of the

Just one last footnote before I get Treasury, and the Director of the Bureau of

started, though: Somebody mentioned something the Budget. Wilford McNeil, whom many of you

about trends and things being flat or trend- remember, was the super-competent DoD Budget

less. I think Col. Donahoe made the point that Director. Those people would attend Cabinet

at some point you need to be out in the meetings and National Security Council meet-

trenches and at least feel the effects of ings, and, generally, some time In the late

these trends. Well, I just want to establish, spring, the President would make a decision

in a sense, my credentials in that area. I that the Defense budget for the year in ques-

spent 10 years on active duty in the Air Force tion would be about $40 billion. Well, now, if

during the period 1943-1953. So, I saw the we want to adjust that for price changes,

Defense budget and, being a very low-level that's probably like about $200 billion in

junior officer, felt at least the effect of a this year's terms.
Defense budget that in 1982 dollar terms went

from about $700 billion a year to $90 billion So, Wilford McNeil would go back home to

a year during the period 1945-1950. Don't the Pentagon, call the budget troops together,

anybody tell me about wrenching readjustments. and say, "We have a $40 billion budgetary

That was something to behold! target." Using essentially the previous

year's budget as the base to make :hanges

Then, of course, when the Korean War came from, by about September of that year he'd

to an end, President Eisenhower, who was far have a nice, neat, tidy S40 billion budget

from the kindly, avuncular figure that his within the constraints imposed by the Presi-

public image showed, ruthlessly cut back the dential decision. And It would be a $40 bil-

poor old Air Force from what was then about lion budget distributed by appropriation

135 wings down to something like 90. That titles.

means a fair level of readjustment, too, but Needless to say, there was certainly some
anyway that is really digressing. consideration of issues in constructing that

budget. It was not issueless. But there was no
How did the system work in that period of focus on what today we would call "mission

1956-1961? During this time, I worked in an areas" or "program categories' or "systems.'"
office that subsequently came to be called the It was largely a fiscal budget exercise.
Office of the Economic Advisor in the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp- Meanwhile, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had

troller). We did a bit of economic analysis, also been laboring away all year, and, some-
but the title was quite misleading. However, time in about the same period of September to

it did give me a very good opportunity to see October, they would send up the Joint Stra-
how the old process operated. tegic Objectives Plan (JSOP) to the Secretary

of Defense. (Remember that, in those days. the

I think this should be informative and fiscal year started on the first of July.) At

reassuring because I think we have seen the the time, there was an explicit ground rule
ups and downs in PPB. It has gone through some within the JCS that the JSOP was to reflect

real cycles of being very much in place and this country's security needs and that no
effective and, in other cases, going into price tag would be placed upon it. By delib-

decline and then coming back. But I think erate decision, the JSOP came up unpriced.
that, no matter what deficiencies we see in

the system as it currently operates, it is The Secretaries of Defense had to know
much better now what has gone on previously. what this fine plan was going to -,n-t us. So,

Now, things were never as bad as the new peo- one of the jobs at the shop that I worked In
ple made them out. But, looking back from a was to develop a "quick and dirtv" cost esti-

historical perspective, the gains are terribly mate of the JSOP.

impressive.
Well, if we're dealing in 1982 dollar

If John Dawson were here, I'm sure he terms, we have this $200 billion nicely con-
would make one of his more telling points: structed fiscal budget. The JSOP, when prioed
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out, (in 1982 dollar terms) turned out to be practices. I got a bright graduate student,
about $400 billion, and we developed a costing model. And, again

in 1982 dollar terms, that plan, as best we
It is now roughly the first of October. could estimate, would have an operating budget

The budget has to go to bed around the first for the University of California of S25 bil-
of December. So, you now have 60 days to stuff lion by the year 2000. Even by defense stan-
$400 billion worth of programming and plan dards, that seemed to be a pretty fair number.
into a $200 billion fiscal straitjacket. That I was impressed.
is not surgery, that's mayhem, and the weapon
of choice is not a scalpel, but a meat-ax. But We took that back to the acad-'mic plan-
the process got done because the deadlines ners, and they said, "Look, you're lust trying
were unavoidable. You can say what you want to scare us because built into that estimate
to, but the old-fashioned "budgeteers" did is a 3 percent inflation rate and a 7 percent
their jobs. Come the first of December, we had annual growth in enrollment. If you take 10
a $200 billion "plan and program" to fit in- percent and compound it over a whole bunch of
side the $200 billion budget. But all that years you're going to create big numbers."
neat balance and symmetry that had gone into
the original JSOP, needless to say, was de- We thougL.t that was a pretty valid ob-
stroyed. The bits and pieces were lying around servation. So, what we did was go back and
the shop floor in bloody hunks, calculate the University of California'; then

current operating budget as a fraction of the
The man that I worked for at the time, state's personal income. This provided a rough

Henry Glass, had to take the bloody, raw bits measure of the size of the resource pie that
.nd pieces that had survived the "program the University of California was getting. Now,
budget review" and stitch it all together in mind you, this was the mil-1')60s. The "golden
the form of the Secretary's posture statement flood" was still pouring over the University.
and make it sound like we knew what we were Well, we made that same estimate for the year
doing. It was a mark of Henry's genius that, 2000, and it reflected a tripling of the
if you read the posture statement fast and relative share of the state's resources.
didn't think too much about it, it sounded That's not arrogance, that's egomania. But
like a Defense program. That, in fact, was the that's the University of California.
principal mechanism for conveying to the
Congress what the Defense program and budget So, the problem was that the University
was all about. For 23 years, Henry Glass wrote allowed a bunch of planners to go off into
that statement. cloud 9 and create a big, ambitious plan. In

this case, there were no short-term checks on
Now, the problem, of course, that the PPB that plan, and the University actually started

process ultimately had to address is that we down the road of implementation.
had a planning process in a planning unit that
was by design separated from the resource con- And what happened? The same thing that
sequences of that plan. Any time you take a happened in the Defense Department throughout
group of planners and divorce them, either the 509. Programs would get started, and they
intentionally or unintentionally, from the would cost you only a nickel in the upcoming
resource consequences of their plans, they are year and would cost you two GNPs five years
instantly going to obey the law of social down the pike. How do you find that out? By
gravity and go off into outer space--cloud 9. hard experience. As a result, you have program
It is not just the Defense folks that do that. cutbacks, readjustments, and disappointed

expectations.
In 1965 I went with Mr. Hitch to the

University of California, where he became Vice In the University's case, it took them
President for Business and Finance. I was two years to find out that the plan was
Director of Analytical Studies. When we ar- grossly resource-infeasible. I remember sit-
rived on the scene, the academic planners were ting at a budget hearing where the dean of the
just putting the finishing touches to the new medical school at 1IC-Davis campus was
University of California's master plan. You sitting across the table from the chief unl-
think you do well planning for 5 years, versity budget officer. The man, with tears in
7 years, or with your Extended Planning Annex, his eyes, said, "What are you doing to me?
for 15 years. This was 1965, and they were Here I recruited faculty, developed the cur-
planning for the year 2000--a 35-year planning riculum, recruited students, and you're nov
horizon! Well, when Charlie Hitch arrived on about to give me half the resources that my
the scene, this master plan was in its final operation calls for." The budget officer was a
rounds of preparation. The first thing Charlie better type than most. He said, "Hey, fellow,
wanted to know was how much the plan was going I feel for you, but I can't quite reach you.
to cost. So, I went back to the old standard The resources are just not available.' So, I
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think a major deficiency in any planning pro- was, I think, best summarized by Henry Glass,
cess is to allow the plan to be created in when he said, "Here sits the Secretary of
isolation from an understanding of its re- Defense, and there sit the service Clitsfs, the
source consequences. service Secretaries and the service stafs

behind them. They're all clamoring for much,
Now, mind you, I'm not arguing for the much, much, more than can be afforded, and the

opposite philosophy. Do you take a resource only person sitting on the Secretary's side

constraint and blindly accept it? It is an who Is helping him say no in a way that is
iterative process. This morning General even semireasonable is Wilford McNpi!." So,
Cunningham had the arrows on his chart going while he didn't have any of the apparat,:a thrut

in one direction. Somebody this afternoon you all have now to help the Secretary say io
observed that, in practice, it still tends to or yes more reasonably, he unreservedly helped

go the other way. It needs to go both ways. the Secretary make those absolutely inevitahle

decisions to disapprove requests for funds.

There is no level of effectiveness you And the budget folks did a pretty good job in

must meet or the nation goes down the tube. supporting him.

And there is no absolutely sacrosanct budget
level. It's a process of adjustment at the Eventually, some form of re-oclliation
margin, would take place. A few major is-ues would he

isolated, and they--the Secretaty ef Yfonse,
But, again, I'm starting to digress. Let the Comptroller, and the service folks--would

me return to the DoD budget process of the troop down to Augusta and would decide ot, the

late 1950s. The services would send budget big issues. Then, Henry Glass would go to wc.,k
submissions to OSD. And, of course, to some and try to make this all sound reasonable and
extent they obviously addressed programs and rational.

issues. One of the major features of the sys-
tem those days was the so-called "big tent And what we look for today in a POM--or,

show." The Secretary of the affected military in my time in Systems Analysis in a Draft

department would come, armed with generals and Presidential Memo--would be found in those
colonels 20 deep, and they'd get into a big days in the Secretary's posture statement to
conference room. The Secretary of Defense the Congress and the Defense portion of bte
would be sitting at the head of the room or President's budget message.
the table, and the service Secretary would be

there with his corps of supporters, and he Late in 1950, what was Seritor Symin ,t)r
would make a pitch for that service's budget a!l hot and bothered ahout? What was Joe Alson

and, to some extent, programs, since it was crying about? "We need more B-52s, an! ,i mis-
somewhat program- and issues-oriented. It was sile gap is upon us." And so, that ccncern

a very interesting experience to watch one of with that issue was, in fact, reflected in t'
those shows. posture statement and the Defen.;f, PrtIon of

the President'a budget mcs.sage.

Secretary Quarles was in charge of the
Air Force toward the end of that period. He One little footnote to all of thi After
was one of the most impressive people. The the formal budnget process had done its wrk
others came to meetings as "special pleaders." and the big decisions had been made, Ilery
They were advocates all the way: If you don't Glass would draft the Secretary's. nostarte
give me what my service asks for, the coun- statement, and we would write the 11efe'Ise
try's going down the tube for sure. Donald portion of the President's budget messac .

Quarles walked that terribly thin line between This would generally occur in Il',comber.

sticking with the Presidential directives and
retaining the support of the service of which There was a policy in effect at that time
he was the chief. During these meetings, the that representatives of the servirs would he
Secretary of Defense and the budget officer shown early drafts of that posture statement,

would ask all kinds of tough, detailed ques- to be sure that it was factually correct. Rut
tions, such as the state of the inventory of a very interesting interchange used to go on.
some particular part. And you'd see 20 colo- It was a completely informal, unofficial

nels whipping through the briefing book and mechanism, but it had some real effect on how
before they had even gotten to the right page, things operated. Those service T'eople were

Secretary Quarles would state the number. persuasive advocates for their services. They
That's an impressive performance and wins would come down and go to the mat with Henry
"brownie points" in a political contest such ahout the exact language in the posture

as that. You have to see it In operation, statement to maximize their position. As a
matter of fact, in the very first year of the

One of the reasons Assistant Secretary new regime, I remember Pete Crow coming down

McNeil had such vast, vast powers at that time over the B-47 phase-out and saying to Henry
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Glass, "Henry, 1 know the Secretary made his Alain's style, I would say, was very,
decision, we've gone to the mat with the Sec- very non-directive, extremely non-directive.
retary, we have lost, but the Air Staff feels And tne staff initially consisted of about
extremely strongly on this point. Will you re- five people. Eventually, of course, the staff
raise that issue one more time with the grew. But I think what perhaps was not appre-
Secretary?" ciated at that point in time was that the

staff, even in its early days and certainly as
And when Henry went over that first draft it began to grow in size, was roughly half

with Secretary McNamara, he said, when he came civilian and half military. Alain simply
to that : )rtion of the posture statement, "Mr. drafted, regardless of rank, the best brains
Secretary, I know you have heard these argu- that he could find in the military depart-
ments, but with your permission I would like ments. And even the civilian people who were
to raise an issue with you." in Systems Analysis in those days had a fair

amount of experience.
Secretary McNamara, who was a much less

authoritarian person than he is generally I suppose to some extent I'm bragging,
port-ayed, said, "Well, surely, Henry what but many of the Air Force officers I was doing
would you like to talk about?" business with in rapid deployment had less

flying time than I did. And you know--st the
So, Henry laid out the Air Force position bar, at least--that wins you some credibility.

on the B-47 in about five minutes in a fashion But I think the important point is that it was
better than the Air Force could ever have done not a bunch of young, fuzzy-cheek defense
it. The Secetary listened to all this very intellectuals, as Tommy White, the Chief of
patiently and, when it was all over, said, Staff of the Air Force characterized them. A
"Henry, I do appreciate all those arguments, lot of military folk there and even the ci-
and I have thought very hard about it, but I vilians had a certain amount of experience. In
think I really do want to stick with the those days, in the early days of '61, there
schedule that we have adopted." But the role were no program budgets. There were no sys-
of those service representatives was a very tems. There were no mission areas in any for-
interesting one in that early period. mally defined sense. There were just a bunch

So, the new administration came in. What of hot issues: improving the conventional
were the various roles involved here? Well, forces, acquiring deployment capabilities, the

Charlie Hitch, the true intellectual father of switch from manned bombers to missiles, and so

rational decision-mnaking in the public sector, on.

became Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp- Alain assigned these issues to several of
troller) and Alain Enthoven became Deputy us on his staff. And the Secretary of Defense
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems uonista. Andrthe Screta oftDben

Anayss. n hos erlydas, ai spnt I contributed. Secretary MtcNamara contributed,
Analysis. In those early days, Ala n spent, I at least for the first two years. In 1961 and,
would guessw three-quarters of every workyg I think, again in 1962, he published his
day working directly with the Secretary, famous list of a hundred questions. Mr.
principally on strategic retaliatory forceHith' HcNamara's mind was incredily fertile. Obvi-
questions, and did it with Charlie Hitch's ously, he could ask questions much faster than
blessing. we could answer them. But I think if you would

I never have seen a working relationship review that list of a hundred questions, you
would find that he had certainly touched on

so good between a boss and a subordinate. He
just said, "Alain, you have my power of at- all the maor issues.
torney." That suited Alain's style well. Alain
was the ultimate "Theory Y" man: Pick a few That list was our menu for the initial
good people, and tell them to go look around analytic efforts. We also obviously had some
and see if tLhey find anything interesting to fairly informal Presidential and SeeDer guld-
do. ance. The President had made it very plain in

some of his speeches that he wanted not only
I came in August 1961. So, Alain said, an improvement in our strategic retaliatory

"You know we've got these problems. Should the forces, but also a major redressing of the
production rate for the C-141 be four or seven imbalance between conventional and strategic
a month? And how about buying commercial forces. At that time, we were coming off the
C-130s or 707s instead of -14 " H w subop- John Foster Dulles "massive retaliation" kick
timized can you get? We weren L even asking because the Soviets were beginning to acquire

about the possibility of five a month, six a some strategic nuclear capability of their
month, eight a month, or three a month; on the own.
C-141 issue, four or seven were the only
choices. But that's how I got into the rapid The Secretary of Defense supplemented
deployment business, this Presidential guidance with some further
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guidance of his own, but in a fairly general stuff then. There- was a torging of a link
sort of way. In those days, there were no betweeil prigramming an' huget. Progiar re-
Presidential Memos or DPMs to summarize what viewb arid program d isiou, were the domitait
we found. We simply sent studies and their force, and th. budget was ', fall ),it of that.
results to Alain, and he dealt with the Sec-
retary and the Assistant Secretary almost on a Previously, the fiscal tall tad been
one-on-one basis, wagging the program do.,: You put togecher a

fiscal budget and discover by experience the

It wasn't until much later that year that program consequences. One of Charlie hitch's

a man named Dixon came on the scene, and major objectives was to bring those two pro-
Charlie Hitch commissioned him to create what ceases, and ultimately the planning process,
we now know as a program budgeting system. It into a very intimate linkage. After the pro-
was not a real PPB, but at least it was a gram budget effort had been completed, there
program budget approach to this whole bisi- was now a very formal focus on what we cal'Ld,
ness. That was a relatively late introduction, in those days, program elements, prog-am cate-
It certainly did not come in early. gories, or--if you will--mlssion areas. That

produced a highly formalized focus on deci-
In McNamara's first year, we had a very sion-making. Resource-allocation decislon-

interesting confrontation. That was late In making was on things called progrims and not

1961, At the time, Secretary McNamara's first line items. All you have to do is go out Into
budget was being put together. There ).ad been the rest of the federal government, or a state
a program review of sorts within Systems or county government to realize that that
Analysis, and then we went into the budget notion still is extremely foreign and rare in
cycle. The budgeteers, for a whole variety of other governmental entities.
reasons, reopened every issue that had been
settled in the program review process, primi- fundamental change was the notion of
tive as it was at the time. I understood, at the extended time horizon. That, of course,
least bureaucratically, why they were doing had been one 0 f the majo problea:s in t0e old
that. As a consequence, in the following year, process. All that ever got looked at was the
Charlie Hitch established a firm ground rule upcoming budget year. So, people would come
that in the budget review process you could In, as I indicated, with those programs that
not reverse a decision that had been made in cost you a nickel in the upcoming year and
the program review process; you couldn't even GNPs 5 years later. And now voi p's are
reopen the isstie, arguing about: putting more effort Into the EPA

or the 15-year time horicon? You wouldn't
Needless to say, that 1eft the bud- dream of a time horizon of I or 2 years. S'j, I

geteers, who had been "king of the hill" up to think that perspective is some measure of the
that point, feeling pretty unhappy. Of course, ch anje in th0inking that's gone on.
subsequently there came into heing a thing
called Subject Issue Papers. By about 1964 or I think another major change that took
1965, there were six hundred of those papers place during the Parly 1960s was the system-
going to the Secretary over a period of about atic application of quantified economic rea-
2 or 3 weeks. It was easy for a clever bud- roning to the problems of choosing among and
geteer tc reraise a number of fundamental within programs. The introduction of some no-
issues under the guise of a one-page subject tion of a basic economic rationale, a trading-
issue paper. This conflict In the e'ual program off between cost and effectiveness within and
and budget review was present right from the among programs. I notice today that General
beginning and, at least initially, was settled Cunningham talked zonsiderahly about trade-
by fiat. offs: how he forces his people, when they want

a new program, to identify the existing pro-
The budgeteers were mechanics. They took gram they want to kill. This is the notion of

the program decisions, filled in the details, trade-offs.
the production schedules, the time frames, and
a few things like that, hut otherwise that was Colonel Donahoe talked about opportunity
it. cost. Some of the other gentlemen talked about

marginal effects. If you went to a BoB budget
Let me summarize what kind of real change examiner in 1956 and said, "Let's talk about

occurred during that first year or so under the marginal cost and effectiveness of this
McNamara. I think, as I indicated earlier, we weapon system," he would say, "Come on, fel-
tend to forget how big the change was, It was low, talk Fnglish." They wouldn't have under-
not truly revolutionary, but it certainly was stood that. So, people have become acclimated
evolutionary on a scale that represented a to this notion of the application of a basic
very major change. What most of yon people economic rationale: We buy things, they give
take for granted now was really pretty new us a certain defense utility; but that comes
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at a certain cost, and, at the margin, how do of the tragedies was the abortion of that
we buy the greatest utility? developing--and, I thought, ratner interesting

and fruitful--relationship.
What happened in that first year? Now,

this is past the transition. We had started to That takes us through about 1962, with a
stabilize a bit. As I indicated earlier, we few excursions into the future. I'm sure I've
had introduced program budgeting. We had fi- used up my time.
nally introduced what we called initially
Program Memoranda. Eventually, these became Mr. Murray: John, I'm not sure you've left a
Presidential Memoranda and then, eventually, lot to say. Looking back on that early era,
became Draft Presidential Memoranda. After the for those of you who weren't there, I think
first year, even Jack Kennedy didn't look at the important thing is to put it into context.
them. It's true that PPBS was formally introduced,

and it's true the Systems Analysis office was
The Memorandum became a major tool. It given a home in OSD, but the thing to remem-

was a way of achieving three things. It sum- ber, really, is that the true, revolutionary
marized the state of major programs (what was change that occurred then was the adveit of
proposed to be done), it provided an analytic Robert McNamara as the Secretary of Defense.
rationale, and it identified what we didn't
know that we ought to know to make better Since 1947, Secretaries of Defense had
decisions next time around. It was a fantas- been trying to manage the department with a
tically useful device. In those days, it was great deal of frustration. It wasn't until the
generated at the OSO level. You now call it a 1958 Act and advent theiaafter of Robert
POM. This document was a very significant McNamara that the Secretary really took over
invention. And, of course, in those days the the management of the department in a highly
Systems Analysis office prepared those drafts. centralized way. It was centralized to a de-
These documents certainly provided more rele- gree that I doubt we will ever see again. The
vant information. They contained the analytic PPBS and the Systems Analysis office were
support for the decisions and provided more merely tools used by McNamara to gato control
timely information for the Secretary. But over that department. His metL.od of operating
there were some deficiencies. They were very the department has not survived. He thought it
late in addressing the support areas, would.

As that system began to mature, prepa- But, surprisingly to me, the PPBS and the
ration of the DPMs eventually had two inter- Systems Analysis office, to one degree or
esting effects. It did what Colonel Donahoe another, have indeed survived. I was very
was describing. He stated that he did not surprised by that. I can recall that, at the
bridge planning and programming, he merged advent of the Nixon administration, when
them. That process began in the writing of the Enthoven was leaving, we were discussing what
DPMs. Now it is done more at the service we had accomplished in those six or seven
level, rather than the OSD level. Programming, years. He said that he really felt very sat-
budgeting, and planning began to come closer isfied that he had established the Systems
and closer together and were merged into al- Analysis office as a permanent part of the
most a single process. We used to have to Defense Department. And I said that there is
write our own PCPs, which I think you now call no way that this office can be a permanent
PDPs. part if it doesn't have the enthusiastic sup-

port of the Secretary of Defense. Well, it had
I think the other important point that I varying degrees of attention paid to it, but,

would make is that the writing of that Draft nonetheless, it did survive. Both PPBS and
Presidential Memo, with all the implications Systems Analysis, now called by other names,
that it carried, was a highly collaborative still exist. I think that's really a major
affair. I remember very well having service contribution of the management In the Depart-
programming people sit right in my office as ment of Defense.
we worked out the program consequences, down
to rebasing, training requirements, trickle- The things that FVBS was intended to cure
down aircraft, etc. We used to do that whole were fairly obvious. The budget had been put
process collaboratively with the military together, mostly in input terms, budgetary
departments. categories, and appropriations for things such

as manpower, without any particular distinc-
So, a very interesting reshaping had tion by functions. There was no distinction

taken place within the Department of Defense. between Air Force manpower for tactical air
An unofficial, de facto team of OSD and ser- and for the Military Airlift Command or SAC.
vice people was essentially doing this plan- The new programming system translated that,
ning, programming, and budgeting. I think one more or less, Into output terms. Now, they
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weren't really output terms. They were allo- analysis that may not be perfect (as none

cations to functional parts of the Defense are).

budget: strategic forces, general purpose
forces, airlift, etc. That isn't actually an I think it is interesting the way the
output, because simply owning the forces is programmilg system developed at that time.
not an output. But it is closer than it had John mentioned the DPis, the Draft Presi-

been in the past, and it did permit, I think, dential Memoranda. Those actually got started
somewhat more rational decision-making, shortly before I got there, which was during

the time of the Cuban missile crisis In 1962.
The other thing that it did, as John has Prior to that time, some papers had been

mentioned, was extend the horizon a little drafted--I believe, on the B-70 and Skybolt--

into the future, so that the out-year impli- for President Kennedy. McNamara was so pleased
cations of near-term decisions were looked at by those papers that he said that this is a
to at least some degree. It's true that people useful kind of thing and we ought to incorpo-

always pay most attention to the budget year, rate it into our system.
and that will always be the case. But, at
least, there aas a vehicle for looking at the

out-year implications. The format was not standard, but the

general idea was to have three parts to each

The thing that was important in getting DPM. Part one would be, supposedly, what the

those things established, I think, was the analysis showed, something with which all

presence of Robert McNamara. He, indeed, paid reasonable men could agree. They might differ

attention to analysis. I mean he really read on interpretation, but they should not differ

it himself. He'd add up a column of figures so on the analysis. Of course, that was a bit

fast that it would embarrass you if you'd idealistic; nonetheless, that was the goal.

added them up wrong. And he was the one who The second part was McNamara's interpretation

looked at those analyses and made them a real of what the analysis meant. What should be

part of the system, done about it came in the third part. This was
really a whole section, laid out in consider-

Now, there were obviously problems with able detail, of what McNamara's defense pro-

the system. As I mentioned, it was not gram was going to be unless you persuaded him

strictly an output-oriented system. It wasn't otherwise. That was a form of management that

then, and isn't yet, either. There was also a obviously was completely centralized. It was

problem that was brought up by Bob Anthony, about as central as you can imagine the system

who replaced Charlie Hitch as Comptroller. It being. Those DPMs were sent to the services

was very uncertain how these decisions were for reclamas. Reclamas were indeed prepared

actually carried ot. Amounts of money were and entertained but, by and large, rejected.

authorized and programmed for given functions,
but how they were used was far from certain. The trouble with the system was the myth
That goes on to this day. that there was no arbitrary budget limit. That

was something that President Kennedy had said
The Systems Analysis input was, I think, when he came in. It soon became very clear

much more experimental than people recognized that that wasn't the case. As John has men-
at the time. It had been practiced for a long tioned, this caused the budgetary trimming of
time, but it didn't have much of a direct the programs toward the end of the year to be

influence on what went on in the shaping of more and more extreme. As I remember, during
,

the Defense budget. In the McNamara era, it the last year of Johnson's administration, the
did have a good deal to do with what went on. budgetary cut amounted to 20 percent. As John

also said, rational programming is very dif-
I think that one of the major troubles ficult when you take cuts of that size. The

with it at that time was the overwhelming DPMs had lost their credibility.

power that the Systems Analysis office had.

The services were more or less naked and de-
fenseless against the arrogant young Whiz Another problem was that the services, in

Kids, simply because they hadn't really played my recollection, chose not to play the game
in that game before. That led the arrogant very hard, figuring that it really was a
young Whiz Kids to hecome even more arrogant, losing game for them. Arguing hard over the

and pretty soon we believed that, not only DPM didn't seem to be getting them anyplace.
were we smart, but we were invariably right. So, there was a tendency to opt out nt the
That was a bad thing, and I hope that kind of proces, which was a very dangerous trend. I

thing doesn't happen again. Since that time, can understand why they took that view, but it

the services have developed a great deal of is impossible to run the fefense Department
expertise. And now, I think, OSD is given a from room 3E880. It does require some help
run for its money when it comes up with from the services. kt the end of those years,
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we had a problem in that there was not ade- really thought very much about PPBS for
quate service participation. 10 years. The reason is that the last time I

gave a speech about it, a guy stood up in the
We also had a problem in that there was audience and said the only thing meaningful

not really an adequate fiscal target. It about PPBS is the last two initials. I thought
seemed clear to me at the time that having no he had a point.
arbitrary budgetary limitb was something of a
fiction, and it made planning very, very dif- My job, at one time in the Pentagon, was
ficult. Assistant for DPMs. That's a magnificent title

and I have never had one since that was quite
Beyond that, a larger problem, which is as good. The task was to take three hundred

still unresolved, was what are those forces pages of garbage and condense it to 20 rages
for and how do they tie to a national strat- so that the world would know what this par-

egy? What is the connection? The connection ticular discussion was about. So, what I'm
was tenuous at best. going to try to do is take what my two col-

leagues have said and edit it for you down to
Some of the work that was done in indi- its essence. If you took notes then, you will

vidual areas was quite good and quite com- have a very good backdrop for what's about to
plete. I think the work that was done in follow because I'm really going to try to put
strategic forces, although many people dis- this into perspective for you.

agree with the doctrine now, was relatively
thorough. But the development of a national What was PPBS designed to do as it was
security strategy was only very loosely linked installed in the Department of the Defense and

to the Defense budget, elsewhere throughout the government and,
indeed, throughout the country? These are some

McNaaara, when he came in, had cast aside of the things that it was designed to try to
the old BNSP, which was the Basic National deal with:

Security Policy, on the grounds that it was
meaningless. It was full of such statements as First of all, there was little or no
"We will withstand the forces of Communism central leadership in the Defense Department.

wherever they may rear their ugly heads." That The role of SecDef was that of a judge or
wasn't too useful for programming; so, he just referee; he wasn't a leader. He had no inde-

threw it out. The only trouble was, we didn't pendent staff support. So, there was no cen-
really have anything to replace it with. And tral leadership.
we still don't.

Secondly, there were all kinds of prob-
That's getting toward tomorrow's story. lems with the budgeting system. The Defense

but, at the end of the McNamara and Clifford budget was a bookkeeping device, rather than a
era, a lot had been done. Still, it was clear policy instrument. It was a mechanism for
there were problems with the system that had keeping spending down, rather than an in-
been created. It was an excellent start, and I strument for integrating strategy or forces or
think it's become clear now that it's unlikely costs. The information In the budget was use-
we'll ever go back to the pre-1960s days. Many ful at very low levels only; it was not really
of the changes that were made then have stayed useful at higher levels. Strategy and forces
and become Institutions. They were not imple- were considered military matters, and budgets
mented as well as you'd like to see them. were considered civilian matters. The indi-
Nonetheless, a start was made. There was a viduals working in these areas never talked to
long way still to go, but it was a remarkable each other. (All of these points have bean
era. Thinking about it is somewhat similar to covered by my colleagues.)
trying to think about the Vietnam war today.
One has to put oneself back into that era to There were arbit-ary budget ceilings, if
understand how we got Into that mess. By the you will, and there were inflexible service
same token, to understand the revolutionary allocations. From 1954 to 1961, there were

change in the way the Defense Department was only minor changes. The Air Force got 47 per-
managed, It's necessary to think back to cent of the budget, the Navy got 29 percent,
Robert S. McNamara and how different he was and the Army got 24 percent. It really didn't

from all the Secretaries who preceded him, and vary very much. Budgets had a one-year
how different he was from all the Secretaries horizon.

that have followed him. Thank you very much.

There was lots of criticism of the bud-
Dr. Smith: My task, as I understand it, is to geting process. Maxwell Taylor talked about it

give you a summary of PPBS for the decade of in The Uncertain Trumpet. Congreqs talked
the 60s. That's somewhat like taking a sip about it; the Rockefeller Report af 1958
from a firehose, but I'll try. I haven't talked about it. No one was really happy,
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because requirements planning was being done A fifth idea was the amiltiyear force and
without explicit regard to cost, and budget financial plan. That was the FYDP.

planning was being done without regard to
need. So, open-ended requirements met arbi- The sixth idea was the use of open aird

trary budget ceilings, and something had to explicit analysis. That was the DPMa. They
give. What gave was rationality and reason, provided due process, if you will, for all of
from my point of view. the interested parties in the process.

Let me comment on service programs versus The ideas behind PPBS, from my point of

national programs. I remember, back in the view, are much more Important than the system
early '60s, having a Navy admiral tell me that itself. It's the ideas that are important to a
a particular program was not a Navy program management system, and the PPBS was wrapped
but a national program. That was a little around those six ideas. The tools that cime
disconcerting to those of us who thought the out of it have been talked about: the FYDP,
whole Navy was a national program, the DPMs, the Systems Analysis office, the

Budget tactics: The services were mar- Development Concept Papers, Readiness Tables,

velous at budget tactics. There was the "foot- etc.

in-the-dour," the "thin-edge-of-the-hudget-

wedge," the "gold watches." The military ser- What does all of this mean? What are the

vices were very good at budget tactics. They implications of PPBS In the early days? It

had shortages. They always had shortages. led, as Russ said, to more centralized plan-

Someone said the worst thing you could do to a ning. There was a loss of individual service

service was to take away its shortages because authority. This led, In some respects, to
they led to other kinds of "goodies" that you overcentralization.

could get later o.
A second implication was that there was,

In addition to little or no central lead- is now, and is likely to be In the future,
ership and a budgeting system that really was more civilian input into this process. The
a bookkeeping device, there was no central Whiz Kids had a great intellectual commitment
plan. There were only the individual service to this process, but they didn't have a life

plans which, when put together, really didn't commitment to the process--and there are some
make a whole. There was duolication in R&D, differences. There was more quantitative input
and a lack of quantitative standards of ade- into the system aTnd less qualitative input
quacy for almost every category of than there had been in the past. And those who
procurement. have thought serlously about Vietnam will

worry about that particular implication.
Cost estimates were as about as good as

they are today. Remember, now, I'm describing Let me say a few words about conceptual
1961. If some of this sounds vaguely familiar, versus practical solutions. There was an em-
that's not my fault. But this was the per- phasis on quantification and perhaps an over-

spective, if you will, from which PPBS came emphasis on cost. Our friend Mendel Rivers,
and which it was designed to cure. who was then Chairman of the House ArmeO Ser-

Now, let me move from that to talk about vices Committee, used to say, "You know the

some of the ideas that were involved In PPBS. cost of everything and the value of nothing."

The first idea was decision-making based on le may have had a point. But, in essence, PPBS

the national interest, that Is, decision- was a management philosophy, and, in my judg-

making based on some kind of explicit national ment, during that period its benefits out-
criteria, rather than decision-making based on weighed its liabilities. Thank you.

service programs. What that really meant was
more centralization. Dr. Cabe I would like to open it up to

questions.
Another intellectual foundation or idea

was the consideration of needs and costs si- Question: John, you make it sound as if all

multaneously. John talked about that. Ends and this evolved on the job in OSD in 1961, '62,
means do Interact. And what is worth trying to '63. 1 seem to recall that some of the intel-

do depends in part on how much it costs. lectual structure for PPBS came out of the
Rand Corporation--Dave Novick and other people

The third idea was the explicit consid- like that--in the '50s. Am I right?
eration of alternatives--real alternatives,

not gtrawmen.

Mr. Keller: You're exactly right. As a matter
A fourth idea involved the active use of of fact, it's one of the good arguments for

an analytical staff. That was the Systems Federal Contract Research Centers (FCRCs). The
Analysis office. general design of the PPBS system was written
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down very carefully in Charlie Hitch and When McNamara came in, he raised the Defense
Roland McKean's book, The Economics of Defense budget by about 20 percent, from about $40
in the Nuclear Age. If you read that, you will billion to $50 billion, and they hated him.
see a great deal of the work that was done. Laird came in and cuL the budget, and they
Not only the work on the PPBS system, but a loved him.
lot of the work on strategic policy, clearly,
came out of the Rand Corporation. A lot of the Dr. Smith: There's another point worth making
Rand people did some very careful thinking in here. In addition to opting out of the system
the 1950s. There was a long history of careful within the Pentagon, the services chose other
analysis and work on the part of very Intel- arenas within which to play. Congress was one
ligent people. A lot of people in the Defense of them; the National Security Council was
Department at the time came from Rand. another. So, opting out didn't mean opting out

of the process entirely. It just meant
There was Charlie, who had been the head changing the venue of where they chose to

of the Economics Department, Alain Enthoven, play.
and Harry Roland. Harry worked in ISA, rather
than Systems Analysis. All of that previous Question: Can you tell me the kind of sipport
effort was an investment in the kind of thing that Mr. McNamara had from the President? Did
that led to the possibility of good systems Mr. McNamara have total leeway for everything
analysis in the PPbS; so, I think you are in the Department of the Defense, or did he
exactly right. I think, Russ, the other point get some top-down guidance himself?
you made earlier is an important one here. All
of that interesting intellectual work done in Dr. Smith: I would assume that he got some
the Rand Corporation and other places during top-down guidance, but I never saw a word in
that period would have had little practical those Draft Presidential Memoranda changed
impact, were it not for this extraordinary from the "for comment" version to the final,
confluence of Secretary McNamara, Charlie approved version. Russ, did you evcr see a
Hitch, and Alain Enthoven. This was one of word change?
those unique events, I think.

Mr. Murray: No. One of the things that struck
Question: Mr. Murray, the services' staffs me about McNamara was his incredible loyalty
that worked with you over an 8-year period, I to the O-'ce of the President. I don't recall
would guess, changed dramatically. Can you him ever Loming back to the building and
talk a bit about the relations with the set- saying, "'Gee, iellows, I argued for this, but
vices and how, in fact, they did change? the Presidett turned us down." There was never

the slightest comment along those lines. What
Mr. Murray: Yes, I think there was a change in went on etweei. him and the President was a
attitude. The attitude when I got there had private matter. There may have been people
gotten to the point of white-knuckle hostil- tlhit he talked to in the Defense Department,
ity. I think that moderated to some degree as but I certainly wasn't in that circle. I hope
the Administration went on. very much that lie has written his memoirs so

that we will be able to learn what happened
On the other hand, it wasn't just a during those days.

matter of coming to terms with the services. I
think, to a great extent, the services simply I think that, after the assassination of
dropped out of the conflict. They knew it was President Kennedy, he transferred the same
an uneven battle. They could come up with all loyalty to President Johnson and got along
kinds of arguments, and the Secretary would with him very well for quite a while, until
seem to turn them down on every occasiok. So, the Vietnam war began to get between them.
after a while, they appeared to give up. But, until that time, I think he had the

greatest respect from both of those Presi-
One of the remarkablc things that I re- dents. And I imagine that it was not so much

member was an operation called 693. The pur- guidance handed down as it was a discussion
pose of this operation was to get $3 billion between them.
out of the Fiscal Year 1969 budget. That was
the first time in that era that I can recall Mr. Keller: Just a footnote to that: There
where the services were each given "bogies" of really were two watersheds involved in the
a certain amount of money to get out of the evolution of PPBS during this period. One, the
budget. They went back to their offices and change from President Kennedy to President
cam.- up with the money, and they thought it Johnson and, two, the heating up of the
was perfectly wonderful. They were just de- Vietnam war in the fall of 1965. 1 left at

lighted to be able to do this on their own, that point; so, I really cannot comment on any
without having the Systems Analysis people of that, but from talking to other people I

telling them what they could and couldn't do. have the feeling that there were certainly
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some significant alterations as a result of you might find a difference in the allocation
both of these events. of resources. I think you'd probably find less

emphasis on R&D and procurement and more em-
Question: The Vietnam war was mentioned phasis on readiness, ammunition, and such
briefly. I have the impression that you think items as training.
that PPBS was somewhat irrelevant to the de-
cisions regarding the Vietnam war. I'm curious To get a little bit off the subject: I
how you'd respond to that. But I'm really more think that is an important observation. I
curious about what you think the effect of think that is one of the arguments for having
PPBS might have in the future on decisions Dave Jones' proposed reforma'ion of the Joint
similar to the ones that you saw being made Chiefs of Staff take place. I think it would
when we got involved with Vietnam. give an opportunity for the CinCs to play a

more effective role in the PPBS process. I
Dr. Smith: I don't know whether it was ir- don't think that any one of them can play a
relevant or not, because it was never applied, particularly effective role by himself.
It was not used, in that sense. At least, Similarly, I don't think that any particular
Systems Analysis was never given a charter, to service alone can contribute a great deal to
the best of my knowledge, to do so. They did joint problems. The services are constrained.
analysis, but I don't know whether it was used Each CinC is constrained geographically. For
in the decision process or not. The key issues example, CinCPac can't really comment well on
there were judgment calls, not quantitative, Bernie Rogers' needs in Europe. But a strong
finite, economic analysis. So, I don't think JCS organization could integrate those con-
it was given a fair test. cerns, understand them, and make recommenda-

tions as to rational allocations. A direct
Question: The Whiz Kids had disdain for mili- answer to your questions is that we didn't
tary judgment, and I guess Mr. McNamara did have a lot to do with the CinCs, and that's a
too, in a lot of ways, because he took your bad thing.
judgment over the military in the budget
areas. Why weren't you called upon in this Question: I have three observations and a
kind of decision-making, where, clearly, there question. Observation one is that, despite
were some important economic and fiscal ques- this PPBS process, the service percentages
tions that needed to be asked? have not changed since 1961. I'm not sure

exactly why that is. It would be a very In-
Dr. Smith: That is an excellent question, and teresting study. Observation two is that this
I cannot answer it for you. I've even siid PPBS FYDP structure, which you have outlined
that publicly in a chapter in a book. I raised as yielding an inadequate output, is not a
the same question that you just raised: Why relevant managerial structure. We haven't come
weren't they asked? I don't know. to grips with being able to find out what it

is. Observation three is that a lot of us owe
Mr. Murray: I take issue on the comment re- our education--maybe the Naval Postgraduate
garding disdain for military judgment. I don't School even owes its existence--to the notion
know how many of us had disdain for military created in 1961 that we had to send military
judgment. My disdain was largely for the ar- officers to be educated to defend ourselves
guments that were offered up in defense of the against the OSD staff. I think that, overall,
service positions, not disdain for military the Department of Defense is far better for
judgment. As a matter of fact, we had a very that. The question is to Mr. Keller. You men-
distinguished group of military officers tioned a hundred questions that the Secretary
serving in the Systems Analysis office, many asked. Of course, we get about two hundred
of whom I respected very deeply. They were nowadays every summer, and if they're not
first-rate people and delightful to work asked by the Secretary, they're asked by the
alongside. OSD staff. My question is: Were they really

McNamara's questions, or did the staff phrase
Question: What interface was there between the them for him?
OSD staff and the staffs outside of
Washington, such as the CinCs? Mr. Keller: My impression is that, for the

first year or two, they were very largely his
Mr. Murray: We had absolutely no contact that personal questions. No matter what you think
I can recall with the CinCs. They were totally about the man in general, he has an extraor-
remote from the world in which we worked. A dinary mind. He had an enormous, unbelievable
lot of people have said that that still is capacity for work, and it certainly is my
true and that the CinCs have insufficient belief, from all the evidence I saw, that most
influence over what happens in the design of of the hundred questions in those first two
the Defense program. I think that's true. 1 years were generated by him out of the docu-
think that if the CinCs had more influence, ments that came across his desk. I believe the
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questions Just naturally arose in his mind. To Dr. Cabs: I'd like to thank Russ and John and
some extent, they lacked structure, and I Wayne for taking time out of their busy sched-
think that's evidence that he was personally ules to com and share their experience with
thinking of them. But, at that point, we were us this evening. I think I can speak for the
responding to his hundred questions as well as rest of the group: It's certainly been re-
the services. warding, and I want to thank you very much.
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A COMPARATIVE VIEW OF ARMY PROGRAMMING The Secretary of the Army came into the
by world of PPBS when he joined usi, and all theacronyms we gave him sometimes confused him.

Major General Max Noah, USA [SLID 21 Since that early point in his
Director, Army Program Analysis and Evaluation tenure, Secretary March has become very adept

and at the language of PPBS. Actually, what we do
when we start to poop him up for DRB, which he

Colonel Thomas P. Carney, USA plays in very well, is to take the guy who can
Directorate, Army Program Analysis and Evaluation talk to him and who is uot normally me--

fDACS.DPD) sometimes it's Tom Carney, sometimes it's Dick
ICIC Mallion, and sometimes it's somebody else he

wants--and he goes in and feeds it to him. And
MajGen Noah: It's a great pleasure to address when the Secretary comes out, he has it in his
this distinguished group, and I want to com- head pretty well.
pliment the Navy and CNA for hosting the ses-
sion. It's very important, I think, for us to
get together in this business. Looking at the Slide 2
art and science of programming--the art of
programming is picking what you want to pro- JOP UA ER M
gram and analyzing it--I would say the science
tends to be more of the analysis and evalu- - PROGRM II,'
ation that we do, although there's a little

art in that too. NCEPWL1Mj

Basically, our calk today will be on liow
we in the Army te to go about programming,
I'll give an overview of that, and then Tom A A PUA r
Carney, who is head of our programming shop
that actually puts it together, will give you 4 N W I
an inside look at what we do in the Army pro-
gramming process. We will try to look at the
past, present, and future but actually center L 4 * q OGRA UDGET EXEC=TIO
more about the present of where we're going PLAN

and reflections, of course, on the future.

Programming is an interesting process, as
I say. Most of our action officers over in the
Pentagon seem to look at themselves about like
that, the PPBS system. [SLIDE 11 We meet Here (pointing) is the Chief of Staff,
together in a room--actuaLly, it's outside, in General Meyer. Before he became Chief, as the
the Comptroller's office--in a Program Budget Army's DCSOPS, he recognized that plans, poli-
Committee (PBC), and we go at it. My bosses cies, or visions should drivw the program, but
see it a little differently. not vice versa. But his planners used to stay

immersed in a different world from ours. They
Slide Iworked in the world of the beyond, and they

were not visible when programmers needed their
. PPBS guidance; consequently, we couldn't benefit

from their wisdom. As a result, the program-
S(1mers would make the assumptions as required to

program the Army. The planners would ulti-
mately deliver the plan hut often long after

A the programmers had done their work. Then, of
course, as many of you know from 10 years
back, the budgeteers would take over and shape

~*l the real service.

We've tried to get those together and in

teright sequence. The Oiiof has pushed thiska hard. And he feels that the planning element

is very critical. In fact, we've built a fair
system, which is sort of summarized at the
bottom of this chart, and I'll talk about

THEA EOUITALY DISTRIBUTINGRESOURCES pieces of that. Of course, there is the De-
fense Guidance, the Army goals doctor and
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shape what we call the Army plan. Then that have arms and services that shape those eaches
goes on into the program and hdget, which we into a battle formation, infantry, armor,
execute that wav. field artillery, etc. Ur''re represented in a

lot of separate parts.

[SLIDE 31 In toe Army, this is the pro-

grammers' targ;et : to combine readiness, Slide 4

structure, sustainability, and mobilization.
It 's a balance that we look for, and that

balance is quite critical to us because, if - ARE ALL SERVICES AIKE?
any part of it Is out of balance, you can't do

something. That's General Meyer's view, that
we need to be ready for 7ustained land combat .W

Anywhere, anytime. Of course, we're wrapped WM W OM.

around the elements called contingency plans,

and we actually shape the Army based on that. oU m AMOI 11M

MURKYBVT9O to 4, WN f.tsmAN"

CONVENTIONAL BALANCE

MWR0 9( ) STRUCTURE o,

F.r Programming seems to invite a Iot
2

Awlif r~wi, toinnovative architects who try to shape that.

EFor us who have to do it in the final re ult--
I'll grant you--it poses a complex task, but

SUSI /it is not impossible. We think we are a long
way toward solving that problem of how to do a

complex task. It evokes quite a bit of argu-
MODIRMION"O ES RM=N A SUSOAI' ment at times. Notionally, and in a very

pragmatic sense, what we see in programming is
a power structure that we are attempting to
build. And I'm :not talking about a power

Before I get into the discussion, I'd structure in a bureaucratic sense; I'm talking
like to take a look at this question because about a power structure that is able to deter
sometimes it bothers us. ISLIDE 41 I'm not war and, if necessary, go fight it, once we
sure the other services will sign up with our get on the land where the Navv and the Air
portrayal. This view of the Navy and the Air Force put us. It's got a Lot ot dimensions,
Force is somewhat glih; I will admit to that. it's got millions of caches.

But it bothers us sometimes the way people
look at us. Each service has a definite char- The four pillars that we in the defense

acteristic, and I would say, even without program use and that we are reasuted for in
considering the customs and traditions, each the final result in a sense of priorities are
service programs toward targets. The target I shown up there at the top. ISLIDE 51 We have
would submit is what I showed before, and the to fit that into this force. Readiness, of
end results are quite different in terms of course, is our first priority. Capability--i
physical products organization. That alters would rate that both qualitatively and quan-
and affects the way we view ourselves and the titatively, both in a modernization sense and
way others view us. It affects the way we do in a fill-up-before sense: How big a force do
business. you need? Of course, we have something else to

worry about: Once we get somewhere, how long
If I could charictcrize our force, I can we sustain that force there?

would say the Army is much more homogeneous in
a sense than the 10,000 items connote. Our Filling in that "Notional" box is the

basic cutting edge in the Army is the divi- problem we have basically on the programmer's
sion. We build a program to support a force side, where we eo into a session looking at a

made up of divisions. We fight on and around Defense Guidance before it's written and try
and above the land. We do not deploy ourselves to make sure we meet It after it's written.
strategically. We are a mass of "eaches." We Those items in there, the eight Items you see
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listed from "Structure" down through "Sus- Slide 5
tain," you'll see again. We use those as

checkmarks or boxes as we go down, making sure

that we've got our program together for the

Army. FOUR PILLARS:
Our management concept in the Army MI ',

[SLIDE 61 is shown in these three tiers. r -a

First, on the goals and objectives--which are

primary, of course--I would say those are ,*

formed up in a participative manner quite welli CAP 
" 

UTR ....

with our MACOM4S. For those of you who are not STRUCTURE
familiar with the Army, we put together in FOI Of

almost every organization many of the same AMAN S'
different functions. So, the infantry doesn't T Z/

go to war by itself or the engineers, or the L 4T

signal, or whatever-have-you. Those (infantry,

engineers, signal, etc.) are in each element.

To do that, we have a series of organi-

zations. TRADOC, which is our Training and

Doctrine Command, puts together the doctrine
and performs the training. That marriage we Slide 6

found to be quite useful, as have other com-

mands in other services. DARCCM is our systems

command, if you will, Defense Acquisition and MANAE EN CONCE --
Readiness Command. The products that one of

those helps design the other produces, in both

manpower and materiel. They spill out into our i

operating commands. USAREUR is our largest. Go" OBJECTIVES. PARTICIPATIVE

FORSCCH, which we call the world's largest M i

reserve here, in the States, and Eighth Army,

are examples of the MACOMS. Then we have I G

MAC(lMS, such as the Army Communications Corn- BUDETNGM

mand, Intelligence and Security Command
(INSCtM), Corps of Engineers, and others that

have specific tasks to do in that arena. Those

are the MACOMS that participate with us when nU-EETR.4LZU

those goals, oblertives, policies, and plans

flash up.

When we go into programming and budget-

Ing, we go more into centralized programming

and budgeting. That does not mean we do it
with the door shut, although it has in the Slide 7
past. It's a problem we've had in the past,

not being able to recognize the MACOMS' world.

It's one we hope to open some this year, but - AL, POLICIES, OSJECTIVES
not necessarily have them vote on the final N-

result as to where we go. That Is done because S"M
of the rapidity with which we have t.) move AUI T U7N

through the program process. It Is a much more vwiAw
centralized program in budgeting, yet visible

to the degree that it is propitious to let the

MACCMS look in. r'

Execution is decentralized. [SLIDE 71 OCTa
Again, you go to a command execution, where

the commander in the field becomes more the

important one to do what he has to do--of IIffTUUOM
course, within guidance. The game Is played

between those three bars. The goals, policies,

and objectives I would highlight because we've

tried to do that this year. To bring this
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together, you have to have a common sheet of Slide 8
music. We came up with seven goals from a
process that started a year ago August, out at
the Xerox Center, where the Secretary and the THE FYOS5 O8 P S CYCL---
Chief got both the Secretariat and the Army IM? 13 JN

staff together at the principal level. By last 2 1' ",,I- "1 " '*' '' '" -

spring, they had put together an approach A ftA

toward Army goals. U PANIC Hill

a0 i mooaau D&VUIWW* DIfilHI

There are seven of them, as I mentioned; i 1NWoM O,.CTl61DU) RPAATON
Tom will show them to you later on. But, ba- U PAasMISwaMIs
sicalLy, there are some fairly complex ones to = PO.PRiAAM OLDSO IUU5AMOLl

address. They're not necessarily to build an X Wmmj MACu ncOw=

division for us or anything as specific as oso/oIN &91 HUNS

that. They're more the goals of standards of PsPMlUGAW M iOWSOIS ,

how you'd like to build something. For in- Ct4k im ,
stance, we have a leadership goal. That's an BUGE EXtc4mm, l6
interesting one to try on for size if you ever ___________________________ -___________-
want to go out and try to build an hour's
presentation: "How to do a leadership goal."
My predecessor quite removed, C.eneral Max

Thurmat--who's sometimes famous or sometimes
infamous--did a pretty good job of that. The big thing that does arrive here--and

causes us a problem and probably is a subject

Human goal," that's not too hard, That's of many questions, etc.--is Fiscal Guidance,
the bottom line, or the top line, or whatever

people goal, materiel goal, etc., like that. yo tto li t or t e ale, o w or

But some of them were fairly complex. The you want to call it. So, we have a lot of work
to do before that time. I would like to have

Chief assigned each of those goals to one of t o o e Everybody would ik that

our three-star staff members--goal tenders, if sot e y ve to I thip side

you will. That was done, and they reported Out of that record, realizing that the big guys

on that in April. In May, those were approved don't want to make early decisions. We go into

by our policy council, the POM preparation from April to May. That's

a time out, guys; the decision is made, we're

Then we took those goals and used them as going to sit and write and do our thing. Then,

a framework and actually reported out tasks at of course, we go through the rest of the

the commanders' conference and had the Army cycle, which is common to all the services.

commanders--who had never played on those

goals before--report on what they were doing Defense Guidance means a lot of things to

in those arenas. Those are the MACOM cor- a lot of people. [SLIDE 91 First, I would
manders. And there you're talking about a say to the strategist: We're thinking of

table full of 25 folks or so, with 9 four- global conflict, or the chance to deter war

stars out of 12 or so, sitting there and going

at the business on the framework of goals. And
it worked quite well, I must say. This year, Slide 9

we're going to try goals in a fairly complex

prioritizing scheme in the Army programs. -EFEN$E 0lME - wf T Po Z/ f a ?';'

Standard chart. [SLIDE 81NS It'sANC our4TDSi MA
cycle, as it is with all services and agen-
cies--not atypical. It fits in as well as it
can with outside and inside input. We build an
Army Plan, starting in September, and have

that finalized. Again, notice that we don't
put the Army commanders per se into this

stage, but we do let them have a succinct
input called the PARR, which is the Program
Analysis Resource Review.

snMIIHF 7 ALA~

In the Army staff, we go through a drill --

that Tom Carney will talk about, and then the
Defense Guidance arrives. Actually, we start

working on Defense Guidance much earlier.
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or, if necessary, to fight. To the straight Slide 10
planner himself: We're taking those long-term
goals and putting them together. [SLIK 10)
But, to the programmer--and we're entering FM ON I ,N -WOS- M V ff 0XI M
that stage right now In the Defense Guidance--
it's quite a different thing. It appears in
the end result, but we also see it, right from
the beginning, as a load of have-to-do's--in
the jargon, "must funds," if you will--with a
small sack on our back of what to do it with.

Now, that Is quite a simplistic view, and
I don't intend to get across the idea that
that's the only way we would look at it. But , k

we do have to concern ourselves with that. And / -.

the word "affordability" steps in here. De-
termining final affordability is much above my
pay grade and perhaps that of anybody else in
the room. Maybe not; I don't know. But the
bottom line you have to work within and work
toward, if you can, is to be ready to tell
people what it takes to put together a defense
budget. In our sense, the process of develop-
ing the Defense Guidance is actually partici-
pative management. As I tell everyone, you get
quite a bit with that. You not only get the NET ASSSSMENTS'
goods--there are a lot of goods, with that--
but you also get the bads. You know, like: "Do T$TAFFPODUCTS
you want me to take your left arm off or your ARMYLNROEAPA'L
right?" or things like that. So you have to e 7 Y tO L SE
answer those questions. That's a problem we •
face, once we get into the business. You can't *ARMvOITIC$ SASum
always blame it on the other person. V

We get a lot of help in forming our guid- vA
ance. [SLIDE III We have the joint planners'
view: the Joint Intelligence Estimate for ARMY PLAN

Planning (JIEP), the JSPD, and the JPAM. We AND POM
also have Army products. We have a long-range
appraisal called Total Army Analysis. This is
an assessment based on war gaming that is done
by our Concepts Analysis Agency. This analysis
leads to the development of our structure.
That is our first thing, to settle our Slide 12
structure to meet a threat. That goes In as
one input to the Army Plan and P(M. Another
input is the doctrine. ISLIDE 121 -It1IiT--- -

A little aside here on the doctrine: OTI
Obviously, if you have to have a war, you're
going to fight it; you'll put something to- A0

gether and go to it. Or Air/Land Battle 2000 ~-
actually came out of a substantive dialogue
between TRADOC and Tactical Air Command at
Langley a few years ago. For instance, we had WA~
to consider a way to stop the Soviet attack in A /
the way that they go at it in this envelopment
doctrine. We, therefore, had to come up with MISSION ANALYSIS
something to counter that.

This has, just now, really started ,
aborning. Although, it was born a year and a
half ago in the Army--aid, I would say, in
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ether parts of the Department of Defense--it's About 2 years ago, our planners came up

starting to take hold now. In fact, Ben with the way they wanted the Army to go, but
Sherman's magazine has the NATO deep-attack still the programmers were the ones that had

article in it this month. I just saw it in the to pull it out of everybody as to how we were

last couple of days; I haven't read it yet. going to prograa the Army structure.
You know that General Rogers is starting to [SLIDE 131 During the last 2 years, we

talk that way in Europe. You also know that started in on what we call the Army Plan,
Europeans are not that wild, it appears, to go which right now has grown into a fairly good
into this. There are a lot of things in that document. When I say "fairly good" rather than
air/land battle from the general defense, "superb," I'm saying it from a programmer's

position, status that the leadership in Europe view, in that they still would like us to get

are either for or against. But I would mention a little more money for them to do the job
that it is a hlueprint for us, and it's with. I'm referring to planners versus pro-
starting to shane the way we go. Obviously, grammers. I don't object, as long as they
when you have the choice between the howitzer don't try to lead us too fat, because that
and -a better way to look out at this blue- plan goes out to our Army and MAC(14S, and they
print, you have to consider both; before, you say: "Oh, this tells me to do this; therefore,
did not have the opportunity. I will put resources into it." ike resources

cone in, ad we get a ;tack of this much to
FM00-5 is our "to fight" manual. We're do, with that much te do it witih. As usual,

on the second edition of it right now. And, of the programmers ge to be the bad guys when
course, there is the mission-area analysis. I you start slicing off. But we've helped solve
mention mission-area analysis because it's that one, too, because the guys who wrote the

going to come up today in two contexts. Mis- plan are also the pri,)ritizers of the Army.
slon-area analysis, which flows from Depart- So, we say, "Nope, they're the bad guys."
ment of Defense directives, as done in the (That's not really true, we're not In the
Army schools in twelve mission areas. OfLe business of painting fingeis.)
mission area, for instance, is close combat;

another is fire support. There are many Slidc 13
others. As the former commandant of the en-
gineering school, I can tell you we're working
on one called "Engineering Combat Support and . ...-'THE ARMY PLAN . ... V.
Mine Warfare." Work to. these areas is a quite

substantive undertaking.,-
B eLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE

The mission-area analysis was also used . . . . . _....

last Year a, our primary prioritizing guide as [ FRAMED WITHIN EXPECTED RESOURCE LE'ELS]
we went into our POM. It did not work too .. GUIDESPROGRMMERS ORPOM
well. As they said, "As soon as we got every- ** GUIDES PLANNERS BEYOND THE POM YEARS
thing prioritized, we showed It to the three-
stars, and all the pet rocks floated to the e ESTABLISHES HE POM & EPA OBJECTIVES
top." There was a reason for that, 1 would
contend, I- that mission-arta anilyses nave * SUPPORTED B FUNCTIONAL AREA PLANS
some Implicit assumptions in them. In other

words, you've got a country that's ready to
provide yu withi alm,"t anything you need
because the war is a,.

And , number two, you've pot an economy

that is dedicated to that. That !sn't the way
today, aq you well kn,,w. You've got to figh' , That's sort of a colloquial context, but
convince, justify ev,,yttlIng you need, and you the DCSOPS in the Army staff is also the pri-
have a suhstntn ial ly mere ccnstrained budget oritizor of the Army--really, like us all, he

than we want . Wt. 'ye _t, , r Congress to con- is the recommender, because the key priori-
vince. They've gv, ;ilt,-al prablems, ,ne way tizer is the Secretary or the Chici. And they
or another, that have to he considered. We've play very actively there.
got contractoal prblm, with industry. All of
this has to be consIdered. So, this year, we You see what it does. The Army Plan is a
will try to broaden our look at prioritiza- good document. It's somethiug we've needed for

tion, alth,,ugh mission-area analysis Is one of a long time. It pulls together everything we
our biggies as we go into the busi.ness, do into fairly decent set of guidance for
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the programmer. It does it about as well as we General Noah gets the exciting part, and
can. There are certain things we can improve I get the nitty-gritty about how the Army
and, with that, I would ask the rhetorical staff puts all this together. [SLIDE 161 The
question! [SLIDE 14] This slide is actually basic steps on this yellow brick road leading
for you to stare at while Tom comes up, and I down to the POM are basically in the October
will sit down. timeframe, and of course, it starts much, much

earlier. In the October timeframe, we have to
Slide 14 review and set the force structure as the

start point. This does not mean that the
Army's number-one priority is force structure
because we do it first; on the contrary. What
we need, to drive our other computers however,
is an early decision as to what this start
point, force structure, will be. Because of

DO ARY PROGRAMERS the complexities of the Army that General Noah
described, the basic building blocks are that

HAVE ENOUGH GUID CE?? structure. The computers drive out the re-
source and personnel requirements as we move
on down the road.

There will be a recalculation of person-

nel and equipment requirements. Of course,
guidance will be bouncing up against that
structure chat we set. But don't forget that

i it's a little-bitty old guidance. We're
watching very carefully as Section IV of the
Defense Guidance walks into that, to make sure
we're in as close as we possibly can be.

Col. Carney: Put me into context. (SLIDE 151 Slide 16
rf you are with the Navy, I do what Ray Walsh
does. If you're with the Air Force, I don't
really have a direct counterpart, but Dale -- 5M OR STEPS IN PROGRA MING'
DeFrank comes closest. And if you're from the
Naval Postgraduate School, I'm the guy they
still talk about that, after 2 years, never Miii MMMAI
learned to spell "stochastic." I owe a great f/ uI imal*
debt to them, though. I took ten strokes off SFARl P Sl M--S

my handicap while I was up there. 8HocTOOEIR. AiUARY FERUARY H 4C,

Slide 15

ARMY PROGRAM
PROCESS, We then go ahead with those recalcula-

tions. Another major point where guidance

plays a major role is the analysis of this
base program and all the change proposals that
will be coming in. 1 will describe this later.
We go through a process of reprioritization in
the March timeframe. Guidance plays a major
role. Then, finally, there is the review by
our top-level committees, boards, Secretary,
and the Chief before the P0M is locked and
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written up, and the data is squared away. April, I am the owner of the data base who has
Those are the major steps as we move on down to assure the leadership that this data base
toward the POM. is reflecting their decisions. And so, when

the decision is made to trim the MLRS, for
[SLIDE 17] The building blocks from example, a little point of contact--a PDIP

which we put this program together are called POC--will come running down the hallways and
PDIPs, or Program Development Increment Pack- try to get that change into the data base. I
ages. I would not put the PDIP into the con- will not accept that change unless he has gone
text of a managerially relevant construct, as through all those other folks that have an
has been discussed previously. But we do find interest in it. The engineer will be inter-
it an interesting way of going, and It's not ested to know that it has been trimmed, and
unlike the process briefed by the Air Force now he has to change his construction program.
yesterday. We are not looking and building our The DCSOPS folks and all others will now have
program toward the appropriation directors, to change the training plan and other things.
Rather, we are looking toward increments of So, it is a very useful tool toward assuring
capability or new initiatives or old initia- staff coordination and, of course, program
tives in terms that are meaningful to decl- prioritization. As the Air Force said yester-
sion-makers and prioritization committees on day, these incremental packages assist in the
such things as the MLRS rocket. sorting.

A PDIP on the MLRS rocket will, in fact, Slide17
include all appropriations, all the resources
required to fill that particular system over V Ll
the 5-year period. The National Training Cen- ...PDIP-PROGRA VS B -t-I
ter, in turn, will have the resources of all APPROPRIATION D0IAECIOWS'.f-|
appropriations. 4- AP.fi~T-

=A WA RPAMCA 14TE "M

So, it's not program directors who are miss $$$ $$$ $$ $$$$$
building these PDIPs but, rather, functionally
oriented elements of the Army staff and sub- [ $ $$$ $ $$S $$$I
ordinate commands of the Department of the
Army. The programmer, then, is viewing across FOGRAMMER S -'$
appropriations, but we have an integrated data VIW ,
base which will allow us to then spit it out

in terms that are meaningful to appropriation
directors when we go to the budget timeframe. Fsu $$ $6 $$$$ $$

[SLIDE 181 Why PDIPs? Well, clearly, we _r- _

were sort of forced into the PDIP business
under the ZBB and ZBP notions of the previous
administration. Why do we continue them? Pri-
marily, because we find that it is a good way
to go. It has accommodated the way decision- Slidc IS
makers think in these functional increments,
if you will. It does wrap up the total package
resources required to field the particular WHY PDIP ?
capability represented by that Initiative. It
does give us a certain total cost visibility. * ACCOMMODATED ZB!/ZBP
I use the word "total" carefully because we
are talking about an increment on top of what

is going on in the field. We are not talking -THE WAY DECISIONMAKERS THINK
about the BCE that I have to take that MLRS URNCTIONAL INCREMENTS

program up to and defend, whether it is at a TOTAL PACKAGE

DSARC or an ASARC. We understand that. It is -TOTAL COST VISIBILITY
the incremental resources required to accom- - ACROSS STAFF COORDINATION
plish the given objective. - PROGRAM PRIORITIZATION

Does it facilitate cross-staff coordina-
tion? This is a very important aspect, be-
cause, as the battle in the program review
timeframe grows hotter, things get turned
around very fast. In late March and early
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ISLIDE 191 Where do they come from? Even the President will tell us to do some-
Well, first of all, they come from the exist- thing with the BMD program. Or Congress, as it
ing Army program. We consider, for stability has in the past, will tell us to do something
reasons, that the existing program carries a else.
great deal of weight. There will be a stack of
PDIPS in our data base that will reflect the I don't consider Ronald Reagan a PDIP
January FYDP, the last decision point which we POC--someone will represent him--but he gem-
are building the program from. erally competes very successfully in the Army

program process.

Slide IQ
I have the barbed wire around there,

because, in fact, these things are not auto-

WUERE DO PDIPs COME FROM?-- matically accepted. They are all going to
displace something that is in that January

,YDP, and they are going to have to crawl
* DEFENSE GUIUACE \ through a minefield (called a prioritization
0 CORS' CONFRENCE process) to, in fact, displace something as we

EXSTIN A 0 ARMY PLAN walk down to the next POM.
ES ILGAM RGA TOTAL ARMY ANALYSIS

- * POM ASSWFT [TRs
o CINC, ASSn What have PDIPs done? [SLIDE 20] There
* MAOM PARRs 4 are about 818 of them in the data base
o, ARMY STAFF right now. They represent 94 percent of
o CONGAESSIONAL/ A rh non.

PRESIDENTIAL INTENT the PDIPs, something-concrete-and-identifi-
able--ai d 46 percent of the funding as some-L .. p 'J'f .f'..... thing-concrete-and-identiflable.

Slide 20

But there will also be a lot of new MARGIN VSIBIIETY
ideas--late-breaking extras--that will come Y "
floating in from those various agencies. I U,, OF iMf 0 O W
Clearly, Defense Guidance will have new things VM MeUP.P m
to do, particularly in Section V. They will be FY 81 -15 =
PDIPized, if you will. They will be given a UA._M

special number to give them special visibll- t
ity. But they won't necessarily make the pro-
gram. They will compete in the prioritization - -

process; so, the Army will have to come to -

grips with whether or not they will be in what :cssrmps :;
we call "full compliance" with Defense
Guidance.

The commanders' conference that General

Noah mentioned generates all kinds of new
ideas that the programmers have to deal with.
The Army Plan gives us goals and objectives
that we have to accommodate. The Total Army There is the rest, rolled into what we
Analysis, that war game that is taking place used to call the unidentified core, or that
out there in Bethesda, will generate new re- which is not on the margin and for which we
quirements. POX, assessment letters also play a don't necessarily, in program building, have a
role. They are another major input from our lot of visibility. Clearly, the budgeteers
major subordinate commanders, telling us what want to have visibility on that, and they use
they think was wrong with the last POM. The their own systems. That is considerably dif-
CinC assessments, which come in as they talk ferent from where we were a few P0]s ago. We
to the DRB or as they send In their messages first started out in the PDIPs business in
semiannually, come out with new ideas. The response to the CDPS (Consolidated Decision
MACOM PARRs, Program Analysis Resource Review Package Sets) and the prior type listings that
documents, on 10 January will give us new OSD required us to submit with our PO1s and
ones. The Army staff will dream up even more. budgets. We had only about 20 percent of the
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funding covered in incremental packages at Slide 21
that point in time, with about 450 PDIPs. So,
we have moved progressively toward making more
and more of this program visible in PDIP form, --- HE PAVER- -T- -
and we are sort of happy about the direction
the program is headed--understanding, of DEFENSE RSC ID
course, that every time you add a PDIP you (ORO)

complicate the data management problems. You am fzlwe "r
have added a little more complexity to the *t iMOAR

Army staff's problems. With 500 PDIP POCs i •

running around in the building, it gets to be J I M"
a pretty complicated system keeping the data
base honest.

Who are the players within the Army?
[SLIDE 211 Clearly, the Chief and the See- me
retary are the number-one players. The major
step of placing the Secretary on the Defense J__ _

Resources Board has, in fact, very much In-
creased his interest level in program building
and budget building.

Below them is the Select Committee or SZid' 22
SELCOM--basically our three-star vice presi-
dents of the corporation. The same as the -

major resource committee, representing the Air _ _ - P Vh*b
Force Board that you heard about yesterday.

(SLIDE 221 6elow th. SELCUM, sit the
two-star committees: the Program and Budget Cf A v
Committee and the Strategy and Planning Com- U AM W- "
mittee. These are the two major subordinate
operations of the SELCOM. o a little wore___
visibility within the Army, then, there are
both a SELCOM and a Joint SELCOM. The Vice -- _
Chief of Staff chairs the SELCOM, and when it "ADC&

is joint--it is always joint for the major IF
resource evenits, such as POM submission--he MMAW. U" I

cochalirs it with the Under Secretary of the I ""
Army. The k-y three-stars, the special staff 0 UUF to

two-st rs, the Director of the Army Budget,
and General Noah, the Director of Program
Analysis and Evaluation, are members of that
SELCOM.

Committees below them are very critical. [SLIDE 231 Th, is an appropriations
The Program and Budget Committee is a two-star break, where the resource, stand in one fiscal
committee, cochaired for budget and program year. I am going to use this as a sort of
continuity purposes by the Director of the notion about introducing the process on which
Army Budget and the PA&E. These represent the we build the program. For example, 28 percent
principal two-stars across the Army Staff and of the resource bag that we are going to get
the Secretariat. Below that, is me, chairing is probably going to go--give or take, a point
an 06-level of PBC. On the planning side of percent--toward the military personnel. So,
the house, the assistant DCSOPS, General Long, once you have established that start point
chairs the Strategy and Planning Committee, structure, you have essentially established
basically concerned about putting together the 28 percent of the Army resource bag. Better
Army plan--dragging all of these inputs that than 90 percent of this represents pay for
General Noah described, the kicking and people; about 10 percent is the support of
screaming, into a document, a consolidated those people. Very little flexibility in all
document to give the programmers guidance. that. You can vary your bonuses a little bit,
There are principal two-stars represented on but there aren't big chunks available for
that committee as well, not always the same reprogramming, once you have established that
faces as in the PBC, but all the ARSTAF (Army structure and have to man it. Over on the
Staff) is represented and the Secretariat operations side, representing about 32 percent
plays, too. of what we are putting out nowadays, there is
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some flexibility, but you have to keep that Slide 24
level of effort going to keep the readiness
high in that structure that you have
established. FORCE STRUCTURE PROCESS--

There is some flexibility, and I will i ' U C
describe how we program that. Clearly, we all * OGsCMAU S FEBATRACE&-..
recognize that major flexibility--we don't ATH YEAR THRTAT WA5IGHT ANALYSIS
like to think of it that way--is on the in- " *TANPOTATIONRFTS
vestment side of the house. For instance,
military construction is always on the margin, O/HN
always trimmed at every level. The research TS
and development for the future of the United TRAINTS
States Army and the equipment we are going to M..A.O" -n

on the ground right now--and our vastly needed FOM GO IIJAK

modernization program fits into the 40 percent

bag.

Slide 23

iOST OF MAINTAINING THE ARMY FY84) a war game against the fifth-year threat in

(I TOA i BNSI the combat force, and they will be fighting
STOMb FUND

OPERATION IWAb \wSUMR the DG scenario--the global operation. Kicking
MAINTENANCE W.4 out of that will be a FEBA trace. You know how

32% AE TNVESTMEmT well we held off those nasty guys, and you can
402, do all sorts of warfighting analysis based on

that sort of thing, but don't forget that to
0 ,. start over again takes you about 6 months.

" "&Z RJ " Transportation requirements. The delivery
IQ reqirements will go over to the data bases,IfTA

MITARY - ok.i-y--.j. " then over to the JCS, who will do the calcu-
PERSONNEL , lation of air and sealift requirements and up
28% j to Debbie Christie in OSO. Similar calcula-

tions for support requirements will go, as
well. What will fall out of this war game will
be how much ammunition is required to support
unit requirements, and, in turn, how many

[SLIDE 241 Let me describe the force truck companies will be needed to muve that
structure process, and we will walk down that ammunition. Many other things are learned from
yellow brick road as we go. First, there are this Total Army Analysis.
inputs that go into this big computer war game
called Total Army Analysis that takes place Then there will be other requirements
out in Bethesda with our Concept Analysis that will come in toward our force structure.
Agency. On a quiet night in Maryland, you can Basic things that don't go to war have to have
hear the sound of guns over there. The battle an opportunity to play. The Training and Doc-
lasts for almost 7 months; so, it is very trine Command will tell you that it is really
important, and I point out that this Defense smart to go one more week of individual entry
Guidance scenario will be based on last year's training, or DARCOM will say, "I've got to
scenario. The JCS and Mike Leonard's (OSD, have another PM shot." So, all those require-
PAE) folks have just tweaked it a little bit, ments that don't play in a war game get laid
causing palpitations of the heart out there in on the table by our subordinate commands.
Bethesda. Because, CAA brings you their pro-
duct, and you say, "Sorry, go back and do it
with a new scenario." We all have a little They then come to the Pentagon for theproblem with accommodating that, big decision meeting of the design force

scrub, and that is where they are struck by
That is one of those problems of simul- constraints. We have to put an initial notion

taneous planning and programming, rather than on the endstrength of the Army in order to
the notion of heel-to-toe concept. So, you constrain this force structure, because that
have to go through manual manipulation when- war game is going to generate requirements.
ever the scenario changes. They will be doing So, that scrub, that force structure, and all
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the MACOMs that play go to a general officers' The total Army equipment distribution

steering committee (GOSC). They go to the plan is voluminous. It fills about nineteen
SELCOM (just as they did on I November), and safes, represents millions of pages of infor-
what falls out of that is the base force, the mation, and is absolutely critical to MIkA6L,

POM start point, not the POM force. It is who asks frequently for 190b work. (I'm being

going to get jiggled all around between now facetious.)
and next May. But the start point is the base

force on which an awful lot of things get That is the Army equipment distribution
generated. I will describe some of them. plan. It has some problems, and it will never

be exactly right, because--don't forget--the

We send those changes to the force--the Defense Guidance scenario of last year drove
deltas to the force structure--out to the the structure, and the on-hand shortage was

major commands, and we say, "Tell us in your calculated off the current or last known pro-
PARRs in January, what's the change in oper- curement program. So, it is never exactly
ating monies, what's the change in construc- right; besides, it takes about 6 weeks to run
tion requirements, generated by the change In one of these things.

the force structure?" Force structure then

goes through that functional review process
that I will describe later and ultimately gets Slide 25-
put into the POM.

[SLIDE 251 The equipping process, how we - EQUIPPINO PO S'
generate our requirements. Well, our (AAO)

Army Acquisition Objective is basically made 9 RE IRMIIATS GENERATION

up by IIQs or Initial Issue Quantities. That .- '
is, those end items that have to go over there

and fill that force structure. The 180-day war , V

reserve and POMCUS requirements, maintenance At

floats, and operational projects (such as ,u Jonm'n IA1PmmPA

something that has been authorized by OSD to J.IMUMUT
go over and above the Army's Requisition Ob- .. 001 14"CTS

jective--like, a special defense acquisitions * DISTRIBUTION PROGRAMMIN
fund to perform military sales for one thing .. M8 -NmIuImTAGE

or another). One of the hardest calculations .. PM M

is the IIQ. The TAA base force that I briefed
just a minute ago has a table of organization
and equipment (TOE). Each of those little

truck companies has a TOE, and each one has a

BOIP, or a Basis of Issue Plan. In other
words, these are the things that we are going
to give these guys. That gets multiplied by

the authorization document system, and, ba- As we continue in the equipment process,
sically, what falls out is the requirement for [SLIDE 261, we look at the War Reserve Re-
equipment in units. That's the requirements quirements. Secondary Items, basically, is the

generation for end items. peacetime rate of what we are using secondary
items at, times a factor (judgmental factor,

Distribution programming. Now you have to granted) of what we think the work time con-

figure out how to distribute it. We take that sumption of those things will be.

Army Acquisition Objective and subtract what's
on hand, and that gives us our shortage. For new items that have not hit the field
Bounce that shortage against--now, this is yet, items for which we have no experience

important--the previous procurement program, information, we go to like kinds of equipment,
because we haven't built a new one for the POM and we ask the PM for some sort of analysis.

yet. Bounce it against the previous procure- That is how we come up with a requirement of
ment program and fill the shortages in a DAMPL wartime secondary items and developmental
(Department of the Army Master Priority List) types of equipment. For ammunition war re-
sequence, which says basically that the first serves, the requirement comes out of TAA war-
to fight is the first to be equipped. It fight. The WARF rates, or the War Reserve
doesn't say, "Fill the Active Component and Factor rates, get input into the machine. For

leave the National Guard to the end." It does instance, the machine input is the artillery
not say that. If the National Guard round-up firing for 7 months, and it calculates the 5-
unit is first to go, it will he equipped day requirement for ammunition. The output, as
first. I say, is the 5-day usage rate.
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Basically, up to this point, I've talked So, an awful lot of people play in the
of the requirements process. Now, what do we rehash, if you will, or rebuild of the pro-
do in the act of deciding what it is we're curement process. But those changes, once

going to buy? The Army Material Plan (AMP) again, are still wrapped around that barbed
updates the cost and quantities of the January wire called "prioritization," and to displace
FYDP. The DCSRDA, (Deputy Chief of Staff for something that's in the January FYDP has got
Research, Development and Acquisition) some of to be justified well above the colonel level.
our PA&E analysts, some DCSOPS analysts, in
fact, go out to DARCOM subordinate installs- Then, when that's all accomplished,
tions, and say, "Here's your latest plan as it equipping one function of the Army is going to

is reflected in the FYDP; what do you think have to compete with all other functions of
about that?" the Army at a functional review that I will

describe later.
Of course, they always think it's not

enough. But they have got to prove it, face to Slide 26
face. They've got to say, "Fact of life says
you can't put them out in those quantities."

We've gathered this new data in the EQUIPPINO PROCS
December-January time frame, into what is WM RESERVE fIOMhE M $SEAT109
called the Army Material Plan. It is the cost- ..tcomnmmAmInAws

quantity relationships that will exist at that awACIN

point in time that will be a requirement to.U _1 a
change the Army's previously reported pro- -SU9 A NO MV
curement program in some way, shape, or form. fO# UPRE
I'm talking about building it for this POM, ,, WNR CUII A *F ,', ,

now. It is done again in the summertime in MUM No nKU U31 0
preparation for more accurate information in - YAW NStrMAM ANfV
the budget as well.

WUa NSUW 6904=

Then there is an analysis that goes on in mm iM0 OM us?

the January-February-March time frame, of what

we ought to change in this procurement plan,
on the basis of the results of the 7AA.

Where are the shortfalls? Of course, we
are a long way off the AAO, which is based on Let's turn to the manpower process.
a 180-day war reserve calculation. But let's [SLIMI 271 First, generating the wartime
take a look at the shortfalls in the units-- manpower requirements. That Total Army Analy-
the IIQ shortfalls and the War Reserve 30-day sis, the big warfight, generates casualties.

shortfalls, or whatever It might be--and let's It also generates the force that the SELCOM
see how we might adjust that program to ad- approved on I November.
dress the short spoke that the Air Force
talked about yesterday. Naturally, business- You also have to go through a calculation
sense adjustments also have to be made, and to bring that force which is not all at ALO-1.
the section on the War Reserve In the Defense This is a force of units left intentionally at
Guidance told us it's not X any more, it's Y. ALO-2 and ALO-3 at the base, wartime require-
All of those things take place. ments. Multiply them by a factor to get your

ALO-1 force, get your manpower requirements
This procurement process is done by an out of that, and add your casualties--keep in

equipping panel. The prioritizing of the mind M-day plus 30--and you will find out how
equipment is done by the two-star in the many bodies you need to fill your units.
DCSOPS, over in the Requirements Division,
DAMO-RQ. HE shapes it; lots of people have Compare that with the pool of available
interests. Primarily, the DCSLOG arena is manpower: your individual ready reserve, your
worried about distributing this equipment-- inactive National Guard, your active and re-
certainly in the TAEDP (the Army Equipment serve components, and your retirees who are
Distribution Plan) because they have to go out coming and getting their orders. They know
and execute. But, even beyond that, the Train- where they are going to be on M-day. Compare
ing Doctrine Command (TRADOC) will bring the that, and do a very fancy algorithm, called
warfighting doctrine not ions to the table, subtraction, and what comes out is a time
while the DARCCM will come and talk about phase pretrain shortfall, as well as the mo-
executability and other things. bilization training requirements. TRADOC will
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now understand a little better that at M-plus- Slide 27
such-and-such, they are going to have to ac-
commodate the revival and training of such-
and-such in order to try and solve the - PJJU WER PROCESS
further-down-the-road pre-train shortfall. -WARTIME REQUIREMENT-

To continue: We look at the peacetime F-RCE
military. [SLIDI 28] Driving out of TAA,
once again, is the force structure start
point. The requirement, if you will, goes
through a machine and compares manpower pro- \TmWh1 4 4W T/
grams using linear programming. This fancy
linear program will generate yearly losses, COMPARE WITH POOL
yearly gains, your promotions, and your re- -'A' I
enlistments. From that, we'll derive re-
cruiting goals, reenlistment goals, and RESULT. - TIME PHASED PRETAJA.D SHORTFALL
training requirements. - MOBILIZATION TNG ROM75

Policy will play a big input to the con-
flict. Some policy maker is going to have to

say that the career force will be 51.2 thou-
sand, not 51.1 thousand as it was last year.
That drives bucks, that's a policy input in Slide 28
this machine. Policy may say we are going to
change the Recruiting Command in some way,
shape, or form because, for some reason, the MANPOWER PROCESS
computer has generated a big requirement out -PEACETIME MILITARY-
here for accessions. Policy will drive the TAR
bonus program; policy will drive a lot of
dollar requirements, generated basically out
of that force structure start point, as well
as those tentative decisions that get made as
we build the program. OPIJP

[SLIDE 291 Manpower Process, Civilians. 
P

Well, the civilian requirements come from all RECRUTING GOALS LOI

the things I discussed before. They're in the PROMOTIONS
current program. The Army Staff have things BEUP GOALS
they want to do requiring civilians. The TRAINING RQM'TS REUPS
MACOMS will have things they want to do re-
quiring civilians, and the MRIS process--which
I will describe in more detail later--is the
Modernization Resource Information Submission,
which is basically the O&S costs associated
with modernizing the Army. These demands, Slide 29
along with the Army's equipment program, will
all come to the table with more requirements
for civilians. What that represents is one big NANPOWER PROCESS
jagged rope that we're trying to get through -CIVIUANS-
the eye of the needle called the "ceiling." , CURREN T ar e -,

How do we do that? We do it through a -. SR..$TAFF CWPEnTORS

creative program, invented by MRA&L, with the - MACO4QXPETITORS

haven't sorted all of that out. There are a
lot of negative numbers in our program to .----
account for Commercial Activities, that prob-
ably will not come to pass in reality. Now, we CA
dreamed up the efficiency program and said we
were in compliance with the PDM, that, in trso1anmss
fact, we will be more efficient out there to
the tune of 2 1/2 extra percent. With so many
civilians taken out of our programs, we are
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able to pass our program requirement through Slide 30
this needle. But we are really kidding our-
selves. There's a BIG arrow called the MACOM
about to come in on this one. So, we'll just i* A PROE SS,
see how this works out.

[SLIDE 301 Operating Accounts Process. __ . S

They come from all of these things. All of the -

new ideas come in from the PARRs, plus the E SPT

information I told you that the MACOH was 4
going to give us, about what it costs to sup-
port the structure changes, plus the modern-

ization support requirements and personnel T W l
support. All are going to require operating Om
funds. Now, this slide shows--basically to
scale--the way our operating accounts break
down.

RPMA is generally a policy decision. We N,

reduce the backlog and maintenance and repair
as a start point, and decide at what level. [SLIDE 311 Facilities Process. Given the
There's a goal in the Army Plan that tells us mission, and the structure, and the equipment,
a direction in which to head, and this is the you're going to generate requirements for
big chunk in the operating accounts, The base facilities. We categorize them in these fash-
operations of post, camps, and stations will ions, basically for budget purposes, not nec-
all have some new ideas. The DCSLOG or MACOM essarily for program purposes. We say that if
PARRs will give us these new ideas. The sup- we make a decision to field MLRS and it re-

ply-side requirements are programs 7S and 7M. quires barracks, then that barracks marches
Generated by the equipment that is in the along with MLRS. It doesn't march along in a
field now, we're going to have to send repairs big bag called "facilities." However, it's
to depot maintenance. Those things are being going to be satisfied by fixing old facilities
calculated by the DARCOM inputs to us in the or real property maintenance account in OMA or
form of requirements for depot maintenance by building new facilities, either family

support to supply the Army. housing or military construction.

And those are the kinds of monies we play
An awful lot of supply growth will occur wih Wedntpa scinhe roam r-

with. We don't play much in the program pro-
to support the field's new systems. The Army's cess with NATO infrastructure funds; host

Health Services Command and certain generals nation suppot is generally considered a

have neat ideas. Others will come in. My fa- given.
vorite example is the chaplain with the en-
hanced organs. The chaplain had read Mr.
Michael's (OSD) paper and decided what we have Slide 31
failed to do is to keep the excessive age of
our organs at a level state. So, what he
wanted to do was to replace them over time. He FACIUTIE PRQcESS
didn't fare well in the program building
process. GIVEN SATISFID BY RESOURCES

Training and Units Support. I showed you

where one of those training requirements came
from. That's the requirement that generates U M

new accessions, but you also know that, as t/
people get promoted and as the force structure
changes--for Division 86, as an example-you
have to send folks back for retraining. All Fc

kinds of things input for that conflict model,

and so that will be a change. TRADOC will come
in and tell us some neat things they want to
do in training. The units that are in our
basic unit training programs will also have
neat ideas.
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[SLIDE 321 Army Improvements to Facili- It is the cost of doing business. We're
ties Process. That doesn't come to the table not trimming the O&S requirements to field our
too often. We think we have improved the fa- new systems. It is not part of the pri.riti-
cilities process. We fully support the return zation process. It tags along with the system,
of housing to service management. We can in- the cost of "fieldingness." The system itself
tegrate the facility process a little better, competes for resources; if it fails, if it
now that we manage family housing and the dies, the modernization dies with it. Tt is,
Guard, Reserve, and Active components' con- in fact, fully accommodated as it walks into
struction program and real property mainte- the POM.
nance. The Army internally is now able to make
those trade-offs that we now think are Slide 32
necessary.

A new and exciting development is called 11 MPROEMENTS TO TNE FACIMES PROSS
FENCES (currently renamed STAIRS--Stable An-
nual Investment for Renewal of Systems). Yes, e RETURN OF HOUSING TO SERVICE
it does mean what you think; it stood for MANAGEMENT
Funding Effort Necessary to Correct for Ef- *
ficiency and Stability. What we are saying to . FACILTIESPROGRAMSINTEGRATION
ourselves is, "You know, MCA is always on the
margin. Not on the margin is the barracks or
support modernization or one thing or another.
But, boy, our facilities are really old and * FENCES
imperfect." And so, common business sense, -PROIzCTAPITLNVETMENT.MAVNAGE SMAR,.
which has been driven in to us by our Under
Secretary, Mr. Ambrose, says you have got to * FACILITIES SUPPORT TO ALL ARMY
reprogram this steady replacement. I think he FUNCTIONAL AREAS
would probably support the chaplain's organs
or that same reason. But we are now starting
)n fencing off common business-sense items. I
point that out in the construction business,
but it's going to be a notion in other areas
of the Army program as well. Slide 33

[SLIDE 331 Force Modernization Support
is a subprocess of all of what I've described FORCE MODERNIZATION SUPPORT,-,
so far. The Army Modernization Information
Memorandum (AMIM), updated twice a year, is
telling the world the fielding plan for better
than 200 of the Army's modernization systems
which are about to be introduced to the '80s
and which are already starting to go to the
field. This is a very tizable management
problem, which we have to make sure is fully
accommodated resource-wise in our program.
This goes out in tremendous detail about pre-
cisely where the stuff is going to go and when
it is going to arrive, and the cost factors
that the fields are supposed to use to calcu- PRIORITIZATION

late their spare parts and other things. They
give that, and then they report back in the
January time frame. : j

The Modernization Resource Information
Systems (MRIS) report comes in automated. It (SLIDE 341 This is the Intelligence
updates those fielding costs related to those process. That's the way I understood it. I've
couple of hundred systems that accommodate the only been there 2-1/2 years; my clearances
O&S requirements, as well as the construction just came through last week. That's the way I
requirements and other support requirements to always understood it. Now that I have the
field that force. It gets scrubbed extensively proper clearances, it has become a lot clearer

by the Army Staff during the January-February to me. Down here is the Director of Central
timeframe. We call folks in from the field and Intelligence, and I still don't know what all
justify their numbers, and then you'll note of these initials stand for, but everybody
that it bypasses prioritization. plays.
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Slide 34 fighting structure works very well, when we
or are thinking of combat development when buying

equipment--in particular, when changing our'IMEWENCE PROCESS force structure or training policies for close
combat. They have performance reviews, hosted
or attended by the Vice Chief of Staff. Very
often the Fort Knox Armor School will host a
post-combat system performance review, and
that works very well in there. But, as far as
accommodating the information requirements of
our managers is concerned, the review did not
do very well.

That goes back to the notion of a rele-
vant management construct. The mission-area

CLASF|I analysis is not relevant to the Department of
the Army. Secretary Marsh never walks in and
says, "How are my folks in 818098 doing
today?" The Army is a "big blob" in general

J purpose forces. We can't look at general pur-
pose forces and see anything about ourselves.
We went toward close combat first in our pro-

(SLIDE 351 Our Intelligence Command, gram defense, but we're not really organized
recently inspected by the Inspector General, that way on the Army Staff. We're organized as
came back and beat re up for not being able to an Army Staff. We recognize that the Army's
pull all of this together, because the Intel- mission is to support the fielding of forces
lIgence Command in summary sends its reporting that will be fought by divisions; that is not
process to DA and their reporting scheme over to say that doctrine development or equipment
here (pointing tuward the center), and the requirements are considered by the Staff.
funding is going there, and NSA gets a little
piece of it. I would just say this is The Secretary asks us when we bring our
the typical and only view of the intelligence multiples to him, "What have you done to these
process. If OSD feels tha* it's under control, things? What have you done to the structure,
we just want you to know that we've got it the manning plan of structure, the equipping,
fenced off, and, it you like, go ahead and do the training, the facilities, the mobilization
it that way. capabilities, or the deploying posture in our

Slide 35 sustaining posture?"

Those are the terms they have been
7- TELUGENCE PROCESS - talking in for several years. That is the way

*; 4 J - we have structured our POM Volume I to report
,RETS out to you. Is it a relevant management con-

CCP struct for OSD? We think so. You always hit
k 'd the right summer issues that we're asking you

'2 to hit. You also throw in a few extra ones. We
S&I t ,T r wish you hadn't, but we seem to be able to

Sd7 tell our story fairly well to you. You recog-
. V nize the complexities of this, the massive

thing called an Army. That's not as easily
understood as a carrier and air wings and

other things.

JSo, at this point in time, the proponents
of manning, equipping, training, etc. have

ft '"', ,become our relevant management construct. And
they prioritize in those eight functional
components (as shown on the slide), very much
in the way the Air Force talked about their

[SLIDE 361 Prioritization Process. Gen- panels. The guy in the Training panel will be
eral Noah mentioned that we used to try mis- worried about the procurement of simulators,
sion-area analysis. We have a close-combat for example. The Equipping guy will not have
panel and a fire-support panel. We have found that management responsibility for simulators;
that MAA is a verv usful vehicle; that somebody else will.
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Slide 36 Slide 37

'PRIORITIZATION PROCESS/ 'FUNCTIONAL REVIEW-'
, XCTOAL PROPWTS M M e WHAT (PURPOSE):

OSTRUCTURE (DCSOPS1 ['-M VA Of PAPSw PA Miil Pr IN - aoJ -
• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1F 1 MANNING DGDSIONS AM[ ' 4%l- trr os $ .lM $1X .7 OFIs,

•TRINING (CSOPS 0 L.- WHEN:AMO MARCH (IWT) WEEK PRocES.L'
EUUIPPMG I -1W W
TRAlIING (OCSOPS)

KulJ CIUIZG IAGE) * WHO: FUNIOAL ARA PROPONENTS PRESENT
. MOBIZING U)CSOPS) -PBC AND GOAL TENDERS CRITICIZE

D EPLOYING (OCSOPS)
SUSTANING (OCSLOG) & HOW: PRE SMITED Rd POM FOMAT. I FUNCTIONAL

AREAS AND SPECIL SUBJECTS.
BUILDS FROM
-BUDGET YEAR TO 89
- JANUARY fYOP TO DRAFT PROGRANI

PROGRIM YR - SELCOM CONTINUES DEBATE

What we have, then, is that each of these We do it in a sort of does/does-not for-
panels has stacks of initiatives, and qll of mat. The functional components come to the
these new ideas are coming in PDIP form. Each table and say, "O.K., given that particular
panel has got to come to grips with its Fiscal Guidance, this is what I can do, and
notions of relative priority. Ttey start out this is what I cannot do."
with the President's Budget January, TOA tar-
get, and we give them a risk. We tell each one It also serves as a review of the pri-
of these guys, "We'll have to display a dif- oritizatlon process. We do that in mid-March.
ferent-sized risk band." It takes a couple of weeks, just at the two-

star level at the PBC. The eight functional
The Army planners will establish that if area components are the guys who make the

they think, in the long-range scheme of presentation. The folks who will criticize
things, that one of these fur'ctiot,s is more them will be folks who deal in appropriat ions,
important than another. The size of this band who will be able to give you the insight that
risk may differ a little between one panel and says you can't do that.
another. There will also be these initially
unresourced new ideas coming in. They'll redo How do we do that? Je -resent it in that
all that, and when Fiscal Cmidance finally POM format I destrthed, ii the eicht ftoc-
gets settled, the prioritizer of the Army, tional areas. In special -a-hje,-ts that are ot
DCSOPS, will draw Fiscal Guidance across with high interest, like 'h,-mltal warfare or RiF,
the important financial considerations of the they get special dfiplas ani other tqiigs. We
PA&E, and that becomes--sort of--the POM's ask the panels to b id it 'rom two bases.
start point program. That's what the generals Build it from the budge, year -1 to '89, to
plan individually with these panels. I noted show us what's happcii, over ime. but, then.
the Air Force has colonels chairing them. also build it from the ia:,t Jroiry FYJL', s,
Frankly, colonels do most of this work, but that you can see and got a t,'el for an ap-
their generals are very interested. General proval of changes to tl,.,t base program. Re-
Thurman, for example, is very interested in cognizing that one of our major goals is
the development of his manning program. But stability, we have really got to justify to
it's not all pulled together as a balanced ourselves that change ought to take place.
Army program at this point in time, once that Then we go and solve as many of those things
first Fiscal Guidance gets drawn across it. we can at the two-star level and take our

proposals to the SELCOM. They debate that once
To pull it all together, we go through a or twice or three times and go to the Chief of

functional review, basically, the Program and Staff and the Secretary for approval.

Budget Committee; the PA&E and the DAB co-
chair this one. [SLIDE 371 it's the initial Now, that management concept. [SLIDE 381
view of the proposed program with the panel's Is it mission budgeting, as Wayne Allen calls
views and their mission is to deal with the it? Is it mission-area analysis? What is it?
disconnects and get this program in balance. You know it's very difficult to figure out.
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Slide 38 Slide 39

THE MANAGENENT CONCEPT INTERSERVICE
PROGRAM COORDWNATION)

I __..... T K

Those functional proponents, these priori- 83 and 84, we did. We had a meeting; all at-

tizers, and these eight functions are all tended. We had that meeting, and where it was

going to get beat up by another guy wearing a opportune for us to beat up the Navy about

different hat, the goal tender. An example: sealift support, we would cite the DG. Where

the DCSOPS readiness goals. He's interested in it was not opportune, we wouldn't cite it. But

readiness all across those things. The lead- we did have this meeting--actually, a series

ership guys say you've got to worry about of meetings--which said, "O.K. In all of these

leadership all across those things. sorts of cross-service programs, these things
are O.K., and everybody put them into his POM,

And then we have to think in your terms, but we can't agree at this level." So, some of

in OSD's terms, of the four pillars: readi- them went to the tank, and some of them went

ness, sustainability, modernization, and force to the Secretary. Or the Under Secretaries had

structure. In our view, that is not so rele- meetings, and they agreed to fix some of them,

vant a construct. Why? Because there are Xs in and they also agreed to disagree; for in-

all those boxes, and when you go into depth, stance, they take things like strategic mo-

there are Xs all across those four pillars. In bility to the DRB.
our view, to modernize our force structure is
to make it more ready. You can't just cate- Has the system worked well? It has solved

gorize it as modernization. To give a man a a lot of disconnects; it really has. It has a

new antitank weapon he can carry on his couple of problems. One is this outsider (the

shoulder is modernization in one sense, but If Joint Staff). We're not sure where it's sup-

the old one can't knock the tank out, it's posed to be. Another problem is that it comes

also readiness. So, we haven't found this in rather late in the cycle. We've been

construct very useful and often argue against through our functional review already, and so

it. nobody wants to disrupt it with a big bill.
We'd have to start all over again; so, that

This management concept is complicated-- tends to try to make the problem go away. But,

no question about it--but it seems to be in- basically, I was present when this did not

ternal to the Army and most relevant at the happen. In my view, interservice coordination

time. Why have we changed over time? Because has improved and serves to better the process.

the way we view ourselves changes over time.
When managers change, they have new informa- [SLIDE 401 Data Management Budget Con-
tion requirements. So, you might also ask tinuity. (There'll be a pop quiz on all these

yourself, "Why has the management system sur- acronyms.) Basically what that says Is that

vived these 20 years?" Because it's so darned there is one data base in the Army--only one

hard to change every time managers want to official data base, the Program and Budget

look at it in a different way. Data Base. It can accommodate the programmer
in PDIP terms, and then it translates itself

(SLIDE 391 Enterservice Program Coor- into budget terms at a program-element level

dination. Mr. Carlucci told us on March 31, of detail. That insures budget continuity, in
"You will coordinate your programs." For POM our view. Conscientious decisions have to be
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made to have the budget out of sync with the burden that we forget what It's there for--the

program. A lot of data bases in sub-appro- definitions of cost avoidances. When you kill
priations feed this data base, but it is one a system that you really want, you can only
central data base. kill it because ot fiscal availability. Do y-.u

claim it as a savings? Hard arguments about

Slide 40 all of that. What does it result In? Well, you
know, it's about that thick right now; and I
just throw out the caution that if you really

DATA MMAGEMENT & want to get down into finding the economy's
efficiencies and management improvements,BUDGET CNTINUff "-_ you've got to go a lot deeper than just

" A SINGLE DATA BASE reports.

" ALLOWS PREPARATION OF THE BUDGET
FROM PROGRAM DATA 9C7 Slide 41

Now-.- 5 r"s s--e..
.q" ." .t EXECUTION NOW A PART OF PPBS

~>COA -LA AGENCY
C -DEVELOPED PROGRAM

. FELL 'PERFORMANCE AND BUDGET
I EXECUT10N5REVIEW SYSTEM

(PPBErRs)
PPBERS e A MACRO-LEVEL REVIEW

9 NO OVERLAP WITH ON-GOING REVIEW~OF WEAPON SYbTEMS

[SLIDF 411 This big "E" is in the PPBS RE OUR EANEMRVE

system for the Army. We advertised it that way

and call it Execution. If Mr. Carlucci wants[ GOAL .............. EEMI
us to be responsible for execution, we're

going to have to start paying more attention
to it. Our Comptroller took the lead and de-
veloped the Program Performance Budget Exe-
cution Review Systems (PPBERS), macro-level,

not all the nitty-gritty stuff, just the stuff ISLIDE 421 These are a couple of views

that ought to be of importance to the Depart- from one Army programmer on recent changes. We

ment of the Army Staff. SELCOMs meet about all really like the participative management.

that. ISLIDE 431 It has occurred stnce the last
PPBS review. We like very much to have the

Resource [tanagement Review (RMR). Gen- Chiefs and the Secretaries presont in the
erally, we're not talking about the review at DRBs. We think that's really raised their
this level of the procurement program; it gets interest level in it all, as well as enabling
more reviews than you can imagine, but it does us to have eye-level Instant feedback, rather
play a role. It feeds back problem areas that than to have it as it used to be, with the
have to be solved immediatelv. It also feeds service programmers sitting alonj' the wall,
back systemic problems: a disconnect beLween not allowed to open their mouths unless spoken

the purchase of aircraft in one year and the to.
operating account requi rements two years
hence--sort ol the cross-staffing, that some- Cross-Service Program Coordtnation. Ear-

times falls throu'ih the crack. And so, General lier, I said that we think that wa-3s a step in
Noah shares a process called RMR SELCCIM, which the right direction; we still need to move out
will take those sticky wickets and really on improving it. Emphasis on planning, main-
delve into them, really study them in order to taining our azimuth, and no longer a silent
improve on our process overall. P." We're reallv patting ourselves on the

back as well as OSD. We enjoy--that's the
What's the goal of all that? Clearly the wrong word, we appreciate--the opportunitv to

goal Is Economy Efficiencies and Management play actively in the building of the Defense
Improvements (;EMI). We think we have a fairly Guidance. We sometimes wonder about the sig-
workable systm, ,and we're moving in positive nificatice of those meetings when we're arguing

directions. I would throw out only one cal- about whether the word should be "key" or
tion: We've ;',t to be very cautious that EE 4I critical," but at least the process is
doesn't inst get to be such a data management participative.
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Slide 42 Slide 43.:

d4 Ad 'IMPROVEMENTS IN PPs

o PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT-/

SERVICES 6 CINCsAN ARMY PROORAMMER'$ .CR OSS SERVICE PROGRAM COORDINATION
* "PLANNING" EMPHASIS - MAINTAIN

VIEW OF RECENT CHANCES, AZMM

* IMPROVED PROGRAMMING
- RIUS alf PLAAVnG &, POJXwVSSS
- CUT N POW DOCIUSEfTATIOU MOOUVAM

0 RESPONSIVENESS TO ADJUSTMENTS
-1 OWH D/fsLL aE sm OF, ZuAWDS

o POM BALANCING METHOD

We think that programming has improved. The Army has, for some time, talked about
We focus sharply on planning and programming. biennial programming and budgeting. Budgeting,
The DRB summer program reviews focus sharply of course, is driven by the Congress. The
on planning and policy issues. The program ultimate fix would be to get the Congress to
review gronp scrubs and throws out the nickel- agree that we can send the budget over only
and-dime stuff; this has helped them focus on ouce every other year. That is highly un-
bigger issues. We are very pleased with the likely; so, an alternative would be a biennial
fact that the '82-'86 POM was that very thick program. Do you really want us to submit all
and that our current POM is that thick. We of the information in the same format every
encourage that. Continue in that direction. We year? We've been fairly successful in the
think that, even though we no longer send yoU past. Here's your laundry list of changes,
laundry lists of prioritized packages. In like the PCD, the Program Change Decision.
fact, we have still been responsive, though Maybe we could do that once every other year.
not necessarily in smart fashion, because the But those are proposals we've made before.
less time you have to do it, as General
Cunningham said yesterday, the worse it gets. This extensive planning process requires
But we have been able to be responsive with an exorbitant amount of time and effort
the systems we have in being. arguing about the word "key" or "critical."

Have we not set the course already? Do we not
We also like the last DRB balancing know generally where the department is headed?

method, that is, when the DRB has said, "Yes,
we think you need to do all these billion-and- Slids44
a-half dollars' worth of things." We like very
much the services' opportunity to come back
and say, "O.K., but here's our view about all MORE IMPROVEMENTS NEElE -
of that." o DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME

Some things, we think, still need to go. SKENiALIFROGRAMRG/BUGEiN
[SLIDE 441 Basic.ally, as General Pat Roddy -

said in a memo about a year ago, time is -MNUUnM

really the problem, time to do it right the

first time. Anything we can do to be ruthless, STABU RIS & MANPOWI GUINCE

to get rid of less effective pieces of this 9 INTEWGENCE PROCESS
PPBS has got to be in the right direction. o FJRTHER DATA REDUCTIONS
I've talked to you about several of the prob-
lems discussed before, and you know the dis-
connects between DG scenarios, and the use of o ROLEOFOSO
old procurement plans, and the DAMPL can't
always be right--nobody is going to argue with
me there. We would certaInly like to hove mre
time.
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Maybe we just need to do that in the first system and Just a glimpse at what we think
year and fourth year of an administration. The could be improvoments.
first year means, "This is where I want to
take this department." The fourth year means
that, "In case I'm not here next year, this is
where I want to leave my successor, with the DISCUSSION
notion of where I wanted to take the
department." Colonel Donahoe: Going back to where you had

the functional areas, one of the problems
Stable Fiscal and Manpower Guidance. I we're trying to solve is: How do you tie all

think General Cunningham has talked about that that together? You had the functional propo-
at length. We recognize there aren't a whole nents in there, as well as structure, manning,
lot of things that can be done within the and equipment. I guess the point that I'm
department driven much by outside; nonethe- driving at is we may do very well over here-
less, massive gyrations have to occur and let's say, in mobilizing facilities--but how
massive workloads which takes time away from do you know if the training base will support
all those other neat things I was talking all the rest of that?
about to accommodate the essentially nine POMs
that we submitted last year. And manpower Colonel Carney: What is done is that the panel
guidance. Don't forget the word "manpower." will be given this series of PDIPs. If PDIPs

are constructed right, there will be a "piece
We just think that something has to be of training" in that particular initiative. if

done with this notion of creative programming. it's a mobilization initiative, for example,
Either we have to go back and argue that there it will undoubtedly have a mobilization
is a relationship between our critical re- training base piece of it. So, the building
sources, civilians, dollars, and military, new block is where we think we need to integrate
initiatives, and defense improvements, or just it. That is not to say, however, that these
find better ways to come to grips with the panels aren't talking back and forth all the
inability to raise civilian endstrength. The time. And it is not to say that the functional
intelligence process--I leave that open for review doesn't find several disconnects.
discussion. It is a very complicated system.

Question: I guess I'm talking about a more
Further data reductions: Anything you can macro basis than just the PDIP. Does the or-

do to reduce our workload of passing numbers ganization over at Bethesda look at that whole
back and forth is great. thing, all the way back to training, to ask,

"Is the training base big enough to support
Role of OSD and JCS. I'd like to cover everything that I have to do?"

these two points together. We know there is an
onc,,f.g :eview of the role of the JCS. A sub- Colonel Carney: You will not find on the
s. of that is the role of the JCS in the Army's staff an office that is trying to do
defense guidance business and in the resource cost-benefit analyses of these various func-
allocation business. We probably think that, tions. But, organizationally, you will find a
maybe, they're out to beat such a review off staff organization, like DCSPER, that is al-
the OSD staff's role. I'm not being facetious ways very worried about the manning posture of
when I say that I was probably naive in ex- the Army. Putting that together in optimum
pecting a reduction in the size of the OSD fashion is too tough for the colonels of the
staff because of the new and exciting decen- Army. We've got to pass that one on to th2
tralized management philosophy. I haven't seen generals and participate with them.
that occur yet. There are plenty of folks who
are still looking for things that are below Question: I'd like you to comment on your
that relevant management construct level of planning and programming philosophy. It seems
OSD, in my view. But, anyway, there's a whole from your presentation that you place a great
big bag right in those two offices, right deal of stock in the simulation results of a
there. specific scenario, and you implied in fact

that, if the scenario were changed a bit, the
That is a look from one service results could be very different and certainly

programmer's perspective. I'd have to have would be traumatic to the staff. There's
another look. We say, "Don't be specific in another school of thought which is very con-
the Defense Guidance for service-unique re- cerned about trying to plan with specific
quirements; do it for cross-service require- scenarios. Is that of concern to the Army,
ments only." But why isn't the JCS the one to and can you do anything to overcome that, to
tell us to get that act together? Enough said! provide results that might be a bit more
That concludes the pitch on the Army program scenario-independent (if that's possible)?
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Colonel Carney: There are diversions of the the areas in which things are needed, like the
warfighting analysis that are going on in the DIVAD gun. That raises the question: Is there
Concepts Analysis Agency all the time. It is a need for a gun versus a missile? I don't
sensitivity analysis, if you will. You don't think that much will be killed off in the
run the whole model. That would take 6 months, prioritization process that will occur this
and that's a lot of computer time. But we can winter. But, off-line, within the equipping
run diversions, process, we'll have to see how much gets

killed off. But there are off-line methods to
Question: What is the difference between the do that, and it has to be looked at by the top
plan and the POM? level.

Colonel Carney: You will find very few numbers I think it's getting apparent to the Army
in the Army Plan. It will look more like POM that it can't buy everything. But when you
volume 1, which is a narrative description of kill one of those things off, you leave a
the Army's POM as opposed to all of Its re- valley of risks in a hump of a battlefield.
source statements. It will, in fact, establish How much of that valley of risk you can afford
that direction we're heading in these eight is a continuing argument. We're just going to
functions and goals. It will be our objective, take some of those valleys of risks. If some-
if you will. Now, when you see the POM in May, thing comes out of the end of a barrel, it
as opposed to the Plan now, you will find as tends to be of higher priority, it seems.
it is now going on with Defense Guidance, that There are some systems--and I won't get into
a lot of the goals and objectives were not the substance here--that I have my doubts
affordable. So, the words will not be the about, as far as the priority and risks are
same. That's the difference, concerned. The particulars from the programs

have to jump up and hit the decision maker in
Question: You spoke eloquently about prior- the face. Until you know those particulars,
itization. One of the things critics might say the priority is just a notion.
about this process is that, although you set
priorities, you rarely kill any major func- Question: I take it that your view is that it
tions or major systems. Instead, you change is not something that can be done very well
the rate of acquisition. First, do you think within the formal programming process, but
that is a problem, and, second, to the extent should be done off-line.
that you think that is an issue, how would you
go about changing the Army programming system? General Noah: The way we work, the programmer

is not the one on the Army staff that should
Colonel Carney: The Arny's argument against do that. The people who worry about that are
providing OSD a priority list has been that going to be General Jim Merryman, DCSRDA,
it's not really a priority list until you know because he's got the contracts, and General
what that dollar value cut is going to be. Bill Richardson, DCSOPS, who is the prior-
Because, even if you incrementalize the pro- itizer and who's got to put it all together
gram development packages, it doesn't really and worry about it. It's primarily those two,
reflect the top leadership's view of pri- centered about a guy in our staff called the
orities. PDIPS are not a relevant management Director of Requirements, who worry about
construct. We don't lay a PDIP display on our prioritization. And these staff elements work
leadership. And so, until you know the size of in conjunction with the two primary Major
the bogey, you don't really know what your Commands, TRADOC and DARCOM. That's why I
priority is. And so, these panels, if you can't direct that one way or another. But we
will, are going through this development pro- certainly push that around. The Under Sec-
cess to try, In fact, to prioritize within retary, Jim Ambrose, is bringing our cost
these eight functions. But it really doesn't discipline really into view. He's not going to
get serious until the Fiscal Guidance comes let us loose on that. I hope you'll see some
down. changes this year. I can't guarantee it.

General Noah: I'll take that one, Tom. Let's Colonel Carney: There will be proposals
take the Navy, for example. Would you like to presented as a result of the prioritization
kill off submarines or aircraft carriers? process and the draft POM that goes to the
Which one? Take your choice. The Army, as I functional review. It will have a proposal of
said earlier, is made up of a lot of incre- several systems for termination.
mental packages, and the way most of those
systems appeared was through a thing called General Noah: It is amazing how hard it is to
the POM field development plan. They go terminate a system. Amazing! They keep coming
through that, and then they come up with all up.
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A MISSION-AREA PLANNING COST SYSTEM* Slide I

by

Dr. Robert M. Berg and Dr. Stanley F. Smith
Betac Corporation

The work reported here was undertaken in
The ork epoted ere as nderakenin THE MISSION-AREA PLANNING COST SYSTEM - OVERVIEW1981 for USDRE and OSD (Comptroller). It is a

direct result of the DepSecDef program for e THE MISSION-AREA STRUCTURE
improving the DoD Planning, Programming, and
Budgeting System in general and long-range THE PLANNING COSTSYSTEM
planning in particular. The thrust of the work,- *SUMMARY
has been to assess the feasibility of a com-
mon, mission-area-oriented program structure
and an associated planning cost system that
would allow affordability assessments of the

/ OSD and service plans in the FYDP out years
and over the Extended Planning Annex (EPA)
years

ISLIDE 11 The presentation will be given
in two parts. The first part of the presenta- Slide 2
tion will address the first two points: an
overview of the mission-area planning cost
system and an explanation of the proposed
mission-area structure that is a candidate
proposed for the underlying structure. A MISSION-AREA PLANNING COST SYSTEM OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVES
The second part of the presentation will ASSESS AFFORDABILITYOfOWEJCTIVESOrDEFENSEGUIANCE

address the planning cost system, using the * EXAMINE COST IMPLICATIONS OF PLANNING STRATEGIES
conceptual USAF planning cost system as an CONCEPTSANOFEATURES•FYOP OUT YEARS AND EPA YEARS

• 
TIME HORIZON

example and will then present summary remarks. :A SOCIATION OFOWNRSHIPANDOPERATING COSTSWITH
MAJOR FORCES

* AGGREGATION BY MISSION STRUCTURE. SERVICE, AND
A MISSION-AREA PLANNING COST SYSTEM OVERVIEW APPROPRIATION

. CONSISTENCY WITH SERVICES' PLANNING SYSTEMS AND
PLANNING FACTORS

D DEPENDENT ON EXISTING DATA SOURCESSLIDE 21 The mission-area planning cost CONSTANT DOLLAR PROJECTIONS WITH INFLATION FACTORING

system is a tool for use in the planning part BY APPROPRIATION

of FPpHS. SIWLE. FLEXIBLE. AND 'ROUGHLY RIGHT"

The main objective of a mission-area
planning cost system Is to be able to assess
the affordability in the out years of the
programs formulated in response to the objec-
tives of the Defense Guidance. The mission- I The time horizon is focused on the out
area planning cost system would aid OSD and years of the five-year program and
the services in examining the cost implica- extends across the 10 years of the
tions of the planning strategies, assessing Extended Planning Annex (EPA). The
their overall affordability, and assessing intent of the mission-prea planning
comparative costs among Defense programs cost system is to integrate or knit
within a mission-area framework, together the plans from the FYOP out

years with the plans of the EPA years
Several concepts and features have served for an integrated assessment of plans

as criteria and, indeed, constraints on the from a mission-area viewpoint across
process for assessing the feasibility of a services and over the long-term
mission-area planning cost system from the horizon.
outset of the feasibility study.

e A primary concept of the planning cost
system is to be able to associate
ownership and operating cosLs with

* This paper is an expression of the view of major forces they support, in order to
the authors and not necessarily those of any assess the full costs of those forces
Department of Defense agency or the Betac and trade-offs in mission-area strat-
Corporation. egies or objectives that involve those
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forces. Implicit in the concept is the [SLIDE 31 The primary, key element of the

necessity of being able to estimate mission-area planning cost system is the

and associate reasonably representa- proposed common information structure, the

tive ownership and support costs so mission-area structure. It offers an aggre-

that Total Obligational Authority gation of PEs by function into 342 clusters,

(TOA) may be estimated for the com- an aggregation of function or cluster groups

bined service plans in the out years into 107 mission areas, and, finally, an ag-

of the EPA horizon. gregation of mission areas in 13 mission cat-

egories. This mapping of PEs into mission-area
The mission-area structure is critical structure is available as one candidate common
to the system, in that it allows allo- information structure. The objectives to be

cation of service program costs into served by any common, mission-area-oriented

categories in which the input re- structure are shown on [SLIDE 41.

sources are associated in common, mis-
sion-area like functions. The mission- STRUCTURE OBJECTIVES

area structure has been developed at The objective of the mission-area struc-

the program element (PE) level by
grouping PEs with common functions ture is to provide a common information struc-

into clusters. Those clusters can be ture that will give visibility to issues that

further grouped into mission areas. span all the services in scope. From a plan-

The mission areas can be further ning issues viewpont, for example, it may give

grouped into I of 13 mission cate- visibility to planning strategies in a set of
mission areas or force mixes that support a

gation or grouping process, the costs mission category, such as strategic warfare.
of the resources at the PE level can It certainly should give visibility to topical

be aggregated at three levels above issues, such as manpower or logistics, and

the PE level within the mission-area offers the opportunity for consistency of

structure, information structure over time, particularly
for planning views from the out years of the
FYDP and over the EPA years.

* A major constraint on the mission-area
planning cost system is that it be A further objective has been to find or

consistent with tho services' planning create an information structure that would be

systems and processes in order to acceptable to all the focused interest groups

maintain commonality and to minimize in the Department of Defense that span R&D,

any added burden in formulating inputs systems acquisition, force structure, and

to the system, manpower, for the purpose of examining af-
fordability issues across services in the

* Another major constraint is that the planning part of PPBS. A primary focus is that

system be dependent only on existing of being able to associate ownership and

data sources, again in order to mini- operating costs with major systems and force
' structure.

mize the added burden and promote

commonality of input data with other [SLIDE 51 These three criteria were

aspects of OSD planning systems, as imposed at the outset of the development of
well as eliminate data input differ- the mission-area structure. The missions

ences as a systematic source of dif- should take as its points of departure those
ferences in results. that were used by OSD in 1981. (A comparison

of the proposed missions with the 1981 OSD
* The cost projections of the mission- missions is shown on the next slide.) The

area planning cost system should he in mission-areas list should take as its points

constant dollars with the capability of departure the list developed by USDRE and,

for relative pricing or inflation finally, each PE should have a unique assign-

factoring by appropriation category. ment in the mission-area structure.

o Because the mission-area planning cost There were obvious conflicts in Imple-

system focuses on the long-range horl- menting a mission-area structure that would

zon and at a macro planning level, it meet those critera. The approach used to

should be kept as simple anu as flex- resolve those conflicts was to create specific
ible as possible with "roughly right" mission areas for multipurpose combat units

results being sufficient for the and, within mission areas, to group func-
assessments desired. tionally similar PEs into clusters.
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Slide 3 The F-4s and aircraft carriers clearly
are examples of multi-purpose combat units. A
special mission area, multi-purpose battle
groups/air wings, was created within the naval
warfare mission category to give each of those
program elements a single, unique assignment

TOTAL NUMBER OF PEs within the mission area structure.
ACTIVE ................ ......... 2,490
HISTORICAL ....................... 750 The submarine forces and associated PEs

3,240 were allocated between Strategic Warfare (sea-
based strike) and Naval Warfare (submarines).

TOTAL NUMBER OF CLUSTERS ............ 342
The Army's major forces program elements,

TOTAL NUMBER OF MISSION AREAS ........ 107 such as PE 22311A, Division (Europe), tend to
be large aggregations of many diverse types of

TOTAL NUMBEROFMISSIONS ............. 13 combat units. Assignment of those PEs as whole
entities within the mission-area structure
would require compromises. One approach used
to resolve the conflict was the redefinition
of the PE structure in order to achieve
greater force-unit homogeneity below the PE

Slide 4 level.

MISSIONS

(SLIDE 6) A comparison of the proposed
STRUCTURE OBJECTIVES mission-area structure, in the left column,

and the initial OSD mission structure, shown

PL.ANNINGSTRATEGIESMISSIONS in the right column, reveals the major dif-
ferences. The land, air warfare & command,

* VISIBILITY FOR TOPICAL ISSUES -

MANPOWER. LOGISTICS. CHEMICAL WARFARE, THEATER NUCLEAR control, communications, and intelligence ag-
WARFARE. ASWELLA"SYSTEMSACOUISITIONSISSUE& gregate category on the right was broken into

STIME FRAME CONSISTENCY - component missions as shown. The command,
PAST. PRESENT. ROGRAIEO, AND PLANNING PROECTIONc
BEYOND THE FYP, ALL IN ONE FORMAT control, comunications, and Intelligence

• UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTABLE - categories that would be specifically asso-

R&D PLANNING PERSPECTIVE, ACOUISITION PLANNING PERSPECTIVE. ciated with the warfare missions were assigned
FORICE STRUCTURE PERSPECTIVE. AND OWNERSHIP AND OPERATING
COST ASSOCIATIONS to them. The remaining command, control, com-

munications and intelligence activities that
supported more than one warfare mission were
grouped into Defense-wide communications or
Defense-wide Intelligence. The four support

Slide 5 Slide 6

CRITERIA MISSIONS
MISSIONS ................... THOSE USED BY OSO IN '81
MISSION AREAS .......... THOSE DEVELOPED BY USORE PROPOSED "81 POM
PIE .................... EACH A UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT STRATEGICWARFARE - STRATEGIC WF 6 C'I

THEATER NUCLEAR WiF - THEATER NUCLEAR WIF & C'I
CONFLICTS AIR WARFARE IAI

F-4s * LANDWARFARE ARMY) LAD AIR WARFARE & C
CARRIERS * AIR WARFARE IUSZI
SUBS * LAND WARFARE (USC "
DIVISIONS * NAVAL WARFARE * NAVAL WARFARE& C'I

•MOBILITY * MOBILITY C'

APPROACH CHEMICAL W/F CHEMICAL W/F

" CREATE SPECIFIC MISSION AREAS FOR MULTIPURPOSE * DEF WIDE INTELLIGENCE INTELLIGENCE
COMBAT UNITS * DEF WIDE COMUNICATIONS - OEF-WIOE C,

SCIENCE h TECHNOLOGY - SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
• WITHIN MISSION AREAS, GROUP FUNCTIONALLY SIMILAR CEC EHOO* SENCS PACE
PEs INTO CLUSTERS * TEO AND EVALUATION

" REDEFINE PE STRUCTURE TO ACHIEVE GREATER UNIT * DEP-WIDE SUPPORTj INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
HOMOGENEITY • MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
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mission categories shown on the right were Shde
aggregated into Defense-wide supportcategory. (

categry. K MISSION. S7RATEGIC W'F

[SLIDE 7j Here, for the Strategic Warfare
mission, the mission area of airborne strike MISSIONAREAS CLUSTE . ,

is taken as the departjre polnt mission area I A,FRORNE STRIKE 11111F a47SUDH

for disaggregat ion. It has fo,t r component * LAN ASEDSTRtKt Wt AEONS 11112 Et4SOODm
SEA BASIED SI IKE 111 13F a 52 SOO

clusters, as sh.iown. Taking the strike aircraft *BALLISTICMSLDEF SUBSYSTEMS 11114F -RSODIH,

cluster for further decomposltfot,, all the * SUOVE-LLANCE AND 1111sF Fe I SOD
component PEs are listed. Those PEs that aro WAPNJ I STRIKE A,C 1112OF 8

* SPACE DFIENSE 1121F 8 I SODIH)
historical P11s arc de I g l,. t 0e with an ( H S 1 ATEGIC AIR DEE SUPPORT 1116F MULTI ROLE BMRR

following tie titl . " S1AEG;CC L_- 325FNEWMANNEDOMER
* STRATEGIC 3 LP'ORT 163314F STRAT BMBR

A misson-area St I'LIC ore as shovn 1n 1STRAIEGICPHUG 5 ENHANCEMENT
64202F X 70iH)

this example, t erc a un~quc and consistent 642158 1(H)
means of assoc at fng Pis of stint lar function 64226F LONGRANGE

across all the tI ve-y-,I dc fense program COMBAT A C

categories a, d ,, ,;,,;,gt I ig, tPe at three
alternative !,vcl. Such a :nIs ion-area strLe-

ture is desirable for common use in examining

cross-service program 1 P I ,es . It offers a
common re ferenc;e !ariewrl. Ilpu. WhCh resource Slide,

allocation al ter,.it Ivs inay he assessed.

[SLIDE 8J ('n ti , lid , for the m 1tsinr SSIOW NAVALARFANO

of Naval Warfa re , the [;i :;.on ares of Naval MISSION AREAS CLUSTERS

Warfare Program 8 is ,a'oen as the point of AMPHIBIOUS STRIKE,

departure for ,,rtier 1i sa ggrevt ion. It has ANDASUV
five component Iusers , is shown. Taking the I NAVALWfFSURVEIL 83 NK

SAND RECCE 84731 GEN SKILL

clusters
I 

training a,-t I It v--systcm orionted I MULTI-PURPOSF BTL '84741 UNCERGRAD PILOT

for furtiher di .- 'm tn--ylo ds the PF. ILth t GRPS,AIRWINGS TRAINING

a SUEUMARINFS 84742 UNDERORAD NAV/NFO

* MINE WARFARE TRAININ G ACT S$'ST 84771 SPT OF IRNG ESTAS

A\:1 t h v- i s inn-areo 0 * OTHER NAVAL W OI

St roe tIlre I h[W I ,',. toLE', ! Or eV, c " ' P NAVAL WIT Cuv It TAINING ACT NAVY
IY ' WIDE

tN• [Tie I ;;.il ri i t t r t h.< i ,iva !':I ri a ' Prgra NAVAL WIF SUPPORT PIRSONNEL AC IVITIES
NA VALWITPROG52 ME DICAL SE

R-
VICES5/2. Tha t d elt --s th- Tg ton Nava I I NAVAL W/F POG 7 MEDICAL SUPPORT

Warfare llt,,raml ,, Liut Re,-\,e,., Lha: Contn ailS I NAVAL 'PROG 7 .-

the rose- e ;itoL ,"I1 i I tb.at it, si j r .0 * NA ALa r t'FPNAL8 I -W

those per fotEmod hf t l . I jq dltV -Fces in I NAVAL t, aI FO, 5

Naval Warfare Prgram u. _____

[SLIDE 91 vhe pr )r-lms in the ,pper left
porLIon of the f luro ire the [ri r; s In the
total DeDense progrr-s t hn t wt I I vary most, ,__._'__

dep t:ding on oanned force St 1(1ture var ia-
t ions, operatiltig t mpo, o: sulh ,they plan-

ning issues as read in.s
. 

and sostaInability
levels. They inc lode s1ch1 programs as the -, .o,-.I

air-, grollnd--. and sea-I-Aunc hd cruise mls- '
miiles, sh!p;, and aircraft , with their asso- ,',,, .- * ."

eiated weapon, and qupport ng subsystems, the --

fighting forres.. ,,cu,

The Items in the lower left portion wtll "",,.IP0, I I .. o....

tend to be the residual or non-variale por- S I iU,,'S, I

tions of the programns above the line: that is, L________

they are portions of the program, that over a [, . ,*... I ,

relatively ,iffde range of act lvity level in the ., 0 Ij

Defense program, ire less, directly tied to and i ""
sensitive to change in acE ivity level or are . ...... . .

deferrable tia time. They inlude t IxOd costs

of such programs as Be sas Oporat ionc:, Real
Property Maintenance, and lieadiarters -ilts.
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The programs in the right-hand portions Slide 1O
tend to be driven by policy issues that are
less directly tied to the force planning
issues. They include such programs as Tech-
nology Base Programs and Support to Foreign USAFPLANNINGCOSTSYSTEM: OVERVIEW
Nations.

INPUTS

: FORCE STRUCTURE FYDP AN EPA BY YEAR
The focus of a mission-area cost planning OPERATINGTEMPO FLYING HOURS. BY A/C TYPE. BY YEAR

system, then, is on the upper left portion of SPCIFIC COST FACTORS: E G.AFR I?13

the figure for response to force planning

issues. The primary thrusts of such a planning SYSTEMPROCESSES
c ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS

cost system are to be able to: ALLOCATION RULES FOR SUPPORT COSTS
MISSION AREA STRUCTURE

I. Estimate or project the direct re- OUTPUTS
•PROJECTED OSS COSTS AND TOA

source costs of the planned force -Y CLUSTE R. MISION AREA, MION OR STRATEGY
structures and operating tempos in V APPROPRIATION

B Y F YDP PROGRAM

the warfare programs (including most
of the National Guard and Reserve
programs)

2. Estimate the indirect resource costs
within the warfare programs and asso-
ciate The system processes serve to organize

r them with the forces they the information, to project estimates of oper-
support ating and support (O&S) costs, and to allocate

3. Estimate the indirect resource costs or associate support costs to the combat mis-
within Programs 7 and 8 and associate sion areas. The processes also incorporate
the variable portions of those costs computational modules used to compute inter-
with the forces they support mediate data products, such as projection of

O&M costs for a specified aircraft type and4. "Cross-walk" those force-associated flying hour program, using service planning
coats int ae misin-aa strctre factors. A series of estimating relationships
thratill ivet visi ty tsocated has been developed for the planning cost
variations in total costs associated system based on historical data.
with variations in force structures,

operating tempo, and other planning The outputs can be generated in a variety
Issues, of levels of aggregation, depending on the

5. Build up to an estimate of the overall interests of the user.
program Total Obligational Authority
(TOA) necessary to support a given As indicated on the previous slide, the
planned policy mix and level in major cost estimation and allocation or asso-
order to be able to assess its ciation problems involve the operating and
affordability, support costs. The example, therefore, focuses

on the processes involving O&M and military
We turn now to consider a mIssion-area personnel cost estimation and association with

cost planning system that would be capable of the force programs they support.
carrying out those thrusts. The conreptual Air
Force Planning Cost System is used as the OVERVIEW OF O&M PROJECTION PROCESS
example.

ISLIL III The approach to the estimation
PLANNING COST SYSTEM: OVERVIEW (USAF) of O&M is similar in FYDP Programs 1, 2, 4,

and 5, deriving from the fact that these
[SLIDE 101 The approach described here programs contain most of the major force

has been applied thus fa" to the Air Force program elements. Programs 7 and 8 contain
only. The general approach is still being supporting activities and are estimated
explored for both Navy and Army application, somewhat differently.

This slide shows the major features of The general buildup to total O&M, using
the system in terms of inputs, processes, and estimating relationships (ERa), may be seen by
outputs. The inputs shown would be obtained reading vertically down the left side of the
from the Air Force by virtue of their program figure. The figure also indicates (on the
as depicted in the latest FYDP and EPA sub- right half) that the estimation process will
missions. Projected flying hours and selected accumulate the variable (i.e., variable with
cost factors and supplemental cost information force structure and operating tempo) portions
would also be required. of the O&S costs by PE, mission area, and
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mission. The general methodology for the es- major force PEs and in the "driver"
timation of O&M within each program follows, direct-support PEs to the total pro-

gram O&M, crosswalk variable costs to
Slide 11 mission-area structure.

* Compare all relationships determined

OVERVIEWOF O&M PROJECTION PROCESS from historical data with projected
relationships reflected in the current

PNROJECTIONoFTOTALO M PROJECTIONOF O& 1 ^yVSSA"A FYDP. Reconcile any differences via
FYOP PROGRAMS PROJECT FIXED AND VARIABLE ASSIGN VARIABLE OM COSTS TO PE,
1. Z 4. ANO O&M COSTS FOR MAJOR PE, FUNCTIONS. MISSION AREAS. MISS1ORS consultation with appropriate USAF

'ESTIMATIN G ELATIO.SIIPS offices. Revise as necessary.

PROJECT TCTAL O&MIWITHIN
EACH PROGRAM

-FYDP Program 7
FYOPPROGRAMS PROJECT FIXED AND VARIABLE ASSIGN VARIABLE O&M COSTS TO PE,
7 AND B O&M COSTS FOR MAJOR PE, - F UNCTIONS. MISSION AREAS. MISSIONS

FI IESTMAIWG RELATIONSHII E Identify a subset of "driver" PEP that

satisfy the following critera: (a)PRlOJECT TOTAL G&M COSTS

FORt PROGRAM AND 8consistently account for a large
FORr PRGRM lANge

( (ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS) fraction of total program O&M; and (b)

have significant variable cost com-
PROJECT TOTAL USAF OAM SUM TO OBTAIN TOTAL 'ARIAR3L

O&MBy PEETC IN MISSION AREA ponent (i.e., variable with the
STRUCTURE principal measures of activity -

flying hours, number of aircraft,

endstrength).

FYDP Programs 1, 2, and 5 0 Project the O&M in the "driver" PEs,

based on historiral relationships to

o Estimate variable O&M in each major the principal activity measures. De-

force PE, using service planning fac- port Maintenance is an exception, in
tors (AFR 173-13) and a selected force that it is projected using USAF plan-

structure and flying hour program nling factors for each type aircraft

(operating tempo), crosswalk to mis- and the associated number of aircraft

sion area structure. An example would and flying hours program.

be the B-52 PEs. For specific numbers I Estimate the variable portion of O&M
of aircraft and planned flying hours for each of the "driver" PEs. This is
per year, the variable costs can be the amount to be allocated.
projected and then crosswalked into
the mission-area structure within the * Using the allocation rules and al-
Strategic Warfare mission, gorithms developed, allocate to major

force PEs In Programs 1, 2, 4, and 5,
I Estimate fixed O&M cost in each major the variable portions of the O&M in

force PE or grouped PEs, based on each of the "driver" PEs.
analysis of USAF O&M accounting data,

crosswalk to misslon-area structure.
Again, using the B-52 PEs as an ex-
ample, the fixed costs can be pro- FYDP Program 8

jected and crosswalked into the
Strategic Warfare mission. I Estimate total O&M Program 8, using an

estimating relationship that relates
* Identify from analysis of historical Program 8 O&M to O&M In Programs I and

data, a "driver" set of direct-support 2.
PEs within each FYDP program (e.g.,
Base Operations Support and Real Prop- * Distribute the total program 8 O&M to
erty Maintenance) which, when taken major subprograms within Program 8
together with the major force PEs con- (Individual Training, Training Sup-
sistently, over time, account for a port, Health Care, Personnel Procure-
large, relatively stable fraction of ment), using an estimating relation-
the tota? O&M within each program. ship that is based on a stable his-
Project costs with an estimating torical distribution of Program 8 O&M
relationship and crosswalk variable among these subprograms.
costs to tI'e mission-area structure.

c Allocate the Program 8 variable O&M to
" Project the total O&M for each FYDP major force PEs in Programs 1, 2, 4

program, based on an estimating re- and 5, using allocation rules and al-
lationship that relates the O&M in the gorithms developed.
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Given that the total O&M within each of The second part of this process is the
the programs has been estimated, total Air estimation of O&M in base operations support
Force O&M can be projected, based on a his- (BOS) and Real Property Maintenance Activities
torically derived estimating relationship that (RPKA). The process first projects Program 1
shows that sum of O&M in FYDP Programs 1, 2, endstrength on the basis of Program 1 PAA
5, 7, and 8, is a constant fraction of total (PAA - primary authorized aircraft) and, in
Air Force O&M. turn, projects O& in BOS on the basis of Pro-

gram 1 endstrength. The data underlying ERC-l

Within the mission-area structure, the and ERC-2 indicate that BOS is almost totally

variable O&M costs (variable with force struc- variable with PAA. Program 2 RPMA O&M does not

ture and operating tempo) have been projected vary in any regular fashion with any of the

and assigned at the program element level, major .ctivity variables (flying hours, PAA)

Those variable O&M costs may be aggregated at or with endstrength. Therefore, it can be

the cluster, mission area, or mission level, treated exogenously as a policy variable or

depending on the issues being examined. The else estimated by its historical average

non-variable O&M costs, the residuals of the value, which is remarkably stable, and, in any
projection process, can be treated as fixed case, as a fixed cost relative to the activity

projctin prces, cn betreted s fxed variables.

costs within the mission-area structure.

ISLID9 121 We can examine the 0M cost The total OlM for the aircraft PEs, as

projection process in more detail by taking well as the "driver" direct support PEc, have
USAF Program I O&M as an example, been projected. Estimating relationship D

(ER D) is used to project the total OM in

Slide 12 Program 1, based on the statistic that
over the 10-year period, 1972-1981, 77.5 per-

PROJECTION OFUSAFPROGRAMIO&MCOSTS cent, * 2 percent of total Program I O&M is
PB O accounted for by the sum of O&M in Aircraft,

APR 17113 FACTORS) T.Base Operation Support, and Real Property
ARAG Maintenance.

FUEL S SAAE (VARIABIt O&MWR
MAT "UBP SE 

CT1

N$PROGRAM I -OVA
A.O FIXED S S"-- N IN-Each of the other major programs in the
"'- [-GTH RPM FYOP, aa shown previously in the overview,

ST I .C-X I  follows a similar process in estimating costs<Moo A N O&MINSA E and allocating them into the mission-area

II AR S/O structure, as well as building toward an
________- IARIASLE

PROGRAM I OSAI independent estimate of total 061M by program.
O&M IN A/C.

BAN Ont
S APUA The otber component of the operating and

FA ) support cost structure is that of military

personnel costs. An overview of that process
,PRORAI ]is shown next.

Projection of USAF Program I 0&M Costs PROJECTION OF USAF ENDSTRENGTH AND MILITARY
PERSONNEL COSTS - OVERVIEW

The process for projecting Program 1 O&KM [SLIDE 131 The general methodology
costs is as shown here. The process shows, c SL paral i etoo-
reading down the left side of the slide shown, closely parallels that which is used to pro-

that the number of each type of primary ject OM. Briefly, the process is as follows.

authorized aircraft (PAA) and the flying hours
(FH) program for each model/design/series type * For Programs 1, 2, 4, and 8, estimate
of aircraft is applied to an estimating rela- endstrength totals for each program,
tionship, using a set of factors to obtain the using ERa specific to each program.
estimated O&M costs of fuel and base main-
tenance supplies. Those OM costs are assigned - For Programs 1, 2, and 4, use
within the mission-area structure. The fixed service planning factors to allo-
costs are estimated by .odel/design type of cate variable. Endstrengths,
aircraft from element of expense data and based on changes in force levels
assigned as well. Summing the costs over all to major force PEe and FYDP base
model/design types of aircraft yields an esti- to allocate fixed endstrength to
mate of the O&M in the aircraft programs. these major force PEs.

8s
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Slide 13 e Map endstrength and MIlPers costs to

the appropriate function/mission
area/mission.

PROJECTION OF * Allocate variable Program 8, MilPers
USAFENDSTRENGTHANDMILPERSCOSTS Costs to all endstrength PEs, using

the allocation rules developed forPROGRAM S DRIVER ENOSTRLNG1H&
SUBPROGRAMS VARIABLES METHOD MIL PERS COSTS Program 8.

1,2. & 4 AIRCRAFT PLANNING FACTORS VARIABLE
MAJOR PE, EST RELATIONSHIPS TOTAL [SLIDM 141 In summary, the conceptual

B ENDSTRENGTH ESTRELATIONSHIP VARIABLE USAF mission-area planning cost system is a
INDTNO. INPROG1.2. &4 relatively clean and direct system that can be
SPT OF IND TNG. well supported in historical data. It is based
HEALTH CARE AVERAGE FIXED firmly on .umber of aircraft by type and

STOTAL ESTRELATIONSHIP TOTAL flying hours. The allocation of variable O&S
costs to the force activities they support

TOTAL USAF PROG1. Z4.& H ESTRELATIONSHIP TOTAL gives greater visibility to the "foll" costs

of those activities. The ability to build up
to an estimate cf total USAF O&S co'ts,

coupled with major investment estimates,
allows an independent estimate to total USAF
obligational authority.

- For Programs 1, 2, and 4, allo-
cate remaining endstrength to From a methodology perspective, it
remaining PEs on a proportional ofters, conceptually, a common structure and

basis, using the FYDP to deter- methodology for use within OSD and USAF, as
mine percentage distribution, well as between them in examinir:g planning

issues in the out years of the FYDP and in the

- For Program 8, use ER to allocate EPA years. It associates ownership and oper-
endstrength to Program 8 subpro- ating costs with the major forces they sup-
grams, Individual Training and port, to give visibility to the total costs
Support of Individual Training, associat(d with those forces. It offers a
and allocate endstrength to in- mission-area structure that gives a unique and
dividual PEs on the proportional consistent association of programs serving

basis, using the FYDP to deter- like functions. It offers a relatively simple,
mine percentage distribution. flexil-le and "roughly right" means of examin-

ing planning issues.
- For Program 8, subprogram Health

Care is estimated as fixed level SUMMARY
(as modified by USAF policy In-
put) and allocated to individual [SLIDE 151 The mission-area planning
PEs on a proportional basis, cost system as a whole is still in the fea-
using the FYDP to determine per- sibility study process. 'he mission-area
centage distribution. structure portion has been very nearl com-

pleted with the submission of the proposed
- For Program 8, allocate remaining structure and completion of several review and

endstrength to remaining PEs on a revision cycles. That part of the effort con-
proportional basis, using the tinues at a low level in support of the review
FYDP to determine percentage of and coordination of candidate mission area
distribution. structures within OSD.

a Project total USAF endstrength, using The conceptual USAF planning cost system
an ER that relates total endstrength has been developed to the point where it is
to the sum of the endstrength of considered feasible for preliminary design;
Programs 1, 2, 4 and 8. Assign the that is, the conceptual USAF planning cost
incremental endstrength to all re- system is being reviewed in detail and worked
maining PER on a proportional basis, through by example to assure specific,
using the FYDP to determine percentage feasible system. The feasibility studies of
distribution, planning cost systems for the other three

services continue. Some significant challenges

9 Calculate MilPers costs for each PE by hav- been encountered. In the case of the
multiplying endstrength by average Army, the highly aggregated program elements
military pay. in Program 2 and the associated data problems
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Slide 14 A significant development impacting the
feasibility study of the Navy planning cost
system has been the discontinuance of pub-
lication of the Navy Program Factors Manual.
Although the planning factors are not being

published, they are still in use by the Navy,
SUMMARY OF USAF PLANNING COST SYSTEM and further work may be able to use them.

VARIABLES However, the VAMOSC (Visibility and Management

FORCESTRUCTURE AIRCRAFT of Operating and Support Costs) data systems
OPERATING TEMPO FLYING HOURS are in various states of development and im-
•PRO,.ESSES plementation across the services and may serve
VARIABLEO&SCOSTE ESTIMATESANDALLOCATESTO as the basis for further planning cost system

MISSION-AREA STRUCTURE development. Those challenges and developments
TOTAL OSE COSTS ESTIMATES AND BUILDS MAJOR PROGRAMSTO TOTAL USAF O&S COSTS are being worked through in the study
TOA COSTS AGGREGATES IN MISSION AREA STRUCTURE processes.

Slide 15

are formidable challenges. The leading ex-
amples of highly aggregated program elements SUMMARY
are the three PEs--22311A, 22411A, and
22611A--covering combat divisions for Europe, * STATUS OF MISSION-AREA PLANNING COST SYSTEM
Pacific, and FORSCOM respectively. There are -MISSION-AREASTRUCTURE
several other highly aggregated PEs as well. - SERVICE PLANNING COST SYSTEMS
Their common problem is that each PE contains
many combat units, and their separation for
assignment within the mission-area structure,
as well as development of planning cost In-
formation, requires data at a unit level lower
than divisions. Alternatives are being as-
sessed in the feasibility study.
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AD POO 27
CAPABILITY PROGRAMMING: RESOURCES aspect of consistency is the common use of the

TO ACHIEVE COMBAT CAPABILITY OBJECTIVES* same weapon-system-oriented objective func-
by tions. Our proposed concept uses a set of well

defined measures of capability, such as air-
Mr. 1.K. Cohen, Dr. J.H. Bigelow, Mr. S.M. Drezner* craft available over time and mission-capable

Rand Ccrporation sorties that can be generated.

We argue for decisions reached in pro-
Capability programming is concerned with gramming to be derived and formulated in ways

providing the resources required to achieve that make it possible for the decisions and
combat capability objectives. Although capa- actions in other stages of the PPBS, require-
bility programming is our assigned topic for ments systems, and implementing management
this conference, we believe it's important to systems to be consistent with one another.

discuss capability programming in the context
of the entire Planning, Programming, and The discussion is organized as indicated
Budgeting System (PPBS). in figure 1.

We will be emphasizing that the support Figure I
area requires increasing integration of the
various stages of the PPBS. Those PPBS stages
also need to be integrated with support re- CONTENTS OF THIS PAPER
source requirements systems, which in the Air
Force are operated by the Air Force Logistics

Command. Requirements systems are also the * Scope
means for executing the budget, given an ap-
proved program. We will urge further that an
upgraded requirements system should estimate 6 Need for integration

alternative resource capabilities and their
costs to enhance programming for support. • Approaches to Capability Programming

Further, the PPBS and requirements sys-
tems need to be integrated with elements of * Role of Capability Assessment

the management systems that. use the allocated
resources. The deliberations that occur in 0 Summary
programming across all resources need to be
supported by good estimates ot support capa-
bilities and costs. When a decision is reached
about the support resources and their costs
to achieve desired capability, the issue be-
comes one or assuring that the intent of that After defining the portion of the re-
decision is carried out. Thus, we suggest that source allocation process that we are dealing
the support area requires linked PPB, re- with in this paper, we will discuss the need
quirements, and management systems. We will for integrating the various stages of the PPBS
identify a number of concepts for improving and related processes. The PPB research now
those linkages to improve inputs to the pro- going on at Rand, sponsored by Project Air
grammer as well as to help assure that imple- Force and OSD/MRA&L, aims to better integrate
mentation of programming decisios is requirements estimation, with preparation of
consistent with intent, inputs to programming, with programming with

budget execution with management.
We will suggest that, within our proposed

concepts, one key means for integrating the We hive a preferred approach to this
various stages of the PPBS and related pro- aspec" ut integration. To place our preferred
ceases is by the use of analytic tools which approach in perspective, we'll discuss a
are consistent with one another. An important couple of alternatives, including the current

approach to the preparation of inputs to pro-
gramming and the relationship of these inputs

* This paper, which was prepared by the Im- to other PPBS stages and related processes.
proving Logistics Assessment and Management Traditionally, the programmer has been In the
Project under Project Air Force's Resource biainess of estimating the costs of required
Management Program, was summarized at the resources, given some assumptions about ac-

conference. In the interest of completeness, tivity levels provided by the planning stage
it is printed here in its entirety, of the PPBS. We prefer to think of the ideal
** The paper reflects the basic thinking of role of the programmer as that of assessing

Richard J. Hillestad. alternative levels of capabilities and costs
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within the guidance provided by planning. improving the support aspects of the PPBS and

Organizational elements associated with the related processes.
other stages of the PPBS and related processes

that follow programming need to assure them- This readiness and sustainability focus
selves that they are behaving according to the is consistent with the increasing concern with
program that has been decided upon. support in DoD. Almost 4 years ago, the Be-

fense Resource Management Study* pointed out
"Capability assessment" is a means of the need to focus greater attention on support

providing such assurance. As an approach to in the PPBS. Since that time, the subject has
ascertaining the pay-off/costs of alternative received increasing attention, within and
policies, support structures, war plans, re- outside the defense community. Over the same
source mixes, and various other major support period, there has been an increasing consensus
planning issues, capability assessment needs that wartime issues have escalated the need

to be an integral part of the planning process for the combat forces to be more mobile, more
conducted prior to programming. Given the survivable, and more efficient in terms of
fundamental importance of assessment, we'll aircraft sortie generation. Those critical
say more about its role before we summarize wartime needs are in no small measure depen-
the presentation. [See figure 2.] dent on support and support structures.

F'igurc 2 Thus, an important concern at Rand is how
to improve combat capability by improving the

SCOPE OF CAPABILITY PROGRAMMING support system. Given this concern, we have
fo, used on the PPBS as it involves support. In
this presentation, our remarks will be limited

" Elements of Force Capability to the peacetime readiness and wartime sus-
-Force Levels tainability elements of force capability.
- Modernization
- Peacetime Readiness Ideally, during the development of a

Wartime Sustainability program, a balance needs to be struck among

all the elersents of force capability. Unfor-
" Wartime Mission Focus tunately, while our ability to analytically

- Performance Measures address requirements fur force levels and
- Resource Requirements modernization has been improved through such

techniques as mission area analysis, our

" Focus Applies Across ability to make trades across components of

- Life Cycle of Weapon capability is still relatively limited.

- Resource Allocation Process
Recently, there has been significant

improvement in capability assessment tools--

tools that estimate the levels of wartime

capability that can be supported by specified
The Dou definition of capability breaks levels of support resources. These tools

down into four components. rhe first two, differ from their predecessors in two major
which essentially describe the force struc- ways: They express capability in terms of

ture, have traditionally received the most weapon-oriented measures, such as sorties or
attention. by peacetime readiness we mean the mission-capable aircraft, rather than inter-
ability of the forces to perform the combat mediate measures, such as backorders. fill

missions tor which they were designed. Wartime rates, or manpower utilization rates; and,
sustainability refers to the ability to con- rather than being limited to consideration of
tinze to pertorm these missions over time. the peacetime situation, they can estimate

capability during the highly dynamic scenarios
Readiness and sustainability are largely characteristic of wartime. (Though these

dependent upon support--not only the level of weapon-oriented measures represent a marked
support resources, but support structures and advance over the more intermediate measures,
policies that must meet the needs of projected more work needs to be undertaken to develop
combat environments. This presentation will measures which are even more directly related
focus on support resources--which, by an OSD to combat capability.) Tying resource re-
estimate, represent a third of the defense quirements to wartime measures of weapon sys-
budget. -he size of these costs, the crit- tem capability--which we will refer to as
rcality, and the observed difficulty in at-
taining desired levels of peacetime readiness
and wartime sustainability suggest the im- * Rand, Defense Resource Management Study,

portance of increasing the attention given to Final Report, Donald B. Rice, Feb 1979.
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'ultimate" measures throughout the remainder Figure 3
of this paper--will enhance the importance and
relevance of capability programming for RELATING SUPPORT RESOURCES TO CAPABILITY:
support. AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM PROBLEM

A wartime mission focus with appropriate
scenario information and an increasing weapon 6 Across Categories of Resources for Units. Theater(s)

system orientation in the PPBS will help make -Spares and Repair Resources
-Manpower

it possible to improve the support require- - Munitions
ments of new weapon systems. Beyond acqui- -Fuel
sition, these capability assessment tools are -Other

finding their way into operations to help a Across Operating and Support Echelons Functions
assure the achievement of readiness and sus- -Flight Line
tainability goals, and they are becoming - Intermediate Maintenance
available not only to the programmer, but to -Base Supply

the PPBS. - Transportation
other participants in -Depot Repair

Obviously, the support resource sllo- -Wholesale Supply Procurement

cation process is not the exclusive domain of Across Stages of the PPB5
the organization formally assigned respon-

sibility for a stage or stages of the PPBS. In
the Air Force, for example, the major air
commands and especially the Air Force Logis-
tics Command (AFLC) and the Air Force Deputy The difficulty is that the support system

Chief of Staff/Logistics and Engineering is composed of many things. Not only are there
(DCSILE) functional area staffs, are Involved many individual items that must be brought

in the planning, programming, budget, and together to produce mission-capable aircraft
budget execution process. The assessment sorties, but these items themselves are de-
techniques proposed by this paper for a par- pendent on a wide range of resources. The
ticular PPBS stage--for example, programming-- items range from spare parts, to technicians,

are not meant to specify at this time how the to bullets, to oil; the resources they depend
innovation is to be used by each of the or- on range from component carcasses to the
ganizations involved in programming. In the various elements of maintenance and trans-

component spares area, for example, we would portation capability. Further, different items
expect that the AFLC would be key to the use and different types of resources are managed

of a programming tool innovation which might by different functional entities (e.g.,
provide capability/cost alternatives. After supply, maintenance, transportation), which
AFLC use in concert with the operating com- may be even further subdivided by echelons
mands, further utilization might continue in a (the local or retail echelon versus the cen-

more selective way by the DCS/LF staffs. tral or wholesale echelon) within the support
Finally, the formal PPBS programming activity system.

(the Deputy Chief of Staff/Program3 and Re-
sources) might choose to use the innovative These resources, functions, and echelons

tool directly or request the desired support are interdependent, yet they tend to be
from the DCS/LE and/or the AFLC. We will managed independently.

typically refer to the programming activity
that is a part of the formal PPBS; however, in Integration is needed (1) vertically
practice, unless otherwise stated, it is to he (across echelons), and (2) horizontally

understood that the specific programming task (within an echelon across resources and func-
might be carried out in part or in whole by an tions). Functional interdependence, especially
organization other than the one with formal when each functional area uses its own inter-

programming responsibility. mediate objective functions, creates con-

siderable potential for resource imbalances

From the outset, we have suggested the that can directly affect readiness/sustain-
importance of relating support resources to ability as measured by available airframes of

weapon-system-oriented criteria (figure 3). the combat forces.
For some resources, the relationship between

requirements and such weapon criteria as Programming needs to account for these

available aircraft are tenuous at best. Much interdependencies, and the other stages of the

of base operating support (BUS) is an illus- PPBS must be so integrated as to help carry
tration of such resources. On the other hand, them through. The on-going management of al-

there are resources, functions, and echelons located resources provides another critical
that can be related to the higher order output means for assuring an integrated system of

criteria. resources, functions, and echelons.
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One dimension of this interdependence is kinds of dynamics, the difficulties in mini-

illustrated in figure 4. This figure repre- mizing imbalances escalate. Those of us who

sents an aggregated and simplified version of have had occasion to examine the degree of

a major portion of the aviation logistics "vertical" and "horizontal" integration in

support system. At the left, the aircraft this system have identified many problems, as

symbolize the flight line, which generates you might expect. Tools are now becoming

particular types of sorties and sortie rates, available and, more important, management

Its goal is to have mission-capable airframes system orientations are being articulated that
available when needed. The remainder of the will permit routine tracking and problem

system, though large in terms of resources, isolation within this system.

resource types, organizational units, and

echelons, exists to support that flight line. Over on the right-hand side of this dia-
And that support needs to be balanced. One gram, there is a box that enumerates the

would not wish to provide too much of one stages of the PPBS. We have identified a stage

resource and too little of another to achieve called "management" because we're concerned
a desired objective. Imbalances and miscon- with ensuring that the total system operates

nects can adversely affect the flight line or in intended ways. But what intended ways? This

lead to needless costs. (An example of a pro- begins t' raise the problems of an integrated
gramming misconnect would be to have one or- VPbS. Given our emphasis on jrogramming in

gaaizational unit with a goal to buy enough this presentation, programming needs to re-
spare engines to support 100 percent aircraft flect the outcomes of the planning stage by

availability and, at the same time, another continuing to provide the basic orientation of
with the goal to buy engine spare parts to the total system--a wartime thrust, goals-to-

achieve only 80 percent availability.) be-achieved expressed in terms of "ultimate"
measures, allocations among weapons systems,

figure 4 etc. And somehow this basic orientation must

be carried out in consistent ways throughout
all of the stages with appropriate feedback

INTERDEPENDENT FUNCTIONS AND ECHELONS loops.

Figure 5 illustrates the complexities of
MOWN, CAF*.,Lr1 T O Ratit, OrSTTTSIR-1o

TV.. .tit.....,TIol so".. the interrelationships in the PPBS. The role
lc, of planning is suggested by the block at the

left. The Defense Guidance and the force

structure are exogenous inputs to the process,
so. insofar as logistic support resources are

concerned. You will note the words capability

assessment in several places in this diagram.
to,,va"T ,o"", "" ABy capability assessment we mean the estima-

,AT, WE, tion of capability given a scenario and a
particular set of support policies and re-

,,,, .,.,,. ,, , sources. The arrows within the five blocks

l-igure 5

PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, BUDGETING, AND
MANAGEMENT: AN INTEGRATED PROCESS

More specifically, the diagram shows the
supply and repair functions at the base level
supporting that flight line. Some components F, "

need to move to the depot system and back to , .
the base via transportation networks. At the -'

depot, we again have the supply and repair , ' '77----_

functions which provide direct support to base
level supply and repair, thereby indirect

support to the flight line. 7 4 ' 7

If all those arrows give you the sense
that the components of the system are inter- IT
related and highly intertwined, that's the set
of notions we are trying to convey. In peace- - ..

time, keeping the system in balance takes some

doing; in wartime, because of unanticipated
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representing the stages of the process portray Figure 6
the fundamentally important role of capability
assessment as an integral part of each stage.
We mean to convey the idea here that the de- DESIRED FEATURES OF A CAPABILITY PROGRAMMING
cision-making at each stage must be consistent METHODOLOGY FOR SUPPORT RESOURCES
in terms of capability goals with decisions at
every other stage. Note that capability goals * DuringPlanningProcess
are not explicitly represented as the product - Consider Alternative Policies
of any particular stage of the process; - Reflect Policies in Requirements Processes

rather, the decisions made at each stage in-
volve trade-offs among resources, adjustments & Consider Alternative Capabilities by Weapon System
in investment levels, and reexaminaLion of the
balance among resources and the impact of such * Provide for Balanced Support
decisions on capability. Thus, although capa-
bility goals might be thought of as emerging * Responsive to Dramatic Changes in Programming Decisions
from the planning stage, they may be adjusted
by subsequent decisions in later stages.

0 Means for the "Program" to Guide Later Stages of PPBS

The dollar resources that emerge from
capability programming are eventually adjusted
during budget development. During budget exe-
cution, budget resources are further parti-
tioned so that meaningful operating targets of the matter is that, within the time con-
are available for all appropriate functions, straints he faces, he cannot be concerned with
resource categories, and operational levels to issues that require in-depth study over ex-
guide the acquisition and distribution of the tended periods of time. This leaves to plan-
resources required to support the peacetime ning the significant role of concurring with
readiness and wartime sustainability of the or raising questions about the basic structure
operational forces. The diagram also illus- of the support system, the reflection of sup-
trates the management stage and feedback loops port needs in weapon system design, the kinds
that help ensure continued consistency of the of capital-labor resource mixes that should
total process and provide the basis for esti- exist in the support system, and the count-
mating the relationships between cost and less other critical issues that need to be
readiness and sustainability. These relation- addressed.
ships, in turn, support the capability as-
sessment that is intrinsic to each of the The programmer depends on an effective
stages of the process. planning system that assures him that the

basic processes for estimating resource needs
Although figure 5 is a simple abstraction reflect agreed-upon policies and procedures,

of a very complex process, it does portray the and yields balanced resource mixes. Further-
fundamental concept of capability programming more, requirements processes for estimating
as decision-making about desired levels of resource needs twst also focus on "ultimate"
military capability, that is, levels of measures that are related to operational
readiness and sustainability, in full light of capability. Such measures need to augment the
the costs of achieving them. Implicit in this intermediate ones that are so critical to the
concept is the need for determining the least- management of individual functional areas.
cost mix of resources that will deliver the Somehow, the intermediate measures need to be
desired levels of readiness and sustainability supplanted in the programming process by the
--the problem of resource balance, more ultimate performance measures. Since the

programmer faces resource constraints, and
Now, we would like to address an improved since we're unable to specify detailed rules

method for programming--always keeping in mind for the allocation of shortages, we're de-
the other stages of the total process. before pendent on judgment to deal with this per-
enumerating options, let's list some of the vasive allocation-of-shortage problem. The
basic characteristics that we think are ito- methodology must allow the programmer to ex-
portant to the programming methodology. Note, ercise his judgment.
of course, that we are still limiting our
remarks to support resources. [See figure 6.1 One means of doing this is to provide him

with a very wide range of alternative capa-

One problem the programmer faces is de- bilities by weapon system. This means that for
termining the extent to which he should be each weapon system there should be resource
concerned with innovative policies, pro- requirement estimates for selected variations
cedures, and resource mixes. The practicality in the wartime planning scenarios: The flying
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profile might vary over time, the arrival of Figure 7
certain repair support to the theater might
vary, and so on.

Furthermore, the consequences of vari- CAPABILITY PROGRAMMING METHODOLOGY
ation in peacetime flying programs, modifi- APPROACHES
cation schedules, aircraft and engine overhaul
schedules, and the like must also be made
explicit. This list is not infinite; however,
if the programmer is to do his job, we must
make available to him the resource impli-
cations for alternative operational capa-

bilities. And we must make those alternatives
available in usable fashion--no small task. 0 Augmentation to the "Current" System

This methodology must take into account
the balanced support for all of those func- An Improved Integrated System
tional areas and echelons we talked about
earlier. Thus, when the prog-ammer wishes to
"twist the knob" for a particular resource,
its consequences for total system output as
well as for resource imbalances must be made
known to him. So, balance is important for
each alternative that the programmer reviews. igure8

It's not unlikely that, during the POM THE"CURRENT"SYSTEM
process, decisions will be considered or made
in one area or perhaps in one weapon system
that will have dramatic resource allocation 0 Characteristics
effects on other parts of the system. The - Requirements for a Single Program
methodology needs to be flexihle enough to - Estimates Alternatives via Average Cost Factors

accommodate rapidly to such dramatic decision - Uses Intermediate Objectives

changes.
0 Strength of Approach

Finally, given that the decisions are - Methodology used in Execution
made, there is the critical matter of how to - Consistency in Programming and Execution

assure appropriate implementation. This is not
merely a matter of discipline. We need tools 0 Limitations of Approach
that are used in the various stages of the - Intermediate Performance Measures
PPBS and related processes to be consistent - Factors Represent Average. Not Marginal. Costs
with one another. ecisions are made that - Management Control Inadequate
apply to the future, but the uncertainty sur-
rounding the factors underlying the decisions
changes over time. Changei will be necessary
for both controllable and uncontrollable Figurt 9
reasons. To complicate matters further, sup-
port is made up of many things involving many
people throughout the organization.

THE "CURRENT" SYSTEM WITH THE
The problem, then, is to search for AUGMENTED-POM-FUNCTION APPROACH

methods and management systems which are to
implement the selected program and assure that 0 Models built Specifically for Programmer's Use
it provides appropriate guidance for the later
stages of the PPBS and other related 0 Strengths of Approach
processes, - Introduces Measures of Operational Capability

- Avoids -Average Cost"

In figures 7-10, we will be discussing
capability programming methodologies. To place 0 Limitations of Approach
our preferred Integrated system approach in - Not Consistent with Execution

- Lack of Uniformity in Assumptions and Objectives at Lower
perspective, we'll first talk about the Echelons
"current" system. Since this presentation is -No Attention to Management Controls
not the proper place for providing many de-
tails, we've put in quotes the word "current-
syst,.m, to indicate that we're generalizing
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Figure 10 one procurement lead time later. (The
curement lead time for reparable spare p

IMPROVED INTEGRATION OF THE PPBS STAGES averages between 1 and 2 years. It is the t
required to obtain a new item from the m
facturer, once the money to purchase itOLink Resource Requirements to Wartime "Ultimate'" Capability made available. ) The analogous procedure wo

Measure$ well for resources that are actually cons
by flying aircraft, such as POL, but in

eProvide With Command Participation) case of reparable spares, most of the curr
- Alternative Capability Goals
- Capability Assessments Over Time inventory will he carried over into the fut

year in question to help support the the
current peacetime flying program.

ODerive Methodology Directly from Requirements Processes c

- uild Programmer s Data Base To illustrate: One procurement lead t
- Interpolate Display Results from now--i.e., 2 years--there will be spa

components for POS on hand from three source
Rellecs Programming Oeclslo,.s in Budget Development & Esecution (1) items now on hand that are not condemn

or otherwise disposed of in the next 2 years
eManagement to Assure Implementation of Programming Intent (2) items now on order from manufacturers the

are received within 2 years; and (3) it
that we order this year. The dollars spent
on POS only determine the numbers of it

and abstracting to permit discuislon of the from source three. But in any year, items fr
main points as we see them. Also, the services this source will amount to only perha
have plans for improving the current system. 10 percent of the total inventory, the othe
The Air Force, for example, is working toward 90 percent being from sources one and two
improvements in the reparable spares area that that Is, the dollars being spent now on
make an improved integrated system feasible. are estimated to increase the number of hour
With these caveats, let's move on to the that can be flown by perhaps 10 percent (this
current system. will differ across items, but we will use

10 percent for this illustration).
Let's use a particular functional area as

a specific illustration of the current system. Thus, if the programmer were asked to
In the supply arena, as you all know, the determine the resource implications of re-
computation of requirements is done with ducing the flying program by 10 percent, he
large, computer-based systems. Within the Air should answer that such a decision would make
Force those computations are accomplished by it unnecessary to buy any additional POS. By
AFLC. contrast, the average cost procedure would

estimate that the POS requirement would de-
It is characteristic of these systems cline by only 10 percent. Conversely, if the

that, although requirements may be based on programmer were asked to determine the impli-
some levels of anticipated wartime and peace- cations of a 10 percent increase in the flying
time activities, typically one set of re- program, he should answer that the P05 re-
quirements emerges from the computation: "the quirement would double. The average cost pro-
requirement," partitioned into peacetime cedure would estimate only a 10 percent in-
operating stock (POS) and war reserve material crease in the requirement for POS.
(WRM). Since programmers must often adjust the
requirements to reflect changes in anticipated A second problem with the average cost
activity levels, and since the requirements procedure is that, as it is used today, it
computation systems are too large and cum- allocates all costs for POS to peacetime
bersome to be used to reestimate requirements, flying hours. But there are other peacetime
repeatedly, a common practice is to develop activities that require spare parts to be on
average cost factors (such as average cost per hand, notably modification programs, engine
flying hour), at least for the POS portion of overhauls (for spare engine parts), and
the requirement. In the event that it is nec- scheduled depot-level maintenance of aircraft.
essary to evaluate alternative peacetime ac- If any of these other programmed activities
tivity levels, the programmer subtracts the are changed during the PPB process, the pro-
original activity level from the new one and grammer should estimate an effect on the POS
multiplies the difference by the cost factor requirement. The average cost procedure esti-
to calculate the change in the POS mates no effect.
requirement.

This procedure assumes that the dollars Another practice is to change the factor
spent on POS in any given year are propor- because it doesn't look right or is too big.
tional to the peacetime hours flown in a year, This can aggravate the kinds of imbalances
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that we alluded to previously. To complicate stages of the PPBS. In the ;upply area, for
matters further, these supply requirements example, the Air Force has adopted require-
systems which provide input to the programmer ments-like models (in place of the AFLC re-

speak their own language--backorders, fill quirements models touched on above) to support
rates, etc. If each functional area uses its the POM process. These models place increased
own objective functions, trades across func- emphasis on the more "ultimate" measures, like

tional areas becomes exceedingly difficult, weapon system availability.
The common use of more "ultimate" measures
helps a functional area focus its activity Meanwhile, however, the AFLC requirements
toward outputs jhich have more consistent and system has continued to execute its available
more direct effects on weapon system caps- funds based on intermediate measures. Thus,

bility. In addition, this common use the connection between programming, execution,
facilitates resource trades, and management is lost. The introduction of

separate requirements-like models as aug-
There are important positive lessons to mentation to the POM process has also per-

be learned about the current system which need mitted the computation of marginal resources

to be remembered for any new system. The Air needed rather than reliance average cost fac-
Force supply requirements system (maintained tors. Important efforts are underway to in-

and used by the AFLC) has data about compo- corporate such relevant features into AFLC

nents, their characteristics, including their requiremeints processes.
demand rates, and their costs. Such data are
of direct interest to programming, budget The introduction of specially tailored
execution, and management. Each of these models during the POM process has filled an
stages needs to use and process such data to important vacuum. They have served the support

help assure that supply and repair functions community well. However, they have their
are allocated the intended resources and that problems, as shown in figure 9 under "Limi-

these resources are used as intended. In tations of Approach."

principle, the current supply requirements
systems can provide a common data base and We hope that the sense of figure 10 has

appropriate models for several stages of the been anticipated from what has previously been
PPBS and related processes. However, without said. It is concerned with the improved in-
important upgrading, its use to provide con- tegration of the stages of the PPBS, with
sistent data and models for the several PPBS special reference to programming ethonology.

stages is not possible. If it were possible
for the programmer to make decisions in the As a start, resource requirement esti-

context of the supply requirements systems, mation must be linked with more meaningful
consistency across programming, budget exe- measures of merit (to use a phrase associated
cution, and management of supply and repair with the current Commander of the Air Force
functions would he significantly enhanced. Logistics Command). These more "ultimate"

measures must be used In the context of war-
From all that has been said and Implied, time planning scenarios. It is idle to talk

it's not difficult to anticipate the limi- about resource needs without knowing the jobs

tations of the current system as suggested on to be done, including the desired effective-
this chart. Perhaps one further thought has ness goals. This doesn't mean that we

been introduced. It is not only necessary that shouldn't face up to the probable reality that
programming and execution from budgetary wars will not proceed according to our plans.
points of view be consistent. It is also nec- It does mean that planning must be done within
essary for adequate controls to be estab- a scenario context, and the scenario must be

lished, during the use of allocated resources, designed to take care of reasonable vari-
so that all levels of support management be- ations. (The choice of models used for relat-
have consistently and adjust jointly to the ing resources to capability also contributes
necessary changes that follow programming to the "robustness" of plans. Research Is

decisions. underway at Rand, for example, examining the

extent to which dynamic inventory models
The "current" system's limitations have provide more capability than do steady state

sparked a number of important efforts in sup- models to fly variations in war plans.)
port of the 11OM process. Until recently, those
efforts were limited to helping the support

functional areas defend their resource re- The reality of the programmer's world is
quirements. Still more recently, because of that he needs to evaluate not only a single
the execution and management problems created plan but variations to the plan. le also needs
by the augmented POM efforts, there has been to understand the capabilities that will be
concern with providing the means to tie the produced over time under each of the alter-
"enhanced" programming activity to other natives. The estimation of capability over
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time is obviously important because invest- Figure ))
ments do not produce capability immediately;
there are lead times involved in producing CAPABILITY PROGRAMMING:
that capability. A CONCEPTUAL ILLUSTRATION

PROGRAMMER'S PLAN BY THEATER

Identifying alternatives and estimating-, - ''
the resource requirements to satisfy -ach of
these alternatives is not a cookie-cutting -- a a ,
process-despite the grand models that are -, O s _
developed to serve this purpose. In developing T. i
alternatives and judging the capability that .....
might be delivered for each of them, it is -ATWAA

mandatory that the combat commanders par-,L--,F
ticipate actively. Such participation is ICTAVL--- M i'S
likely to increase the validity of the al- 0 -

ternatives generated and the assessments made. " t

The goal is to build into AFLC require- 0 S SlIS ft a

ments processes appropriate objective func-
tions and the ability to generate alternatives
and capability assessments over time. Some of
these alternatives would be played out by this The second column indicates the need to
requirements system. This would produce a data estimate various categories of resources re-
base to enable the programmer to interpolate quired to achieve the alternative capabilities
and display results of particular interest to (in the Air Force case, this would be ac-
him. Even given that programming decisions complished at AFLC), and place the results in
would now be consistent with requirements a data base. To the extent possible, resources
systems and major elements of the execution should be identified to specific weapon sys-
system, it still is necessary to set up the tems; even where the same resource is used for
mechanisms which will assure consistent im- several weapon systems, as in the case of POL,
plementatlon of the program by management it will often be possible to apportion the
following budget execution. resource intelligently across weapon systems.

For some resources, however (e.g., certain

Figure 11 provides a more detailed view-- ground support equipment), this may not be
though obviously very conceptual--of elements possible. We therefore prefer to think of the
of the proposed system. The figure consists of estimated resource requirements in the data
three columns, which we will discuss one at a base as weapon-related increments (or decre-
time, from left to right. ments) to a base of the non-weapon-related

requirements.

The first column tells the programmer to The third column shows two kinds of dis-
pick several desired capabilities for each plays that might be created from the Infor-
weapon system within the basic guidance pro- mation in the data base we have just de-
vided by planning; that is, programming en- scribed. The display at the top shows total
tertains marginal changes only to plans pro- costs by weapon system for each capability
vided by planning. The target capabilities--A, goal. Although this display refers to "total
B, C, and so forth--might differ from one MD-related cost," the reader must keep in mind
another in terms of operations and support that not all costs can necessarily be asso-
goals. For example, on the operations side, ciated with individual weapon systems. Thus,
peacetime flying hours might vary from A to B not all costs would necessarily appear in this
to C, or perhaps the profile of wartime display. Moreover, while the display shows
sorties flown might vary. On the support side, lines connecting the alternative capabilities
the amount of repair capacity that accompanies for each weapon system, the lines are merely
a deploying unit might vary and/or the length to make it easier to identify which points are
of time that deploying units would be in iso- associated with which weapon systems. The
lation from CONUS resupply might be different reader must keep in mind that the alternative
for each capability. The collection of capa- capabilities for a weapon system do not form a
bility descriptors should be rich enough that neat, linear sequence. Indeed, peacetime fly-
requirements for all resources of interest can Ing hours for, say, the F-15 might be greater
be estimated from the descriptors in the list, in alternative "A" than in "B," while the de-
without the aid of quantities excluded from sired wartime sortie rate could be greater in
the list. We have, therefore, included peace- alternative "B." Which alternative should be
time flying hours in the list because support considered as demanding the greater F-15
requirements depend heavily on this quantity. capability?
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The display at the bottom is an attempt Figure 12
to put all of the costs on a single display.
To construct the leftmost point on this dis- IMPROVED INTEGRATION OF THE PPBS: RECAP
play, the programmer would select a minimum
capability alternative for each weapon system, aAdvantages
and add all the associated weapon system- - Same Capability Measures in Programming and All Other
related costs as well as the residual, "base Stages of PPBS
case" cost. To generate a point to the right - Same Resource Categories

-Same Relations between Capability & Resources
of this initial point, the programmer would -Provides Potential "Audit Trait" between Programming &
choose to increase the capability of one of Execution
the weapon systems, perhaps replacing a- - Changes in Requirements Processes Reflected in Programming

Methodology

ternative "A" for the weapon system with al- - Management Processes Provide Feedback to Execution.
ternative "B," and adjusting the cost ac- Planning and Programming

cordingly. To generate another point, the
programmer would select another weapon system, *Uncertainties

or perhaps the same one, improve its capa- - Means for Winnowing Lst of Alternatives Needs Study
- Responsiveness of Methodology to Unantcipatedbility, and make the appropriate adjustment to Programming Questions Unlea

the cost. The curve thus generated would re- - Means for Commtunicating Programming Goals needs to
flect the programmer's own sense of the rel-- be Worked Idenrfied & Implemented
ative priorities of different capability
levels for the various weapon systems.

The title of the figure refers to the Because the programmer's data base would
..programmer's plan by theater."* We feel that be constructed by playing out alternatives
a separate set of tables for columns one and through the AFLC requirements system, the
two should be developed for each of the plan- programmers would necessarily use the same
ning scenarios in the Defense Guidance (and measures of capability as were used in the
perhaps additional plans, besides), rather requirements estimation and budget execution
than a single set of tables for a single stages of PPBS (currently, in the supply
"worst case" scenario. Then, the resources arena, the requirements system is used in both
required to be simultaneously prepared to stages). Thus, once the requirements system
fight any one of the theater plans could be has been modified Lo respond to "ultimate"
estimated by somehow combining the require- measures of capability, those same "ultimate"
ments estimated for the individual plans. (We measures would be available to the programmer.
haven't yet worked through all the details of (This does not mean that functional areas
how to combine resources across plans, or what would bc denied their intermediate measure.)
this would imply for displays that a pro- Similarly, the resource categories used in
grammer might wish to have available.) The programming would exist in other stages, and
reason that we favor the explicit use of the tie be tween capability and resources would
multiple plans to the use of a single "worst be the same throughout the system.
case" scenario is that the requirements fordifferent resoutrces may be maximized by dif- Given that the same reqisirements pro-

difernt esurcs ay e axiizd b df- cesses are used in pregramming, budget exe-
ferent plans. Thus, no single scenario may
require "enough" of all resources unless it is cution, and management, additional benefits

so demanding in so many respects that it re- would accrue. It becomes possible, for ex-

quires too much of many resources, ample, to establish an audit trail through
those stages. Furthermore, we hope (and

The top half of figure 12 provides a expect) that the requirements system will be
recap of the positive attributes of an inte- updated from time to time with new information
grated PPBS. about demand rates, etc. Such changes will be

reflected automatically in the programming

* Each scenario in the Defense Guidance de- methodology as soon as the next update of the

scribes a hypothetical conflict in a different programmer's data base occurs. Finally, just

theater. In addition, there are operational as guidance is to flow "down" from programming
through the various subsequent stages, so it

plans developed by the services, which also is to be expected that the management pro-
posit conflicts in given theaters. The "pro-implementation will
grammer's plan by theater" could be any of prvie feed toth buge xecutin

thee.Itisimoran toreliehoevr, provide feedback to the budget execution,
these. It is important to realize, however, programming, and planning stages regarding how
that, while we intend each theater plan to well their intent was achieved.

envision conflict in a different theater--or

perhaps combination of theaters--we require There are myriad problems associated with
that each plan describe the activities of the bringing such an integrated system into being.
worldwide forces, and not merely the engaged For example, the list of alternative capa-
forces. bility goals that need to be made available to
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the programmer could become excessively long. Figurei3
We need to develop ways of cutting the list
down to a manageable number of alternatives.
It will also take some special study to "know
the full range" of questions that a programmer
might wish to have answered. Such knowledge is ROLES OF CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
obviously important so that the data base
provided to him is sufficient to do the job.
Finally, we have mentioned that there is a 0 Assure Adequacy of Requirements (Assessment of Plansl

need for communicating up and down the PPBS
stages. Working out the implementation details 0 Track Execution of Plan (Assessment of Actuals)
is not likely to be easy.

0 Other Assessments
We at Rand, with sponsorship from the Air -Projected Capability Over Time

Force, Navy, and OSD, spent several years - Readiness for Alternative War Plans
working on the capability assessment problem. -Value of Alternative Support Policies
We have emphasized assessment of the current
operational forces. These assessments have led
to many beneficial policy changes. We have
articulated management systems which are in-
tended to track weapon system support re-
sources and performance levels to determine As plans are implemented, we see eval-
whether the desired wartime "ultimate" mea- uations being used to assure that programmed
sures are being attained. These prototype capability is achieved. We envision that man-
capability assessments have provided the agers will have evaluation flags built into
groundwork for pointing out the direction that their tasks so that the need for "separate"
assessment needs to take in the management evaluations on a frequent basis will be
stage as well as how these assessments might largely unnecessary. Other specific uses of
affect other stages to help provide an these assessments are indicated under the
integrated PPBS. *'Uther Assessments" bullet in figure 13.

Considerable progress has been made over
We think that an idealized, integrated the past few years in the development of

PPBS will have built into each stage aspects models and their uses to assess peacetime
of capability assessment in order to assure readiness and wartime sustainability. The
goal attainment. however, as the system following recent Rand publications are likely
evolves, certain kinds of special capability to add more substantive information to the
assessments will continue to play critical conceptual assessment remarks made in this
supporting roles. Even as the ideal system is paper:
approached, we expect that capability as-
sessment will continue to mature at faster * J. Bigelow, K. Isaacson, Models to
rates than the PPBS. This is because capa- Assess the Peacetime Material Readi-

bility assessments are likely to be less en- ness and Wartime Sustainability to

cumbered by issues of scale and practicality US. Air Forces: A Progress Report,

demanded by the ongoing P11B standard system. Te 1982.

Thus, we see capability assessment as con-

tinuing to nudge requirements estimation and * S.M. Drezner and R.J. Hillestad, Lo-
execution systems, as well as programming gistics Models: Evolution and Future
systems, in the direction they need to go. Trends, The Rand Corporation, P-6748,
While separate but related and consistent March 1982.
capability assessment systems are likely to be
a continuing reality, we suspect that their 0 L. Embry, Integrated Planning for
..separateness" will be related to the rate at Reparable Assets, The Rand Corpo-

which the main line system keeps up. ration, unpublished paper.

* K.J. Hillestad, Dyna-ME:TRIC : Dynamic
The general areas in which we see active M iceon Tcnque fo necvr

capability assessment functions are indicated ablt eonTroliThe r cor-
able Item Control, The Rand Corpo-

in figure 13. ration, R-2785-AF, July, 1982.

We see a never-ending concern with as- o R.J. Hillestad, M. Carrillo, Models
suring the adequacy of requirements esti- and Techniques for Recoverable Item
mation. As we have suggested previously, the Stockage When Demand and the Repair
importance of this role is obviously related Process are Nonstationary--Part I:
to the ability of the requirements estimation Performance Measurement, The Rand
system to do "all" that is necessary. Corporation, N-1482-AF, May 1980.
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9 R. Pyles, The Dyna-METRIC Readiness Figure 14 summarizes the main features of
Assessment Model: Motivation, Capa- an improved capability programming system that
bilities, and Use, The Rand Corpo- we propose as a goal. Note the last bullet. At
ration, unpublished paper. the outset we defined force capability to

include force levels and modernization in
* R. Pyles, Lt.Col. R. Tripp (USAF), addition to peacetime readiness and wartime

Measuring and Managing Readiness: The sustainability. We have indicated that trades
Concept and Design of the Combat Sup- among all the elements of force capability are
port Capability Management System, The obviously needed but difficult to perform; We
Rand Corporation, N-1840-AF, April think that many of the ideas discussed provide
1982. relevant background for dealing with some of

Two further comments before we leave the these difficult issue of trades for all re-
capability assessment study and research area: sources associated with the operational
One is that we see progress being made in the forces. That is an obviously important step
use of more "ultimate" performance measures in for the future.

programming and the other stages of the PPBS

process. Figure 14

Second, too much of requirements esti-
mation and capability assessment assumes
benign operating environments. Future wartime CAPABILITY PROGRAMMING: SUMMARY
situations are likely to involve base damage 0 Tie Resource Requirements to Relevant Capability Measures
and damage to the support infrastructure.
These issues need to be faced by the PPBS. It * Provide Program Alternatives
is hard to predict how soon it will be before - Using Requirements Processes
research on these subjects begins to have -DrivenbyScenarioVariations

significant effects on the resource allocation 0 Build Programmers' Data Base for Interpolation and Display
process in more routine ways than is now the 0 Employ Capability Assessment
case.

S Provide for Balanced Support
For a Rand publication on work that is

underway on estimating capability under con- 0 Maintain Connections from Planning through Execution S.
ditions of wartime damage, the reader is re- Management

ferred to: D.E. .merson, An Introduction to 0 The Future. Trades Across Elementsof Force Capability
the TSAk Simulation Program: Model Features
and Logic, The Rand Corporation, R-2584-AF,
February 1982.
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C A COMPARATIVE APPROACH TO Lieutenant Colonel Robert L. Larkin: This IsMARINE CORPS PROGRAMMING the outline that I will follow this afternoon:

by I'11 touch briefly upon the role of planning
in developing the program. I'll then show how

Major General T. R. Morgan, USMC the Marine Corps is organized for PON devel-
Deouty Chief of Staff for Requirements and Programs opment and the various guidance formats that

Headquarters, United States Marine Corps we use in that development. And then I will
r and take you through the actual PO development

process that we use at Headquarters, MarineLieutenant Colonel Robert L. Larkin, USMC Corps. [SLIIK 1]

Program Coordination Branch
Requirements and Programs Division Slide 1

Headquarters, United States Marine Corps

"fajor General Morgan: I think it's important,
as we start to take a look at the Marine Corps . V OUTLINE k0jj, , %
program, to understand specifically that we
are a part of Lhe Department of the Navy and
that our programming effort derives from thatfact. 0 

9 PLANNING PHASE*'
I was was captured by one point that was

made in the previous presentation regarding 0 -ORGANIZATION FOR PROGRAM
the Army process--that It is very difficult to DEVELOPMENT ,"

come to grips with the disconnects between the
four-star levels In making decisions. We don't
have that problem in the Marine Corps. We've *'-'POM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 6
captured all two of our four-stars right at
the Navy Annex, so it's a little bit easier
for us. But we do have disconnects on occasion
between the Marine Corps and the Navy at that
level, and part of my responsibility is to
minimize that as we work the program and as we

J attempt to work those things that are of As General Morgan said earlier, there is
nutual interest between the Navy and theMarine Corps. one thing we must make clear right up front. I

speak to a lot of Marines when I go out to the
Today, though, we're going to talk pri- field who really don't understand this. There

marily about how we organize our PPBS process, are three "POM submissions" that we make at
and, more specifically, how we do programming Headquarters, Marine Corps. [SLIIK 21 One of
within the Marine Corps. Having said that, them is a "green dollar" POM, the one with
we're going to deal today with what we call which I work. Not only does it include all of
the "green dollar" effort, that is, our por- the green dollar Marine Corps appropriations
tion, the Marine Corps' portion of the De- but we also have programming responsibility
partment of the Navy TOA that we use for pro-
gramming on the Marine Corps side. That was Slide 2

captured last night in that panel discussion
with the percentages that were articulated for
the distribution of TOA within the Department
of Defense. I think it was 47 percent for the
Air Force, and 29 percent for the Department tM CORPSNG
of the Navy, and 24 percent for the Department
of the Army. I'm not going to tell you what
our percentage is, but I'd be pleased to have 0 $ PM
Tom Carney's portion (Army) any time. In de-
veloping our program, we have three decision
levels. We'll call them committees. We have a
POM working group, a POM coordinating group,

and a Chief of Staff's committee, and they'll * a* s
be explained to you. I'm going to ask Lt. Col.
Robert Larkin to come up and walk you through
this briefing and explain our process of how
we do things. I'll pick it up at the end and
talk to the process as an overview and answer
any of your questions.
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for the Military Construction, Navy (MCON) Slide 3
funding that has to do with Marines and the
Family Housing Management Account, Navy, which
is allocated for use by the Marine Corps. We
have programming responsibility for the por-
tions of those two accounts that apply to the
Marine Corps. And, of course, there is the
"blue dollar" POM. Deputy Chief of Staff for F o _____

Research, Development, and Studies has the ......
RDT&E portion, which is blue dollar (Navy) I

funds. He is allocated a certain amount of FSStUCONSVMNEo FPAOG G

those funds, and he develops the research and /
development program that supports green dollar [- E,

programs. He also plays in the arena of RDT&E
as it applies to blue dollars and blue-dollar-
funded programs. But he does build a separate
submission for Marine Corps programs, RDT&E.
Of course, the aviation portion of the Marine
Corps comes under blue dollar programming, and
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Aviation plays
very closely with the Navy in that arena.

Slide 4
As every service does, we have our dia-

gram that shows how planning starts off
everything as we analyze the threat and work
it into the strategy as shown in the Defense
Guidance. [SLIDE 3 & 41 We loop these two
together, the plans and the requirements,
through what we call the Marine Corps Mid- Pp of Plrmwng
Range Objective Plan, the MMROP. [SLIDE 51

In the past, this plan was totally un-

constrained fiscally. It had really little
relationship with programming and was very IDENTIFYRCAND ,5U9T RENRAtmFR

difficult to translate into the POM. In the AILOCATI0 N mnF O~j WITH SINIKtNT LIAO

last two years, we have taken steps to bring TIMETOAUOWI*WATTAINMENT

programmers more into the writing of that
particular document, and they now work very
closely with the planners. We now have a
separate chapter within that document that
takes the mid-range plans and translates them
into programming objectives so that the pro-
grammers have a base document directly from
the planners that they can use as they develop Slide5

the Marine Corps program.

Of course, as those requirements are
being developed, we have the requirements
section of Requirements and Programs validate S M
them and pass them on to me and to the POM
development committees, who then begin work on
building the program.

The program then flows into the budget L * tONG RA ARP)

and eventually into funding and, finally, - AMN * AN RW 0u :nM R (WW)

execution. The Fiscal Director of the Marine * MKO ,Mt, PLNIO,

Corps picks it up as it becomes a budget, and W PAWR*ZArINMANAO T

we, the programmers, follow that budget
through the POM coordination branch within
Requirements and Programs. We track any
actions that take place on that budget so that
we get feedback as we move on to the following
POM. [SLIDE 61 In a very simplified format,
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not only are we a link but we say that Slide 6
programming is actually a bridge between the
planning and the budgeting. Our people are
closely involved, as we do work directly with
the planners in developing objectives for the
programmers. Then we follow that program as it
goes into the budget. PPBS PROCESS

This is our version of the slide that
everybody has shown--one usually with a lot of
months up at the top to show the various P 0
actions that take place as we prepare to show A

the various impacts that we face as pro- N o AM !
grammers. [SLIDE 71 As we go Into building N -.

POM 85, we point out that the '83 budget ex- G

ecution is still In doubt. Of course, no one
knows exactly how it will come out, but it
will definitely have some impact upon PfO4 85.

The OSD review and budget '84 are still
undergoing review. We are beginning to build
POM 85 at this particular time. The POM cor- Slide 7
mittees have already started to work on it. We
actually begIn work back in July.

These are the references--the principal
references--that we use at Headquarters, P, 0-W-11 DveWpn tM ReAm Cdvmdw
Marine Corps. [SLIDE 81 We have a manual for
programming and planning which delineates the
broad responsi billities of the various DeputyC I C fW

Chiefs of Staff and their sections. It tells - W -.. -
them exactly what they must do and how we work , ,,
together. A very simple document, It's been
updated just recently.

Our primary directives for POM develop-
mnt are POM serials. These provide the de- ,* ~~
tailed guidance, direction, and schedule for
building the entire program. We bring the
various aspects of the program before POM
development committees in the form of
briefings to cover the various steps that we
take as we move forward to final POM sub- Side8
mission In May.

As I pointed out, POM guidance comes In
several forms for the Marine Corps. In August
of every year, we have a general officers'
symposium, where all of our general officers
gather at the Headquarters, and ideas are PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT REFERENCES
exchanged. [SLIDE 91 They are briefed on the
previous POM submission and on the current VIO P3122-: MAUWECOPMANUALMR
status of the program as it is going through PNNGAND POGRAK0G
the review process. Cneral Morgan then passes
to me any guidance for the POM development * POM SIOALS
committees.

CMC guidance is published in POM serial

85-1 and is the Commandant's official guidance
which outlines the genetal direction that
he would like us to take in the POM. It
also provides procedural direction for POX
development.
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Of course, Secretary of the Navy guidance Slide 9
comes out periodically during POM development,
and the Defense Guidance is published shortly
after the first of the year and gives us
further direction and guidance. POM serials POM GUIDANCE
are written memoranda for the Chief of Staff's
committee. [SLIDE 101 GNR 1

The first one is the Commandant's guid-
ance. We draft that in R&P, staff it out to _a

the various members of the Chief of Staff's
committees for comment, and formulate the
general direction of the Marine Corps for the G
development of the program. Then, the serial
is issued over the Commandant's signature. We
generally deal directly with programming • G

matters on the green dollar side. However, it
does address possible issues that will need to
be developed within the POM cycle. These could
rdnge anywhere from the green dollar program
to impacts on the Department of the Navy over
all. POM development methodology, the basic
schedule of how we will do our program and how Slide 10
we want to articulate that program, are also
spelled Out in general terms that allow the
various Deputy Chiefs of Staff to begin work
on their portion of the POM.

POM SERIALS
Another serial that comes out is the

ma[,power structure initiatives call. As was
pointed out earlier in the Army brief, the * "

structure that we will be building toward in
POM 85 has a tremendous impact on the total CMC CE

affordability issue of the POM. The structure
drives the principal end items that we have to Pe r*VELPNT M <1 ocGy

buy, the amount of the ammunition that we have S

to buy, and determines how we allocate our re-
sources. We try to formulate that very early PW A o8ACW IMATTS

in the POM process. Other serials, for Pro-
curement, Marine Corps, and Operation and .ADwISMATNINISTaUnm a

Maintenance, Marine Corps, initiatives calls,
go out to the Headquarters staff for input to
the POM development committees. We then finish
up with the POM serials containing adminis-
trative instructions In order to bring the Slide II
information into the overall POM submission.

Here are some examples of those POM seri- POM SERIALS
als T mentioned. [SLIDE III Three of them
have already been written at this stage, and MI CiM "ALGUIANmc&PRGAMEV MEW PLA

the next one that will come out will be the 8' i SMOA AREA

procurement call. We're going to get that out u" MtrA M P

in November, which will give the sponsors an C NPGO

adequate amount of time to take a look at O&MFIELACTrM NOW

'helr current program, take a look at the new ChIu AN.MAOWOAM C MO

initiatives that they want to get in for sub- O&MHOWI AwfUMi

mission in a timely fashion (shortly after the mwERMPOGRAEVINAP
first of the year) so that we can begin PfOC A IM
building that program. We go out to the field, M PAATION

as far as operations and maintenance are con- r1OPuPoM
cerned, to get to the field commanders, to A M

review what their needs are. Then, that input
is brought back to the Headquarters to develop
a basic program for the Marine Corps.
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We also look at civilian manpower pro- Slide 12
grams, both from the field and from the Head-
quarters, Marine Corps staff. Reserve program C
structure is dealt with in the basic manpower
development program, which is 85-3; however, oan OAIG dTIECN

there are additional reserve programs that
come in separately under another call. And
then, as I mentioned, we finish up with the
last three items up there. The POM preparation
instructions go out under a PO serial, FYDP P
update instructions follow, and then finally I Go, 0
the appropriations controls. M

General Morgan mentioned three committees
that develop the POM. The Marine Corps has a
very streamlined structure for POM develop-
ment. We begin with the POM working group, of

which I am the chairman. [SLIM 12] It con-
sists of majors and lieutenant colonels at the
Headquarters, who represent the members of the
Chief of Staff's committee. It is our job to
take a look at the current program, and we do
that to see what changes have taken place might not have been addressed thus far in POK
since the last POM cycle. We look to Identify development which they would like to bring up.
any deficiencies, prioritize programs, iden-
tify issues that have to be addressed by the
various POM committees, and then develop al- That seem to occur every year. Someone
ternative programs. We take a look at the always has something that didn't get in and
total costing of the Marine Corps program and, that is brought up at that particular time and
finally, recommend a balanced program for decided, of course, imediately.
consideration by the next committee, which is
the POM coordinating group made up of one- and Once the Commandant has approved the
two-star generals at Headquarters, again rep- program, we go back and begin the paper work
resenting the Chief of Staff's committee and for submission of the P0N to the Department of
chaired by Major General Morgan. the Navy. We may be developing what we call

the Marine Corps PO, but it is really a part
Now, they don't just get the final pro- of the DON POK. We put it together--all the

gram. At various times during POM development paper work with all the figures, all the num-
if we have a problem at the POM working group hers--and It goes to the Department of the
level where we cannot resolve an issue, or if Navy. They do not change any of it; it is
we have a major program that rmast have some simply in,-.grated Into the overall DON PO0
decision made on it before we cnn move tor- submission.
ward, we can refer that program directly to
the POM coordinating group for consideration
and further guidance. Either they give us a These are the members of the Chief of

decision on it or they refer it up to the Staft's committee. ISLIM 131 At the present
Chief of Staff's committee, or they send it time, the Director of Intelligence and the Di-

back down to us to develop other alternatives. rector of Command, Control, Communications,
and Computer Systems, C4, are the same person.

Finally, when the program has been ap- One interesting item, the commanding general

proved for submission to the Chief of Staff's of the Marine Corps Development and Education
committee, the program is presented to that Command, although not a formal member of the
committee, which is chaired by the Assistant Chief of Staff's committee, does sit on occa-
Commandant. sion as an associate member of that committee.

He is a three-star general from Quantico and,
When that program is finally approved at because of his involvement in the development

that level, it is presented to the Commandant side of many programs, he sits on that com-
of the Marine Corps, who then sits with the mittee as needed. Now, of those total members
Chief of Staff's committee for a final review, of the committee only eight actually will be
He takes a look at the program and, if he has involved in submitting or sponsoring programs.
any questions, he resolves them at that point. Those are: manpower; aviation; reserve af-
He then asks the Chief of Staff's committee fairs; Installations and logistics; plans,
for any further input that they might have, policies, and operations; intelligence; C4;
any sort of late-breaking considerations that and training. [SLIM 141
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The DC/S for Aviation is also the sponsor Slide 13
of the structure for the aviation combat ele-
ment for the Marine Corps. In that area he
takes a look at all of the TOs and the equip-
ment that make up the structure of that Chief of Stf's Comnitin
portion of the Marine Corps.

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Instal- AWsT WU~ M OoL41oMAR

lations and Logistics oversees the combat A N E. A PROGT"

service support element of Fleet Marine Force, OCAw

and the DC/S for Plans Policies and Operations DM MLrAAM OSI

is the guardian of the ground combat element OCa5 FW mAE4.OPR
DM FW RMAR0. MOt0PMENT ANO $TUM

of the Fleet Marine Force. M ES AHAW

By tracking the expenditure of the DRI Mu
appropriations, the DC/S for Manpower watches D0C1mCOWACWTIMC01MVJWCAT0 M OINUTICU)Sn

the Military Personnel, Marine Corps (MPMC) WUCATS4, (vWMS

appropriation. [SLIDE 151

The DC/S, I&L, has both the procurement
and the operations and maintenance accounts.
The Deputy Chief of Staff, Reserve Affairs,
handles the two reserve accounts: both the OM Slide 14

and personnel accounts. You will note that the
Deputy Chief of Staff, I&L, maintains contact
with the Navy to oversee those portions of
the Navy accounts for which the Marine Corps
has programming responsibility: the military PROGMSPONSORS
construction and family housing accounts.

Now, this slide is rather busy, but this

is actually how we build a program. [SLIDE N

16] Somewhere along the way, a person might MMRNA LO=

get lost. We have to use it periodically in
explaining POM development so that everybody D. R F,"S OAV

can get back on track, but I'll walk you ,MK KUGM
through it very slowly. OKCWK U

0"~ FM IN

Obviously, we begin with the previous
POM, taking a look at it and analyzing it here
at Headquarters, Marine Corps. We actually
begin that in the July time frame, when my
committee sits down for about three days and
takes a studied look at what happened in the Slide 15
previous POM--the methodology, what problems
we had, what we can do, whether we can start
sooner, or what changes we can possibly make APPROPRIATION SVONSORS
as we go into the development of the next POM.

MARAY FISONNE .54 COWS 4 MANOWER

We have a summer planning conference in

which we set up a schedule for the development PRaUvEeN. MRN Dc/I

of the next POM. Of course, the OSD review of OPcinOuA 4A.MAIEOWS CM

the current program is underway at this time.
We begin the process to move from the previous 14PSNE AIECOPS SRSEVES$M

POM to what we call a core or base program -r wmA.
which we describe as the absolute minimum C

essential needs of the Marine Corps--the
things that we must have that we can't put up
on the margin.

From the building of a core program we
move to adding different items to arrive at
the actual Marine Corps submit. Now, the first k,
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Slide 16 development committees. He will actually hold
hearings on the various programs, looking over
all the appropriations to check for execut-

PE'wol &f bpmfwg ability of those particular programs before
they can be submitted for final consideration

SIR I'D I m _______ *A by the Chief of Staff's committee.

_____ __, And, of course, once those have all been
7T77] approved and we've set up everything, we hope
r= . -" ' to get a rather large, fair share of the blue-

- -. green split from Captain Walsh (who is now

.% .[ ] laughing). I won't mention percentages, but it
NEI1% should be good. We give a special image to the

X"-- Navy; so they should give us a good share of
the TOA, and then we can get all the programs

CAPMIT --- ;,r that we need.
L J ,NACWS Now, to take a look at the individual

development of the manpower program: Again, we
use the POM 84-88 base, the previous PON, and
CMC guidance does mention where we want to go
with the structure. [SLIM 17) As was men-

things that we work on, as I mentioned ear- tioned previously in the service brief by the
lier, are structure initiatives and building Air Force, offsets are positively required

the manpower program. We have a POM call that here. We don't want a structure that just

goes out and calls for those structure ini- keeps growing. If you want to submit new ini-

tiatives. We take a look at those different tiatives, you have to try to show offsets. We

initiatives, work up a program, and then look want to take a look at the old problems and

at the manning that will go against that and the new, and we try to keep it a very dis-

place that in the core. ciplined process. The structure call was POM
serial 85-3; it provides the basic guidelines

We also take a look at the current ca- for the development of the program.

pability procurement review. These are equip-
meait items we have that were approved in pre- Slide 17
vious budget years of previous POMs. We review
those to see if they've experienced any growth
or changes, and we update them for submission
in the next POM. If there is any growth or any MANPOWER PROGRAMDEVELOPMENT
changes to those programs, we might put those PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT FINAL DEVELOPMENT
particular changes that we cannot accommodate OCT DEC/FE WA

on the margin, to be prioritized for con-

s ideration sometime later, after the core has l..
been built.

Initiatives, of course--both acquisition ' ,"
initiatives and O&M Initiatives--are entered
into the prioritization process. As I said
earlier, we do go out to the field for input
on the operations and maintenance program.
When we get that back, a portion of that is
put into the core as we move forward to
develop the program.

A key element here, which we began about
two years ago by looking at about 10 to 15 When we get all those initiatives in, we
programs in the first year and last year prioritize them. We use Decisions and Designs,
roughly around 50 and which will be expanded a Inc., who will be speaking to you next about
little bit more this year, is the review by one of their decision techniques to develop a
the Fiscal Director of the Marine Corps. He prioritization of the initiatives.
gets involved in the development of the pro-
gram before it is submitted. He's presently We then build an initial structure for
working up a schedule to work with the POM consideration by the P0M committees. A
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training assessment takes place at this par- periodically. We're runniag it right now, and
ticular time. The Deputy Chief of Staff for the sponsors are reviewing it. They take a
Training gets a copy of the initiatives, and look at programs that were approved in

he determines what the training impact is. You previous POMs to see whether the fundinp
can't add a new type of weapon and just put profile that's In there is current, whether
the structure in the core if you haven't set there are any ckanges in the requirements for
aside, maybe, 10 percent for training and that program. And they update it so that we

overhead. You have to pay the tax for the will have a base of what the current
training of those people. That is looked at capability equipment costs the Marine Corps.

before that initiative is accepted for That includes both the equipmLnt to support
prioritization. the active ard reserve force, and pre-

positioned war reserve levels. 7h.e model is
Manpower produces a rough initial sensitive enough to produce several funding

estimate as to whether we can achieve the levels of principal eid items so that we can
grades and skills required [If we can't, we look at how much we want to put into core and
have to go back and determine whether the how much we .an possibly build to, depending
timing is wrong--or maybe the whole initiative upon what ou, TOA Is.

is wrong.] We then recommend that structure
for consideration in the POM. A PO ;vrial then goes out to tell the

sponsors to submit new 1,rocuremnt initia-
As soon as we get a total Marine Corps tLives. They are reviewed at )ur Headquarters

structure for consideration, it goes to the by the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
DC/S for Installations and Logistics, where Development, and Studio's (RD&S), who deter-
they cost out the additional requirements for mines wh.thr they are cormag on line properly

amunition, principal end items, military con- aud are teady for procurement.
struction, and maybe some family housing or
other additional costs. They are reviewed by the Deputy Chief of

Staff for Installations and Logistics to de-
The DC/S for manpower then goes on to a termine the logistica supportability of those

further look at both the attainability of the particular initiatives. Finally, they are
manpower to support that structure; of course, submitted to R&P, where we validate the re-
they cost out how much that additional manning quirement, and the initiatlve is then for-
will be. Once we get all of that information, warded to me for consideration !n POM

it is submitted for consideration in the POM. development.

A portion or all of it may be put into If any of the initiatives have a manpower

the core program. For Procurement Marine tail or other problems with It, they are
Corps, we have what we call the Material Man- submitted via the Deputy Chief of Staff for
agement Programming Model, the MMPM, a com- Manpower or the Deputy Chiet of Staff for
puter model that has all of the equipment Training to determine whether they have
programs for which the Marine Corps currently any training impacts. They are completely

spends funds. [SLIDE 181 The MMPM is checked out before they arrive at my desk for
monitored by various sponsors and is updated consideration by the POM coumittees.

Slide] 8 O&M is essentially the same. [SLIDE 191

We go out with a field call, and we also have
to keep the Headquarters functioning. So, the

PROCUREMEN'T PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT various agencies at the Headquarters also sub-

mit initiatives in the operation and mainte-

MAMUIMNAMPROG G Wnance area. These are all submitted directly
to the Deputy Chief of Staff for installations

and Logistics, who builds a core program which
keeps the Marine Corps functioning at the cur-
rent level. He then builds Increments above

,5W INrMAYVtS that particular level. Anything that's new and
anything with growth above what we're doing in
the current year is put Into that incremental

..... . list and looked at by the Chief of Staff's
committee, to determine whether we want to

- .... ',* pick that up in POM 85. Again, it is reviewed
by all of the POM committees.

P0w CoMY.WIT 5

When we have all of these programs and
all initiatives have been submitted, this is
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the way we begin to build the core program. Slide19
[SLIDE 201 Manpower structure has been
costed. If it is satisfactory and executable,
we load it into the core. If there's a problem
on the cost of it or some doubt whether a por-
tion of it--any new portion of it-might not
be as important as some other program, we put
it up on the margin for later consideration.
The basic reserve program is loaded into the 9 F CAU

core. Guidance items of ammunition, principal
end items, any directed programs, a basic 0 HOW CAU

military construction program, family housing . MS A MoSOM
program, Marine Corps stock fund-all these cm
are put into the core level. An O&M program F.Ot
that will keep us at the current level is put
into the core program. 0OCOrS

Everything else in procurement--milcon,
family housing, and all new initiatives-go
into what we call a Program Decision Package
Component List or PDPCL. New initiatives,
sustainability packages on ammunition, or
principal end items above the core are put up Slide 20
in the PDPCL. We build on family housing in
the same manner, and, of course, 0&M packages
are here. In PO 84 we had 150 programs above POU85DEVELOPMENT
the core. _

Then we all sit down and pray that, when
"AW

we do the blue-green split, the line will come mlU
in significantly above the core level to allow Rm"ain t
funding of the programs in the PDPCL. Last --

year, unlike some years, it came out right at
core level. Back In POM 81, the line came out
below core level, which made for an inter-- --

esting procedure. If it's just slightly above, '.-

that's the way I would prefer it because it's '" ,a'
simple for me to take care of a few extra Nm

bucks, stick them in there, say goodnight, and
go on leave. But we hope it will be a little
bit higher this year.

Now, how do we do prioritization? I just
want to touch on this very briefly. I won't go
into the actual techniques because Dr. Peter- Slide'21

son follows me. He will be discussing that. We
use mission areas, and I'm not going to go |mec c|
into a long thing on mission-area analysis. .,..
These mission areas have nothing to do with [ t; :i',F
the Department of Defense mission areas. .Z.Z.

They're not the same. Ours can change every ______ ..
year. We publish a POM serial. We go to the , -

Deputy Chiefs of Staff and we say, "How would . ,
you like to prioritize your program? What are
your needs?" And they create their own mission
areas--whatever number they want. One year we 1. ,.
had 26, then we went to about 38, and I
haven't counted what it is this year. It was -h
38 last year; that included a lot of O&M. , ..

As an example, C4 has three mission .. , , ,
areas: tactical C2, ADP data communications, .,
and tactical communications. [SLIME 211 C4
lists and defines the mission areas. Then C4
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takes the programs that he wants to put into they have a room in which we lock them for an
the Marine Corps tOM, and puts them Into those entire day, and they prioritize those selected
various mission areas. He might have, for programs--about 24 programs in all. They merge
instance, 20 programs in this area, maybe 10 them into a single list. And again they weight
here, and--let's say--lO in the other one. He them.
puts his programs underneath those areas. All
of the sponsors do that. That list is loaded Into our computer,

where every program has been assigned a
As soon as they have all of their pro- weight. We hit the little button, and out

grams within those areas, we use--as I said-- comes a single list that provides a pri-
DDI, who, with a representative from my shop, oritized list or a prioritized PDPCL. That is
meets with the individual sponsors. We meet then presented to the POM development com-
with the action officers from the sponsors mittees beginning with the POM working group.
from each individual mission area. Ie meet We show the list and which program came out
with them separately. Those action officers number one, which came out last--and that's
prioritize those programs within each mission where the heartburn starts.
area. They tell u- which ones they feel are
most important, down to which is the least At that point, we determine whether there
important as comparcd with those particular are any incon istencles, or a program not
programs within that mission area. correctly understood. That list, because we

start at the action officer level in putting
Next, the programs are weighted so that it together, holds pretty consistent. I'd say,

we can get a better feel for their importance, in the three years that I've worked this pro-
and we load them into our computer. We do the cedure, about 80 percent--85 percent--of that
same thing for the second mission area, and list will stay. It does not move, In fact, the
the third mission area. We do it for all of programs that are down at the bottom of it, or
the mission areas. well below wherever the Fiscal Guidance comes

in, are actually gone. They don't even get
Once we have them all prioritized ani into the discussion. So, it's a pretty

weighted, we come back and meet with the accurate method with which to start.
sponsor's evaluation group, a program eval-
uation group made up of colonels from that However, there are :hanges. There are
particular sponsor's shop. And we do the same changes at the POM working group, and we come
procedure with that. group, only they have to up with a program that Includes these dif-
merge all of the mission areas Lelonging to ferent items. That program is sent forward to
the sponsor so that we come out with a single, the POM coordinating group, where there may be
prioritized list from each sponsor. Now we some more input. (Sometimes, as you get closer
have a single prioritized list from each to the fire, there is possibly more wisdom. I
sponsor, again using the exact same don't know, I will assume there is.) And, as
methodology. it goes forward, there may be some changes. Of

course, It's al-o a time factor; as it goes
We then form what we call a program forward there may be something that will come

evaluation group made up of officers from out. The Fiscal Director is conducting his
headquarters who are honest brokers. They review at thils point. We may find that a pro-
cannot be from a sponsor. And we all know we gram that was in there may have to be bounced
can go out and get a couple of honest brokers back out because it is not executable. And
if we can keep their names off any piece of then, eventually, by the time we get to the
paper. We don't show their boss what they did, Chief of Staff's committee, the changes to the
and complete anonymity is promised. program are relatively few. We'll have iden-

tified any heartburn Issues that any sponsor
This group is briefed on selected pro- may have with any of the programs in this

grams. We select several programs from each procedure. Since we will know about them
sponsor's list. There may be 300 programs, and before they get there, we'll be able to
we couldn't do them all. We select a high-, discuss them intelligently in front of the
medium-, or low-valued program from each Chief of Staff's committee.
sponsor, and we brief the program evaluation
group on those particular programs so that This procedure can be used not only for
they become thoroughly knowledgeable. This the procurement issues, hut in the O&M area
group of officers is selected from the Head- too. We do use it in the manpower portion of
quarters, Marine Corps staff. We pick an in- our program.
fantry officer, armor or artillery officer,
communicator, someone with logistics hack- That's basically how we develop our pro-
ground, manpower rep. They meet away from gram and how the POM is put together as we
Headquarters. We take them out to DDI, where move from the September time frame into the
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May time frame. Tomorrow the Navy--Captain Now, in doing that in '84, we wound up
Walsh and Admiral Metcalf--will be talking with a relatively significant problem that Bob
about the Navy PO. I want to point out that touched on. In order to meet the Defense
there are three military departments. And Guidance of '84 and to meet the sustainability
there are four services. I told Captain Walsh levels and readiness levels that were demanded
that he might not have to do his brief to- in that guidance, we wound up with about $40
morrow since I recognize the fact that thus million to use for new starts. We had cared
far there have been only three services; so, I for our manpower programs, the readiness and
assume it's all over today with our pre- sustainability factors that were demanded in
sentation. The points to keep in mind in the the Defense Guidance, and those principal end
writing ot LhO guidance and in directions that items that we had to procure and to continue
follow is that the terms "department" and those programs that were in the previous
service" are some.imes mixed up. That really budget years. So, we had no new starts in '84.
impacts upon us because we can't figure out In choosing the strategy for PO 84--and, we
whether you're talking directly to us or prefer to say, in answering the demands of
you're talking to the Department of the Navy. Defense Guidance on sustainability and
So, there is occasionally a disconnect in readiness--we concentrated on readiness and
addressing problems when the term "department" sustainability, and we attained the goals that
is used vice "service" and vice versa, were demanded--most specifically in the sus-

tainability of ammunition, which was the

Major General Morgan: We've talked briefly largest outlay that we had to make to meet

about the process we use. In view of the order those sustainability levels. Well, in the '83

of magnitude of the total TOA, obviously, this budget on the Hill, we were marked at $170

process works for us--and, we think, success- million in our ammunition accounts. Now, that

fully. Tn no manner should it be perceived may not seem like large numbers to the other

that we have more or less knockdowns than any services, but to us that's $170 million out of

other services in trying to come to grips with about $630 million that was in that particular

the issues that are developed. The PO Coor- account. Subsequent to that, we went through

dinating Group, which I head, is not too dis- the '84 program deliberations and to the PDM

similar from the Program Development Review and, because the size of our strategic force

Committee on the Navy side of the house. They is relatively limited in the Marine Corps, the

follow the same level of procedure to knock it tax we paid for the strategic plus-ups bit

down and come to grips with balance in the into our ammunition accounts, also. So, our

program and the hard issues before we have to effort to meet the sustainability guidance of
put it up there to the Chief of Staff's com- the Defense Department and the readiness

mittee, which is the decision-making process guidance has now got us down to some $300

within the Marine Corps. million below where we started in '83, before
we get to Defense Guidance for '85 and start
that program.

I would like to talk just briefly to some

of the things that we have run into in the We can't do that again, and I say that
last two years. When I arrived back in Head- with John Tilson here, so that he understands
quarters, to take over this particular func- that we need some other type of focus that
tion a year ago last summer, it was Christmas accounts for the kinds of things that happen
time compared to when I left in '77. The on the Hill that give you a hard correction to
'81/'82 supplemental and amendment had oc- your program, and you do not have the flex-
curred, and '83 program was down, and I had ibility nor the latitude to deal with that and
left here in a period in '77 when we were get back in and meet the guidance unless the
trading endstrength to get one new start. So, guidance changes in the future.
the order of magnitude of the process and
the problems that we are dealing with are Now I want to touch on one other area.
considerably changed. Ofttimes, we in the Marine Corps talk of the

fact that we have a relatively small portion
We did a few things in the '83 POM and of the total TOA of the Defense Department,

budget development that we thought were es- and that is true. But it would be only fair to
sential to the Marine Corps. We focused very say that we satellite on many of the Army pro-
clearly on readiness and sustainability. We grams in ground combat. We satellite from a
believe that that's probably the most im- lot of their R&D efforts. We satellite in
portant part of our mission: to carry out terms of the contractual relationships there-
those tasks that we have. And, particularly in in. We satellite very heavily on the Navy R&D
the sustainability area, we put a large mea- effort, when it comes to aircraft. So, we
sure of FMC resources into ammunition. To don't have a particularly straight picture in
correct the deficiency that was of long all of that, and we benefit greatly from a lot
standing, we did a similar thing in '84. of the efforts that are ongoing in the Army
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and in the Navy in those R&D efforts and in readiness in our operation and maintenance

the acquisition profiles. I say that for a account. We found out that what we had was a
reason. great POM process for making small changes and

trades and a wonderful process for adding
Some of the problems that we have pro- things. What we really didn't have was a pro-

grammatically when we get down to budget sub- cess of biting the bullet and making signifi-
mission are driven by cost factors that we de- cant decrements to the current program. So,
pended on many times from the Army. And a lot for POM '81, we said, "Let's have some mission
of that derives in the ammunition accounts, areas and make our sponsors prioritize. Pri-
and the truck accounts, and when those factors oritize not only what you want to add, but
change, particularly in the end game, it dis- what you've already got, and make tradeoffs."

rupts our program as that flows In to budget
review in the Department of the Defense. Un- That was a critical step, and that's why
less there's some magic that occurs--that the mission areas were made so flexible.
hasn't magically occurred historically--we can Sometimes we had ten programs in a mission
lose considerable TOA in a relative sense to area, and the next year those programs were
the Marine Corps. We need to do a better job bought out, and a sponsor could say, "Gee, I
in the Marine Corps, working with the Army on can do a better job by combining a couple of
the cost factors, to insure that we d , not mission areas."
lose that TOA. With that, let me close and
attempt to answer whatever questions you have. We borrowed from the Army the idea of

having a "core" program. That core is the
smallest we can make it in order to have
flexibility to evaluate other programs.

DISCUSSION (,enarjl Morqan: The second part of that (and

I'm sorry but I missed the Army pitch this
Question: I'd like you to comment on the morning) but not included in our briefing, is
formal use of prtorlti'ation in the Marine that--and Bob touched on the models we use--
Corps PPBS. Why do you do that and how does it underlying those models are Marine Corps
help? scenarios that those models play against In

Genoral Morgan: I believe Colonel Town might terms of developing ammunition expenditure

be able to answer this a little bit better rates relative to our weaponry aganst a
because I was elsewhere during the development

r of the process. I would expect that the very Comment from the floor: I'd also like to ad-

limited resources we had in developing the '84 dres th e stared out ve mc in
dress that. We started out very much in

budget were similar to what you had when we
started the process. When you're talking about parallel in our processing. It was persistedin by the next speaker. If we could put off
new starts and trying to make decisions across that question about merging the priority list
the total TOA with a very limited TOA, we have until we hear that pitch, we can answer then.
to make decisions between manpower cuts and
new starts. We didn't have a process to do uestion: The first part of the process seems
that. Manpower is fundamental with the Army to the frst par othpos seemsand the Marine Corps. It is, without question, to be the general officers' symposium. Can you
our mte Maip Cornt p toduct; tht w useeo, tell me what really comes out of that, and do
our most important product; that's why you see all the general officers play, and is that
it going into the core first. When we have to

start trading manpower for sustainability o tie in?
readiness and new starts, we need a little
better process than just calling it off the General %for C Let me talk to
wall to do so. That's the best estimate I can beas i' r aily ihul

give. because it's relatively important but should
not be taken out of context. The question is a

Colonel Town: I'd just like to say one thing. good one. As Bob said, we have an annual gen-
In POM '81 we received our Fiscal Guidance eral officers' symposium. It takes place at
late and then attempted to comply with the Headquarters, Marine Corps, at the end of
Consolidated Guidance. It was a big shock for August. We did not design it to relate to
us when we came out about $500 million short, PPBS, but it does happen to occur at that
trying to comply with Consolidated Guidance. time. It affords me the opportunity to cover
That were no new starts. Our POM went in after the previous year's POM development and the
an agonizing decrement process which we were PDM process. It also permits me to bring all
not set up to do. I don't know if you remember of the general officers up to speed on the
our "10,000-man cut." We were going to be able budget and the actions on the Hill on that
to have a maximum of thirty days' sustain- year's budget. We're able to walk the general
ability in all accounts and a very bare C2 officers from all over the Marine Corps very
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carefully through program development, and if handles your aviation portion. Now, that's not
the PDH is down, the decisions that have been in your core, but how do you transmit what
made. your aviation requirements are to the Depart-

ment of the Navy, and how does that compete
Generally, we have in attendance the two with the Navy's program--especially with

Fleet Marine Force commanders plus the di- something like the AV-8, where you are the
vision and wing commanders and service support single user of a particular type of aircraft?
group commanders of all of our bases and
stations around the Marine Corps. It's a one- General Morgan: You need to understand the air
week conference. The purpose of the conference combat element of the Marine Corps as Bob
is for the Commandant to get together annually touched on it. We try to divide the Marine
with his general officers to talk about the Corps into ground combat element, aviation
total Marine Corps. combat element, and combat service support. In

the aviation combat element, there are green
We generally structure that conference to and blue programs; that is to say, our antiair

bring them up to speed on issues that we have defense systems or Hawk systems are green-
with programming. We have half a day of dollar-funded. Now, let's leave that aside.
briefings and half a day of discussion groups The same thing applies to our air control
on issues that we think are of importance to systems, which are green-dollar-funded. Our
the Marine Corps, including programming Stinger missile systems, green-dollar-funded.
issues. Few If any decisions come out of that Aircraft and aviation-peculiar ordnance, POL,
conference other than those that the Com- etc., are blue-dollar-funded.
mandant feels compelled to make so that he can
give guidance to the force. Some of them have Question: How do you develop a requirement,
programmatic impact. It should not be con- first of all, and then how does the process
sidered in any sense other than that. So, work?
there are programmatic decisions that fall out
of that, but it is. not a lead for the program General Morgan: The requirement is developed
commencement. at Headquarters, Marine Corps, for initiatives

that we have for aviation programs or aviation
Question: Could you address how you play in ordnance. A call is made by the program spon-
the Navy's program building process? sor, which is Op-05 on the Opbav staff. We

make our initiatives to Op-05, and they are
General Morgan: I can, but it may be fairer on blended into the total development of the APN
that one to address It mutually with Admiral plan by Op-05 and coordinated with Op-90.
Metcalf tomorrow. I could give you a picture
from our side, and I'd try do it in as bal- Now, how do they compete? They compete in
anced a manner I can. But I'd rather field balance with all the other programs, and we
that jointly with him, and certainly I'll give tough it out between ourselves and the OpNav
you my views at that time--unconstrained, staff in the program end game as to wb t is

funded or not funded. It's the same kiad of
Question: What role do the Marine Corps field tough fight that you have between the re-
commands play in developing the tore program? spective TAC, MAC, and SAC commanders in terms

of who's getting their share of the pie.

Gereral Morgan: The field commands do not par-
ticipate in putting their programs in the Over time, I think, if you looked at the
core. The field commands partlripite only from Marine Corps' share of the APN plan, it would
an aspect of the operations and maintenance rise and fall over the course of 20 years in a
call. We derive from the field commands--there relative sense with age of aircraft and pro-
are two FMF commanders--their defic tencies and curement profiles--as with the FA-18, where
their requirements from their semiannual sit- we're going down the stream together. Or com-
ustion reports. So, the development of tFP V'F pare it with the F-4. We retained the F-4 for
requirements is done at Headquarters. arne a longer period of time. Because we backed
Corps. Unlike the Army and the Air Force in away from acquisition of the F-14 at the end
terms of the four-star commanders who carry of the game and stayed with the F-4, that
leverage to the table as programmers, our F4F portion of the APN plan went down.
commanders do not carry that leverage nor
determine what Is going to be In the We are in a position where our portion of
core--only in the O&M accounts. that plan is kind of on an upswing. We've got

both AV-BB and FA-18 coming into the force. If
Question: I understand from the initial you looked at it over an extended period of
briefing that the Department of the Navy time, you'd see our relative percentage of
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that portion coming out somewhere about things that work only with the green dollars,
24 percent of the APN plan over time--over an or is the deviation included in that process?"
extended period of time--if you look at it General Morgan: Aviation is in our aviation
that way. It's a tough fight. I won't under- green-dollar programs, included in the process
estimate it; it's a dogfight annually. you saw. Blue-dollar programs are not in that

Question: The only other comment is, "Do you process, but are in the process in OpNav
have a similar process to develop that initial in development of the APN plan. Any other
requirement that we saw here for the other questions? Thank you very much.
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PRIORITIZATION OF PROGRAMS finding inconsistencies. We then focus dis-
cussion on these inconsistent answers so that

rl bthe participants can understand why the dif-
Dr. Cameron R. Peterson ferences are what they are, and thereby clear

Decisions and Designs, Incorporated up knowledge gaps on the way to effective
prioritization

S I'm going to restrict my discussion today Here is an -example of triangulation.
to the problem of generating an order, a buy, First, the participants Intuitively come up
both within a sponsor group and between with a decision, which might be a rank order
sponsor groups, of the programs under consideration. Second,

cwe ask questions about costs and benefits,How do you rank-order a set of programs which are typed into a computerized cost-
in the most cost-effective manner? We use benefit model. The computer then generates an
computer models that are different from the order of programs which is compared with the
models that weJtVe been discussing the last day intuitive rank order. Where the two rankings
or two. We have been discussing operations differ, there has been a mistake, either in
research models and simulation models, which the intuitive ordering process or in the costs
are models of the environment. They are engi- and benefits that led to the computer order-
neering models of a complicated environment Ing. The search for the reasons for this in-
that are designed to simulate that process in consistency between the two procedures leads
such a way that a decision-maker can have a the participants to a better understanding and
better grasp, a better understanding of that an ability to communicate the rationale behind
environment. By contrast, I will describe their priorities. They then reconcile the
psychological models based upon decision inconsistency by changing either the intuitive
analysis, models designed to fit in and work rank order or the order that came from the
with a conference. cost-benefit model.

For the psychological model, the knowl- Three analysts typically assist the par-
edge is in the heads of people rather than in ticipants in a decision conference. One asks
the computer. The computer is used to provide questions about the items to be prioritized:
a framework for dialogue and debate among a What are the costs, what are the benefits,
group of participants. Therefore, the par- what are the reasons for having one item
ticipants must be knowledgeable about the higher than another one on the list. While
items to be prioritized and, ideally, they this dialogue is taking place, a second ana-
should be motivationally involved. Advocates lyst enters the costs and benefits into a
argue and pound the table and fight with each computer model. Typically, the participants
other, and that's how this process works best. are on the edge of their chairs, waiting to

compare the computer answers with their own
First, some background. Over the last answers. A third analyst captures the ration-

10 years, we have gradually evolved a process ale. Sometimes a group can argue for a half-
that we call a "decision conference." It's a hour about why the priority should be higher
highly structured process designed to use for one package than for another one; then,
computer modeling to aid people who have to 3 weeks later, they forget which one had the
make decisions. Typically, a general manager highest priority. They forget the arguments.
will bring 10 or 15 of his managers into the So, while the group argues, thinks hard, and
conference room, and they sit around the table debates, this third analyst captures the
to develop priorities. If he's going to build reasons for why one program is rated higher
a factory, the priorities are about amount of than another program. These reasons may be
robotics versus amount of computer-aided intuitive, qualitative judgments made by a
design versus size of building, etc. If it's a group, or they may be quantitative arguments
POM working group, there will be priorities derived from simulation models.
among tanks, helicopters, radios, trucks, and These psychological models require a
so on. But the assumption of this modeling scaling of the benefits of the programs. There
process is that the people have the knowledge, are two important reasons for going beyond
and the computer model is used to develop a ordinal or ranking judgments and using scales.
framework so that knowledge can be exposed and The first is to permit assessments of cost to
the participants can communicate with each be combined with assessments of benefit for a
other in order to achieve an effective con- cost-benefit analysis. The second purpose of
sensus on the priorities, the benefit scale is to facilitate prioriti-

-We use a procedure called ftrlangu- zation across sponsors.

lation,' which means that we ask the same This benefit scale has the property that
question different ways, with the aim of if program A is worth two points and program B
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is worth three points and program C is worth select an order of buy, however, they tend to
five points, then it must be true that the rank order primarily by benefit--they essen-
participants are indifferent between the tially ignore cost. The program with the
benefit from program C and the combined highest benefit is selected first, then the
benefit from the other two programs. People program with the next highest benefit, and so
make serious mistakes when they attempt to on.
generate such a scale. Psychological research
demonstrates why it is difficult. A psycholo-
gist, George Miller, once wrote a paper called Because of this systematic bias, it is
the "Magic Number 7 Plus or Minus 2" where he enlightening to contrast an intuitive order of
demonstrated over a wide variety of tasks, buy (typically according t3 benefit) with an
like judging weight, or brightness, or musical order of buy generated by cost-benefit ratios.
pitch, or loudness, that there is not a good Consider the following example. The benefit
internal scale against which a person can order is A-B-C-D-E and the cost-benefit order
compare the thing being evaluated, is B-D-E-C-A. Assume that the cost of A is

equal to the combined cost C-D-E. Participants
The following sort of judgment facili- invariably prefer the benefit order. But now

tates the generation of a scale. Consider this further assume that A, even though it has more
imaginary experiment. L have five rocks sit- benefit than any other single program, has
ting on a table, and I ask you to judge the less benefit than the combination of C-D-E.
number of pounds of each rock. You lift one Substantial internal conflict is created when
rock and say that weighs 6 pounds, another and participants prefer the order A-B-C-D-E but
say it weighs 5 pounds, a third and say that prefer the package B-C-D-E to the package A-B,
weighs 3 pounds, and so on. Next, you compare which costs the same amount. The benefit scale
rocks 6, 5, and 3 ;ith each other. You lift is useful in identifying this kind of internal
rocks 5 and ) in one hand and rock 6 in the conflict, and it forces participants to con-
other. Assume that you judge that there is no sider cost as well as benefit and, usually,
difference betweeu the two hands, that the two leads to a substantial modification in their
rocks weigh the same as the third. Those two intuitively prioritized order of buy.
judgmenits are inconsistent; so, you must rec-
oncile them. You must either change your
estimates of pounds or change your judgment benefit scales are also useful for pri-
that the heavier rock weighs the same as the oritizing across sponsors, which is acre dif-
sum of the two lighter rocks. There is no ficult because the programs tend to serve more
doubt about which you would do; you would diverse functions. The procedure for scaling
change your estimates of pounds so that they across sponsors is as follows. First, partici-
agree with your indifference judgment. pants within each sponsor use the procedure

described above to scale their programs in
People are much better as null instru- terms of benefit. Then a group of "honest

ments for making indifference judgments than brokers" is selected for going across spon-
they are at generating scale numbers. There- sors. Their task Is to find a program or a set
fore, it is usetul to use indifference judg- of programs for Sponsor A that yields the same
ments for creating a benefit scale. The ques- level of benefit as another program for Spon-
tion may take the following form: is the sor B. and as yet another program for Sponsor
overall mission of the organization enhanced C, and so on. The objective is to develop a
more by Program A or by both Programs B and C? benefit scale for a subset of programs from
Such judgments are then used to modify the each sponsor. Then the scales within and be-
numerical weighting of relative benefit. tween sponsors can be combined to yield a

common scale for all programs. This procedure
The next step is to use the benefit scale requires additional effort within sponsors in

in a cost-benefit analysis. Even though these exchange for a more effective prioritization
measures of benefit are highly subjective, it across sponsors.
has been our experience that participants are
more confident about the veridicality of the
benefit scale than about the estimates of This procedure for prioritizing programs
average annual life cycle cost used in the assumes that the programs are independent,
cost-benefit analysis. The conclusion is i.e., that neither the cost nor the benefit of
almost always that there is more uncertainty one program changes as a function of whether
about the costs than there is about the any other program is selected. Linear models,
benefits. which assume no interaction, are simple and

transparent as frameworks for discussion.
A cost-benefit order of buy is generated Unfortunately, the convenient assumption of

by selecting programs according to the ratio universal independence is incorrect. Many
of cost to benefit. When people intuitively programs interact with other programs.
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A large body of research, however, has relatively high percentage of remaining

shown that only a slight amount of inaccuracy programs as independent.
results from ignoring mild-to-moderate inter-
actions. A linear model typically accounts for
over 90 percent of the variance of an inter- Thus, this approach of applying computer
acting environment. Consequently, we have models to conferences is designed to yield
adopted the strategy of selectively modeling results that are precisely wrong but approxi-
interactions in these prioritization models mately right. It applies the Pareto principle
used in conferences. The procedure is to of achieving 80 percent of the value with 30
identify the relatively small percentage of percent of the resources to the process of
interactions that are very important, model analysis, as well as to the cost-benefit of
those interactions, and then treat the the programs that are the subject of analysis.

/1
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PANEL DISCUSSION: The third speaker will be Leonard
PPBS - THE SECOND GENERATION Sullivan. Len served iuitially in Lhe Office

Moderator: Professor Sherman Blandin of the Director of Defense Research and Engi-
United States Naval Postgraduate School neering from 1964 to 1973. He then served asAssistant Secretary of Defense for Systems

Mr. Russell Murray 2nd Analysis (renamed Program Analysis and
Systems Research and Applications Corporation Evaluation) from 1973 to 1976.

Mr. Philip Odeen A repeat of last night and in the batting

cleanup for this session will be Russell
Dr. Ivan Selin Murray. As you know from last night's panel.,
American Management Systems, Inc. Mr. Murray was Principal Deputy Assistant

Mr. Leonard Sullivan, Jr. Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis) in the

Systems Planning Corpordtion early 1960s and served most recently as Direc-
tor of PA&E during the Carter administration.
Russ was the immediate predecessor of Dr. Clu.

Professor Blandin: Ladies and gentlemen, our
panel last evening addressed the original Each speaker will speak for approximately
development and implementation of the Plan- 20 minutes. Then we'll have a question-and-
ning, Programming, and Budgeting System answer period.
through 1969--the McNamara-Hitch-Enthoven
years. The panel this evening is intended to Dr. Selin: I can explain why MBO failed. It's
address the evolution of the system from 1969 because MBO is fine for the people being man-
to the present, or at least the near-present. aged, but it's terrible for the managers. The

principle of management by objectives, of
During these years, I think, PPBS has course, is that you hear only about things

been--and, in my opinion, continues to be-a that deviate from plan. Things deviate from
very adaptive system. It has survived the plan only when they're worse than the plan,
Introduction of new initiatives, such as MO, and nothing's ever better than the plan. And
participative management, and ZBB. With that so, if you manage by objectives, you get only
very brief remark, it's certainly my privilege had news. Nobody can stand that for very long.
to Introduce a most distinguished set of There's no future in a system like that.
speakers for this penultimate panel.

I do hope you will interrupt with ques-
The panel tomcrrow will address the fu- tions or outraged cries or whatever you might

ture of PPBS. Based on the last discussion wish to say along the way. Russell pointed out
this afternoon, I've been searching for a to me that if the first three fellows strike
cross-scaling method for determining the order out, the clean-up batter doesn't have to get
in which the speakers should speak. I came up up, and lie wouldn't mind that very much.
with one that Is cardinal and chronological.

I'm going to talk about three things. I'm
The first speaker will he Ivan Satin, who going t.- talk briefly about what I think is

was in the Office of the Assistant Secretary the stg ial achievement of systems analysis in
of Defense (Systems Analysis' fr)m 1965 to about t968 and 1969, when I was running the
1970. He was the immediate successor to Alain stratLgic forces. I'll then show how that led
Enthoven and served as Acting Assistant Sec- into the PPBS and the systems analysis fuec-
retary of Defense (Systens Analysis) in the tion--not the Systems Analysis office, but the
first year of the Nixon 4.1ministration. He was function in what could be called a participa-
present during the Initial implementation, I tory dictatorship (or whatever that system was
think, of what was called participatory man- that we had there In the beginning of the
agement and was also one the principal authors Laird administration).
of NSSM-3. I think Ivan will talk a little
about that. Mr. Laird was a very strong Secretary and

could not be fooled. Mr. McNamara came in,
Phil Odeen will be the next speaker. Phil raised the budget of the armed forces 20 per-

spent 10 years in the Office of the Assistant cent, and incurred their enmity immediately.
Secretary of Defense (System Analysis). He Mr. Laird came in, chuckled a little bit, cut
served as Principal Deputy Assistant Secre- it 10 percent, and they thought he was their
tary, and was responsible for, among other man. So, he was a very strong Secretary. The
things, Southeast Asia policy and some all- third thing I'll do is talk about NSSM-3 for a
volunteer force issues. He was also Director little bit.
of Program Analysis for Dr. Qiqstnger in the
National Security Council and also was in- I think the outstanding achievement--it
volved in NSSM-3. was done to the point that we could do what we
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had to do afterward--was to extend the PPBS a way that one can relate these, even if in-
system, to get into the parts of the Defense directly, to military capability.
budget that could not be directly tied in with

weapon systems or forces. People have differ- The important point on this is that

ent estimates. But something like 70 percent during the first year of the Laird regime in

of the Defense budget has to be related to. the Defense Department, System Analysis was

It's not directly tied to the weapon systems put firmly in its place. We were told that we
or the forces that operate them or, in the could not tell the Navy how many modifications
Army's case, the forces or the weapons that it could make to the A-7. All we could tell
support the forces, them was what their budget would be and how

they could spend it in terms of strategic

For the longest time, probably the best forces, tactical forces, etc. The same was

analyses we were doing in Systems Analysis true for the Army and the Air Force.

were weapons system analyses. But, in 1965,
when Alain became an Assistant Secretary, he Smarting from this immediate and enormous

inherited the manpower requirements and the defeat, it turned out that my function--or the

logistical requirements. And, for the first function of my office--was to do a top-down

time, he had a responsibility for trying to split of the Defense budget in mission and
come up with some cost-benefit analysis in service terms, to give what might be con-

military terms, not for the "combat tail" but sidered "bogies." We were not responsible for
for the support forces that are quite distant developing targets for the Army budget, the

from the fighting forces. The problem was not Air Force budget, or the Navy budget, but for
coming up with an engagement analysis or op- developing a total amount that the Defense

erations research analysis but true accounting Department was to spend over the next five

and economic analysis that shows how we relate years for a function like tactical aviation.

to force capabilities the depot maintenance or We were asked to develop the split between
the training programs or the number of pilots Marine, blue-suit Navy, and Air Force aviation
that we need, the number of trainees, and and then have the services try to develop

other such questions. And the problem was not programs. That was the idea of the POM, to
a shortage of intellectual energy, but a have the services try to develop programs
shortage of data. It was very, very hard to go within the splits.

through the Defense budget and Defense
expenditures. We could talk as much as you would like

about how these figures were reached. The

(That's another point, by the way: Nobody attempt was to create a set of forces that
really understood that you had to look at were pretty good and then cosr the forces. We

actual expenditures to see how money was then looked at trade-offs between, say, tac-
spent. All the analysis was focused on the tical aviation and ground forces, or general
budget.) purpose Navy and amphibious forces, to make

sure that we didn't have terribly unbalanced
We tried to go into the accounting sys- forces. The forces now became the scaffold-

tems and extract data on how money was ac- ing, which was published as backup. But we
tually spent, regardless of how money was used the dollar figures as targets for the

planned to be spent in the budget. We wanted programs. We then gave the dollar targets to
to get some aggregate data that would be use- the services and said, "We'll be dlad to show
ful for the analysis of logistical programs, you how we did this, if it's any help to you
training pro grams, maintenance programs, in building your forces. But we really would
readiness programs--the things that are abso- like to know what you would do if you had a 5-
lutely essential if the military is to be able year program of $85 billion for tactical
to fight. It's not very romantic; it's never aviation. We'll give you the examples that we
in the front end of the Secretary's posture used. We believe that it is possible to keep a

statement, and it's where most of the money certain number of aircraft up in the air with
is. In the absence of such analysis, things a certain set of assumptions, but we'd like

can get tough: The budget is cut 5 percent, them to be your forces, not ours."
flying hours are cut 20 percent, training goes
down, reenlistment goes down, and the Army has For the first time, and this may sound a

all the weapons--hut It can't do anything with little like a boast (but that's because it is
them. a boast), the Secretary of Defense was in a

position to be able to put out some military
Without going into how this was done, I objectives and some dollar figures, with a few

would think this was the most important vic- other constraints like endstrengtbs, and say
tory for PPBS. In my opinion, it's really what to the services, "I'm quite confident that
PPBS is all about--taking support programs and this amount of money is capable of purchasing

putting them into programs and budgets in such this much force, but I'd like to see what
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forces you would develop within these con- do a reasonably good job on NSSM-3 in the fall
straints. I'll then compare those with my of 1969 is that we, within Systems Analysis,
forces. If yours aren't much worse than mine, had done the same study limited to defense
we'll take yours." And the services began forces in the summer of 1969.
designing forces within the constraints set up
by the Secretary of Defense. Alain Enthoven had been there a long

time, and he had a number of outside inter-
In order to do this, it was absolutely ests. Russ Murray was very interested in what

essential that this tremendous support "tail" we were doing; so, I sat down with him and
be allocable to missions and services. If we said, "Look, it will be a little embarrassing,
were talking about increasing ground force after Wayne Smith and Alain Enthoven complete
readiness and reducing tactical aviation in their book called 'How Much is Enough?' if no
central Europe--which is one of the things we one has ever done an analysis of how much is
were talking about at the time--we had to be enough.
able to go through the calculation and say,
"What would that do to the support budget?" All of the analyses had been based on
Otherwise, the entire argument would be based matching. For instance, if you buy more
on plus-or-mlnus-lO-percent differences on 30 tactical air forces, what else do you have to
percent of the budget. And the entire mass of buy to go with it? If you buy more ground
the iceberg would have gone undetected and forces, what kind of airlift do you need to
unaffected, support the ground forces? And, to the best of

my knowledge, nobody had ever sat down and
So, to me, the great victory of PPBS was asked, "How much defense do you get for this

to get a better handle on the support forces, much money or for that much money?" And we
The reason it was important was that, without thought that, having received credit for doing
it, the Secretary of Defense would not have this type of analysis for a year, it would be
been able to make the transition from OSD- a good idea if we took at least a wild shot at
developed specialized forces, programs, and a this question.
whole lot of really irrelevant variables to
specifying guidance for program budgets, end- So, in the summer of 1968, within Systems
strengths, and military capability for the Analysis, we took a first cut at several al-
services to use in designing the forces. ternative strategies, forces, and budgets.

Then we dispatched Larry Lynn to the White
Having done that at least well enough so House and drafted the NSSM for him to send

we had all the dollars accounted for--I'm not over to us to tell us to do the study we had
sure we had them all in the right place, but already done. That worked very well. Larry
at least the programs added up to the entire sent over the memorandum, and we extended the
budget--we could relate budgets back to the study in two ways.
actual outlays. That was a very, very big
improvement. We did not work just with pub- There was very wide participation by
lished budgets but with actual, previous therear s o e d e Defen in
years' outlays so that we had some confidence other parts of the Department of Defense in

that our description of the base was accurate. looking at alternative forces. And, all sar-
casm aside, although the basic numbers were

The next step was to say, "Well, we have done in the sense that we had some idea of
efficient forces and a reasonable mix at ,jiven

the JSOP, where the military are asked to say

how much it costs to do everything simulta- budget level, there was a great deal of dis-

neously and, of course, with no risk." Of cussion about what the military capabilities
of the forces would be, what the risk was,course, that would cost a great deal. Then, wa esnbemxbtenln-ae n

when it came time. to do the budget, we would what a reasonable mix between land-based and

discover that we didn't have anything like sea-based air might be at a given level, etc.

that amount of money. The whole idea of So, the first step we took to expand our study
NSSM-3, National Security Study Memorandum 3, into NSSM-3 was to engage the efforts of all

NSM-, atonlSeurtyStd Mmoanum~the organizations within the Defense

was to try to relate military strategies to establishment.

forces and budgets simultaneously so that if

we talked about a more aggressive or more
modest strategy, we could talk about the The first part of our study was quite
forces and the budgets that went with the successful, I thought. The second part was
strategy. really quite unsuccessful. This part was sup-

posed to address the question: "With the

There's one basic rule that those of you savings from defense, how much could be spent
in the studies business know, and that is: on nondefense programs; or, conversely, with
Never ask for a study unless you know what the larger defense programs, how much would the
answer will be. The only way we were able to civil economy suffer?"
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To do that, we had to do something that Lewis Strauss, and that's some kind of record

had really never been done, which is to try to to merely deciding what the budgets and the
look at a balanced urban development program programs of the military departments would be.

or a balanced transportation program. Everyone thought, "Gee, that's terrific. We

can decide whether to put a tail hook on the
The second part was supposed to develop A-7 or not, all by ourselves. He can just tell

trade-offs between a balanced domestic program us whether we have any money to buy A-7s or
and a balanced defense program. That was quite not."

unsuccessful. Nobody on the domestic side had
ever thought about the relationships between So, the services were really quite

housing programs and welfare programs or how pleased with having to be more serious. They
to trade off between supersonic transports and were willing to accept the authority of the

urban mass transportation. Secretary of Defense to lay out broad budgets
and programs; they were just tired of being

So, we ended up with the NSSM-3. I don't told how to spend the money within these pro-
think we did a very good job on the strategic grams. And, at least the Initial reaction, I
part. With general purpose forces, we had the felt, was quite favorable. The paper work was
benefit of Russ Murray and Phil Odeen, who had reduced. Instead of having a very detailed set
worked in this area for a long time. It was of plans coming out in Draft Presidential
brand-new to me; so, I was able to look at Memoranda, they were given certain bogies and
that with a new eye. I think we did a pretty were allowed to do some planning. (By the way,
good job on the general purpose forces, which Presidential Memoranda never appeared in final
is fortunate because that's where most of the form. They were always drafts. They went
money goes, anyway, through 11 or 12 drafts, and then we started

on next year's draft.)

We looked at a number of different stra-
tegies: a simultaneous defense of both Europe I suspect that it was long after I was
and Asia, a defense of one or the other, but gone that they realized that in many ways they

not both simultaneously, and a defense of were more constrained rather than less. But

Europe with a holding action in Asia. We also the initial reaction was very favorable. You

considered different levels of risks, differ- can ask my successors what happened after
ent levels of costs, and what this meant for that. It's good to have a job only in one

the defense program. Furthermore, since the year.

military people were involved in evaluating
the risk of the forces at the same time the Question: How many airpl3nes were they buying?

budgets were set--instead of the earlier pro-
cess in which budgets were not looked at--a Dr. Selin: Ye were buying a lIt of airplanes.
five-year program was created. The five-year But the Vietnam war was building up; so, we

program held up pretty well, until the Presl- were going to buy a lot of airplanes, regard-
dent's attention was diverted because of less of what the program structure was going

Watergate. This continued for about three to be. We probably bought a few more heli-
years. copters than we would have bought otherwise. I

personally regret not having gotten more into
The numbers that came out of NSSM-3 were, detail on where we were going to buy our air-

in fact, the budgets, the 5-year budgets that power. The Army sort of slipped by with a lot
were laid out for the services, by mission and of helicopters as being relatively small,

by service, in the Presidential Memorandum and compared with the Air Force and Navy tacair

the Defense Secretary's response to it. And, budgets. It was a time of buildup. And, as you

to finally complete this huge circle, all of all know, it's much easier to put in a new

this was made possible by the efforts within management structure when you can grandfather

PPBS to get the support forces and the support in all the existing forces and budgets, when

budgets into a program budget. you have an increment to split up among a

number of claimants rather than a decrement to

I'll stop here and take questions. exact from the claimants. The time was right

for bringing in the structure.
Question: What did the departments have to say

about this? I guess I really ought to go back a step.
When Systems Analysis started, in the early

Dr. Selin: First of all, there was a certain '60s, the Navy was capable of doing a great

amount of sleight of hand that went on. Mr. deal of very quantitative analysis, none of
Packard sent out a memorandum limiting the which seemed to have any effect on decisions

Acting Assistant Secretary for Systems Analy- made by the Department of the Navy. The other
sis--by the way, I have served the longest as two departments didn't even do a great deal of

an acting presidential appointee except for analysis at the force level. The Air Force did
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a great deal of operations analysis but not We set up a luncheon with Mr. Packard,

much in terms of force structure, when we were trying to decide whether we
wanted to keep our jobs (in Systems Analysis)

Systems Analysis did a lot of stuff that and whether we would be able to keep them if

was, in my opinion, unpopular and probably in we did want to. We gave him a critique, which,

self-defense. The military departments then without the sarcasm, is essentially the one
built up a capability, first to rebut these I've givet you today: It really was time to
analyses and then to do them better than we turn over this detailed analysis to the mili-
could. They had better data, and they had tary departments. The Secretary of Defense
better people. Their guys were in uniform; needed to be able to look at program budget
they couldn't get out after two years. They resources and capabilities simultaneously, and
had a lot of advantages that we didn't have. we were the least unqualified people around to

do it. I guess that would be considered a
By the late '60s, there was no reason for promise of good behavior. At least, it was

us to do these detailed analyses. We weren't possible to read it that way. And we pretty

doing them as well as the services. We were much did keep out of trouble for a while,
supporting lower level decisions with the except for attempting to "sink" 10 old Polaris
analyses. So, it made a great deal of sense to submarines. But most of our suggestions were
really concentrate on some of the aggregates pretty sensible.

and then turn over the real force planning to
the people who had the incentive, the ability, Mr. Laird found it was very useful to

and the data to do the planning. It was a have me come up and brief the Joint Chiefs of
natural evolution to get out of trying to do Staff on how we could pull 100,000 troops out

all this detailed stuff at the Secretary of of Vietnam with no notice. And then he'd say,

Defense level and have the military depart- "Well, maybe it will be 25,000." And they

ments do it. would say, "You're a great man, Mr. Laird.
Thank you very much." So, that was a useful

The big problem was that the JCS and the function. We stopped annoying people quite so

service Secretaries never had worked out their much. We really did stick to our homework.
act about what's a "military function," a
Joint Staff function versus the military de- NSSM-3 was an enormous success, even

partment function. But I was delighted to get looking back at PRM-10, which was done exactly
out of a lot of these issues. I really did get the way you should do a study and therefore

tired of trying to figure out what the Air failed completely. PRM-10 started off with
Force modification program ought to be, and strategy and worked out forces and, of course,
things like that. nothing worked. In NSSM-3, we started out with

forces and then tried to figure out what
strategy could be carried out. Yoi start with

Question: When Mr. Laird came in, there was an what you know, and you work out what you don't

expectation that, infact, he would do away know, instead of the other way around. NSSM-3,
with the Systems Analysis function. And, as I I would say, really saved Systems Analysis.
remember it, there was a retreat, and a pact
was made, and Systems Analysis survived. I'm I was an enthusiastic supporter of this

curious about the politics of that. How did It participatory management because I found that
survive? I was giving advice on things that I really

didn't care about and never got to the roints
Dr. Selin: First of all, if a pact was made, I I really did care about. I was happy to turn

wasn't a part of the negotiations. It may have that stuff over to people who wanted to do it.

sealed my fate, but I wasn't really a party to There's probably a lot of stuff I didn't know,
that. I was told to behave a little better. like, "O.K., we'll keep them around for a
But when Mr. Packard came in, before the new year, but we'll sink their ship afterward."

Secretary of Defense took office, it was clear I'm not sure that I knew all the negotiations
that Laird was going to be concerned with that went on. You realize this is not archival

several things: He was going to worry about history.
getting out of Vietnam, try to improve the

credibility of the party in power, and try to Question: It might make a difference whether
live within a budget. And, fourth, he was we know how to allocate support among the

going to try to keep the military from getting various kinds of force structures, but, even

as bad a name as it was getting. beyond that, suppose you did know, what good
would it do if there were no advocates for

He concentrated on those things through- support?

out his tour. I think he did a terrific job on

that. Packard really worried about the forces Dr. Selin: I'll give you a historical answer,

and the programs. but I'm really concerned about your question.
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In 1969, there was plenty of support around, the Systems Analysis office during the 1960s,

All you had to do was visit the U.S. Army in working on Vietnam matters, primarily--

Vietnam to see all the support there was. The regional programs and things of that type. In

Army had a lot. But the forces at home were early 1971, I became Principal Deputy Assis-

really denuded; so, there was a question of tant Secretary working for Gardner Tucker, who

reallocating the resources, looking at sig- was the Assistant Secretary. Gardner was

nificantly different postures, and trying to heavily involved in the SALT negotiations and

figure out what the cost of these postures a series of strategic things, and therefore a

would be. There was enough to go around, if lot of odds and ends fell to me. One of the

you could get it in the right places. odds and ends that fell to me was the revision
of the PPBS system that happened in, as I

I'd say, starting around 1973 or 1974, recall, about mid-1970. I don't have the kind

this was not the case anymore. Let me say of recall John Keller had last night. He re-

this: The civilians always used to like to members everything that happened 25 years ago.

have all the forces at combat readiness im- I have trouble remembering my wife's birthday.

mediately. The military fellows would say, As a matter of fact, tonight is my wife's

"We're probably not going to fight a war in birthday, and I forgot it when I accepted the

the next six months, but if we give up three speaking engagement.

divisions and four wings, we will never get

them back; so, let's keep a reasonable frame- The PPBS revision I was heavily involved

work." The truth lay someplace in between. By in was a very interesting exercise from my

the mid-'7 7--there's no question in my mind-- point of view. We were really responding to

there was too much skeleton and not enough the kind of pressures that Ivan, I think,

muscle, not enough support, covered very ably. Really, the whole reaction

at that time was a very strong one to the

I believe that part of the problem was McNamara era, to tbe role of systems analysis

the lack of adequate analysis and good sales- during the McNamara era, and, I think, to some

manship on the part of the analyst. There's degree the particular behavior of certain

really no reason why the military hawks can be distinguished individuals.

so exciting and interesting, and the civilian

analysts have to be so borine that nobody As a result of that, Mr. Nixon, during

listens to what they say. I don't think we as his campaign promis-d to root the systems

a group did a very good job of explainin, to analysts out of the Pentagon. That statement

people, who were--at least, for a while-- didn't do much for the morale of our office

interested, what happened if you didn't have after Election Day, I can assure you. One of

very good support. When there's a war going Ivan's many virtues was to keep things under

on, it becomes quite clear when you don't have control and get us through that difficult

ammunition. But, in peacetime, it's much transitfon period when Mr. Laird decided that

tougher, lie needed a systems analysis office, he needed
it for a lot of reasons, I think, but I don't

But, starting in 1979, the support pro- want to get into that tonight.

grams really did start to huild in, and, right
now, the support prog rams are pretty well One of the first things that was dnne,
funded. The real problem is that it's a moving after this initial year of transition when

target with so much procurement oing on. It's they went through .:i, NSSM-3 exercise, was the

very hard, even with adequate resources, to redeployment from Vietn,.:. This was followed
support all that additional procurement. If by the hudget cuts. One of '-,e next things
you dnn't have enough people to cperate what that happened was a decision to go hack and

you have. how are you g;oiog to operato addi- rethink the PPBS process. And I ended up

tinnal forces? That's rnt exactly a budget having action for that effort, a.isted by a
problem. I think it'; more of a planning very able young Navy officer, Rod McflaniA,
problem thiL the buildup miglht he based more who fortunately is still an active Naval of-
on ;)rt of a strategy and appearance of ficer. Rod and I handled all the inputs from
stren gth than t detaltled analysis of readiness the services and worked them through the co-

month by rmnth. I don't know thme an;wer to ordination process and finally to Mr. Packard
your quiestton. A', ,'0 know, I've grappled with and Mr. Laird, who were making the decisions.
that mysell.

Let me ju.st take you back briefly through
what happened. Ft rst of all, there was a

Philip rden: Let me trv herf' toni git tor phi losophy. I think the first aspect of it was
bridge this little period betwepn the e-a that is that the Secrtarv's role ought to be to
Ivan Just talked about an, I guess, really provide broad guilarne: strategic guidance,
Len Sullivan's period as Assistant Secretary planning guidance, and financial guidance.

of Defense tor Systems Analysts. I had been in Ivan talked a hit about how that was done.
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The second aspect of the philosophy was strategy objectives for the Department of
that the services ought to have the initia- Defense. An effort was made to put together
tive: No more Draft Presidential Memoranda, this kind of a document, building to a very
which really grated on the services, since the large degree on the NSSMs that were being done
real initiative was in the hands of the Office at that time. There was NSSM-3, which Ivan
of the Secretary of Defense. The whole idea mentioned and there was one called NSSM-84,
was that the services would propose, and the which was a more in-depth look at NATO, and
Secretary of Defense would dispose. And that there was a whole series of other specific,
was clearly the underlying philosophy of analytic efforts to define our national ob-
everything we tried to do. jectives in a particular region and define

what kinds of military objectives we had, what
The third aspect was service flexibility, kinds of strategies ought to be pursued, and

The services should not be locked into the roughly what kinds of forces were required.
great nitty-gritty detail that they had been So, the idea was to put together defense
during the '60s. They were going to have the planning guidance, building on this NSC pro-
opportunity to use their resources in a way cess, which was then a very important and
that they thought made the most sense to fur- time-consuming process for everyone In the
ther our national security, national security business.

Finally, we had this whole concept of A second goal was to try to build on the
participatory management that Ivan mentioned. JCS process. The JCS were asked to put to-
I think that's something that Mel Laird felt gether draft guidance. We made a major effort
very strongly about. In part, he felt strongly to use that as the first cut at the strategy
about it because he was a very able politi- guidance. We started with that; obviously, we
cian, and he knew this was something that made many changes because often it was simply
would go over well within the services and either inconsistent with what the White House
would go over, perhaps equally well, on the was saying or more demanding than the re-
Hill in the Armed Services Committee, where sources would bear. But we did try tc start
there was a lot of real hostility to the role with the JCS documents. We didn't use the
of the Office of the Secretary of Defense and, JSOP. Another document (I've forgotten the
particularly, Systems Analysis during the title) that was somewhat resource-coastrained
'60s. was our starting point.

But, also, I think he saw that, at that The second thing was the financial guld-
point in history at least, it was very im- ance. As Ivan mentioned, the financial guid-
portant to get the services into the loop. As ance was fairly broad. It allocated dollars by
someone pointed out last night, the services mission, although the services were permitted
had basically opted out of the DPM process. to make shifts between missions under some
They really weren't playing; they were merely circumstances. There was always a lot of flak,
responding to the directives from OSD. And it a lot of tension b.tween OSD and the services
was important to get them into the loop and to over how much specificity would be in the
begin to build on the expertise, the analytic financial guidance. Usually the intelligence
capability, and that great experience that was dollars were "fenced." The strategic dollars
in the military departments. So, he saw it as were often fenced, or at least a minimum was
being important for political reasons as well put in there. At that point, the Southeast
as substantive reasons. Asia assumptions were a very key part of It

because our operations there were still con-
I think, as Ivan suggested, Mel Laird is suming a very large part of the budget. And

an often underrated man. He is extraordinarily for the out-year planning, we had to have
bright, and, a person whose intellect is far fairly specific assumptions to ensure that
greater than is usually portrayed. He's seen there were adequate resources for the war
as a politician. He was that, but he was also wind-down."
a very, very able person.

I recall we spent 6 months or so going But the goal, of course, was to give the
back and looking at the PPBS process, very services the initiative, the opportunity to
much as Vince Puritano did here 2 years ago. put together their forces. One of the hopes,
The first step was to structure defense plan- at least at that point in time, was that by
ning guidance. There wasn't ahything quite giving the services dollars to play with,
like that during the '60s. The guidance, or rather than specifying forces, at least the
the strategy where it existed, was really part services would end up buying more forces and
and parcel of the DPMs. The DPMs, in fact, had maybe less expensive forces. Under the system
objectives and strategies for the ASW forces, in the '60s, they were told, "You can have 55
tacair forces, etc. But there was no place submarines and 105 destroyers..." So, there
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was a tendency, of course, to make each one of Now, how did all of this work? Let me
these units as complex, as capable, and as just give you a few thoughts, and I will turn

effective as possible. We hoped that, re- it over to Len and Russ, because I left very
ceiving dollars, they would, at least, think shortly after all of this was done. I escaped
of more imaginative force mixes, and, perhaps, to the White House, and, therefore, what
would buy more forces or more weapons, al- really happened was beyond my watch.
though somewhat less costly ones. That, at
least, was part of the philosophy. I suspect First of all, I think we had a mach

that it has not worked out quite as we simpler process than we had in the past. For
expected, one reason--at that point in time, at least--

Systems Analysis ran the process. The other
The third change, of course, was the parts of OSD--the advocate offices--really

service POMs, the Program Objective Memoranda, weren't that deeply involved in the process.
which the services were asked to put together I&L, at that point in time, was a fairly weak
as their idea of what a balanced program would organization. They really didn't have much say

be within their financial guidance and the in things. DDR&E worried about RSD things.
strategy Voidance the Secretary levied. There Primarily they focused on the budget. Comp-
was also something called a Joint Forces troller's organization worried about the bud-
Memorandum, JFI, which the Joint Staff put get. And ISA focused primarily on strategy
together. The idea was to conduct an indepen- guidance. Once that was beyond them, they

dent cross-service, cross-cutting look by the really opted out of the process. And you
JCS, which would balance the programs across didn't have nearly as many independent ad-
services and, we hoped, provide some more vocates for particular programs as yo,; have,
objective military advice, at least in my view, in the Office of the

Secretary of Defense today. And, therefore,
Another change was to go away from the there was a more coherent Secretarial view

rather detailed, complicated program control taken of the process.

process. In the '60s, they had things called
Program Change Proposals. Every time you We also had far fewer player.,. We didn't
wanted to make a change of any kind in the have the kind of massive DRB meeting you have
out-year programs, you had to send in a piece today. It was really a one-on-one between the
of paper to the Office of the Secretary of De- key people in the Office of the Secretary of
fense. It was reviewed and a decision made by Defense and the Secretary. The Secretary would
the Secretary. There were literally hundreds then meet with the service Secretary and the
of these things that went through every year, Chief. We didn't have this large process you
most of them being rather minor. The feeling have today. And, I guess, I have never really
was that that was a silly process and that been convinced that more players lead to
periodic updates of the Five-Year Defense better decisions. But that apparently is not
Program would he better. They went to, as the viw today.
recall, three updates a year: one when you

submitted your POM, one when you submitted
your budget, and one when the budget was fi- A second result, I guess, is that the

nally agreed on. Much of this very complicated service programs really didn't change very

bureaucracy was done away with. much. We expected things to change. They

really didn't. The same kinds of problems--

The final aspect of the changes was what underfunding, readiness, sustainability--went

was called a "selected analysis program": a on. The emphasis on procurement and structure

series of agreed-upon analyses between the continued (not surprisingly). There was little

Office of the Secretary of Defense and the real movement toward buying more, cheaper

services, designed to focus on particular forces, as some of us thought might happen.

issues that were seen as crucial to making One exception might be the Bud Zumwalt period.

major program or weapon systems decisions in Bud was then Chief of Naval Operations, and

the next POM cycle. So, every year, after the there was a period when he attempted to buy

program review, the services and the Systems what were then called PFs and, I guess, FFG-7s

Analysis office, primarily, would get together later on--sea control ships. There was an

and agree on the two or three or four issues effort of 2 or 3 years there to buy more, less
that we ought to look at very carefully in a costly naval ships. I think that was the one

joint analytic effort, so that, come the pro- exception, and that exception didn't survive

gram review next summer, we would be in a long beyond Bud Zumwalt's period in office.

better position to make sound decisions. This
process was approved by the Secretary and The third result was not much of a suc-
levied on the services. cess in terms of getting the JCS into the
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process. I guess we should not have been sur- tonight. I am forced to repeat and to foil
prised by that. But they simply are not my notes because I think it's interesting.
structured, as I think you all recognize, to wanted to start with my view of how I saw t
take on these cross-service kinds of issues, situation when I first moved into that Job

And it is a dead ringer for what Phil saw a
During the initial period, there were a sensed when he left it. So, I'll repeat 1.

few hopeful signs. There was an Army general just because I think it's interesting that t
who was J-5 at that time, John Elder, a very, different people have exactly the same view o
very able fellow, who really did his best to what was happening at the time.
make the process work. In fact, the first JFM
came in and suggested some relatively impor- The Vietnam "tail-off" was still under.
tant force structure changes. They suggested way. The early '70s were a period in t
taking out one of the carrier task forces United States when there was probably mor
(which you now call carrier battle groups). disaffection between the American people a
They suggested going from 13 to 12, as I re- their federal government than we would eve
call. There was obviously a rather strong Navy hope to see again. The military itself wa
footnote. haunted by a nagging feeling of humiliation b

what was going on in Vietnam and how thei
In fact, the best thing about those tni- hands had been tied. They had a continue

tial one or two JFMs were footnotes. There distrust of civilian leadership. Not only ha
were a lot of footnotes in there. They were a they been whipped by McNamara, but they ha
bit like the old days and the National Intel- been whipped by civilian leadership during th
ligence Estimates. You really learned what was Vietnam war. And, as far as I'm concerned,
going on by reading the footnotes. There were Laird's Innovation of participatory management
some interesting and helpful footnotes in was the only thing that saved a good deal of
those initial ,JFMs until people began to OSD, and for certain it's the only thing that
figure out that people in OSD were reading and saved Systems Analysis. I think it would have
doing something about them. Those footnotes gone under during those years.
suddenly disappeared. But the JCS role, with a
couple of very minor exceptions, just didn't
develop and for reasons that I think you all Budgets and force levels were coming
recognize and ones that Dave Jones has very down, Congress had forced our hand, forced us
ably presented. out of Vietnam; then they forced us out of

Vietnamization. Congress was busy limiting
The final result, I guess, was a fairly Nixon's powers and got into the Impoundment

substantial improvement in the atmosphere Act issues. It also was setting up the budget
between the Systems Analysis office and the committees and hoping that it couli improve
service staffs. There was still a lot of ten- its own appropriation process. My recollection
sion and a fair amount of hostility. Rut I from DDR&E was that the PPBS system at that
think the relationships were certainly less time had reluctant support from the services.
acrimonious than they had been in the '60s. We It was an improvement over what had gone
were winding down out of Vietnam--a very emo- before.
tional issue for a lot of people. The budgets
were being cut back steadily and very sub- One of the things you will find from
stantially. And, Yet, we got through that serving on the OSD staff is that the military
period without any major problems, any major rotates. It's very hard to destroy a bad
outbreaks of opposition of the military going taste" from prior years because people who
to the Hill or the public. And, I think, to have been away for 3 or 4 years come hack and
some large degree, Mel Laird's political they assume that the situation has not
skills, the whole idea of participatory man- changed. So, you find that you keep trying to
agement, and the fact that the initiative was tell people that the situation has changed. I
given to the services played a not insig- was still doing that in '75 and '76. This was
nificant role in that process, not the McNamara years, but the military, in

Let me close at that point and turn it large measure, didn't believe that.

over to Len.
I think Phil was right, and I was inter-

ested that he mentioned this point. There was
Mr. Leonard Sullivan, Jr.: I took time out no participation, really, in the rest of OSD.
today and, instead of listening to the other ISA was certainly not playing, I&L was not
speakers and learning something, I stayed in playing, and DDR&E thought the Systems Analy-
my office and typed out some notes for sis staff was a bunch of traitors. You know,
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they paid no attention whatsoever to the pro- enough, it surfaced again. I had already
cess. I automatically became a traitor by started the process in DDR&E to try and do
joining that operation. mission-area analysis. That was in 1972. It

was a fledgling start, but we were in fact
The SALT negotiations really did pre- trying to relate needs and programs to various

occupy the time of Gardner Tucker. And there missions.
were a great many people who thought that
Systems Analysis really wasn't doing anything I reluctantly accepted Richardson's offer
other than the SALT negotiations at that time. to go down and do the Systems Analysis job,
To the best of my recollection, Systems not as an Assistant Secretary. And I insisted
Analysis was essentially operating under- on two things. One was that I not have any-
ground. And I was in no way any part of the thing to do with the SALT negotiations because
Airlie House business in '69. But it was I didn't want to disappear down that hole. And
clear, as the services used to tell me, that I insisted on a change in name. And so, PA&E
they were now working in the closet with the emerged, not because I wanted PA&E but because
light off. And that was about the opinion that it was the only thing we could get the JCS to
I remember of the Systems Analysis era that approve of. Interestingly enough, I wanted to
preceded me. call it Program Planning amd Evaluation. The

JCS went back to the Secretary and said only
At the same time, I think, there was the military does planning. So, with that

something very interesting going on. Dave limitation, it became Program Analysis and
Packard's initiative in the DSARC process had Evaluation, and I took that as a failu're be-
created a whole new arena in which a lot of cause I really wanted to get the name
these things were debated. And instead of "analysis" out of the title.
debating these things through the PPBS cycle,
it was an additional opportunity to show the I spent a couple of months going around
virtues of the analysis in the DSARC process, and talking to the people with whom I was
for good or for bad. going to have to work, to see where in fact I

could find some common place to work with
So, it was a pretty depressing time. I them. That was a very discouraging enterprise.

had been in the Pentagon for 9 years. I was incidentally. I decided that if I could switch
Principal Deputy in DDR&E at the time. I had the emphasis away from analysis and toward
just come back from spending 6 years trying to planning, then there would be some offer to me
win the war in Vietnam with technology. And, to find a common ground.
interestingly enough, I had followed the
military home to see them in what T learned I spent another hour today trying to
was really their natural habitat, rather than figure out what ! was pleased that I had done,
playing the PPBS games. I had learned a and now you'll find that you're listening riot
healthy skepticism for analysis. to an analyst but to a planner. And I think

it's important because this conference has to
My first exposure to analysis was to it do with not the future of analysis but the

as a sales tool, when I worked in industry, future of the planning and programming system.
Analysis seemed rather irrelevant to what had
happened in Vietnam, and so did technology,
for that matter. I also had a rather declining I feel I did as much as--or more than--
respect for what the amateurs who drifted any of my predecessors to establish an open
through OSD could do to improve on what the dialogue with the services. I did that by the
military were doing. This was mentioned yes- establishment of the thing I called Mil 5.
terday and again a little today as a differ- That was a weekly meeting with the programmers
ence between a 2-year commitment intellec- of the services. The meetings were sort of
tually and a lifelong commitment. I had seen one-way downward when we were busy; the meet-
enough bodies and things like that in Vietnam ings flowed the other way from the services
to he impressed by the fact that it was indeed back up when we weren't busy. Through the
a rommitment, discipline of the meetings--virtually every

week for the 3 years I was there--we got to

I had also spent a year probing the know one another. And we developed some

emerging problems of growth in weapon systems cooperation.

costs, a thing we had called the Little Four,
which was essentially an investigation of the At the same time, I established a group
DSARC process as it had emerged by late 1972. with the rest of OSD, and that was called the
Out of all that, I had concluded very strongly "OSD Seven." That was myself and the other six
that DoD was suffering from a lack of long- offices in OSD that were supposed to have
range planning. It had been an old favorite of something to do with the PPBS process. So, I
mine before I joined the government, and, sure spent a lot of time trying to get the other
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offices in OSD to share the burden, if you the slide in defense budgets. Part of that
will. I saw no reason why we should take all to come up with a rationale which would all
the heat when half the problems were in I&L or some change in this trend. In fact, we sue
ISA or wherever. ceeded in doing that. I guess one of

proudest accomplishments was that I know the
We had an open dialogue on defense issues I succeeded in convincing the budget commit

with the services, only because of the nature tees, the new budget committees of the U.S
of the man for whom I worked. Although I said Congress, that Defense had to have an increa
yes to Richardson, I woke up the next morning in spending every year in the out years. Nov
in bed with Schlesinger. And, actually, we to my dying day, I will regret the fact that
found we had some things in common; so, it picked 2 percent because it needed to be mor
worked out all right. The thing I liked most than that. But we sold the idea that the d
about Schlesinger was that he enjoyed the fense budgets had to increase, not decrease.

process of formulating his opinions in full
view of as many people as would fit in the On the basis of that, we establish
Secretary's dining room. And, on a monthly relatively fixed force levels. This we
basis, we would raise issues on which no de- Schlesinger's initiative, not mine. He said.
cision was needed at that time. The repre- "Look, we can get these guys' cooperation oni
sentatives from OSD and from the affected if we give them force levels that are highe
services would he at the table in the rear than they have now and encourage them to con
rows. vert their assets from fat to muscle."

incentivization during this phase was not _
And here is one place I would disagree steal from the services the things they fou

with you, Phil, on the business of whether they could save on, but allow them to reappl
more people make better decisions. I think them within their programs.
more people would make worse decisions, but
more people would understand why they were It was an interesting thing. I guess
made. And those who think that decision making went for 3 straight years without challengin
is a problem don't understand the problem. The the 775,000 men in the U.S. Army. I think the
problem is getting somebody to implement the was the first time PA&E ever stayed away fr
decision. This was one of the areas where that particular subject for so long. Mean
Schlesinger was at his best because, in fact, while, General Abrams was busy trying t
the participants in those meetings learned change the 'tail-to-tooth ratio" and all o
what was driving him. So, when the same issues that business. It seemed to work reasonabl
reappeared at PPBS time, the services had a well. We rewrote the Defense Guidance again=

much better idea of how to couch them. It was an interesting thing trying to recog
nize that that was OSD's "request for pro

I also had felt that EPAs were important. posals" to the services and that their P
I was sure you couldn't deteraine the afford- were the bids that they would submit in re
ability of a program by looking only 5 years sponse. The groundwork had all been laid o
ahead, when you had programs that were that by Phil Odeen, and I would say that
10 years in development ani 20 years in pro- did nothing to improve the basic structure o
ductton. I established a policy of filling the PPBS process at all.
the FYDP and making it a planning device
rather than making it an accoutntant's record We did do some interesting things in a
of decisions already made by the Secretary. effort to get the services off the cry the
And that seemed to be a rather basic change. 'We're working too hard because you slo
We were always confronted with a FYDP that request us to do all these things." We a
showed we were going out of business because, proved the idea of marginal POMs. If, in fact
clearly, there was a limit to what the Sec- the services only wanted to come back in t
retary had decided on for futire years. I saw fall one year and tell us the incrementa
no point in this accountant's record as a changes to the POMs that were required
planning device. The question was: If you something that had happened in the last year
filled the thing as full as we thought we they were free to do that. But you know the
could get it, could you afford things? And, didn't want to. And only one of the three eve
frankly, it frightens me when I hear someone accept- ' our offer. It was, in fact, the Army
say that he hasn't got any room in his FYDP The u- two said, "No, we want the disc.
for the next 5 years. If that's the case, he's pline." What was unsaid was that they want
a lousy planner. He is a lousy planner because to blame it on us, which was not the fact.
he should have "wedges" and alternative plans
in there. Systems Analysis also had to provide t

point of tangency, if you will, between t
Schlesinger's major objective that he and PPBS process and the DSARC process, and the

I agreed on was that we had to somehow stop were more people who were enthusiastic ab
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the DSARC process that was creating new demand Here's where I got into trouble. I felt the
than they were about the PPBS process that certification of the bast( need for a new

tended to constrain that demand. I felt that program was also within PA&E's bailiwick. And

it was PA&E's role to try and form the bridge so, I got very interested in this process of
between them. DSARC zero, which, I guess, will still make

some of you wince.

In any event, we did succeed in achieving
a relatively stable top line for all of And I also got trapped because some Con-

3 years, and that top line was an increasing gressional staffers found out about DSARC zero

top line. And in fact, I guess Schlesinger and and converted it into something called OMB

myself can look back in history and, if you Circular A76. So, I guess if I ever learned my

look at TOA and cost and dollars, we did pull lesson about taking something that was prob-

out and we did start up. And it was a shat- ably a sensible thing to do in principle and
tering blow to have Carter come along and say, chen ruining it by turning it into a federal

"We're not going to do that." regulation, I think that was Just an out-
standing example. That's what happens when you

We had a public top line and a Congres- try to manage by regulation rather than good

sional top line that was higher than the one sense.

that we shared with the services. This meant
that PA&E and OSD were maintaining a manage- I was very interested in "aging" the PA&E

ment reserve against which the services could people. I was willing to trade all sorts of
bid and which would cover the services when brilliance and brightness and photons and all

they overran. So, in fact, we were completely that kiud of thing for a little judgment and
happy with the fact that we had told the Con- wisdom. That was a very hard thing to do over-
gross we needed 2 1/2 percent growth in the night, and it wasn't clear that i had any
out years. We shared with the services only a success. Anyway, I tried to deemphasize the
I percent growth in the out years and, as each acquisition preoccupation, even though it's

out year came in, that money was obviously been said by Ivan that he tried to do that,
filled. I think that's a planning device that starting in '69. 1 would say that, even in my
is of some significance. One of my big prob- years at PA&E, the primary emphasis was still

lems was to try and retrain my Charlie on changing tha handle on the control stick
Groovers, my John Tilsens, and the people who and whether you should buy VTOLs or non-VTOLs.
have been in PA&E and who are much smarter and There was much less attention paid to manpower
better analysts than I was. I was trying to and ONM business. As a matter of fact, when I
get their irritant value down with the ser- finally got the manpower and ORI shops up
vices to save my own skin. For 3 years, I above threshold and doing a good job, some

thought I was going to be killed in the analyst came along and reorganized them out of
parking lot. PA&E and put them in the other departments.

That killed them.
One of the things that I did was put a

bottom threshold on the issues that could be You know, it sounds like I've had nothing
raised by my own staff. And what we did was but successes. I had a lot of major failures,
try and work that threshold up so that unless as a matter of fact.
it was--I can't remember where it ended up--a
$2 billion issue over 5 years, it was hands- My first failure was--and I mentioned
off as far as my people were concerned. And I that earlier--settling for a 2 percent annual

tried to exercise a second discipline: You increase. It was probahly all the traffic
couldn't try the services twice for the same would bear at the time, hut it set a target
crime. So that once we lost on an issue, I was that was too low, and people have been trying
damned if I was going to blunt my sword to raise it ever since.
bringing it un again. It Just seemed foolish
to keup going back in and banging my head Second, even though I like to believe it
against the same issues. Now, my guys didn't is what cost me my job, I was unsuccessful in
really object to that too mich. coopting the budget committees into really

paying more attention in the out vears than

I also tried to constrain our PA&E role the near years. If as plannners you ever have
in the DSARC to two things I thought were visions of becoming Secretary of Defense, let
related to PA&E matters. One was the afford- me tell you one thing not to do: Don't put
ability of things. I hope nobody has to take a three different parts of OSD in charge of
lie detector test tonivht because I mentioned relations with different parts of the Con-
those words. But affordability is the whole gress. We had the Comptroller working the

essence of the long-range planning issue. It's appropriations committees, Legislative Affairs
probably the only reason you do it. So, af- working the authorization committees, and PA&E
fordahility, I thought, was in our corner, working the budget committees. And that was a
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formula for my demise and I'm sure a lot of have been able to. But I couldn't fight the
other unnecessary problems. But the fact of flow of new people coming from the service
the matter is that I was very proud that I was schools, repeatedly learning songs that the
let out of the closet, and was allowed to enemy is System Analysis. I'd like to offer
testify, and was allowed to try and put long- you a little advice--and I'm running overtime,
range planning into perspective. I realize. I think the DRB approach is a very

sound one. A lot of people snicker about that
We didn't recognize the danger of trying because it's still a bunch of people who don't

to force all of the services to program their know very much, sitting around point papers
forces to the same scenario hierarchy. And we and things like that, making poor decisions.
made a disastrous mistake there. When I men- But they're learning about one another. And
tion this, I still find people looking at me that isn't bad because--let me tell you--you
with blank faces. NATO may be the first re- can go through years in that building with the
sponsibility for the Army Reserve; it is not Secretaries of the services not speaking to
necessarily the first responsibility for our one another. As a matter of fact, before the
active forces. It surely isn't the major re- DRB, they didn't have anything to do. They
sponsibility for the Navy. We know it isn't really didn't. You know, this transition team
the major responsibility for the Marine Corps. that came in with the Republicans had recoin-
It certainly isn't the responsibility for our mended doing awy with them. I worked for a
strategic airlift. And, somehow, I went different transition team, which is why I'm
through all my years in that building without not working for the government. My recommends-
understanding that each force component had to tion was to give them something to do. I think
be driven to a separate option and that that it's a very good thing they took the latter
would be all right because they would still be approach.
able to work together when they met on the
battlefield. It is still not done today. Dave Now, I would hope that you never forget
(Chu), I would encourage you to move in that that you can't do affordability planning
direction. You simply have to be able to tell without including the EPAs. You've got to go
each of the force components that it has a out 15 years. And one of the dumbest things
different first priority, you guys do is assign the EPAs to oneo shop and

the FYDP planning to another shop, as though
I was totally unsuccessful in getting a they were different things. To those of you

grip on or institutionalizing these historical who look at Lhe EPAs, you find they don't
growth trends that nave taken place in all the match the last year of the FYDP. So, we're 100
appropriations. Any of you who are planners percent sure that they're not done by the same
and still believe that O&M is constant in people. Clearly, they shouldn't be done in the
constant dollars out into the future or that pepe eal, thy shouldn't begdte iethesame detail, biit you should aggregate sets ofthe next generation of aircraft isn't more things and then stream them .)it for the next
expensive than the current in constant dol- 10 years.
lars, are doing your services a terrible

disservice.
If those EPA projections don't inclhde

I was unsuccessful In getting a grip on the historical growth in these major accounts,
the Studies and Analysis budget, which I was you're in for one hell of a shock. O&M is
very anxious to do. That proved to the set- growing at the rate of about 2-1/2 percent a
vices that I was still the same old Systems year per man in uniform, but only one out of
Analysis. What I was terribly worried about, the three services has projected that past the
and as the previous speakers have said, the next 5 years. And it makes a difference of
system analysis communities in the services about 50 percent in your procurement account
had grown up to fight those In OSD, and we by the time you get out another 10 years or
learned how to fight with one another. The so. It's a big number.
fact was the system was still chugging along,
not paying any attention to analysis that just The other thing is that planning is
sent them in to work on just fighting with one worthlesa if you have only one plan. I don't
another. It was the most extraordinary mass of know why it's taken so long for this to occur
wasted talent that I can think of. And, al- to me, either. We heard a little about this
though I make my living at it, I would say yesterday. But if you services don't plan for
that now extends out into the contracts that a variety of top lines on your own and if you
are offered to "Beltway Bandits" and the like. don't recognize the mechanisms whereby you can

move from one to the other without stopping
Last, I never could g;ain the confidence all the programs before they mature and

of the rotating military. I don't think any- starting programs that don't get a chance to
body ever started from a better position than mat.,re, your planning probably isn't
I did. If I'd been there for 15 years, I might worthwhile.
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So, Wednesday, when the Navy asked the change of management style. When flarold Brown
Air Force if they were planning for cuts in came in, there was indeed another change in
the budget, it was interesting. The Air Force style.
essentially said, "Well, I wouldn't tell you
if I were." I guess the problem of these What we found when we got there was that

things is going public prematurely. It also the DPMs; had long since disappeared. There was

struck me that the Navy was planning for an nothing, really, in their place. There were

alternative future; it would never acknowledge three planning documents, three guidance docu-

that. But you know that our acquisition plans, ments. One was called Defense Guidance. The

and our O&M plans, and everything else have Defense Guidance had profound statements in it

got to be built around flexibility in the out- along the lines of (and I am not kidding) 1the

year program. And if out-year whiplash really United States is a rich and powerful country

drives you to the hospital, you're not plan- with many allies," and "the principal threat

ning properly. You simply have got to be able is the Soviet Union." Ther- was also some

to shift the procurement mix, shift the planning and programming guidance, which was

active/reserve mix, shift the deployment mix, issued more or less at the same time. It

with Democrats versus Republicans, good times covered a vast variety of things, from llmits

versus bad times, and these types of things, on GS-15s to profound issues of strategic

And if each time there is a change in those theory. After that was issued, some months

out years, you all say it's OSD's fault or later, Fiscal Guidance was issued.

System Analysis' fault, you're not being good Now, it seemed to us that there should be
planners. some correlation among all these forms of

guidance. So, we decided to mesh them together
I think there has to be a better way to and call them Consolidated Geidance. What we

plan for major cross-service Issues. I guess, wanted to do with the Consolidated Guidance
in my old age, I have reached the conclusion was essentially the same thing that had been
that the services are incapable of taking on done in the DPMs, less the detailed third part
multiservice responsibilities and persisting of the DPMs in which Mr. McNamara outlined
in them. what the FYDP was going to look like. Our

thought was to -et some sort of a statement of
I think the solution to that is very what the defense strategy and p,licy was going

simple. We have to have an out-year plan and tio be in each of the main functional areas. We
EPA for OSD the Defense agencies, and there wanted that to start a dialogue with the ser-
has to be Xessence a "'fifth service" that vices and find out if there was agreement or
does the things that the four services have disagreement and try to hammer out something
made demonstrably clear they're not willing to better. We needed to express a rationale. We
do. The business of trying to overcome the NIH needed to show some analytical underpinning
factor and making people take on programs for the defense program.
they're not basically interested in is just
wrong. It defies good manaement techniques, And, more than that, we had a neat idea,
and this business of out-of-one's-hide syn- which was that we ought to get the President

drome is real and there is no way to avoid it, involved in this, because it was very clear

c,ther than not stuffing the things into one's that President Carter was taking the deep-end,
hide that one subsequently wishes to remove very detailed interest in the defense busi-

again. ness. Our thought was: If he's going tc get
into it, we', better get him into it early in

But I would argue that :ilanning is more the cycle and not at the last minute. I went
important than an. "ysis, and I would argue thumbing through my files today, looking for
very strongly that the only people who can do things to jog my memory, and I ran across a
that planning are the services. They're the few. And this was an interesting one, I

only ones with the continuity and good sense thought. This was something that Harold Brown
over the long run to do it. And if they don't sent to the President in October of 1977, when
do it, there is just no point in blaming any- the administration was not brand new but still
body else, from the Secretary to the PA&E, the had not settled on the planning and program-
Congress or anybody else. Nobody Is keeping ming system.
you from doing good planning except yourself.

What this said was, "In the past the
Secretary of Defense issued three separate

Mr. Murray: Well, I thought we'd take up the guidance documents between November and March
story with what things looked like at the to advise the services in the preparation of
start of the Carter administration. It marked their annual programs and budgets. Much of
a change in style. I guess there's been a that guidance was too general to be of real
change in style every time a new Secretary of use. The linkage between policies and objpc-
Defense comes In. Most times, there is a tives, on the one hand, and program and costs,
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on the other, was not explicit. There was no thoughts were, innocently enough, that we

authoritative statement of, or analytical would show the President what difference it

underpinning for, the rationale underlying our made whether he picked the decremented, basic,

defense program. And both the Secretary and or enhanced level. We would try to get some

the President were forced by the system into sort of commitment from him about where he

the roles of judges rather than leaders. For wanted to end up. If he wanted to end up

the fiscal '80-to-'84 cycle, we are consider- someplace in between those two, we would re-

Ing changes to correct these problems. An tire to our dens and combine the adjacent

attractive possibility is to combine the programs in some sensible way to come up with

traditional three guidance documents into a a fully balanced program at whatever level he

single consolidated guidance. Around February, wanted. Well, unfortunately, the Georgia

before the services begin to develop their Highway Department had come aboard and was

programs, this document will be ready for your enthralled with zero-based budgeting, in which

approval" ("you" being the President). "It eveiything was prioritized, allegedly. I can

would give you not only a comprehensive view recall the pair that were opposite the first

of the very roots of the defense program but year that impressed me. That was the year when

also the opportunity to shape it early enough the nuclear strike cruiser was still In the

in the cycle for the department to accommodate POM at $1.2 billion, and right next to that

efficiently to your changes. Whiie in no way was a radar for Redstone Arsenal at $1 mil-

precluding actions later in the cycle, this lion. The implication was that if the budget

will allow you to concentrate on the basic was this high, you'd buy the radar, and if it

structure before we become absorbed In the went any higher, you'd have to buy the strike

details. The major issue still to be resolved cruiser.
is how best to adapt the system to more active

leadership from the top without stifling ini- We had a little bit of a problem with
tiatives and incentives for efficient manage- quanta in that year. We could buy either 24

ment at the lower levels." F-14s or 36. But no way could we buy 30; that

wasn't in the plan. So, that didn't work and

Well, that was a great idea, and it flew furthermore it was obviously a one-year bud-

like a concrete cloud. The President wasn't geting system. There's no way to get out-year

the least bit interested in committing himself effects; different programs, of course, have

in any way to a defense budget that early in different cash flows, and you can't order them

the year. But it was a try. in a prioritized list.

One of the things that we later did in

the guidance--how well It worked surprised However, we argued as hard as we could,

me--was the switch from simple Fiscal Guidance lost, and were finally told that it was not

to Fiscal Guidance at three levels. Now, I've the Georgia Highway Department that was in

been around the business long enough to re- favor of this, it was the President of the

member the Eisenhower A,B,C, and later D bud- United States, and shut up and get to work.

gets and all the opportunities that gave for So, we were stuck with zero-based budgeting

"gold-watching" and "gaming." throughout the Cartor administration.

However, we decided that we would try it, We had a lot of fights on the idea of the

and the Fiscal Gtidance was issued in three Consolidated Guidance. I thought some of that

layers. One was called the basic level. That, might be interesting to discuss for a moment

nominally, grew at the 3 percent reil growth, because it does get into some of the important
It was constrained, of course, by OMB's infla- implications of what PPBS is all about. You

tion allowances, but it was supposed to be a may recall that there was a time when a new

3 percent real growth. We had an enhanced Under Secretary for Policy was created, and

level which started out, as I recall, 5 per- the post was eventually held by Stan Resor
cent higher than that and actually diverged and, later, by Bob Komer. One of the things

from the basic level an extra percent each that was advised then by both the Ignatius and
year. On the other side was the decremented Steadman reports on the changing of the man-

budget, which was 5 percent below, and a agement of the Department of Defense was that

further I percent below that each year. So, we the future Under Secretary for Policy should
had a fairly wide range of Fiscal Guidance to control the Consolidated Guidance. Well, that
look at. was directly an attack on my turf; so, I

fought back. But I think that it was not just

We had a couple of ideas. One was to the turf attack. I think there are some in-

accommodate changes in the budget itself as a teresting issues here, and if you can restrain

whole; another one was to investigate real- your hunger, I'd like to run through a little

locations within the budget. This gave us some memo that I found interesting to think about

feelings for what the spreads were. Our again today.
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This is to Harold Brown, trying to per- to say a few nasty things, such as: "They

suado him how it would he a had idea to have a really shoild have read the CC before they

separate section inserted into the Consoli- made their comments," and things of thait sort.

dated Guidance, full of policy, much as the

Defense Guidance had had policy, that was more Whether or not there should be a separate

or less divorced from anything else. It seemed section of CC in which all the policy state-
to me that policy should be treated as an ments are pronounced or whether the policy

internal matter. The Steadman report had said statement should instead be integrated into

that the role of the Under Secretary for the other sections that deal with whatever
Policy should include a showing that national forces or region the policy applies to depends

security objectives are reflected in the Con- on one's philosophy. Adherence to the linear

solidated Guidance and other PPBS documents, sequential theory that policy leads to pro-
grams as crime leads to punishment would, no

Ignatius said, "In the absence of prior doubt, favor a separate policy section. But

policy formation the Consolidated Guidance those who adhere to the Iterative, integrated,
could prevent judgments on ways to satisfy a single-ball-of-wax, can-of-wormi theory, feel
range of policy options derivable from overall that such distinctions are artificial and,

national security interests, could constrain because it's hard to draw a d stlnct Itip
the definition of risks to fiscal rather than marking the end of policy and tlhe start of
broad strategic objectives, and could avoid something else, arbitrary. For those reisuns

the check and balance of analysis oriented to the current CC integrates considerations of
the alternative perspectives of national qe- policy with those of effectiveness and cost
curity and defense policy. This problem into what we feel is the most lucid form for

originates in the lack of long-range and con- the exposition of sometimes complex issues.

tingency political and military planning
within the Defense headjuarters, focused on I went through a thing that demonstrates

the overall national security interest, and how, in th( CC, we started out with policv and
from inadequate integrated, political, mili- ended up with something that'- r'.i.ly quite

tary, analytical, capability outside the pro- specific, which seemed to be the way that

gram system analysis orientation of PA&E and planning, programming, and budgeting should he
the services." Well, that's a little heavy done. You heard that citat!on of the pollcv

going, but you can get the flavor of the statement, and I will read a few more here
thing. that excerpt sections from the NATO vart of

the first Consolidated Cudance--or perhaps It

I went on to say that I would not want to was the second.

defend the current CC as perfection, hut I do
wonder whether it's really as deficient as all First, what I'm trying to point out is

that. For example, it seems to me that the that there is a gradual drift from the area of
following is evidence of the presence of policy through increasingly detailed systems
policy statements in the CC. This one relates analysis and alternatives and recommendations

to general purpose forces and objectives for and guidance, and then, finally, Fiscal Guid-
NATO. T cited a policy statement which read, ance that ties into the policy.

"Our general purpose programs will be shaped
and sized largely by our determination--this It starts off by saying, "In Europe It-

is in the CG-"that the military strength of self, NATO's purposes are: first, to deter
NATO nations as a coalition will be great direct Pact aggression; second, to counter

enough to maintain stability in Europe. We such aggression effectively if it should
face an immensely strong and growing military occur; and, third, to limit the effectiveness

power to the east. Our near-term objective Is of the Soviet military force as an instrument

to assure that NATO cannot he overwheLmed in of political pressure." That's pretty much a

the first few weeks of a blitzkrieg, and we policy statement.
will invest and spend our resources pre-

ferentially to that end. When that assurance It goes on, a few pages later, to say
is reasonably In hand, we will turn our at- that "continued deterrence of war in Europe

tentlon to whatever additional capability NATO requires three things: (I) That the threat and

might need to be able to fight for at least as consequences be unacceptably severe to the
long as the Warsaw Pact." Warsaw Pact, (2) that NATO forces be recog-

nizably capable of inflicting these con-

I went on to say, "In my opinion, if that sequences and (3) that NATO's threat to
citation is not a staterent of policy, it will actually inflict them in event of war be
do until one comes along. It was written In credible." Still quite policy-oriented.

PA&E in a supreme effort to rise above the

narrow-program, system-analysis orientation of A couple of pages after that, it says,

PA&E allegcd in the Ignatius report." I go on "The Soviets apparently anticipate a period of
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tension before any outbreak of hostilities in That was a fight that I put my back into

Europe. In peacetime, nearly--(blank)--percent and lost. The CG was afflicted with a policy
of their divisions--now getting a little more statement that I thought added very little. My

scientific here and a little more analytical-- criterion for what a policy statement should

lacked major portions of their personnel and say, whether it was satisfactory, was whether

equipment, although the forces in Eastern you could distinguish by their actions those
Europe are kept close to full strength." A who had read it from those who had not.

couple of pages later, "a three-front offen-
sive of--(blank)--divisions could be generated Another thing we did, after losing that
in about--(blank)--days if the Pact waits for battle, was to create the DRB. The DRB was an

the Polish and other Eastern European idea that really was proposed by Don Rice as

reinforcements." part of his change for the way that OSD

operated. He wanted to combine programming andThen, on another page, it says, "the budgeting into a single cycle. I fought that

table shows the expected wartime allocations bdetng int as n cl. I fogh hatone and, fortunately, won it. I'm very happy,
of NATO and Warsaw Pact ground and tacair for that was one I really didn't want to lose.

forces. Then, a few pages farther, "the force

ratios illustrate the degree of Pact supe- But we built the DRB, and the reason we
riority" (see, we've gotten away from policy built the DRB was that Harold Brown got deeply

now - we're getting into analysis) "that will involved in SALT II, and he spent a lot of

exist over time." time on it. He said, "Look, I just can't go to

After a few more pages, it says, "the all the meetings we went to last year. You've

graph indicates that we should be more con- got to have some way of getting me out of that

stantly concerned with getting well equipped burden." So, we created the DRB, which was to

forces on-line rapidly than with increasing get the OSD officers together in the Deputy

the total size of the ground forces." Now Secretary's dining room. The Deputy Secretary

we're getting closer to programming. "The would chair these meetings, and we would have

greatest needs"--this is several pages later-- a bunch of issues, and we would try to resolve
"of U.S. ground forces oriented toward the these issues among the staff. We would then

NATO center region are increased mechanization report to the Secretary those issues on which

and quicker reinforcement." The Army might the staff had been unanimous, and what that

have taken some issue with that; nonetheless, recommendation was, as well as those issues on

that's what we believed. "If a light division which there had been a split. And Milt

is mechanized, at a one-time cost of over $500 Margolis and his guys would stay up all night

million, its effectiveness in the European to report what had gone on in the meeting. The

conflict will be increased by about 40 or 50 Deputy would meet with the Secretary the next

percent. The best method for accelerating our morning. Things worked fairly well that way,

ground forces' reinforcement is further pre- although I must say, as an old analyst and

positioning of equipment." Then, after a few programmer, I wondered what it was that the

more pages, it says, "Activate nine additional Secretary was doing that was more important

heavy battalions programmed in the ninth in- than discovering the programs. That shows you

fantry division to be mechanized, expand the how parochial my views are.

current POMCUS program," etc. It worked, I think, quite well for its

It says, "Army fiscal guidance has been purposes. I don't think it's a good idea not

adjusted to accommodate the following esti- to have the Secretary directly involved. But

mated costs of these actions." Then, there's a if the Secretary can't be involved, it is a

table. And it shows '80-'84, and it breaks good way to get around the problem. I might
down how much for the nine battalions at 100 say that it is quite a different concept from

percent manning, how much in the ninth di- what is used now in the DRB, which includes

vision conversion, and how much for POMCUS. It participation by the services. When the DRB

comes out to be, in the 5 years, $800 million, was created, it was a way of accelerating the

$1-1/2 billion, $1 billion, $1 billion, and OSO review of the POM, not a way of having the
$900 million. It says, "Thus we have come full services argue their programs in front of the

circle from broad policy statement to a tabu- Secretary of Defense. I'm not saying that

lation of the dollars needed carry it out. My that's not a good way of doing it, but it's a

assertion is that policy is alive and well and different way of doing it, that's certain.

living in the current version of the CG. It is

also integrated, as it should be, in the de- We had other conflicts. One of the things

velopment of the defense program, right that we did was have several sections written

alongside cost, effectiveness, schedules, and outside of PA&E, which had also been true back

all the rest, and is not hanging out in soli- in the days of the DPH. The thing, unfortu-

tary and irrelevant splendor after the fashion nately, got awfully long. We got up to a 363-

of our old friend, the BNSP. page Consolidated Guidance. There are Just few
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people that are going to read 363 pages. So, think that is an important issue. We wanted
we decided to cut it down and we cut it to 115 military participation. (It doesn't do any
pages. But we ran into an interesting thing good, Sully. There's no way you can get them
that 1 think has implications for the way the to believe you.)
Department has managed.

One of the things that I found going
The Secretary threw out the four sections through those files was a letter that I wrote

that weren't written in PA&E In the last year to a fellow on the outside who wanted to know
of the CG, on the grounds that they were de- how the system worked. It aescribes how it
void of n rationale, they didn't discuss al- worked at that time quite well. It says, "the
ternatives, and there were no estimations of second principle, which somebody should try to
cost. They were full of details that the Sec- explain to Tommy Moorer is that there is ser-
retary could obviously not have written. This vice oarticipation at every step on the way."
was a document to be signed by the Secretary, (I'd given him a little schedule.) I said,
and there were parts in there where it was "Notice bow rmuch of the rine in the schedule
very clear that it was being written at a is devoted o giving the s-rvices a chance to
relatively low level. And there was a great get their oars in and argue" (that was 14 out
deal of mandatory guidance. Now, the Secretary of the 35 weks of the PPBS process annual
did want some way to control things that he cycle), "and how much time we set aside to he
felt very strongly about and that he wanted to able to respond to their inputs, another U,1
mandate. And we called those mandatory guid- out of 35 weeks.- So, we have 24 out of the 35
ance and we tried to kept the numbers as weeks in order to try and ervcourae a dialogue
limited as possible and not put in any un- witti the services.
necessary mandatory guidance. Well, in many of
these sections, there was a great deal of "If w- just cut that all )ut," I say, "we
mandatory guidance that was drafted by the could wrap thr, whole ?rocess up In a small
staffs at a relatively low level. fraction of the time it now takes. Instead, we

give them the opering shot, pus a chanee to
That brings up an interesting point about come hack at us, first on the CG, then on the

the management of the Office of the Secretary POMS, and then on the budget scrub and the
of Defense. There are very few offices in the budget prioritization, both in writing and in
Secretary of Defense's office that do not have face-to-face meetings, with the agendas of
their own vested interests, and that becomes their own choosing. The services may not like
something of a problem in trying to arrive at all of ifarold's decisions, but they ran hardly
a program and a budget, complain about being frozen out of the process

or given no opoortunitios to stre their case.
The services are really ruite good--not The system Is moot definiteit the same as Bob

perfect, but really quite good--in following McNamara's, no itter how often Tommy Moorer
the Fiscal Guidance, and, when you say, "Come claims it isn't."

in with three programs that follow the follow- I found another memo, too; this was back
Ing contours," they pretty much do. That goes in February of 1978. After our first meeting,
to OSD to ,eet a review, and every office that with the Chiefs having control of the agenda
has a vested interest In anything cones along and meeting witE the Secretary of Defense and
and puts its little "kiddy car" in there and the Deputy Secretary, with really no particu-
its hobby-horse in here, and the thing grows lar time limit, I dashed this off after I got
and grows. It's absolutely irresponsible. back to the office: "Harold, a few quick ob-

servations on this afternoon's meeting on the
So, then I said, "I'll fix that: For CC. I'm sitting here, shaking my head, feeling

anything you pit in, vow've got to suggest an as if I've lost my innocence or at least my
offset." Dhat was just chaotic, absolutely naivete. I've always assumed that our senior
chaotic. People were suggesting offsets in military leaders would view the fundamental
programs they knew absolutely nothing about, issues underlying our national security policy
You'd find those conflicts where guy A would as the area in which they can make their most
offset 3, but ,uy C had raised B so it was important contributions. Whether the civilians
impossible. That is a serious problem in how in the DoD somthow frustrate them in that role
you should nonage that. The way it's done now and freeze them out of the process has long
is that the Secretary makes those decisions been a source of controversy. It was with that
himself. That's an awful burden, and that in mind that I suggested these meetings as
impressed me as one of the things that needed part of a new PPB system.
to be Improved.

"I assumed that the Chiefs would recog-
There's another thing. Len Sullivan spent nize them as presenting them with an oppor-

a lot of time talking about the relations tunity quite unprecedented in military-
between the civilian and the military, and I civilian relationships, the chanoe to speak to
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you, face to face, at Rome length, more or That, to me, was really a surprising
less uninterrupted, with the agenda under thing. We had tried to set up the meeting to
their complete control, on the most funda- discuss the most basic issues of national
mental defense issues, security, and it didn't work. It turns out

that that's a very, very difficult thing to
"As I drew up that list of what seemed to do. Actually, I think, if you look at national

be the major issues, the other day, I was security planning, those issues are almost
greatly encouraged. It seemed that there might never discussed anywhere. They're not ad-
be a possible agenda covering the real guts of dressed as the man In the street would assume
this business. I thought there was a good they are addressed. That, I found shocking,
chance that these discussions really could and I think that's still the case.
turn out to be something different--something
challenging, broad in scope and addressed to In line with that, one of our tasks, the
the problem that at least worries the hell out one which I found most interesting, was the
of me from time to time. development of a paper, which I think was

something along the lines of NSSH-3. We did it

"But, judging by the almost universal for a PRC meeting.

criticism that we have included no separate
section on policy in the CG, I was led to The idea was to tie together all the
expect that matters of fundamental policy alternatives, starting with alternative ob-
would be discussed and judging by comments jectives, trying to calculate what the force

such as 'the result is that policy and balances would be in the theaters of interest,
strategy tend in the CG to become secondary to given no change in current estimates and cur-

programming and fiscal considerations,' I did rent intelligence, trying to determine what

not expect that dialogue over these funds- the force ratio should be for a high and a low

mental policy matters would be interrupted by degree of risk, estimating what that would

programmatic or fiscal details. take by way of forces, making allowance for
how many of those forces we would have to con-

"But how did the first two meetings turn tribute and what the effect of Allied contri-

out? After all that ruckus, what did we get? butions would be, therefore deriving the nec-

Did we get down to policy, or strategy, or essary U.S. Defense budget, and going on to

objectives, or whatecer? Not reilly. We may trying to derive the economic effects on the

have dabbled around the edges froi time-to- country.

time, but we never really dug into such mat-
ters. We never really addressed the funda- For that purpose, we had held a seminar,
mental issues of the abqolute level of the one of a series of seminars, to ask a bunch of

Defense budget. We hardly shed any light on distinguislied economists what would he the

the question of overconcentration on the Cen- effects of a 10 percent increase in the de-

tral Front--about which I don't know whether fense budget if you managed it properly. We

it's the case or not--and I got no helD on the had Larry Klein from Wharton, who had lust won
question during those meetings, the Nobel Prize, and Otto Eckstein from DRI,

Michael Evans, etc. It was an interesting
seminar, the general conclusion of which was

"But we qure did cover a lot of narrow, that, if properly managed, the country should
programmatic details. Perhaps that's because, nout have a great deal of difficulty in man-
at least according to critics, the CG set the aging a 10 percent real increase in the de-
stage that way. But, in my opinion, those fense budget--if properly managed with
meetings were entirely too indistinguishable adequate fiscal planning.
from the meetings we held with the services
during last year's POM review. I was particularly proud of the paper,

not because it was the last word, hut because
"What a wasted opportunity. Where are the it seemed to me to be something that was

distinguished military scholars in uniform? better than had been done before. It got into
Are we reduced to professional military advice terms that, I think the President would have
via the JSOP? Is OSD always to have so much found more useful with regard to national
influence, merely because It fills a vacuum? security. The paper presented information in a
I'm disappointed. We gave the golden oppor- somewhat different light. It gave an economic
tunity, and they chose to use it to argue for analysis, with all th-a uncertainty of economic
programmatic changes, for relief even from analysis. At least, it was an approach tied to
your limited amount of mandatory guidance, and various objectives that we might achieve with
they urged some gobbledygook section iustify- our national security policy.
Ing all conceivable requests and the resulting
edged-in-black estimates of military risks. Well, we did that right at the time of
Perhaps things will look brighter tomorrow." the election, with the Idea that if he was
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reelected and wanted to reevaluate this na- lot to be said --or the cteview, although it may

tional se-urity policy, we'd have a head start sound redundant.

on that. It got as far as a meeting chaired by

the Secretary of Defense, with everybody there The idea of the POM review should be to

except the President. By that time, of course, outline the broad structures of the defense

it was a lame duck administration, and it programs, not the details. And you should deal

never went any farther. So, I don't know what with the big issues. The budget is where you

will ever happen to it. get into the excruciating details. The budget
is largely a one-year orie-tation. Programming

But it seems to me that that was the should certainly pay a lot of attention to the

ultimate purpose of analysis. The highest out years, as well. So, it didn't seem to me

purpose of analysis In the PPB system is to it was a practical thing to do.

lead more directly into considerations of how

you can best inform the choice of a national One of the things that kept being raised

security policy. Because that really is some- as the reason for doing this was that "we're

thing that I believe is done very poorly, if visiting all these decisions twice." Well,

at all, today. National security policies are, there's no reason why anybody has to visit a

by and large, picked out of the air without decision twice. All you have to do is say,

serious analysis or without serious thought to "No, we have decided that. I'm not going to

what the consequences are. People say we have review it again." It's just a matter of dis-

a strategy-force mismatch, and they are right. cipline. Having a single review doesn't get
It's very clear why we have a strategy-force you out of that problem because the guy can

mismatch, because nobody ever asked about the still raise the issue five times in a budget
cost when they decided to pick the strategy. review.

And nobody ever asked the Chiefs, "What are

the risks?" The Chiefs are ill equipped to Anyway, I succeeded in my argument

tell you, but they are never asked in any there--I think, not because of logic, but

case. So, there's a great deal to be done probably just because it's too difficult to

there. I think that's the most important role change, and we were always at the wrong point

that PPBS has to play in the future. I hope it in the cycle to do it.

will happen. 'well, thank you very much.

Mr. Sullivan: I'd like to weigh in on that. I

Profesor Blaridin: I think there's time for a disagree In one area with Mr. Murray here.
few Baiin:I hik ter'stie or There's no way to keep from revisiting the

few questions. Please indicate to whom you are
addressing your questions, same issues, if, in fact, the top line for the

budget hasn't been established at the time you

Question: 1fr. Murray, why did you fight Don do the POM review. When I was there, we had an

Rice's suggestion that we ought to combine agreement that we would give the Comptroller

programming and budgeting Intt, one phase in- I percent of the budget to use during budget

stead of going through the whole thing twice review time. The trouble was that Nixon and

every year? Ford changed their minds as to how big they
wanted the defense budget to be by "n" billion

Mr. Murray: It vou try to combine them into a dollars in November. There was no way that you

single review, you get v'otr choice: You can do could avoid having PPDs to cut programs. So,

pro)r.,mmin,, or you can do budgeting. But you in a lot of the PPBS things, people who were

can't do them both. The thing that's going to looking up at it thought that management was
'et done Is budoting, because the Congress is just dumb. And people who were looking down at

going to demand the hudget. So, you're going it realized there is no control in any one

to do a thing in the exquisite detail of the place by which you can fully organize the

budget. Well, that's an awful lot of work. process. That's one reason I believe that

When are you going to do it? The program re- planners have an obligation unto themselves to

view, presumably, -ihould have a fair amount of plan for more than one alternative and to be

control over what you're doing, and that could ready to come back with an option that fits

result in massive changes in the budget. But the bill.

you can't take massive changes in the budget

at the eod of the year because it takes yon Mr. Murray: We had three layers of programs.

too long to tecalculate everything. You have We had three programs in entirely different

too many ricochet effects. So, yo have to levels. If somebody wanted a budget in the

back it up and start it earlier. Well, if you middle, we could just pick a little of this

start it earlier, your hudget is out of date and a little of that until you got to where

by the time you send it to the C(ngress; so, you wanted without really revisiting a
that isn't going to work. I think there's a decision.
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Comment from the floor: One comment on that. I So, there was plenty of opportunity for con-
agree with Russ on the logic of two separate trol. But I think the point that you're
systems because--simply--you can't draw the getting at is that the Secretary of Defense
budget without some proper program structure, was much more actively leading the Department
A budget is an annual thing. I disagree with than his predecessors had, with the exception
Len in this sense. If the top line comes down, of McNamara. That was just Harold Brown's
I would agree that there comes a time when you style. He wanted to do it.
have to revisit programs in the budget review
process, If that were, in fact, the way prac- Question: Could you give some assessment of
tice carries out, I'd say, "Great!" But it that? Do you sense that's the right way or
isn't. What we do right now, all too fre- simply the Secretary's style?
quently, in the budget review process is, in
fact, revisit those programmatic decisions Mr. Murray: Do you mean intrinsically right?
where a proponent has lost the argument and he
wants to give it another try. In addition, the Question: Yes.
danger of it is that what he does is totally
screw up a well structured program. Mr. Murray: Yes, it depends on what style you

like. It seems to me that managing the De-
if, on the other hand, people have, as partment is a job for an active Secretary of

you noted, properly planned and are told: *You Defense. Now, the thing is how to share the
just got dinged "x" dollars in TOA or outlays; balance. MeNamara, I think, clearly went too
go back and come in with the change you're far toward centralized control. You simply
going to recommend," then, one can come back cannot run the entire Department from that
in with a balanced response, office. There has to be some delegation of

authority. Everybody will agree there has to
Mr. Sullivan: We were all screwed up because be some delegation. There certainly can't be
the reasons the budget changed every year were total delegation, where the Secretary becomes
different. One year we were looking to add TOA nothing more than, maybe, a judge between two
with no outlay implications. The next year we alternatives that he can't control. I think
were stuffing the programs aith outlays to get that Brown's choice was pretty good. I think

over an economic probleT.. And, the third year, it's closer. I'd lean away from the direction
we were tryin to whittle away at outlayr. of the current Administration; it seems to me
And, again, you can't do that--i don't think-- that it delegates too much.
without revisiting a program.

Question: Russ, I woud like to go over o Question: Let me put it, then, in just a

thing about the Consolidated Gufdance. It slightly different way. It seems to me the

seems to me somewhat inconsistent to t lk essence of PPBS is information for decision

about the guidance document as a precursor ta making and that "over guidance" or specific

the development of a service POM. It gets down guidance deprives the decision maker of that

to talking about here is -x" additional dol- information. I'm going to argue tomorrow that

lars to do this specific thing. Or here is a "fully funding the requirement" is a terrible

specific force table or reaction table, rather statement in PPBS because it deprives the

than being more subtle or holding it out, or decision aker of Information. And over-

soliciting from the services their response to specificity in the guidance, if you're going

that kind of thing. But, obviously, you felt to have a POM phase, does the same thing. It

comfortable doing that. doesn't allow the system to develop alterna-
tives. It prejudges the outcome and insists on
adherence to a "line" rather than exploration

Mr. Murray: Clearly, what was happening was a around that "line."
reversion toward--although, by no means, all
the way to--the McNamara style of management.
That was what was happening. Now, the services Mr. Murray: That's right. It does. Presumably,
did get a chance to comment on it because the you don't do that unless you have a very good
CG was issued to them for comments, long reason. You should feel quite strongly about a
before it became final. And if they objected particular issue. If you just come along and
to it or had some alternatives, they had arbitrarily start writing everything down
plenty of opportunity to talk about it. That without knowing what you're doing, that's a
was the meetin- I referred to. Tlat was after very dumb thing to do. But these pieces of
the issuance of the CG, when you'd hope you guidance from Harold Brown were not just
would discuss such things as: Should we be picked out of the air. They're the kind of
building up Europe, or should we be building things that he felt very strongly about and
up the RDF, or should we be going for readi- also, as I say, it was not final. The services
ness instead of procurement--all these issues, were given an opportunity to respond. Harold
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Brown was much more receptive to service Ike Selin back because Ike told us that, when
counterarguments than McNamara ever Was. I he was running things, OSD had perfect control
think my track record of persuading Harold over what the services did; that is, they made
Brown that I was right and the service was suggestions, which the services followed au-
wrong was dismal. tomatically. And, as far as we know, he didn't

Professor Blandin: I think there's time for issue any guidance at all. So, I think that
one more question--if and only if it's asked was great.
by a former Assistant Secretary of Defense.

Comment from the floor: It's not so much of a Professor Blandin: I want to thank the panel
question as a comment. I think we need to get very much.
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103

m'- SERVICE PPBS: A COMPARATIVE REVIEW the same token, I think it is something we
OF NAVY PROGRAMMING have got to watch very carefully to see that

it does not consume us and get us going in
directions we shouldn't be going in. With that

C) Rear Admiral Joseph Metcalf 111, USN preface, I would like to introduce Capt. Ray
Director, General Planning and Programming Walsh. I'll take questions afterward.

Department of the Navy

and Captain Walsh: Good morning. One note: We do
not have a whole lot of money in the Navy. We

, Captain Ray Walsh, USN have one set of slides. There are some things
- Head, Plans and Development Branch in here that we talked to different people

General Planning and Programming Division about, so I won't talk about all of the things
Depa rment of the Navy

on the slides. [SLIDE 11

Dr. Cabe: During the first session this Slide 1
morning, Admiral Metcalf, the Navy's program-
mer, will give a presentation on how the Navy
develops its POM. Now I'll turn the session
over to Admiral Metcalf. PPBS DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS

Admiral Metcalf: I'll introduce the man who is DESCRIPTION
going to tell you what we do. Actually, the e DOD RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CONTROLLED By SECDEF
gentleman who is going to go through the P0M * OBJECTIVE IS TO iDENTIFY MISSION NEEDS. MATCH WITH RESOURCES.
today is, in my view, one of the coming in- AND TRANSLA7E INTO BUDGET PROPOSALS

tellects in this PPBS business. We have heard e SYSTEM PRODUCES DEFENSE GUIDANCE. FIVE YEAR DEFENSE
about the past, the present, and the future. PROGRAM AND THE DOD PORTION OF PRESIDENT'S BUDGET
In many ways, Ray Walsh and his counterparts CHARAC RIMSTCS
in the other services--the colonels and the a SYSTEM IS DYNAMIC AND EVOLVING
commanders--are what is going to make this 0 CURRENT EMPHASIS ON
system go. CfUNRALI' P0V O5CTI

* PA1IICIPATOR MANAGLMUIN
But a word about the Navy POM and the * o N

process we use. Ouis is significantly dif-
ferent, I think, from those of the other ser-
vices. (In fact, one of the problems we have
in the Navy is that very often we have a
problem explaining ourselves to OSD and PPBS is the thing I would like to con-
sometimes to ourselves.) I think you will see centrate on. We are very much like the
the differences today. And some of you who are Department of Defense in that we have cen-
familiar with the Navy way of doing busines6b tralized policy direction and decentralized
will see changes, because this year we have execution. We also have participatory manage-
taken a number of initiatives to change the ment--much more so than I think you have seen
way the Navy puts its POM together. These so far. [SLIDE 21
initiatives address the way the Navy thinks
through the process and comes up with a pro- Slide2
gram within Fiscal Guidance. The elements we
have used for years are still there, but some
of the refinements are significant. And one of PPBS
the reasons I would like Capt. Walsh to give
the presentation to you today is that, In • PLNNING
large measure, he provides the thought behind 0 EWTETHREAT
lots of the things we do., .* DEVELOP STRATEGY & POLICY

* BEVEL, 0 FORCE PLANNING GUIDANCE
- -de--golng tO 'addresq, the tNavy POM 0 PROGRAMMING

development process from a bryid and micro * TRANSLATE PLANNING INTO ACHIEVABLE PACtEA6BS
prospective. We are going- -to get down into a RECOGNIZEFISCAL & RESOURCE CONSTAINTS
some micro parts of this problem,, because'-4 FIEYEARPLAN
fe*1-t*n&5- part of what drives the way we do * BUDGETING
business is the explosion in management In- * EP S ON FIRST YEAR
formation and our ,-h.,ipahlies to use that * EXECUTAB1LITYOFPROGtAMS
information. .ay wtIIip,, 11irotigh a section on JUSIFICATIONFRORMENTS VIAOETALED W-UP
how we use the capability of large mass stor- .,, ...-. ,.
age and information machines to help us do our
work., I think it is enormously useful but, by
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We do the planning, programming, and Slide 3
budgeting much as everyone else does. One of r
thle things that you will see is that in our PEOPLE IN PROCESS
programming proess--inside the second NV RGAMN
bullet--we also lo planning, programming, and NV RGAMN
budgeting. [SLIDE 31 EN ECf

This Is "who plays and how they play."
The Secretary of Defense (at the top) plays
thrcugh th~e DRB. As General Morgan and Bob 1MI

Larkin mentioned yesterday, we are a little
bit different from everybody else in that we PA"C
tieve two services within one department. That usAIC
make For some Interesting differences In the .~r

vwAy we do business. The Commandant of the
Marine Corps and the Chief of Naval Operations NAVY s .ror Ot

bothwor thrughtheSecretary of theNay
bu L they also have direct coordination with
each other. We have officers from the Marine E ~ TN NAVY-
Corps assigned throughout the OpNav staff,
developing the analysis and doing the pro-
g;rannuing (in many respects). On the bottom of
this side, we have what we call "claimants" (I
will. talk about thea In a bit). The Naval Slide 4
Ma, er iaI Command and the CinCs give us the
strategy, pricing, and requirements. We in
turn give them tile resources. They run the PEOPLE IN THE PROCESS
Navy. (SLIDE 41

We ht-ve threu pancls. The top panel, onPRGA ANLSSNDEVW
tlc right, Is a new invention this year. All
oi the things that we do In the programming- -

)rocess and throughout most of the execution POPO090
of the planning and the budgeting process is IR C:

don~e thrc.,igh these panels. The Program De- F IMF_ W

vo!lopmenit and Review Committee, chaired by rD hIe.- --

Admiral Metcalf (on the left), Is the two- I CN*

s;t.r-Jeve1 committee. They review all of the CBIN

analyses, ill of the proposals, and all of the OP 90 I
IsSessMents, out only in programming, but also OCPGRM01IN01FI OIAE
in the acqui'Jtion process, in the development PPRO M AMIoN M01t1111H
of strategy, in the planning process. It is a O1 CAO EXECUIVE SUR
common group of playesrs who have a rather wide
perspective ocruss the whole Navy. Every
branch of OpNav is represented.

At theit lower right-hand corner is the Slide 5
CNO's Exe-utive Board. Thi., Is a decision- OP
making panel, chaired by the CNO. Included in
this represtnitation is the Commandant of the THE PEOPLE IN THE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
'larine Corps. Tincluded on the PDRC is General____________________
Morgan, representing the Marine Corps. We also 0 THE SPONSORS 0 SPECIAL GROUPS
have tho Se-cretary of the Navy represented at MANAGERS OF PIECES Of E
the PDRC, so that we have the full spectrum of THE NAVY 0 PONW *0050 GROUP

the staff looking at the problem. One of the 0 OPO00SP OBIG RU
things that you will see as we go along is THE COORDINATOR OF THE . RA KOWctsW~ORNOi

PROCESS*EKSOfW Athat we try to look at the Navy in as many eC ATIPTWRUI RU
different dimensions as possible. 0 OOU*CROA AIMAAA0OUO

DATA SUPPOR MAN RAO) RAO P155* hSiOCATIN W(SIRT
In the *tippet right-hand corner is the 5ACSI CORIATION CPM WQ PROGRAM AA(OSS MRAWKflI

threc-star-Aevel committee. This includes the e P96W M4101111 IPERSONEADISRMI
PO0W"1114(105 1160 IVALUAIA(O PORI PooAAM 105105060N REVIEW "CTI1

Deputy Chiefs of Naval Operations for the 041ASIAACO 5 0RAI.'ATMIIUMAYlA k
various warfare areas, the support areas, the 9 P9 WAORAU

ewiI REPRATION AIDS BSEm OPERATNG SPPOmanpower area, etc . They are the people who cuAMANIIOO ussmbConm Top OK TERM DEFENSE PROGAM
actually run the Navy, and they report
directly to the CNO. [SLIDE 5]
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We have a concept called "sponsors." actually in the water--for the programming of

Perhaps one of the differences between the FY-85 (in POM-85), and for the long-range

Navy and the other services is in this concept submarine warfare plan out through the year

of sponsorship. We have resource sponsors who 2000.

actually "own" the resources that run the

Navy. We have mission sponsors, who "own" the The same is true in aviation (Op-05). The

missions (for example, ASW, AAW, strike war- same is tre in the support areas. For ex-

fare, amphibious warfare). They are respon- ample, in C , Admiral Nagler--who is Op-094--

sible--the resource sponsors and the mission is responsible for the day-to-day operations

sponsors--to the CNO for either their re- of the command, control, and communications

sources (platforms, submarines, aircraft network of the Navy. He is also responsible

carriers, surface ships) or the functions/ for looking into the future.

missions they perform.
We look at the Navy from about 17 dif-

Op-090 is the honest broker. He has ferent directions. And, within each one of

working for him three two-star admirals: those points of view, we try to look at the

Op-90, (Admiral Metcalf); Op-96, the Systems Navy from a functional, from a warfare, from a

Analysis Division (Admiral McCauley); and platform perspective. Each one of these areas

Op-
92

, the Budget Director (Admiral Miller). is the responsibility of a two-star admiral

Op-92 is also double-hatted. He works directly (or, in some cases, a three-star admiral), who

for the SecNav as the Budget Director of the will look at the Navy from his perspective. He

Navy for both the Navy and the Marine Corps. will provide an assessment to the CNO from his

We have a number of other groups, and I will perspective within these different areas of

get into most of these as we go along, how the Navy is doing. [SLIDE 71

lSLIDE 61

Slide 6 Slide 7

RESOURCE SPONSORS ASSESSMENT SPONSORS

PLATFORM SPONSORS 0 WIThIN DfSIGNATEO ASSESSMENT AREA
* SSS*RI* op o: * ,AI )LN opO 5'• )T|HI ItilS

* SUPOACI OP., * P•9OMR1 MtaIM FV5UATIft (* 0)

SUPPORT SPONSORS * ftw 9lTv 5W0 UN1

* A. PO .... OP . c, UMATI ffVUA'S (MW*) TO MuW COS MO NTS ON OM&IA

Ifso tRAY, o OP , * o In , S t" NAVtNtI GOl SS '16 TFr OPM

* 001CM ~ ~ POICY OP 0 . SPECIFIC AREAS
* IIELOP0C OP *0

TASKS MTOM,0 I TOO AND St 0URR WIIAMr DP X

* DEVELOP PROGRAMS 'mm " ss opm

* PAR rICIPATE IN APPRAISALS/CPAMs $owS op D"
* U PD A TE D A TA B A SE wn,0 s lo,0 Aop 0op o

The resource-sponsor notion is, I think, We cover not only the support areas, but

different from what you have seen before, also how we fight--warfare readiness. Warfare

because each one of these people actually readiness is not just whether we have enough
"owns" the resources that are the U.S. Navy. guns and bullets and fuel today, but also

Op-02 (submarine warfare), for example, owns whether the weapons are capable against the

all of the resources--the construction of the threat, whether we need to be going in a new

submarines, the operating of the submarines, direction.

the overhauling of the submarines, the manning

of the submarines--everything associated with Some of these people also have the func-

submarine warfare. He is responsible, not just tion of an appropriations sponsor. (SLIDE 81

for modernizing the submarine force, not just

for building a submarine force or for oper- An appropriations sponsor primarily pro-

ating it, but for the full spectrum. He is vides an interface with the budgeteers and

responsible for what is going on in the sub- with Congress. Within the programming process,

marine force today--the submarines that are we do very, very little of appropriation-type
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Slide S them integrated into the the programming pro-
cess. So, from the very beginning, they have a

APPROPRIATION SPONSORS role in the decisions on how we put these
__________________________________ resources together.

4APPROPRIATION SPONSOR.
SHIPBUILDING &CONVERSION,.NAVY SCN .......... OP03 One of the things that we have started
AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT, NAVY APN ............. OP0
OTHER PROCUREMENT NAVY DIAN............. P9 with more carefully is this first bullet--the
WEAPONS PROCUREMENT, NAVY WPN ............. OP-03 CinC strategy review. While the CinCPac,
RESEARCH. DEVELOPMENT. ROT&E ........... OPONCn-0t*Cn98 r akigt heOB u

TEST & EVALUATION CnlnCn~raetligt h RI u
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION NAVY DAMN ............ OP-92 component commanders are talking directly with
MILITARY PAYNAVY MPNII.............OP-01 the CNO. Several times a year, the CinCs meet
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE. O&NR............ OP-09R1

NAVY RESERVE with the CNO. They talk about how we will
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION. MCNR............OPUS91 fight: the problems they see in the world

NAVAL RESERVE
RESERVE PAY NAVY HIMN............ . op-0s situation, things that are often not con-

*ACSSCOGNZAT OFFICE FOR POMCOORDINATION sidered in the way that the D~epartment of
TASKS Defense looks at the world. As an example, you

SUP'ERVISE APPROPRIATIONhaetepolmowatodo ntenrhREPRESENT NAVYBEFORE CONGRESS hv h rbe fwa od ' h ot
MANACE RS HANDL.ETHEODETAILS coast of Africa. We look at the north coast of

PMPROGRAM O.iICTIVES MEMORANDUM Africa differently from the way Cl oCFur, per-

haps. does. That is not his problem. But if
you happen to be sailing around the Mediter-
ranean, it certainly is yours--as was demon-

manipulations. But these people are the go- stratcd last year. So we look at the world
hetweens, having participated in the planning, from a perspective that is somewhat different
the programming, and the budgeting. They are from, perhaps, the way the Cin~s look at it.
the go-betweens with the OSD Comptroller, with And we try to get that integrated into our
CongTress, and with the various activities that planning very early.
go on outside of OpNav that look at the Navy
from an appropriations point of view. One of the things that I will talk about

in a minute is the CNO's Program Analysts
The claimants are the people who actually Memorandum on exactly how we view the maritime

exectite the programs that we budget. strategy: What are the alternatives? How
(SLIDIF 91 should we use the forces we have?

~ ~ We provide each of the claimants (each of
the people who are going to spend the money) a
data base which gives them, in line-item de-

CLAIMANTS tail, all of the resources that are currently
programmed for their use and who toe sponsors

" HAVE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROGRAM EXECUTION are--both resource and mission-- for those
" SUBMII SUGGESTED PROGRAMS TO SPONSORS resources.* It provides them WitLh a common

* NAVVA SYSCSPRVIE PRICING ESTIATES vehicle from which they ran provide issues
" RFVIFW AND COMMENT ON PROPOSED PROGRAM directly back to the resource sponsors on.

a CNF 5'RA!EGY R[1W things that they think ought to S-, done
* RAD It IRT FYPPI ARD BAD 4 IAN FYOP) SCRUB differently.
9 RRIA, DOWN rTC UIC IEYFI APPROPRIAION MTrAIS FTR SCT ISA

IIAfNAI IYAV FIV YEAR PIE We get involved in great detatl I 1i many
* OT!GNAI CLAIMARINlPUT TO IDENIFY &VAS

* SPPDmSTINFITEBYRSOURCE SPONSCTS TO DEFINEPROGACHNGS cases, we provide resources by shlp' :17 num-
IN RESPOSETOTCIAIMANT IPUT bers and by individual Naval stattni. We also

count the people. The pile of pape~z; is very'
high. The claimants go through this data. They
talk to their own people (the C0s of ships and
squadrons, the Cos of bases), and they under-
stand, from their point of view, how they
would like to see the thing done differently.

These are the CinCs--CinCLantFlt, And they provide an input back to the resource
rinCPacglt, the Naval Material Command, the sponsor saying, "Gee, this Is all very nice.
Naval Military Personnel Command, and the sup- But you are not doing this, you are not doing
ply establishment. These are the people who that, this has to be done." The resource spon-
are responsible for executing the program we sors have to consider those inputs, and they
put together. We have tried very hard to get have to respond directly back to the claimant
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on the actions they have taken with respect to Slide 10
the issues that have been raised.

I will talk a little about data bases. ACUTN TUTRS H RBE

(The Admiral has already touched on it).
[SLIDE 10) 1 MIms FVATI O U9A & SMeI *tCMmI1W TR

I~A IPg5IA 1 MAUMIWUJIS UICA*U(AO BY IEU Ari A M~~ ST*Its IS

This is a "composite" of the number of PUflO*-in ilA HIU56SW5E9
.1M~if % D l .. IS. , U. s, ce£511f a sia. CsD CaDM,,

data bases that are currently running around 1" 09
the Defense Department. There is no way you I~~ IN. il. Wii.

intITP*AA 5 , FM~kI14 MAWWuNucould possibly do anything rational with all SO,,,,, W ... s. .. 1a.,,
those data bases. We have chosen not to use ,UISIT,5iOsNPIRD a*.C-0., -41. -KWs'.

them, by and large. We try to interface the 11II01 I"
data base that we have with the different S
requirements that are up there, but, as you n*C,.u, CUa -.ftSt

can see, various people look at the Department W...,~ MIIW W . t''7'Z .1 , - ..m
of Defense and the Department of the Navy from -. 0 .t I"*..sret

very different perspectives, and it sometimes Am ' stiiis. w

becomes difficult to maintain an audit trail. DIII..'-K-1-~u.~~os INDca''.,.I DMWI9

[SLIDE IllJslsAc. ,s ir.5 ~Ibs
The Five 'Year Defense Program Is what we

actually do use. I will show you in a minute Slide 11
that we use it a little bit differently from
the way some other people have. I'll also show
you some of the problems that you have using
our data base because you don't have the in- FIVE YEAR DEFENSE PROGRAM (FYOPI
formation :hat we have. [SLIDE 121

Every time we put up this sldi es0BASIC DOD PROGRAMMING9 DOCUMENT
a "My God, what are you doing?" This Is an at- *INTEGRATED AND COORDINATED PROGRAM
tempt to show you six of the seventeen various *FORCES. COSTS. MANPOWER, PROCUREMENT AND
dimensions that we use in looking at the Navy. CONSTRUCTiON
Starting at the top, with major programs, is *STRUJCTURE
the way that OSD most often looks at us. The FIVE YEAR S HORIZON (EIGHT YEARS FOR FORCE TABLES)
next one around, appropriations, is the way CNTUTDT OTA AATOWY
the Comptroller and the Congress often look at . A* CONSTRUCTET FORRAOAW WAYS
U.S. The next one around, the resource spon- *l"W11 IN ta(UALfv
sors, is the way we have carved up Navy
rcsources and the way the Navy resource spon- II UPDATED THREE TIMES EACH YEAR
sors--or the platform spon-sors--look at the
Navy. The Naval warfare areas and the func-
tional assignments, the tasks that have to be
done in order to run the Navy are another way
to look at it. The Ioa jor claimants look at it Slide J2
from a different perspective. And, finally,
you have the four pillars.WASTSLC

The last time I looked, we had seventeen
different ways of looking at Navy resources. iHi ' >
And the data base that we use has to be able
to sort our resources and be responsive to any 8

of the people who are trying to get some in-
formation or trying to make an input into the V
process. (SLIDE 131RE'

This is the standard DoD look at the
world--the FYD9. I t looks ptetty comprehen-
sive. You have the operating appropriations,
the R&D) accou. , and Ehe department (in this
case the Navy), broken into ten different
areas, which include the ships and the air-
planes, and what-have-you. The FYDP is based
on prograz L!emerlts.
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There is a problem with this, however. Slide 13
You had a presentation yesterday that talked r
about sorting the PEs and all the neat things t stmANwArnvI.UsOs
that that gives you. The problem is that,
within a PE, all of the O&M money, which goes
for various and sundry things, shows up as one .-*

number. It is not broken down. So, you can't
tell the difference between civpers and fuel
and modernization and overhauls and spare , I s
parts. It is all one number. And if you are S fSC,,;7NI 3

trying to look at the Navy from the point of *,,.1Iso./ /r, - /

view, say, of readiness, sustainability, and bMiMM

modernization, and you have in that one FE (in MASA FYDP PROGRAMS

that one O&M number) the money that is going
to pay for modernization, spare parts, am-
muattion, and pay for the civilians--all in m* I,,,,:,,0,,

that one number--and you try to roll that up ,
and do something with it, I would suggest to 0,o.,o,
you that you are going to get some very pecu-

liar answers. That is one of the reasons I
raised the question I did yesterday.

[SLIDE 141 Slide 14

We have what is called a "resource al-
location display," which is very similar to RAD: RESOURCE ALLOCATION DISPLAY
the FYDP. However, when we have an appro-
priation, it is by line-item, by Activity
Group/Sub Activity Group (AG/SAG) detail. So, j RAD RESOURCE

WARFARE SPONSORSwhen I am looking at the O&M account in a MIT TASKS , , , ,

particular PE, I am looking at the pay for ......- 0 NUMEROUS DISPLAYS
civilians, I am looking for the dollars that I9 1 OCTn)

go into fuel, I am looking at the dollars that i $ APO

go into the various things that 0&M buys, and, MANPOWER

if necessary, I can sort--based on that ac-
tivity group (or subartivity group)--by line-
items, and I can also sort by claimants. I can

tell you where in the world, whether it is in
the Atlantic Fleet, in the Pac I fic Fleet, or NARM translate, FYDP to RAO usng a dictionary
in Eurore that these resources are going to be . rM ,,, , , , tI.I

spent. It gives us the capability of looking , , oox cM 'U ' ,,

at the Navy from those various dimensions.

We have coded each one of the PEE (the
Navy data base has on the order of--for OSD and that is the detail necessary to rational
purposes--perhaps 300 PEs). Within the De- programming.
partment of the Navy, in our programming pro-
cess, we hdve a little over a thousand. For We also have a matrix approach.
each one of these program elements, we have [SLIDE 151
subprogram elements, and a resource sponsor

will own a piece of a program element. For This, again, consists of two of about
example, if you are looking at base operating seventeen dimensions. For every intersection
support, Op-0 3

, who has surface ships, will in our data base, there are at least two peo-
have a sub-PE that has all of the bases that ple who, in a sense, own that money. The re-
belong to surface ships. Op-05, who has avis- source sponsor is responsible to the CNO for
tion, will have a sub-PE that has all of the the programming of those dollars across--for
Naval air stations, example, in Op-05--all of the things that are

involved in air warfare. And, then, looking at
Within those sub-PEs, we have broken it it from a different direction, we have mission

down further to show: the claimant, whether it sponsors--or assessment sponsors--who are
is Atlantic Fleet or" Pacific Fleet; the mis- looking across all of the different ways of
sion sponsor, whether It is logistics or air doing antisubmarine warfare, all of the sur-
warfare or submarine warfare. Using this sys- face ships, all of the submarines, all of the
tem, we can go into a great deal of detail, aircraft, etc.
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Slide 15 The first part involves doing our home-
work. From about the time we get the PDM,
until the time we get the Fiscal Guidance and

RESOURCE ALLOCATION DISPLAY Defense Guidance, we are going through a pro-
cess of looking at ourselves from each of

.S CRIES4 SPONSOsAs these different directions. We go through a
j I I I TOTAL series of warfare appraisals, strategy as-

.,02 01 0 05 S sessments, and support assessments . We try to
come up with all of the things that tell us

. $.*Pc.,* ..... how well we are doing what we think we ought

., ........ ,to be doing, what kinds of things we could

•X _possibly do differently, and how mich that
TOTAL, would cost us. We also look at things that

05 RESOURCE are, perhaps, soft. That is a hard thing to
,, 2*,Sget at . But one of the things that we are

ASW 1"P'*0C NA trying to force on the system is this con-

o,,*o_, o... tinual look at what is soft.

ASW ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE

TOA - TOTAL OBLIGATION AUTHORITY From this whole process, we want to pro-
vide the CNO and the Secretary of the Navy
with the best information with which to make
decisions. We have, in our process, an early
decision point. About the end of January, the

The whole process, then, comes down to CNO makes a decision on how he would like--as
achieving a consensus, an accommodation, among a first cut--to have the resources allocated
various groups of people who have different or reallocated within the Navy. Throughout the
interests, meeting at each one of these in- program development period--from January to
tersections. The man who owns ASW is out there April--we go through the business of taking
to do the best he can with ASW, and he has to the homework that we have done, applying it to
convince the other individuals that the amount the program that we now have and the guidance
of resources in each one of those intersec- that we have gotten from OSD, and, in particu-
tions is either the right amount or needs to lar, the Fiscal Guidance that we have gotten
be changed in some manner. The whole business from OSD. We take a first cut, if you will, at
of planning, programming, budgeting and, in how we reallocate the Navy, how we change it,
fact, execution, revolves around those inter- how we accommodate all of the homework that we
sections. And this is the way we see it. have done and the new distribution of re-

sources contained in the guidance.
We break the programming process down

into three separate categories. (SLIDE 161 This process produces something called a
"sponsor's program proposal" (which I will get
into in a moment). But it is, if you will, the
new Navy. We then go through another month or
month-and-a-half of something that is called

Slide 16 "the end game." During this time, we go
through another intensive reassessment of what
it is this new Navy does and does not do, and
whether or not we are satisfied with it, or

PROGRAMMING whether some more changes are necessary. And,
finally, about thirty seconds before the final

8IN POM decision is made, we put it all together, we
PRORAM PLANNING PROGRAM DELOPMENT OP~ spend our minute-and-a-half to write down the

(#A- AN) (IA-APR) (APR--MAY) documentation, and we send it off to OSD.

• um.w . gA [SLIDE 171

•I. gs .CNlTsTm The whole process is a circle, if you
• m. d .cam will, of guidance--looking at what it is that

•MUWNT •we have done, making decisions, executing
o5flD those decisions, and going around in a circle

again.

From November to January, these are the

kinds of things that we are looking at.
ISLIDE 181
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Slide 17 can add some perspectives to the things that
go on, and the discussions around the table
that very often, bring out an awful lot of
thoughts and comments that the person doing

POM DEVELOPMENT the analysis probably did not think about.
ITERATIVE CYCLE

At the same time that we are doing this,
the Secretary of the Navy is chairing a forum

GUIDANCE ANALYSIS called the "DON/POM Strategy Board." And he
has a series of issues that he is interested
in, mostly generated by his own staff. Some of
the issues will have been generated as a re-
sult of program execution problems, things
that have come up on the Hill, things that

DECISIONS happened in the last PPBS cycle that he really
is not comfortable with, and things that he
thinks ought to be done differently. The CNO,
the Commandant of the Marine Corps, Op-090
(our honest broker), and the Assistant Sec-
retaries of the Navy participate in this
forum.

Slide 18 So, from November to January, before we
get the Fiscal Guidance, before we get the
Defense Guidance, we are in the process of

.. carefully. [SLIDE 191

Slide 19
OEC ACOUWISON SRAT'O

SUMMARY R I,,, eSS VO s1CM F, . PHASE I -PROGRAM PLANNINGAN SIIMMARY RIAMMSS AN'D SUPPORT CPAiM I ~A41#!
MOO|RtIA1i0O A MARASMN'

"
"T ,l .r, AUGUST JANUARY

INITIAIVAS [PWM -- J o .,_

FIB .. . . . . . . .,r

MAR

APR PW IIlf

In each of the individual warfare areas ,

(antiair warfare, antisubmarine warfare, . , ,
strike and amphibious warfare), we go through
this analysis. It is briefed to the two-stars.
From the two-star level, it is taken up to the
three-stars. Now, there are two purposes in
this. For one, we want to make sure that That process includes about twenty-four
everybody understands the analysis, and separate presentations, just on the Navy side
everybody has, if you will, been brought up to of the house. In each one of these things,
speed on where we are right now. But, more again, the Marine Corps is playing very heav-
important, it also gives everybody a chance to ily. The question was asked yesterday, how the
take a look at the analysis or the assessment Marine Corps requirements for amphibious
from his own perspective and add his own in- ships, for example, get included in the Navy
sight into this process. For example, if we process. One of the appraisals addresses
are looking at amphibious warfare, the sub- amphibious warfare. Two people are intimately
marine guys get in there, and they say "Hey, involved in the development of that analysis.
there are some things that you have to con- One is a Navy captain, who has just come from
sider from our perspective if you are trying being a squadron commander of an amphibious
to go onto the beach." They look at it from squadron, and the other is a Marine Corps
the enemy submariner's point of view. And they colonel, who has had extensive experience from
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the green-suit side of the house, in charging They come back out, about the first of

across the beach. They are the people who March, with something called a sponsor's pro-

initially put the analysis together. They lean gram proposal. This is the way that Op-03, the

very heavily on the rest of the OpNav staff surface warfare guy, or Op-05, the air warfare

and the rest of the Marine Corps staff to make guy, or whoever, comes back to the CNO with an

sure that we have looked at all of the updated data base and says, "Boss, this is how

alternatives, all of the considerations that I think my piece of the action ought to look,

both the Navy and Marine Corps think ought to given all of the things that you have told me

be considered in going to this two-star, and and given the amount of resources that I

then three-star, board. have."

This document is called the CNO's Pro- We roll all of these sponsor program

gramming and Fiscal Guidance. [SLIDE 201 proposals back up into a large data base, and
the assessment sponsors go back and take a

Slide 20 look at this process again. They look at how

antisubmarine warfare, or logistics, or per-

sonnel have changed as a result of the sponsor

program proposals. Then, we go back to the
CNO POLICY AND PLANNING GUIDANCE two-star board and again address current

ICPPG) issues.

From there, we go to the CNO's Executive
* MID SEPTEMBER Board--about the middle of April--and,

* CNO PLANNING OBIECTIVES & PRIORITIES finally, to the Secretary of the Navy, and we
say, "This, sir--with the resources that we

SINITIAL PROGRAMMING GUIDANCE have and the guidance that you have given us--

D OIRECTS FOCUS OF CPAMs AND APPRAISALS is the best way that we think, on balance, we
can use the resources given to us."* INITIAL GUIDANCE FOR EPADEVELOPMENT

Again, the DON/POM Strategy Board has

been working in parallel. Many of the same

issues have been brought up, and there is a

cross-tracking back and forth because these

boards have the same players. Admiral Metcalf,
who chairs the PDRC, is also one of the prin-

It is a memorandum of about 40 pages, cipal players in the DON/POM Strategy Board.
signed by the CNO. All of the homework has General Morgan, who runs the Marine Corps POM

been done, and the Defense Guidance and Fiscal process, i.: a member of the PDRC and the

Guidance have been received. This CNO memo- DON/POM Strategy Board. So, we have this con-

randum tells the resource sponsors how to tinual cross-talk. We look at ourselves as

program or reprogram their resources. It is often as we can, from as many different per-

specific guidance in many respects. It will, spectives as we can.

for example, tell people what the CNO's ob-

jectives are with respect to readiness, what This, in a nutshell, is the first part of

he wants to see for our mission-capable rate our homework. We get the information from the

for aircraft, and in what order. It will ad- CinCs. We go through a maritime strategy

dress sustainability. It will address the way analysis. Given the number of battle groups we
we are going to handle contracting-out. And it have, given the number of airplanes we have,

will address the priorities in strategic war- given the amount of sustainability, the amount

fare or in antisubmarine warfare. It will of fuel we have in the water today, how would

address the things in particular that, as a you fight the force? A lot of things come out
result of this analysis, the CNO wants the of that, things that people outside the .avy

resource sponsor to take a really hard look at would, perhaps, not have thought of. We go

as he develops his program. through all of the analysis and we end up with

the CNO's Programming and Fiscal Guidance.

For the month of February, the resource

sponsors crawl into their holes, close the The preview CPAM is the first presenta-

doors, and take a very hard look at all the tion in the POM process. [SLIDR 211

things they have learned over the past year in

the execution of their programs: the problems Someone asked how the EPA plays. We play

they have had on the Hill, the problems they the EPA from last year into the beginning of

have had in the PDM from last year's POM, this year's program. We take all of the things

things that have changed over the past year, that have come out of the EPA, all of the

the claimants' inputs, and the CNO's guidance. insights of looking out fifteen years, and
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what have you, and use that as one of the Slide 23
starting points for reprogramming this year,
it that is necessary.

WARFARE APPRAISALS
Slide 21 ______________________

0 EVEWU111 W1AFR PERW~nlAO

*FOCAIY CONPRAND

PREVIEW CPAM ANIIssWAFR 5106 AW)

*FIRST PRESENTATION OF POM PRD(,LSS *NMII '15 CNERIII S lMCM)
*AMmS IM ARAE

*EXAMINES CURRENT NAVAL BALANCE AS DEFINED IN ELEMMInC WARFAR (WS
PREVIOUS POM AS ADJUSTED BY POM BUDGET ESTIMATE 0 IRAWI IMST=0

IDENTIFIES ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION FROM: 111116 R GEIRINEIIAM

I* EXTENDED PLMANIG ANNEX * KWLOP AL1015)51

* INISMINT P09F1511 0 WST PAWNS1

" WARFARE IEFICIEIFS 6 * WU Y0 TOE POIC BY LW-U

" NVION11 AND1 STRl*1liC REOWRENINIS

*PRESENTED BY OP 6 TO POR C 

lde2

Maritime strategy is how the CinCs think SUMMARY WARFARE APPRAISAL
we have to fight. [SLIDE 221 (SWA)

Slidt 2 RECAPS SIX INDIVIDUAL APPRAISALS

*ISSUE-ORIENTED

MARIIMESTRTEG CPM *INTEGRATES PROGRAMS PRIORITIES AND

* FISCALLY CONSTRAINED
" PROVIDES MARITIME STRATEGY ON WHICH WARFARE APPRAISALS *OP-095 WILL PRESENT TO CEB IN MID-JANUARY

ARE TO BE BASED
(AFTER PRESIDENT'S BUDGET SUBMISSION)

" PRESENTS WARTIME EMPLOYMENT OF NAVAL FORCES
*AS RHICT(D IN

" ATTEMPTS TO MEASURE PROGRAMMED WARFIGHTING
CAPABILITIES

" PRESENTED TO PORC AND tED BY OPO06 IN OCTOBER shoots down from space and zaps everybody,
but, unfortunately, that is not in the pro-
gramn." We are not allowed to Include in the
appraisals things that we do not own.

We also use the CPA11s to do the support
areas in the same amount of detailI--readiness,

The warfare appraisals and the areas in sustainability, and manpower. These analyses
those warfare appraisals are rolled up into address questions such as: "Hiow do I modernize
one summary warfare appraisal. (SLIDE 231 the f leet?" Do I have the industrial capacity

to do it?" "Do I have the spare parts?" "Do I
We take all of the individual items and have the R&D technology?" ISLIDEK 251

consolidate them into one warfighting package.
[SLIDE 241 Every year we also do something called a

"Baseline Task Area Appraisal." (SLIDE 261
One of the notes on these slides says

that it is fiscally constrained. It would be Usually it is just one area; this year it
very neat to go out and say, "Gee, I could is two. This is where we do a complete bot-
really win the war if I had 22 aircraft car- toms-up approach, We are not just looking at
riers or if I had this new, neat thing that deltas. We are not just looking at the program
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Slide 25 Slide 26

CNO PROGRAM ANALYSISMEMORANDUMS BASELINE TASK AREA APPRAISAL
(CPAMS)

* AS 010 OChR nOP

* ISSM -GRTI 0 IN-DEPTH REVIEW OF SELECTED WARFARE OR
0 01MER PROGAM 6 PRSO M55 ISIA OIIS

e PtSCAIY CWTUo SUPPORTING TASK AREA(S)
" AWAS 490551

S............... POM-85 TOPICS: TRAINING (OP-96)
........... *.. NAVY STOCK FUND (OP-04)

" E,,M to , "o PW PDRC PRESENTATIONS
" F50UW0 MNWY CPONS TO BE 'Rs&iTOIt TO aO

* VTuNhv hTIom,01 SMMMS ,Suwo , O r o, on

as it has changed over the years. We start Slide 27
from zero and build it all the way ,p. And we
take only one--or in this case tso--areas
because it is a very difficult thing to dr
from a zero-based approach. The Navy stock OPTIONAL CLAIMANT INPUT
fund is being done this year because of the
problems we have had over the last year with
the stock fund. One of the things we want to EACH CLAIMANT CN IENTIFY PA PRIORITZED MAJOR

do with it this year is get some appreciation issIM S
for how the stock fund is different from e OFFSETS MUST BE IDENTIFIED
everything else that is going on in the Navy. * INPUTS TO BE BASED ON SPECIAL (NEW) CLAIMANT
Again, these are the details--the homework, if ORIENTED DATA BASE PPINTOUT (RAD II)
you will--that are provided to the individual 9 INPUT DUE 10OP-90 NLT 24 NOV 1982
sponsor that tell him, down to the line-item
level, what is in his program that does or e SPONSORS MUST IDENTIFY ACION TAKEN ON THESE
does not cut the mustard and how, from the (FIV) LAIMANT ISSUESINSPOON PROGRA

PROPOSAL DOCUMENTS
assessment sponsor's point of view, it ought
to be changed.

The claimants come in with their inputs
as to what they think ougt to be done, given
their perspective. [SLIDE i7J

They are the guys who have to execute it. Slide 28
The sponsors will respond at the end of their
sponsors' program proposals directly back to
the claimants, to the fleet commanders, to the
Material Command, to the Personnel Command, PROGRAM ISSUESSUMMARY
with the changes they have made in response to
the claimants' input.

9 RESOURCE SPONSOR OPPORTUITY TO PRESENT ISS
Finally, the guy who has all of the TO BE CONSIDEREO IN THE FORMULATION OF CPFG

problems, the guy who has to develop this
program, gets his day in court. The resource * RESOURCE SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS TO PDRC
sponsor gets to come forward and say, "Gee, EACH SPONSOR LIMITED TO FI MAOR ISSUES
this is all very nice homework, and I under- o,,0Ime5EOSbIuIA1MS
stand all of your problems and all of the
things you would like to do differently, but eSCIE EOFOREARLYJANUANY
from my perspective there are also some prob-
lems and you ought to consider them as you are
writing your guidance." This is the last pre-
sentation that is made before we start writing
the CNO's guidance. (SLJ)K 281
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We have all the homework done. We write Slide 30
the CNO's Programming and Fiscal Guidance.
[SLIDE 291

PHASE II -PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Slide 29 JANAY- APRIL

CNO PROGRAM AND FISCAL GUIDANCE - rr r

(CPFG)

It DOCUMSIIS IENSASISE COB DECISIS ON S SFOM PLANINGS PK*5
;WARFARE *PPRAISAIS. CPNS AO ASSESSMIENS)

* ICORPORAIIS DEFENSE GUIOANCEIOG)

* PROVIOS FISCAI CONTROLS

" PROVIO(S MANPOWER CONTROLS O, rO U O 'WOU'
raps P0elim Itv0,O OC roo Ir,,l sW*Mb*

• PROVIDES GUIDANCE FOR PROGRAM OOYBSOPMtNI

* MEMORANDUM WPOM ,R0L) SIGNED BY CNO \

Slide 31

SPONSOR PROGRAM PROPOSALS
(SPPs)

it goes to the sponsor (in the dotted & MUST ACCOMMODATE:
box). [SLIDE 301 * INIATICO D ECImSOS AND PRIORTIES (IG

SFI$C. ANO MANPOWR CONTR0S

He puts together his program. [SLIDE 311 It PRCN ,N,
" SHOULD ADDRESS NEEDS AND PRIORITIES OF

We update the data base at that point. We ItCLAIMTS
then send the results out to NavMat to reprice SSESSMT SPONSORS

t SPP MADE UP OF THREE PARTS
the changes in the procurement profiles or a DATABASEUPDATE
anything else that has happened. Each of the . .C' SP t..,I 0-, m'."M0 PONO RGA PRDPOSA PRESENTATIONS
sponsors comes back again and takes a look at 0 ., 1 PC,0CM,,
that: new Navy. At the end, we go through a * S PROGRM PROPOSAL DOCUMENTS (So:

Program Evaluation and Review Summary, which * .... 10 C0,S. C trO ,,

is the forum for taking this new Navy to the

CNU. [SLIDE 321

That is the guts of the CNO's Programming
and Fiscal Guidance and the kinds of things Slide 32
that are included in it.

We include not just fiscal controls and PROGRAM EVALUATION AND
guidance but also manpower controls, both DECISION SUMMARY (PEDS)
officer and enlisted. We include civilians,
reserves, contracting-out, etc. This is what
the resource sponsors are doing when they go
into their rooms and close the doors. These * SUMMARIZES RESULTS OF DEVELOPMENT PHASE AND

are the kinds of things they have to accom- MAJOR UNRESOLVED ISSUES

modate as they are building their programs. . PRESENTED TO CEB FOR CNO APPROVAL/RESOUITION
And, when they are all done, we go back and
look at it. We try to get a handle on how this * ALSOPRESENTEDASSCIALBREFINGTOSECNAV
will improve the Navy, given all of the home- e SUMMARIZESCNOPRODPOMAND MAJOR
work we have done. This is the process that we ISSUES
use to go back to the CNO and, finally, to the
Secretary of the Navy. CEO -CNO EXECUTIVE BOARD

Then the fun begins. This is called the
"end game." [SLIDE 331
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Slide 33 Slide 34

PHASE III- END GAME
APRIL MAY SUMMRY

rj_,StCNAV DECIS- 1 * .AtUA. CYCLIC DECISN-MAKI G PROCESS

SI' 1 sUBMITTED AS CHANGES 10 TIHE FYOP

ii 0 CLAIIAI INPW CONSIDERED
t . SPONSORS PARTICIPATE

- PI IAS emmaln
OM D WIO 090REREISI

\_ 'AD V RESULTS IN THE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES MEMORANDUM
sM w 5l OW0CA1 W.RAo (POM)

EPA (KTIO0 RUN UNA

This is the point when--having done all best sense, no particular penchant for any

our homework--we finally come down to what the particular part of the Navy. And this is, in
whole process really is about. It is, to a the final analysis, how we view ourselves.

very large extent, a political process. I
don't mean political in the wrong sense. It is Admira Metcalf: I would like to take just a
a process of people talking to people. it is couple of minutes to summarize what our system
the business of "You have shown me all of the is and what I consider to be the keystone. The

analysis, and you have given me all the de- first is this maritime strategy. A significant
tails. I understand all of that. How do we difference from the way the Army and the Air
Interact with each other now? I understand all Force look at their programs is that the Navy
of the things you have said. Now, how do I put is not scenario-driven. We do not know what
it all together? How do I make it whole?" our scenario is. Along with the Marine Corps,

we are all over the place. And for years we
This is really the balancing process. In have been grappling with, "Well how do you--

the two weeks from the middle of April to the given that you don't have a scenario--grapple
first of May, we go through a very intensive with this problem?" We have come up with a

look at program balance--again, from all of method called the "Maritime Strategy Assess-
these different perspectives. There are a lot ment," which is one of the first things you

of people talking directly to the CNO. Admiral saw here in the Initial part of our process
Metcalf will get on the order of a hundred (for August). It is something which has a

calls a day asking, "Have you considered great deal of input from both the CNO and the
this?" "Is that really where you want it to Secretary of the Navy. It provides a basis for
be?"--that type of thing. measuring the appraisals. We measur. them

against this maritime strategy.
This is the Navy programming process.

[SLIDE 341 The second thing--which is key to the way
we do business--is the idea of a resource

It is a process that makes changes at the sponsor (or a responsibility). This concept

margin; it is not a bottoms-up approach. We allows us to identify who is in charge, and
have tried to incorporate the claimants (the whom to hold responsible, for program de-
guys who have to execute, the guys who would velopment; that is the system of the resource
have to fight) to the extent possible. And we sponsor. This system has been with us for a
have, over the years, gotten more and more number of years.
claimant input into the process--not only on
how we should fight, but also on what re- The third significant difference is this
sources are needed to execute the Navy idea of the CPFG. That is how we move re-
program, sources around. The question always comes up:

"All right, your maritime strategy and the

It is a sponsor-oriented process. Op-0 9 0, assessments you go through say that you're
Admiral Metcalf, does not "own" any resources deficient in AAW. How do you move the re-
at all. He is an honest broker. Ie has, in the sources from one place to another?"
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Well, what we do in Op-0 9 0 (the office General Morgan: I might also say that the
that I work for) is this: We get the CNO's Marine Corps requirements are included in all
g, idance on this and then we, quite frankly, of the analysis as well. In each one of the
roughly balance the program. We move dollars places where the Marines have an input into
from one part of the Navy to another as best the computer, there is a Marine Corps officer
we can, to balance the program to reflect his as part of the Navy staff, generating the
guidance. That is the way we change prior- analysis separately, so that when all of Lhis
ities. And that RAD, that rather complex is done, before the CPFG, the Marine Corps
matrix that Ray described to you, is how that requirements and the Marine Corps programs are
gets reflected down to the people who have to incorporated into the Navy program.
do the work. So, we move dollars around, and
that is how we shift the emphasis in the way Admiral Metcalf: The amphibious ships, the
we do business. Those are what I consider thethree key elements in the way the Navy does operation of those amphibious ships, and the
thri ekeleets i. tprocurement of them are done by the Navy--done
its programming, by blue dollars. Green dollars, -is General

Morgan said yesterday, buy the kinds of things

that are peculiar to the Marine Corps.

DISCUSSION Quest2on: The other day you objected to com-

bining the POM and budget processes. I guess
Question: Do you or Capt. Walsh move dollars that the rationale was that you really didn't
with any particular controls between the Navy feel the POM had enough budget detail to be
and Marine Corps? required in the budget. Yet, lookinrr at the

procedures you showed to build the PPM. I just

Admiral Metcalf: They are split up with a can't see you going into any more e&tail than

formula. And we do it down to the last decimal that.

point. Actually, General Morgan and I don't
have a lot to do with it. We turn that over to Admiral Metcalf: You are absolutely right. If
some other people. Ray does it, along with a you thou1 ,at that I objected on the basis that
Marine Corps colonel. The two of those guys we can't get the detail, you misunderstood. My
develop the split. General Morgan and I look own philosophy on whether we should have a POM
at it, and, if it looks pretty good, we march and then a budget, and combine them all to-
off and try to sell it to our respective gether, is simply the problem of the span of
bosses. It's not a contentious point, control of the decision-maker. I don't think

that you can make rational decisions in the
Ken asked how blue dollars are spent in months of November and December, if all of

the Marine Corps. I think that calls for a these things move up together. The Secretary
little explanation of what blue dollars are. of Defense and his immediate senior staff
Blue dollars are Navy dollars, which are spent ought to have as much time as we do in
by the Navy part of the Department of the preparing this thing, so that they can sit
Navy. Some of those dollars are spent on around and cogitate about where they are
Marine Corps programs. That can very often be going. That Is my real problem with that
a difficult issue, if it is in the medical concept.
program, where the Navy provides all the medi-
cines and medical treatment for the Marines-- Comment from the floor: Programming is simply
wherever they are--through the Bureau of done. The budget preparation and the budget
Medicine and Surgery. So, it is a kind of hard execution are centralized. The claimants are
issue. The Marines spend blue dollars to fly the ones who put the budget together after the
their airplanes around. We buy certain ele- POM is submitted. And it just is not something
ments of Marine munitions. I think, really, that the OpNav staff is capable of doing. It
the best answer is that we do it very care- should be done out in the field. Navy bud-
fully between the two of us. And, generally, geting has been decentralized, probably since
once we decide how the programming and the the first ship was deployed to the Barbary
budgeting go, we don't have a lot of problems. Coast. Mechanically, it would be an almost
Is that a fair statement, General Morgan? impossible task for the Navy to have budget

preparation done at the same time as program-
General Morgan: I think it is. As you clearly ming, mainly because of the organization of
said, we use the green dollars to put our the Navy. If you decide to do it centrally,
green programs together, and the balance is perhaps it can be done. As long as you have
what we negotiate. the type commanders out in Hawaii, the fleet

commander out in Hawaii, and the CinCUSNavEur
Admiral Metcalf: That is a very good way of in London, all putting their budgets together
saying it. on the basis of guidance from the OpNav staff,
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in the detail needed to support the Congres- How do you program for this enormous drug
sional budget, it is almost impossible me- drill that we are going through in Florida? If
chanically for the Navy to complete a credible we get ourselves in a situation where we are
combined review, locked up and we in Washington say, "Damn it,

that is how it is going to be," we are in
Admiral Metcalf: The gentleman who asked the trouble. And I view that, quite frankly, as
question is Rear Admiral Stan Fine, who for the danger that is creeping in through our
years was one of the intellects behind the capabilities to keep track of what everybody
budgeting system we have right now in the is doing. You know, 1984 is not far away in
Navy, and now one of our more thoughtful the real-world sense. It is disturbing.
alumni.

But so far, we have been able to keep a
Question: I still am not clear about the role balance. We are getting a broad sense of how
of the fleet commander in this process. It the executors of the programs are doing--
seems that you do the programming for the which, I think, is proper. But we are trying
resources, yet he is charged to carry out the to keep it in a rather large perspective, so
use of those resources. And do you have a that we follow the thrust and then see what
problem where he is charged to carry out the they have not been able to do.
mission but may not have the resources that
are decided on by the sponsor here at head- Now, where we are getting the claimants
quarters? I don't have a clear picture of that into the act is in the warfare areas. They are
relationship yet. Is he just a tactician? out there seeing what is happening. We are
Where does he come into resource management? asking them more frequently what we need to

do. And this is increasing, as we progress
Admiral Metcalf: He manages the resources and more and more into getting the CinCs into that
execution. We give him the dollars. And it is act. But I think one of the most important
really the operating dollars that the fleet things that has happened this past year in
commander deals with. It is one of the more this Administration is getting the CinCs be-
difficult aspects of any system which is fore the DRB. That has had an enormous effect,
tracking from program to execution. The re- because what is happening is that the CinCs
source sponsor will say, "I would like to have (at least, the Navy CinCs) have a very small
this done, particularly in base operating program shop. They used to deal with the Con-
support" (or what have you), and he will put troller, and what they would complain about
that into the program. Those dollars are were potholes in runways. When we would get a
eventually given to fleet commanders (the complaint from the CinCs, it was generally at
"claimants"), and they execute that program. that level. Since the CinCs have to go to the

DRB and state their case and that case has to
The problem is that, very often, there is be in general program terms, they have started

an enormous difference between what the re- scrambling around and saying, "Where the hell
source sponsor wants and how it gets executed. are my programmers?"
And lots of that is the facts of life. I like
to tell the OpNav staff that, except for the The CinCs have yanked their staffs up out
ships and airplanes, the Navy would be a good of the execution phase and have some people
deal for us up here in Washington, because we involved in programmatic issues--still the
get that omnipotent view that we know better same five people. The CinCs themselves are
about what is going on than the people who are starting to take a look at where we are going.
going to execute. The dialogue has increased by an order of

magnitude between the field and OpNav.

Furthermore, we have some exalted view

that we know more about what is going to hap- Ray showed you this optional input from
pen--two or three times ahead of that execu- the CinCs. I've made it optional again because
tion point--than the guy in the field. So, I am not sure. In the first place, we asked
there is that problem. In my judgment, I would them for offsets. Quite frankly, they do not
not do away with that problem, because we are have the staff to do a good offset job. What
not omnipotent here, particularly in the op- we are really after is their intellectual view
erating accounts. For instance, how would you of what is happening. But, by the same token,
program for Lebanon right now? How would you we are trying to ask, "What are we doing?"
plan for the enormous number of dollars that "Where are the soft spots that you might want
the Navy is expending, along with the Marine to go with?" We are trying to have the dia-
Corps, to maintain our presence in the eastern logue with each CinC at the highest level--not
Mediterranean? It is not programmed. The down with his staff. We are trying to involve
claimants have got to spend those dollars, and the CinCs. And we have been successful. The
we aren't being reimbursed for them. And, so, pressure associated with the CinCs going to
something is falling out. We aren't doing the DRB is what has done it. It is just
something. fascinating.
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Now they want more people in their pro- Secretaries we have had iii the past years and
gram shop, and we are saying, "Wrong, you are weren't either as influential or as interested
doing very well with five. Keep it small, and in programming as the present Secretary.
let's think about problems; let's not pile the
data up." That is what tends to happen if you Admiral Metcalf: I would like to answer the
get at this too much. question that they didn't hear: "Are Secre-

taries obsolete?" (I guess that was the
Dr. Chu: Ray described a parallel Secretary of general thrust of it.) I emphatically don't
the Navy process that runs alongside the re- think so. I think that an immediate civilian
view program. I wonder if you would consider, contact with OSD is absolutely essential in
perhaps, combining those two functions, the system we use. So, 1 find that the Sec-

retary function is a very useful one. It adds

spice to the game sometimes, but that is what
Admirdl Metcalf: The question is--if you it is all about. And we don't always neces-
recall that slide that Ray showed in which we sarily agree. However, any disagreements 7en-
had a CNO process and the Secretarial pro- erally take place in the first year. I found

cess--is: Would there be some merit in com- that, sooner or later, you come to an accom-

bining the two? No--in a word. The reason for modation. Everybody moves about halfway and

that is that the way the Secretariat operates you are charging off, generally in the right

is, in large measure, a function of the per- quadrant--or some quadrant.

sonality of the Secretary.

Question: There appears to have been a great

The particular system we use at the Sec- deal of improvement and increased emphasis on
retarial level works very well because of the data base development and crosswalks. Are
way Secretary Lehman wants to operate. I have there indeed crosswalks with all of these
been in this business going on eleven years different ways of dividing the money, and how
(in various capacities)--some say I learn very do you handle the problem of allocation? I
slowly and that is why I keep coming back--and mean multipurpose systems such as ASW and AAW,
I can't see other Secretaries working that for example. To what degree can you make macro
way. kinds of decisions? Or does everything have to

be on a very micro level? What about theseThere is an enormous amount of interplay crosswalks?

right now between the staffs, and I find my-

self going between the two at a high rate of Admiral Metcalf: I will let Ray answer In a
speed. We try to keep the two on the same moment. But let me assure you we can do the
track. But I don't think it is a good Idea any crosswalk, and we can allocate. That alloca-
more than I think that OSD and the services tion may be kind of arbitrary. For instance,
should be doing their process together. You last year we had a fiscal bogey of some
know, you can't do them entirely together. I $3 billion, which was taken out of the Navy,
would not institutionalize it because the next and we put out a CNO Program and Fiscal Guid-
Secretary of the Navy is going to change it. ance with $3 billion less in it. We allocated

it.
Question: I would add to that that it isn't so
much what the Secretary of the Navy wants to We have had this capability now for ten
do, it Is mote what the Secretary of Defense years. In fact, it was invented when I was
wants him to do. You heard yesterday the dis- first in this business. We first invented what
rxusion about whether there ought to be was called a resource allocation document,
service Secretaries and whether they are a which mer,-ly was a matrix with the guys who
contribution or an impediment. When we had had the responsibility for the dollars listed
Paul Nitze as Secretary years ago, we really in the rows and the people who were respon-
got the idea of Op-96 fr.,i -PA, when Nitze had sible for looking at how they were being spent
his own Op-96 function working for him. Op- 96  in the columns. We did it rather arbitrarily,
fell into disuse. The Secretariat has, long based on our best knowledge of where resources
since, been programming. They want to make ought to go. It isn't easy to do that because
decisions, whether they have the information you have to make some judgments as to who
to make them on or not. deals with what dollars, but it is roughly

right.
We now have a dynamic Secretary who wants

very much to help make decisions. We could get The CNO or the Secretary never sees this
Into a position of institutionalizing a system disaggregation. In other words, they never see
that combines Secretary's, and CNO's, and the fine-grain detail. I try to keep it away
Commandant's phases. That system would prob- from them. The fact is, it takes you a while
ably fall Into decay and disuse if future to be able to read it. It is complex. We don't
Secretaries worked more along the lines of the want them to read the details. We want the
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senior decision-makers to look at the aggre- The resource sponsor is required to build
gates. But we find it very useful to get at a balanced program, with the Op-90 staff
the fine structure because we are making peo- checking on the balance at the end, in the
ple responsible for what they are doing, and sense of knowing how to take further cuts or
we are trying to get a better interface be- redistribute the resources. But Op-90 does not
tween the resource sponsors and the ways necessarily give him more resources for a
people are spending their money (particularly specific purpose.
in the Material Command). Therefore, we have
to shred it out. Ray, do you want to add to Question: If you take out a ship, you don't
all of that? take out the support, too?

Captain Walsh: We don't take out ships. Let's
Captain Walsh: One thing that I guess is take, for example, last year, when Op-0 3 was
true, the hardest thing to get at for a mul- trying to meet his part of the bogey, and the
tipurpose force is how do I allocate multi- decision was made to reduce the number of
purpose ships into a particular mission? The ships. When Op-03 did that, he took some of
answer is: you don't. We deal with the mis- the money and some of the manpower that had
sions, the crosswalks--if you will--and we been associated with some of those ships, and,
have AAW, ASW, what-have-you. We also have a rather than take it out, reapplied it to other
category called "Warships." Within that cate- places where he had shortfalls. The resource
gory are all the resources that go into the sponsor Is the guy who does the detailed
multipurpose warfare capability. When a mis- programming.
sion sponsor, for example, is looking at ASW,
he looks at all of the resources thac are Comment trom the floor: I would argue that the
dedicated to ASW and then, within the "War- essence of the Navy system is, true, a decen-
ships" category, we can draw across those tralized system for management. In fact, you
resources or perhaps make trade-offs or con- may remember the old NARM, where people would
sider alternatives that deal in both packages. use a model to allocate resources. The NARM
So, we have the capability of looking both has not been used since 1978 or 1979. It is
ways. functionally dead. But the control mechanism

is the CPFG. The resource sponsors, such as
We also have a capability of creating a Op-05, are responsible for building a balanced

new dictionary for doing a different alloca- program and having the assessment sponsors
tion. For example, if you wanted to look at (like Op-01 for personnel or the logisticians
all the things that had anything to do with in Op-04) say, "Yes, that is an adequately
ASW, recognizing that there might be double- balanced program." But it is not a centrally
counting with the guy who is working with AAW, manipulative program with central resource
you could do that, and you would end up with a allocation models.
number that is larger than the sum of the
whole Navy. But the ddta base Is flexible Captain Walsh: There is a lot of hearsay,
enough to allow you to look at it any way you there are a lot of--if you will--fistfights,
want. particularly at the captain, the commander,

and the three-star level, over each one of the
Comment from the floor: I think there is intersections. The resource sponsor has to
another important part to that. If a ship is convince each one of the individual mission
put in or taken out, the Op-90 people don't sponsors that what he has in his program is
put In and take out the support. The job of balanced against all his responsibilities.
the platform sponsor and resource sponsor is
to provision that ship, provide for its over- Question: I would like to pursue that just a
hauls, provide for its manpower, the training little more. Supposing that the warfare area
of the manpower, and the logistics. So, the assessment people say we need more in ASW, how
responsibility for detailed programming is not do you decide which resource sponsor picks

at the Op-90 level. It is at the resource that up?
sponsor level.

Captain Walsh: The assessment sponsor has got
Now, if he finds in the total that he has to come up with, not only how and what we

to give up something of a lower priority when would like to do, but also what kinds of
there is not enough money in the pot, he may things that he thinks he might consider giving
come back and make a pitch for a reallocation up, if he had to give them up. When you roll
of resources. But it is not mechanistic, when it all together into the full summary warfare
he is told, "You do this and we will give you appraisal, the CNO may say, "Okay, I really
the resources." He is basically told, "Here's need to do some more things in ASW, and I
your bogey, and here Is what we expect of think where I want to do it is in submarines,
you. or I want to put more emphasis into airborne
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detection or over-the-horizon radars. At the out, we go out and figure out what our ap-
same time, in the process of doing that, the proximate guidance is going to be, we get out
CNO has to come up with a notion of what he is ahead of Milt Margolis and company, and we
willing to give up and come back with guidance make a guess about what it is going to be.
to the sponsors in broad enough detail so that Very often, we have put POMs together based on
they will be able to make those changes. what we think Fiscal Guidance is going to be.

We may not know what it is going to be, but we
Admiral Metcalf: One of the real problems is can't let the process go because our feeling
how well we understand what the CNO wants to is that the senior decision-makers (the CNO
do when we lay out that initial fiscal guid- and the Secretary) rate at least as much time
ance. If we are close, we are in pretty good to cogitate over what is going on as we guys
shape. If we are off significantly, where down in the trenches do. And that is the
either the CNO or the Secretary wants to beef philosophical problem I've got with combining
up one area at the expense of another, we have budgeting and programming, other than the
real problems. As you can imagine, we then mechanical problems which Admiral Fine
have to go back and "tax" the resource spon- discussed.
sots. And we do that rather well.

Question: The Marines talked about putting
Question: That is why the CPFG comes out in together a core program, and their presenta-
the middle of the process. At the front end, tion might be, to a lot of us, characterized
when all the assessments are being done, each as incremental from the past programs. Is
mission sponsor and warfare sponsor comes in there a notion of a core Navy program and, if
and advocates his own cause and says why he so, is that identifiable in the data base?
need3 a lot more money. Then Op-090 and Op-90,
in cooperation with the CNO, decide which ones Admiral Metcalf: It is the FYDP. The October
make the besc case. So, if the question is: FYDP is, in a sense, our core program. We
"How do you accommodate more ASW?" the CPFG is don't use the same as the Marine Corps. But
the document that allocates more ASW. Right or the FYDF represents what we have to begin with
wrong? and therefore is fundamentally the core. For

the Navy, I think that is the nearest thing to
AdmiraZ .fetcilf: Oh, yes, absolutely. a core program.

Captain Walsh: We also have time, after that Question: The concept of a core, then, is
allocation, to take a look at it and see quite the same as the minimum possible, the
whether the new product is better than the old minimum essential?
one. If it is not or we still want to do some
other things, we still have time to make Admiral Metcalf: No. We have thought about
changes. that, but we don't say specifically, "This Is

the core." That is an interesting concept. It
Admiral Metcatf: The fact is that all you have is a pessimistic concept, and we--with our
to do is get hold of our CPFG, and you can current Secretary of the Navy--are not pes-
write your issue papers, because that is how simistic. But, the way the Marines use it, it
we are going to put our POM together. That is isn't pessimistic, let me assure you. It is an
where the rubber meets the road in the Navy, "acti"st"--let's go out and see what we can
as far as how we are going to respond--or not get out of the blue boys--concept, you know.
respond, as the case may be--to Defense Guid- Besides, we love it. Fair statement, Tom?
ance is concerned. Defense Guidance, in recent
years, has been an unexecutable document in General Morgan: Yes, a fair statement.
the fiscal sense. We have to decide to which
parts, and to what extent, we are going to Question: You asked the Air Force about how
respond. That is how we do it. And that is how they are going to make rapid adjustments, and
we move resources back and forth to take care they said they aren't planning to make rapid
of those problems. adjustments. And I wonder how you would re-

spond to your own question--how you think you
So it is a very, very important document. are structured to make that kind of rapid

It comes out after we get the Fiscal Guidance adjustment.
from OSD. We have had it at times as late as
the first of March because OSD and OMB did not Admiral Metcalf: The question for the Air
do their thing on time. When that happens, Force really was based on "How do you go out
generally, the whole process backs up because and tell the Air Force organization that we
that is where wt start off. However, what we are looking at a particular level because we
do in a case like that, where OSD cannot seem are expecting Fiscal Guidance at a lower
to make up its mind, is we get our traplines level?" We do that every year. What we try to
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do is generate a certain number of dollars think you can.) You have got to start early,
around the margin. This year we are looking at thinking the unthinkable.
it saying "It may be more real than it has in
past years, but we don't know." And, so, the Comment from the floor: There may be change in
issue is how you generate dollars on the mar- the FY-1984 program before you finish devel-
gin. That is the real question. You don't have oping the FY-1985 POM.
to be trying to guess what the economy is Admiral Metcalf: Of course, a hell of a
going to do, but it is a question of how you change. So, you have to be ready to go. And
do it. And we do it--as I mentioned--through this year seems to be more uncertain than
this idea of fiscal guidance, the CPFG. We others. That is the separation between the way
also do it in these appraisals. These apprais- the CNO -tde of the house would operate and
als are fiscally bound. One of the things we the Secretariat side of the house. We have the
have done this year is we have said, "We have responsibility to put a balanced program to-
a new CNO coming in. He may not like the way gether. And you can't stick your head in the
you are going. How would you do it at a lower sand and wait until a truck runs you down. You
level in these various mission areas?"--in sand and t utilt trukns you down. ouothr wrds tringto eta bnd.I~iat s tie have got to start thinking about it ahead ofother words, trying to get a ba nd. What is t e t m . N w o o y u d h t a d m i t itime. Now, how do you do that and maintain
band of uncertainty In the program? your loyalty to support the President's bud-

get, support the FYDP? That is the program.
And that is the delicate balance we have to

We try to get some idea of what would maintain. We do it through our resource spon-happen due to inflation and other kinds of so sytmelig hmtey av to aesor systems, telling them they have to have
things. Last year, for example, in the Navy, balanced appraisals and giving them arbitrary
we took a billion-dollar hit because of in- bogeys: "If we went down to this level, how
flation indices. That was entirely unexpected would you appraise our capabilities? What
and was over and above Fiscal Guidance. And we could we do to make ourselves better?"
had to adjust to that. We had to tell our
system how to do it. And the way we do it, is We are going through that process right
we try to get up front with it. That is really now. It is a normal process. We do it every
the answer. (I was just trying to figure out year. There seems to be more urgency this year
how the Air Force would do something like that than others, but that is from the pragmatic
because I don't think you can wait until Fis- side of the house. Programmers have to be
cal Guidance comes out. (At least, we don't pragmatic to hold off the woodpeckers.
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EFFICIENCY IN MILITARY DECISIONS: THE Slide 1

RUSTRATING CASE OF SUPPORT PROGRAMMING*

by

Dr. Bernard Rostker
Center for Naval Analyses

INTRODUCTION SUPPORT PROGRAMMING -

The problem of how to allocate resources A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
in the Department of Defense has been a sub-

pject of intense debate since the Second World
War. In their landmark book, The Economics of
Defense in the Nuclear Age, Hitch and McKean
argue that increased efficiency in the alloca-
tion of defense resources will result if deci-
sion makers recognize and are aware "that
military decisions, whether they specifically
involve budget allocations or not, are in one
of their important aspects economic decisions,
and that unless the right questions are asked,
the appropriate alternatives selected for 2. Support programming in the DoD has not
comparison, and an economic criterion used for adequately responded to two fundamental
choosing the most efficient, military power changes in the PPB System which date
and national security will suffer."** from the late 1960s: fiscal constraints

and participatory or decentralized

[SLIDE 11 It is the thesis of this paper programming.

that as far as logistics and other support 3. Traditional support costing" tech-
programs are concerned the resources alloca- 3 itina su pprt costing"t tch-
tion system does nor ask the right questions niques such as the cost factors hand-
or provide decision makers with the infor- book, manpower standards, and re-
mation they need to make "efficient deci- quirements modeling do not provide
sions.* In the following pages we will review programmers with the information needed
the development of support programming from toumae ioed sdei
1961 to the present and suggest an alternative
way of asking, 1ow much support is enough?" 4. In order to insure that adequate infor-
The~e major points will be made: mation on costs and benefits is being

presented to decision makers at all

1. Over the past two decades, the Depart- levels, the Office of the Secretary of
ment of Defense (DoD) has been more Defense (OSD) and Service programming
concerned with the identification and staffs must develop appropriate pro-
allocation of support costs than the gramming methodologies which provide
development of support alternatives or information about the marginal costs
the efficient programming of support and marginal benefits of support
resources. Historically, the Planning, programs.

Programming, and Budgeting System
(PPBS) has emphasized weapon system
procurement rather than the effi SUPPORT PROGRAMMING IN A CHANGING DEFENSE
cdent management of DoD in a projected ENVIRONMENT
wartime environment.

Over the past twenty years, concerns about
support programs have changed significantly,
and yet techniques for programming support

* This paper was summarized at the conference. have remained largely changed and inadequate.*

In the interest of completeness, it is printed
here in it's entirety. "Efficiency in Military

Decisions" is the title of the seventh chapter * For a comprehensive review of changes in
of Charles J. Hitch and Roland McKean's clas- support programming, see Charles W. Groover,
sic, The Economics of Defense in the Nuclear "Some OSD Perspectives on Logistics Planning
Age, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, and Defense Readiness: The Last Decade and a
1960). Preview," Air Force Journal of Logistics, Vol.

f* Hitch and McKean, op.e/t., p. 107. V, No. 4, Fall 1981, pp. 2-7.
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Support Programming: 1961-1969 outputs like the B-52 force. He would
have to know in order to optimize the

During the 1960s, considerations of sup- allocation of resources the cost of, for
port were not integrated into the PPBS process example, a B-52 wing--not only the cost
for resource allocation. Support was con- of equipping the wing, but also the coet
sidered an adjunct to life-cycle costing as of manning and operating it for its life-
part of the weapon system procurement pro- time. ...Only then would he be in a po-
cess. Attempts were made to provide a better sition to assess the cost and effective-
single estimate of the resources "required" to ness of a B-52 wing as compared with
support a given force unit, such as a B-52 other systems designed to perform the
wing, and to minimize the required support in same or similar missions.*
the design of new weapon systems. However,
questions of alternative support programs and The emphasis on weapon systems, force
the adequacy of support fundings were not a structure, and life cycle costs was reflected
subject given programmatic consideration, in the structure of the FYDP, and the '--anage-

ment of the programming system by the Systems
(SLIDE 21 Support programming started in Analysis Office.

the 1960s with Robert McNamara, his perception
of management problems in the operation of OSD Slide2
and the way he approached the position of See-
retary of Defense. During the 1950s there was

no unified system for planning and budgeting
within the DoD. The President decided on an
overall level of defense spending for the
forthcoming budget, the Secretary of Defense PPBSINTHEBO19

allocated this among the Services, and each
Service prepared its own budget. Late in the TIENATUREOFPPS

RESPONSE TO DEFENSE PLANNING AND BUDGETING
budget cycle the Services submitted their bud- INTHEI O
gets to the Secretary of Defense who tried to -NAMARA'SEMPHASIS
balance their requests and construct a unified -WEANS SYSTEMPROCUREMENT- FORCE STRUCTURE
and consistent budget. THE MANAGEMENT Of PPS

'The perceived faults of this approach to - DESITN ONATHE F FDP

defense decision making are well documented.

Hitch saw this approach as a "rather ineffi-
cient way to go about preparing the defense
budget...--the end result was not balanced
effective military forces."* Enthoven noted
that in the 1950s the "result of requirements
planning done without explicit regard to cost,
and budget planning done without explicit re- The Five Year Defense Plan (FYDP)
gard to needs.. .produce(d) imbalances and
inconsistencies."** In response to the problems of the 1950s,

McNamara and Hitch developed programming as a
When President Kennedy took office, he bridge between planning and budgeting and

instructed McNamara to develop the forces created a new management information system--
necessary to meet military requirements with- the Five-Year Defense Plan--to show the total
out regard to arbitrary budget ceiling and to cost--development, investment, and operating--
procure and operate the force at the lowest of their force program elements. The FYDP and
possible cost. McNamara's emphasis on weapon its program element structure broke up support
system procurement and force structure manage- programs in order to allocate support to in-
ment was explained by Hitch as follows: dividual force elements. The designers of the

system argued that,
Secretary McNamara made it known that he
wanted to manage the defense effort in If requirements for support follow di-
terms of meaningful program entities or rectly froi the number of combat units,

then an independent decision is not
needed to establish those requirements.

• Charles J. Hitch, Decision Making for Support units of this type should there-
Defense, (Berkeley: University of California fore not be defined as separate program
Press, 1965), p. 24.
•* Alain C. F.nthoven and K. Wayne Smith, How
Much Is Enough? (New York: Harper and Row,
Publishers, 1971), p. 15. * Hitch, op cit. pp. 21-28.
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elements; instead the resources required the formal structure of the FYDP does not
can be allocated directly to program ele- foster such program considerations of alterna-
Iments according to the best available es- tLive support systems.
timates of the relationship existing

between combat forces and support The Systems Analysis Office

requirewents.* [SLIDE 31

The emphasis on weapon system/force

Slid'3 planning was also reflected in the structure
and work of the Systems Analysis Office. Or-
ganizationally there was no group of analysts

charged with examining support options in the
same way that weapon systems were being ex-

amined.* Consideration of support was left to

STRUCTSUVOFHE FYDP the cost office as part of their considera-
tions of life-cycle costs, or to the manpower

PHILOSoP0V requirements office. [SLIDE 41
"If NEGUIREMENTS FOR SUPPORT FOLLOW DIRECTLY FROM

THE NUMBER OF COMBAT UNITS. THEN AN INDEPENDENT
DECISION IS NOT NEEDED TO ESTABLISH REOUIREMENTS"

"SUPPORT UNITS SHOULD NOT BE DEFINED AS SEPARATE Slide 4
PROGRAM ELEMENTS

PROBLFMS
NO INTEGRATED VIEW Of LOGISTICS
LOGISTICS STRUCTURE AND POLICY CONSTANT

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

" ORGANIZATION

- COST OFFICZ INTERESTED IN LCC
- MANPOWER OFFICE PROGRAMMED SUPPORT

" PROGRAMMING PROCESS

- DRAFT PRESIDENTIAL MEMOS

In fact, the original Program VII--the - CONSIDERED EACH MISSION AREA SEPARATELY
- DID NOT CONSIDER FORCEISUPPORT TRADEOFFS

General Support program--was defined by Hitch - DIDNOT KNOWTOTALCOSTOFPROGRAM
as "the 'all other' program containing all the
activities not readily allocable to mission

forces or weapon systems." It seems that those
who argued for explicit consideration of

costs, benefits, and alternatives in the
choice of weapons systems did not extend that

view to the choice of support systems.

The effect of viewing support as an ad- The Draft Presidential Memorandum (DPM)

junct to weapon system decisions was to de- programming process--the focus of work in the

prive senior defense decision-makers of the System Analysis Office--reflected the weapon
information necessary to make decisions on the system emphasis. In 1968, there were sixteen

size and organization of defense support pro-

grams. Such items as squadron maintenance, re-
plenishment spares, and POL were recorded as * Binkin has argued that "McNamara's analysts

direct costs in primary program elements like focused on force level and modernization
"B-52" or "F-15." Depot maintenance and con- issues (because) each...had hundreds of mil-

trol supply services are considered indirect lions of dollars hanging in the balance and
costs and recorded in Program VII. Disaggre- was closely related to major policy decisions.

gating logistics int, direct support for in- Both the intellectual challenge and the possl-
dividual weapon systems and indirect support bility of large swings in defense spending

does not provide an integrated view of lo- were strong motivations. In contrast, there
gistics as a whole system. For example, in were no central advocates for support spend-

planning maintenance and supply support, the ing, and there was reason to believe that, if
assignment of work to different levels of the forces were shaped properly, the budget

maintenance--organizational, intermediate, or process would serve to keep support spending
depot--will greatly impact the total cost ef- in line... in contrast to force and modern-

fectiveness of the weapon system program; yet ization issues, support is a complex conglom-
eration of thousands of small diversified
activities and its analysis is much more dif-

• Department of Defense Study Report, "Pro- ficult." Martin Binkin, Support Costs in the

gramming System for the Office of the Secre- Defense Budget, (Washington: The Brookings

tary of Defense," June 25, 1962. Institution, 1972), p. 8.
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DPMs produced. Only one--the Logistics Guid- Slide 5
ance for General-Purpose Forces--dealt with
support, and that was limited to consideration
of war reserve material levels. Consideration
of the efficiency of the support establishment
and support/force mix was not part of the pro-
gramming process.

PROBLEMS WITH PPBS IN THE 1960
The intellectual neglect of support

issues during the 1960s was so complete that *PROGRAMMINGPROCESSDIDNOTADDRESS

even in retrospect Enthoven could see support -1/3OFDoOTOA
only as a cost item to be captured as part of - /2OFD.MANPOWER

a weapon system procurement process. How Much - MAJOR WEAON/FORCE CUTS IN THE BUDGET
Is Enough? is an account of his service in the
Pentagon; he notes that "the management of the
vast (support) outlays has not been adequately
integrated with top-management decisions or
toe overall planning process of the Depart-
ment." He argues, however, that "these defects
...create two kinds of problems. First, the
top management of the Department cannot make
good decisions when the costs, other than
procurement, are unknown.. .(and) second, in- Reforming The PPBS: 1969
centives fir efficient operations in the field
are badly distorted (since commanders cannot Efforts to reform the PPBS in 1969 should
control) such major items as military person- have had a major effect on the way support was
nel, equipment, and real estate, which are programmed. The three primary reforms were:
given to them in kind."* Enthoven does not
argue for an explicit consideration of alter-

natve upprtproram.a A revitalized National Security Coun-
native support programs. cil and its explicit review of our

The effect of neglecting support during world-wide national security objec-

the programming process was to undermine the tives and policies in the context of
effectiveness of the PPBS. If the 1950s were alternative strategies, force struc-

marked by unrealistic planning and inconsis- ture, and budgets. Since support ac-

tent, disjointed budgets, the same can be said counted, in 1969, for 30 percent of
of the DPM-programming system of the 1960s. DoD's TOA and 50 percent of its man-

Enthoven notes that during the 1950s, "the JCS power, it could no longer be ignored.

regularly recommended forces costing roughly
25 to 35 percent more than the final budget The Issuance by the Secretary of De-

the President believes the nation should pro- fis guiane teter wt ex ra-

vide."** A similar situation existed in the fiscal guidance together with stra-

1960s. The Systems Analysis staff did not know tegic and programming guidance. The
in advance the size of the budget needed to combination of fiscal and program

implement all of the programs approved by the guidance was designed to get the ser-
Secretary of Defense. Since the DPMs were pre- vices to become cost-conscious and

pared by mission area and did not cover the search out tradeoffs which would im-

entire defense program, one senior Systems prove capability within a given budget
Analysis official noted In 1969 that, "the level.

lack of overall, explicit financial guidance * A lessening of the influence of the
led to unrealistically expensive defense pro- sse Ana offe an a re
grams which had to be cut drastically during Systems Analysis Office and a return

the annual budget review in the last few to decentralized or "participatory
months of the year .... By necessity, these management" where the services were

cuts often had to be made without adequate responsible for the development of
regard for their long-range impact on military their own program.

capability and cost."*** [SLIDE 5)

[SLIDE 61 The summer of 1969 was the last
* Enthoven, op.cit., pp. 316-317. time that force planning memoranda were pro-

** Enthoven, op.cit., p. 38. duced by Systems Analysis and the first time
• Charles Rossotti, "The PPBS and Systems an attempt was made to "size" the entire de-

Analysis in the U.S. DoD." Unpublished speech fense program. The Manpower and General Sup-
before the Japan Defense Society, November 6, port Major Policy Memorandum tried to provide
1969. out-year projections of support requirements
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consistent with the forces proposed in the This cost "factor" approach to support
force planning memorandum. This was accom- programming, while a step forward for the
plished by building resource allocation models Systems Analysis staff, was not consistent
based upon the "existing" support system.* A with the new emphasis on fiscal guidance and
balanced logistics program was implicitly de- participatory management. In 1970, under the
fined in relation to a specific point in time pressure of substantial budget reductions, the
and the average (sometimes marginal) historic factor approach to balance gave way to a
cost per weapon system as reported by the search for "sufficiency." This recognized that
services in their cost factors handbooks. projected existing level of support obtained

by applying the services' support cost factors
Slide 6 to their recommended programs was not neces-

sarily optimal and that a relative reduction
in support was a viable alternative to re-
ducing combat forces in a fixed or reduced
budget environment. Specifically, the Air

REFORMNGPPBS: 1969 Force during the preparation of their FY-1971

MAJOR REFORMS program stated a requirement for $1,413 mil-

lion for depot maintenance but chose to al-
-STRATEGIES locate only $981 million. Unfortunately, no

FORCE STRUCTURE one--Systems Analysis or the Air Force--could
-BUDGETS state the consequence of not fully funding the

• GUIDANCE Air Force's "requirements.'
- FISCAL
- PROGRAM

" PARTICIPATORY MANAGEMENT Support Programming in the 1970s

During the 1970s there was heightened

awareness of the critical role support plays
in determining the effectiveness of our forces
and the shape of our defense budget. Given
increases in support costs and relatively
fixed budgets, defense programmers had to (1)
reduce the number of force units and/or their

[SLIDE 71 A support program was "in balance" activity level, (2) cut moderr.ization programs
if it provided the same relative level of sup- and (3) reduce the level of support. The fun-
port in the out years as existed in the base dament-il support programming question stated
year. by Binkin in 1972 was, "What are these re-

sources buying, and what does its output con-
Slide 7 tribute to national security?" His basic con-

clusion: "The analytical models needed to
begin to answer these questions have not been
developed. "*

MANPOWER AND GENERAL SUPPORT MAJOR
POLICY MEMORANDUM: 1969 The Defense Resource Management Study

" FIRST ATTEMPT TO BUILD TOTAL DEFENSE PROGRAM The way support was programmed was a
•GOAL WAS A BALANCED PROGRAM
BALANCE-SAME RELATIVE LEVELASBASE YEAR major concern of the Defense Resource Man-
REOUIREMENTSNEOTRELEVA S ITOPBOGRAMMING agement Study (DRMS). [SLIDE 8] In 1977 thePROGRAMINGOUESTIONSEBINKIN M Secretary of Defense, in response to a request

- WHAT ARE THESE RESOURCES BUYINGI by the President, commissioned the DRMS to
-- WHAT OO THEY CONTRIBUTE ? conduct a searching organizational review

PROGRAMMING CAPABILITY into several resource management issues."**
-ANALYTICALMODELSOONOTEXIST The study group argued, as I have above, that

the original PPBS was weapons-oriented and
that it was "nct designed to be systematic
about operations and support costs."*** Their
review of support programming in the 1970s

* This section is based on my paper, * Binkin, op. cit., p. 9.

"Logistics--Its Planning, Programming, and AC Donald B. Rice, Defense Resource Management
Budgeting in the Office of the Secretary of Study: Final Report, (Washington: U.S. Govern-
Defense 1968-1970," P-4881, The Rand Cor- ment Printing Office, 1979), p. v.
poration, August 1972. * Rice, op.cit, p. 2.
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highlighted two important problems: the e "Past studies of maintenance and
inadequacies of the current FYDP structure and supply support have indicated that
the lack of consideration of alternative sup- changes in logistics support concepts
port structures. and procedures can significantly

affect combat effectiveness and
slide8 cost."*

e The Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Program Analysis and
Evaluation)--formerly the Systems

PROGRAMMING INTHE1970s Analysis Office--had loat its ability
to analyze manpower or logistics

DEFENSE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STUOY alternatives.
* LOGISTICS SUPPORT CONCEPTS AND PROCEDURES

CAN SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT COMBAT
,FFECTIVENESSANOCOST" * Review of individual logistics func-

- ASO (PA&E! NO LONGER A PLAYER tions, such as depot maintenance, have
N f 0 TO CONSIDER concentrated on peacetime efficiencies

INT E RDEPENDE NCIES
WARTIME CAPABILI Y rather than on considering the inter-

- CONCERNSFUR RtADINESSANDSUSTAINABILITY dependence of logistics functions and
INCREAEVELOFSUPPONT their contribution to wartime combat
NErO 10 CONSIDER STRUCTURES capability.

* The emphasis in the early 1970s on the
"tooth-to-tail" ratio and "other sim-
plistic measures obscures the syner-
gistic relationship between combat
forces and support. The results of

As noted above, the FYDP was constructed these reviews have sometimes reduced
with a strong weapons-system orientation. The combat flexibility and effective
original designers saw support as a cost item ness out of proportion to any cost
that was to be allocated to major force pro- savings."
gram elements. Project PRIME and later the
Visibility and Management of Operating and e "More recently, the focus.. .has
Support Costs (VA.MOSC) cost reporting systems changed to reflect the Department's
were attempts to provide better cost alloca- increased4 concerv with readiness and
tions. Early attempts to build a relevant sup- sustainability. Their recommendations,
port classittcation system using FYDP program however, have sought to increase ef-
elements were not successful due to the very fectiveness primarily by increasing
nature of the FYDP. The DRMS recommended that the level of resource input to the
"the FYDP structure should be redesigned current support structure .... Alter-
through a major effort to create a structure natives which involve modifying these
based on data elements that permit comparable structures have received comparatively
and consistent treatment of support and force little attention."**
activities."*

Support Programming in the 1980s
The DRMS were also critical of the lack

of consideration of support alternatives. They Improving peacetime material readiness
noted: and sustainabIlity has become the major em-

phasis of defense programming in the 19gOs.
While this emphasis is pleasing to logis-

" "The organization of support activ- ticians, current programming procedures in the
ities and the distribution of expendi- Services and OSD still do not ask the fund-
tures across support activities will amental support programming question, "What
affect the amount of combat capability are these resources buying, and what does its
that can be obtained for any given output contribute to national security?"
funding level. Thus, we must also be
concerned with the efficiency of sup-
port delivery processes."**

* Donald B. Rice, Defense Resource Management
Study: Case Studies of Logistics Support Al-
ternatives, (Washington: U.S. Government

* Rice, op.cit., p. 25. Printing Office, 1979) p. v.
** Rice, op. cit., p. 43. ** Rice: Final report, op.cit., p. 43.
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In 1960, Hitch and McKean argued that "it of the resources required to attain and main-
cannot be stated too frequently or emphasized tain these goals, and (c) fully funding the
enough that economic choice is a way of look- requirement.*
ing at problems and does not necessarily
depend upon the use of any analytic aids or The current requirements and priority
computational devices."* In fact, this argu- a he re not enly a picitment is just as valid in the 1980s. Hitch and approaches reflect not only a lack of explicit

consideration of costs and benefits, but alsoMcKean suggested that the antithesis of an alternatives. The POM-84 Issue Book notes that
economic approach to resource allocation wasthe .reqireents and ..pioriies- ap- material readiness depends an (six factors):the "requirements" and "priorities" ap-

proaches.** Unfortunately, these approaches
continue to dominate support programming. . the inherent reliability and maintain-

ability of each system/equipment.

The current priority approach is re-
flected in the FY 1983 Defense Report to the I the inherent reliability, fault sol-
Congress, which states, "action which in- ution capability, and availability of

creases the readiness of our current forces to test and diagnostic equipment.
requisite levels must take precedence over
modernization as expansion of our forces. Fur- I sufficient numbers of logistics per-
thermore, actions which assure acceptable com- sonnel, possessing requisite training
bat sustainability of our forces have nearly and experience, in combat and deploy-
as high a priority as necessary readiness able support units.
improvements."*** ISLIDE 9J

I the capacity and responsiveness of the
logistics infrastructure.

Slide 9
e the availability of spare components

and parts.

PROGRAMMING IN THE 1960, I the resources provided to repair,
overhaul, and maintain end items,

0so components, and munitions."**
READINESS HAS HIGHEST PRIORITY

POM CANNOT DEAL WITH LOGISTICS INFRASTRUCTURE
1owever, it is asserted that "only the latter

SPROGRAMING two factors can be directly affected wholly
- ESTABLISHOPERATIONAL AVAILASLE GOATS by.. action during the PON review.. (and

FOR EACH WEAPON SYSTEM
- DETERMINE BEST ESTIMATE OF REOUIREMENT therefore senior defense decision makers
SFULLY FUND should) focus principally on the last two

NAVY aspects of the Services program." In other

READINES CANNOTBE PRIORITIZEDIN ABSTRACT words, such things as "the capacity and re-

sponsiveness of the logistics infrastructure"

should not be the "principal focus" of the
resource allocation system.** This seems par-

ticularly unfortunate, since a recent study by
the General Accounting Office reported that

The most comprehensive statement of the
requirement approach can be found in the * Issue Book Five, op.cit., p. 4. The GAO re-
POM-84 Readiness and Other Logistics Issue cently noted, however, that "a number of sys-
Book. The stated procedures see logistics temic problems were impairing the Services'
programming as (a) establishing operational requirements determination process for sup-
availability goals for each weapons systems/ plies and spare parts. ...Because item re-
equipment, (b) determining the "best estimate" quirements are a constantly 'moving target,'

the Air Force and Navy cannot be certain of
which aircraft spares and repair parts to buy
until months after their initial budget sub-

* Hitch and McKean, op.cit., p. 120. missions." General Accounting Office, Re-
** Hitch and McKean, op.cit., pp. 120-123. quirements and Production Capabilities Are

*** Executive Secretary to the Defense Uncertain for Some Air Force, Navy, and Marine
Resources Board, DOD Program Review: FY 84- Corps Aircraft Spares and Repair Pairs. PLRD-
88, Readiness and Other Logistics, Issue Book 82-77, July 22, 1982, pp. 5-6.
Five, June 25, 1982, p. 3. ** Issue Book Five, op.cit., p. 4.
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"many aircraft operational readiness problems and OP-96D.* It is supported by those who set
were caused by maintenance problems and other arbitrary operational readiness goals without
reasons ...rather than a lack of sufficient regard to threat or risk, and try to "fully"
funds."* fund the resulting requirement.* It is per-

vasive in major force effectiveness studies
The lack of consideration of alternative which routinely neglect the impact of support

concerning support programs is not new. In on weapon system effectiveness.** [SLIDE 101
1972, Binkin stated that he wrote his book, This school found its highest expression in
Support Costs in the Defense Budget: The Sub- such programming models as the Navy Resource
merged One-Third, in order "to increase public Model and the Army Dollar Resource Allocation
awareness that alternative support programs Model.***
exist." He argues that:

* "Alternative support programs and Slide 10

their controlling policies should be
examined by the executive branch and

the Congress. Greater efficiency in
the support establishment could re-

lease funds either to buy additional THE LEGACY
defense capability at a constant bud-

get level or to maintain a constant ALTERNATIVE VIEWSOF SUPPORTPROGRAMIING

capability at a lower budget level. -REOUREMENTS
- WEAPONS SYSTEMS STUDIES
- LCC

I "It is difficult to examine alter- - NAVY RESOURCE MODEL (NARMI
-LOGSTCS REOUIREMENTS MODELS

native support programs because LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

bureaucratic, political, economic, and -STRUCTURAL

timing constraints tend to silence de- - POLICV

bate over support issues and spending - COMAT EFFECTIVENESS

levels.

9 "To overcome these constraining in-

fluences, the executive branch should
bring support programs under existing

multiyear planning procedures, and
the Congress should explicitly control
the allocation of funds to support * John Nieroski and Carl Welbourn, "Overview

functions."** of Cost Analysis in the Navy," Concepts,

Spring, 1981, Vol. 4, No. 2, p. 127.

** The authors of "Sea War 85," for example,
The legacy: Twenty Years of Support Programming "assumed that weapon and sonobuoy availabilty

would not be constrained. .. .(They) calculated
Over the past two decades several expenditures of some types of weapons and

schools of thought have developed about how sonobuoys.. .and compared these expenditures to
support should be programmed has developed, current and projected inventories. (However,
Ihe dominant school views support programming their) campaign analysis methodology was not
as determining the required support associated designed for this purpose and the resulting
with each force unit. This thinking has domi- estimates have very limited applicability."

nated the structure of the FYDP, the design Cairn E. Miles and Peter P. Perla, III,

of such accounting systems as PRIME*** and Sonobuoy and Weapon Expenditures for Sea War
VA.MOSC**** and the work of such groups as the 85, Secret, Center for Naval Analysis, CNA 80-
Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG)***** 03-06.10, December 31, 1980.

*** The NARM System provided the Navy pro-

gramming office (OP-90) with a tool for
analyzing the cost and resource implications

G ;AO, up.cit., p. i. of various force structures and operating
•* Binkin, op.cit., pp. 3-4. tempos. For an overview see Diane P.
•** Enthoven, op.cit., p. 317. Sonnenberg and Daniel B. Levine, Introduction

*** Alvin M. Frager, "The VAMOSC Connection: and Users Manual for the Navy Resource Model

Improving Operating and Support Costing," (NARM), Center for Naval Analyses, CNA 82-

Concepts, Spring 1981, Volume 4, No. 2, p. 95. 1115.08, July 28, 1982. Also see: Leonard S.
***** Milton A. Margolis, "Improving Cost Es- Freeman, "The Army Budget and Combat Caps-
timatIng in the Department of Defense," Con- bility," Defense Systems Management Review,

cepts, Spring, 1981, Vol. 4, No. 2, p. 7. Vol. 1, No. 4, pp. 45-52.
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A contrary school argues that logistics Appraisal process. Appraisals considered, for
should be viewed as a complete system subject example, the impact of the size of the ord-
to the same cost-effectiveness analysis ac- nance magazine on the effectiveness of ships
corded weapon system decisions, that both in the battle force, but did not consider the
structural and policy decisions about support impact of current or future programmed ord-
systems have a strong effect on cost and com- nance levels on the Navy's ability to fight.
bat effectiveness, that support activities They showed senior decision makers the "re-
should have to compete for scarce funds. They quirement" for unrep ships but did not con-
note that, in the context of a limited budget, aider the impact that the programmed shortage
force/support trade-offs are constantly being of unrep ships would have on battle force op-
made without even the most rudimentary infor- erations. While the Readiness and Sustain-
mation being provided to decision makers.* ability Appraisal showed readiness, modern-

ization sustainability, and force structure
THE IMPORTANCE OF "ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTION" resource trends over time, it did not, with

one notable exception, show the likely impact
Hitch and McKean emphasize the importance of logistics shortfalls on either the opera-

of "asking the right question." In the last tion of the logistics system or the projected
section, I argued that over the past 20 years combat capability of the fleet.* [SLIDE 121
the "right" questions about costs, benefits,
and alternatives have not generally been Slide 12
asked. In this section I consider how support
was programmed by the Navy during the develop-
ment of POM-84. I will argue that critical
information needed by decision makers was not SUPPORTPROGRAMMINGINNAVYPOM.4
developed because the right questions were not
asked. The two examples are the way support
questions were treated as part of the Warfare APAALS

D 0ID NOT CONSIDER IMPACT OF SUPPORT ON COMBAT
Appraisals and the programming of funds to CAPABILITYORCOST
repair avionics and other aircraft components. • PRESENTED STATEMENT OF ABSOLUTE REOUIREMENTS
The Navy is currently changing the way it * MACRO STATISTICAL PROJECTIONS

- MISSION CAPABLE RATE FORECAST AND NAVMAT
"asks the question" in order to provide more REOUIREMENT DID NOT MATCH
useful information to Its senior decision MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
makers. [SLIDE Ill - % REQUIREMENT FUNDE

r
)

Appraisals • SPONSORS DID NOT FULLY FUND SUPPORT

During POM-84, the Navy did not highlight
support/force issues in their Warfare/

Slide 11
One problem with POM-84 was the way the

support question was asked. Appraisals were
developed under the concept that each ap-
praisal will address broad issues within the

warfare area, identify deficiencies and re-

THE NAVY'S POM 84 PROCESS quirements, and recommend priorities for
program development.**

STRUCTURE OF NAVY PPBS
SAPPRAISALS An alternative view, which is being

* GUIDANCE followed during POM-85 development is that;
PROGRAM

- rISCAL

* SPONSOR PROGRAM 'ROPOSALS

ENOGAME * A review of the Navy system can be found in
* POM Bernard Rostker's, Navy Management Program--

Planning, Programming, Budgeting System Study,
POM-84 Assessment and Recommendations,
(CNA)82-1139, 28 July 1982. The exception
noted was a multiple regression analysis of
observed mission capable rate and aggregate
funding levels for the period FY 1970-1979.
See Etiot Feldman, John Lobi, and Mark Pankin,

* See Steve Drezner and Richard Hillestad, The Impact of Resources on Naval Aircraft
"Logistics Models: Evolution and Future Readiness, Mathtech, Inc., May 1982.
Trends," unpublished paper, The Rand Corp. ** Navy, POM-84-1, OP-90.
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"Appraisals provide the analytical basis for Slide 13
CNO decisions regarding priorities and pro-
gramming resources. Alternatives will be de-
ve!::!ed to accommodat, fiscal and manpower
resource constraints and the impact of each
alternative upon capabilities will be ad- FULLYFUNDTHEREUIREMENT
dressed for each area."* •NAVY STAFF INSTRUCTED

- IDENTIFY ABSOLUTE REQUIREMENT
Logis t ics Progr ammig - ASSESS IN TERM OF ABILITY TO FULLY FUND

The Navy's acceptance of the requirements -GUIANC
approach to support programming during POM-84 - DG: FULLY FUND
is reflected in its staff instructions for - CPFG: FULLY FUND
preparing their POM. The staff was directed to •ISSUE SIOON IV)

identify absolute support requirements and - SET GOAL
told that internal Navy assessments of the POM -DETERMINETHF REOUIREMENT
would consider the adequacy of a program in -FULLYFUND

terms of its ability to fund the identified
requirement.** Furthermore, the various OSD
and Navy guidance documents reinforced this
view of adequacy in terms of "funding the
identified requirement." The Defense Guidance
states that, "Services will fully fund the TABLE 1
best estimates of the requirements for com-
ponent repair and procurement of initial LAMPS SUPPLY COST/CAPABILITY OPTIONS

spares." The CNO's Guidance directs the Navy D
staff to fully "fund ship and aviation spares Days of wartime Total cost
requirements." [SLlDE 131 support (AVCAL) (Millions of dollars)

Current research at the Center for Naval 60 223

Analyses is questioning the requirements 70 256

approach by examining what would happen if the 80 276

support establishment were not asked to state 90 288

single, absolute requirements but were asked 100 338

to present cost/capability options to senior 110 366

decision makers. We want to see, if we ask the 120 389

question differently, whether we can modify
the existing req irements methodology to pro- The problem with single requirements

vide more relevant information about costs and statements--the 90-day line highlighted

benefits. For example, current statements of above--is that there are always more require-

requirements for spare parts are developed by ments than available funds [SLIDI 14] and

determining the funds necessary to meet the the decision maker is provided with no infor-

following goals: mation as to what might happen If he did not
"fully fund the requirement." By comparison,

* XX days of wartime support for de-

ployed units. Slide 14

S XX days of peacetime support for CONUS
units.

* XX days of peacetime operating stock
at the wholesale level.

Another way to view the support programming
problem Is to determine how many days of war- FULLY FUND THE REOUIREMENT
time support can be purchased at various fund-
ing levels. An example of how the Navy could PROBLEMS
relate spare parts dollars to days of support . MORE REOUIREMENTS THAN FUNDS

is given In table 1. This table was developed . DOESNOTPROVIDE INFORMATIONNEEDED
using LAMPS helicopter data and Navy stocking TOBUILDAULANCEOPROGRAM

rules for aircraft.***

• Navy, POM-84-4, OP-90.
•* Navy, OP-90 11OM Serial POM 84-5.
7 This analysis was based upon work by Nancy
Spruill and Peter Evanovich of CNA.
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cost/capability options do not arbitrarily Slide 15
predetermine a single operational goal, such
as XX days of wartime support, but presents
alternatives to decision makers which enable coST/CAPABITY OPTI
them to balance competing demands within a
constrained set of resources. [SLIDE 15) The BANDFUPONFAILUREDATA

development of cost/capability options also -CALCULATEAVCALSATDIFFEREINTFUNPOIMLEVELS
- CALCULATE MW PROBAILITY OF FAILURE FORrecognizes the basic decentralized nature of EACHOAYOFTHE WMAR

Navy programming and tries to involve the
functional manager and his traditional re-
quirements determination models In the pro-
gramming process. (SLIDE 161 EmCTE|D N DAY AVCAL

WOODS
CAPABLE

RATE
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion of this paper is that the DAYSOFWARCrTME

way the DoD has programmed support activities
for the past 20 years is inadequate. Though
the game plan was laid out over 20 years ago,
it certainly has not been followed. The PPBS
does not provide senior decision makers with
the information needed to make informed de- Slide 16
cisions. The major points are: ISLDIM 171

1. Over the past two decades, the De-
cOsrCAPADILITY OPTIONS

partment of Defense has been more
concerned with the identification and ADVANTAGES
allocation of support costs than the -'RECOGNIZEDO ECENTRALIZED NATURE OF NAVY PROGRAMINNG

development of support alternatives •INVOLVES FUNCTIONAL MANAGERS
or the efficient programming of sup- - EXTENTION OF TRADITIONAL REOUIREMENT PROCESS

port resources. The Planning, Pro- - *t B
gramming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) MACROSTATSTICAL PROJECTIONS

has emphasized weapon system procure- - DETAILEDSCENAAOS

ment rather than the efficient man- • PROVIDES DECISION MAKER WITH INFORMATION
agement of DoD in a projected wartime ALWAYSMOEREOUIREMENTTHAN FUNDS

- HOW MUCH 1 GIVEN UP IF REOUIREMENT IS NOT

environment. FULLY FUNOED'

2. Support programming lIn the DoD has
not adequately responded to two fun-
damental changes in the PPB System
which date from the late 1960s: fis-
cal constraints and participatory or
decentralized programming. Slide 17

3. Traditional support -costing" tech-
niques, such as cost factors hand-
books, manpower standards, and re- SUMMARY:
quirements modeling, do not provide TWENTY YEARS OF SUPPORT PROGRAMMING
programmers with the information
needed to make informed decisions in DD EMPHASIS ON SUPPORT COSTS. NOT SUPPORT PRORAMMING

the resource allocation system. SYSTEM "AS NOT EVOLVED OVER TIME
* TRADITIONAL COSIING IS INADEQUATE

- NEED TO DEVELOP NEW MODELS

4. In order to tnsure that adequate in- - MARGINALCOSTSANDBENEFITS

formation on costs and benefits are - SUPPORT STRUCTURES AND POLICIES
- AGCEPTABLE TO FUNCTIONAL MANAGERS

being presented to decision makers at

NEED TO CHANGE AND EMPHASIZE
all levels, the OSD and service pro- -COST/CAPABILITYOPTIONS, NOTREQUIREMENTS
gramming staffs must develop appro- - SUPPORT OPTIONS. NOT WEAPON SYSTEM PROCUREMENT

- WARTIME CAPABILITY NOT PEACETIME EFFICIENCYprtate programming methodologies

which provide information about the
marginal costs and marginal benefits

of support programs.
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dr. Chu (wr~ttetu statement): CNA has gra- Board meetings did debate the broad alter-
ciously asked that I summarize the comments I natives availableto the Department, and their
made from the floor on Dr. Rostker's paper, costs. The DRB listened to the views of the
"Efficiency in Military Decisions: The commanders of the unified and specified com-
Frustrating Case of Support Programming," mands, who--in an unprecedented step--were
since difficulties in the recording process asked twice to appear before the DRB as a
prevented transcription, group, for a total of 4 days of meetings.

Based on these discussions, and other evi-
dence available to them, the Secretary and the

Dr. Rostker has provided a stimulating Deputy Secretary chose the priorities embodied
paper, and the issues that he raises deserve in the Defense Report that Dr. Rostker quotes
serious debate. But I am concerned by a state- in his paper. It is therefore inaccurate to
ment in his report that "The current require- characterize the Department as setting out re-
ments and priority approaches reflect not only quirements without consideration of the
a lack of explicit consideration of costs and alternatives.
benefits, but also alternatives."

In short, I fear that Dr. Rostker's paper
Dr. Rostker cites the FY-1983 Defense paints an unfair picture of the current deci-

Report as part of the evidence for his conclu- sion-making process. I find the right kinds of
sion. But he neglects important elements of questions do get asked--and that we're con-
the legislative history that led up to the stantly improving our ability to answer them
Report--the Fall 1981 planning process, and well. To the extent that Dr. Rostker is recom-
the Summer 1981 program review. Imperfect as mending further improvement, however, we can
they may have been, the 1981 Defense Resources all concur in his prescription.
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PANEL pISCUSSION: PPBS -THE FUTURE shifts. The Air Force share that was quoted to
Moderator- Dr. Bernard Rostket us for the 1960s is far different from the AirMd teror Dr l Bnayse Force share today. Service shares have been

Center for Naval Analyss debated. They generated a contentious issue at

Dr. David Chu the start of the Administration, and we have
Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation made some adjustments over time. For instance,
Office of the Secretary of Defense extra TOA was given to the Navy in fiscal

Major General C.J. Cunningham, Jr., USAF 1983, at the expense of its 1984 TOA line, to

Director, Programs and Evaluation fund fully the two carriers that we requested
Headquarters, United States Air Force from the Congress. We will also see some

shifts, over time, to support the strategic
Dr. Lawrence J. Korb program, even though it represents a modest
Assistant Secretary of Defense share of the total Defense budget
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics)

Rear Admiral Joseph Metcalf III, USN For all the good-natured implicit criti-
Director, General Planning and Programming cism that constant service shares are somehow
Department of the Navy "bad," I should note the anguished screams

Major General T.R. Morgan, USMC from the participants when reallocations have
Deputy Chief of Staff for Requirements and Programs been made.

Headquarters, United States Marine Corps
My third observation about the present

Major General Max W. Noah, USA system involves the "quick drill" issue.
Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation sys isvbadet the exettk it resut
Headquarters, United States Army Quickness is bad to the extent that it results

in poor information being transmitted. But I
have had several senior civilian appointees

Dr. Rostker: The conference discussions have note that there is an advantage to quickness:
been kind of mild during the past two days. You can make some difficult decisions when
However, I think the previous paper may have they have to be made quickly--decisions that
stimulated discussion a bit. What I would like would otherwise be very, very hard to make in
to do is call on each panel member for an a long-drawn-out process of consultation. No
opening statement. The panels on Thursday and one objects to consultations, but there is
Friday evening addressed the past and the virtue to speed when it comes to deciding to
present. I hope this roundtable will help us give certain things up.
understand where programming is going in the
future. With that, let's begin with Dave Chu In terms of the future of PPBS, let me
and just work our way down the table with outline four likely characteristics of the
opening comments from each panelist, process.

Dr. Chu: Thank you, Bernie. First, I would like to extend my ob-
servations beyond programming, because plan-

I'd like to begin with three comments on ning is one of the areas of greatest interest
the current process, and then offer some ob- to the Secretary. What is evolving slowly over
servations on likely future developments, time is a system that--while it continues the

formal planning that leads up to the Defense
First is the enhanced role of the service Guidance--stresses special studies mandated by

Secretaries, one of the most important aspects the Deputy Secretary in his role as Chairman
of today's Planning, Programming, and Bud- of the DRB. These involve ad hoc groups that
geting System. That was brought out in last look at specific problems that arise during
night's discussion, the programming process--issues that clearly

cannot be resolved immediately. In that
Second, I'd like to comment on the in- regard, I think one of the most interesting

plication that near-term constancy of service things to watch over time is the role of the
shares indicates a "problem" of some kind. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. What
Would we really expect to see significant kind of role does the Chairman play in ad-
changes in service or claimant shares on a judicating important programmatic issues via
year-to-year basis? Much of the Defense De- these special studies?
partment budget, as people here know well,
goes for paying the operating costs of our A second future development is greater
existing forces and procuring items authorized stability in the Defense program, trying to
in prior years. You can't turn the Defense get us away from a situation that requires us
Department budget around on a dime. to develop a new five-year plan at least once

a year. That will be difficult, given the
Over time, however, as one of the evening macro instability of the Defense top line, to

panelists made clear, you do see sigificant which others have alluded. But I think one of
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the effects of multiyear procurement, which This dues raise some difficult philo-

has been pressed from the acquisition side of sophical and methodological issues. What do

the house, is to give greater stability to you do about programs that are tentative--
Defense programming. In the past, when budgets programs for which you are going to preserve

went up or down, we changed the number of the the option to do "X?" Do you fund the option
"eaches" we bought. That still, of course, is or just the costs of getting it ready? If you

feasible on the "up" side. For multiyear pro- take an extreme view, you either reserve a lot
grams, it is much harder on the "down" side. more money than you will actually use, or you
(And that may restrain the number of multiyear wind up preparing for options thst you can't
requests that the services make.) implement. There is no easy answer to the

question.
The third prediction I'd like to make is

that greater attention will be paid over time Admiral Metcalf: We have thought a great deal
to trade-offs. This past summer we, at the OSD about the PPBS process. The reason we had this
level, insisted on an explicit offset process conference--I think, in part, why we are all
for increases. To be candid, some of the off- here--is that there is recognition that pro-
sets were not very good--but some were quite cess drives substance. Whether we like it or
thoughtful. The requirement did impose a bit not, that is a fact.

more discipline on the system. As a result,
the DRB received far fewer proposals for In- The other overall fact in the business of

creases than in previous years. (That is not programming is that it is the allocation of

always good: We don't want to suppress every scarce resources under conditions of uncer-

possible claim.) tainty. And so, as we look out into the fu-
ture. we have these two very pervasive facts

Finally, I think there is going to be a to contend with. We have a process, and we

great deal of interest in trying to be candid have an enormous amount of uncertainty.

about the full costs of doing business for
various programs. (This is different from the The Congress is also with us. Fhey are

point Bernie was making In his paper.) We've into the business of programiniug. They are

tried to improve the situation by using better part of the uncertainty. Just last night, I

inflation Indices. I don't say they are per- was at a dinner where we aere honoring Arleigh

fect, but I think they are much better than Burke. (Unfortunately, I couldn't be here for
what we had in the past. For major items, the what I understand was an absolutely ragniti-

Department is now allowed to use inflation cent session. Some people have characterized
indices that ire different from OMB's. That it, in the language of the 1960s, as an

acco,nts for part of the reason our TOA has event" or "happening.)

stayed up, even though the near-term outlay
estimates have come down. We are recognizing I assure you that when you g:et Admiral

now the future outlays--beyond the budget Burke up to talk, it is a -happening- because

year--that are going to flow from these he really goes to it. But he and the Secretary

programs. of the Navy were being jocular. Admiral Bxrk ,
was saying that he wanted to go back and (om-

There is also strong emphasis on making mend his shp, and the Secretary said, "All

independent cost esttmates--at the service and righL, by golly, if we can get the Ilissouri,

,SD levels--and on using the results, which is I'll give YOU command Of it.

more pai,fuL. (F, me argue that we may have
gacceeded only in drviuitg independence out of And the Secretaty asked Admiral 6urke,

tae estimates. We hope that's not true.) Ile "Well, how do I go about doing that, and what

Defeiise (kii~s'e witl now include a list of is your advice on hew we can get the Mis-

the specific systems for which we expect the souri? And the reply was, Just put a lot of

ser'vi:es to prepare their own independent cost X-band radars on it.

,estimates before the program review each year. Now, that is recognition of Joe Adabbo,

and it does several things. It is recognition
There is i similhr interest in badgeting that the Congress is very much a part ot our

for the actual cost ot a program. Once you business. It also suggests that, if we are
have decid!ed what the program will include, going to improve the process of programming
that requires putting In the full cost-- and PPBS, we have to address the uncertainty
bdgetin, to the ceiling in a particular con- associated with Congress. We have to reduce
tract, Ior e<ample, not to the target price. that uncertainty, or at least get it into a
It also tequir cs budgeting for retrofits. In process so that the uncertainty is bounded.
the past, we often decided to develop an item
that would require a retrofit program to put Now, I am not sure that that is possible.
it in the weapon system, but we didn't always I think there will always be uncertainty as-
allow for the retrofit money. sociated with the actions of Congress. I am
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pessimistic because what we are looking at right and hope that we have left enough slack
right now is a Congress that operates largely in the system so that our programs can be
through its staff. In fact, that may be the executed.
area in which we can bound the problem--if,
that is, we can get formally into this pro- So, that is a challenge as we move toward
cess, somehow, increasing the use of information systems. We

should do so in a sensible way because it is a
But it is a real challenge. It is a very, real problem. But I think, here again, it is a

very difficult challenge. Here we are about to programming area that we will have to face up
go into what is called the PPBS cycle of to in the future.
planning and programming. We are beginning the
cycle for FY-1985, and we don't know what Dr. Korb: Let me begin by commenting on what I
Congress has approved for FY-1983 or FY-1984. think are three constants that will exist, no

matter how you budget in the Department of

This is a very, very difficult challenge, Defense. I come at this at a great disad-

but it is part of a process, and it is part of vantage. I am a political scientist, and so I

the business of deciding on the allocation of begin to look at these things, not as "sci-

resources under conditions of uncertainty. And entific due process," but really as a struggle

I think that here is an area where OS, per- for control over resources and power.

haps, could take a lead. (I don't have any
answers, David.) I think that you will always have re-

sentment on the part of the military depart-
Now, looking at the near term, I would ments concerning efforts within the Office of

suggest that the system needs discipline. And the Secretary of Defense to influence the
I think particularly I would look at the OSD service programs. And, because of that, you

side of the house. They are dealing with are always going to have an adversary rela-

enormous uncertainties. But I don't think that tionship, which in a sense is going to, in my
the OSD staff in large measure has come around view, revolve around withholding information

to the participatory management approach that or providing only that which is absolutely

the current Administration has decided is the necessary. And I guess, short of toe Secretary
way we are going to do business, asking DIA to go down into the services to get

the information, that problem will always be

By the same token, f don't find the dis- with us.
cipline in the system to oversee the process. I think that Bernie's point to you that
We are sort of betwixt and between right now. if only we had the information, we would have
This is a very, very difficult situation from a better debate, is really like blaming the
the service perspective. We don't see the Johnstown flood on a leaky faucet in Altoona.
discipline that we think ought to be there to I think the problem is that, even if you ask
minimize uncertainty. In othar words, we need the right questions, you are not going to get
a program development process where we can the information because it can be used against
minimize uncertainty. And that challenge is whoever is giving it to you. I think that will
the business of at least making a certain
number of decisions and seeing if we can't
make them stick when there are no other out- The second thing that I think you are
side pressures, say, to 'ne contrary. That is going to have to live with is the budget
very controversidl, and I am certainly glad I authority/outlay problem that has been alluded
spoke after David. tie will probably have to already. For example, this year (FY-1983),
sometning to say about that, and 1 suspect Congress cut outlays by about $8 billion in
others on the 0SD staff will, as well. But the Budget Resolution and cut budget authority
those are a couple of the challenges. by $11 billion. That to me is something that

we in the Department of Defense shouldn't live
As I alluded to before Ray Walsh started with. If we are going to be cut by $8 billion

to talk, I think another challenge is how to in outlays, we ought to cough up the budget
start making better use of management infor- authority now because if we don't we are going
mation systems. When I say that, however, I am to have the same problem next year. In other
terrified, on the one hand, because I fear words, if Congress and MB are focusing on
icromanagement. t hear from various sources outlays, we should be willing to cut the nec-
that programmers have got to get a better essary amounts of budget authority. And, if
handle on how the commands are executing the you take a look at the proper ratio, I would
programs. Some peopJe believe that, when we say that to keep the budget in balance it
programmers tell the commands to do something, should be about 3 to 1.
they had better do it. And, of course, my view
of that is--hogwash. That is not the real On the third thing, I think you have to
world. We programmers should try to be roughly keep in mind--and I think Joe alluded to it
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when he was talking about structure deter- accounts. I would like to expand on the

mining process--I think we talk a lot about internal Department of the Navy progra.ming,

logistics and support. It seems to me that it especially the things that make our

is no accident that (at least in my limited programming process within the Department work

view since I have been in the Department), the well between the two services. First, one of

service which provides best for logistics or the things that I think is often missed in the

support is the Air Force. I think that the Navy process is the system of how resource

reason they do so well is that they have a sponsors and claimants relate witnin the De-
separate logistics command--the AFLC--with a partment. The two fleet commanders--the

four-star general who just insists on getting Pacific Fleet Commander and the Atlantic Fleet

his share. Commander--have, among the type commanders
under their operational control, the two Fleet

Now, having said that, I think there are Marine Forces: Fleet Marine Force Pacific and

some technical fixes or things we might do to Fleet Marine Force Atlantic. The Pacific and
Improve the process, and I will just make a Atlantic Fleet Commanders have the capability

couple of comments. I would like to see some- to measure the readiness of the Fleet Marine

thinf, like the Air Force mission-area analysis Forces and devise contingency plans where

expanded throughout the Department. I don't Naval forces play under the unified commander.
think we have to go into as great a detail as But the Commandant of the Marine Corps is

the Air Force does, but I think something charged with maintaining readiness in the FMF.
alon, those lines would help structiire the

debate, because we spend a lot of time arguing In the same manner that the resource

about what we arp arguing about, rather than sponsors in the Navy deal wiLh and devise

the particolar issues, requirements for surface forces or amphibious

forces, we at HQMC deal with the two Fleet
The second thin),: I do think we need Marine Forces to insure their readiness.

better Information systems that will provide

consistent information to the Department and Several of the questions yesterday

the Secretary on the readiness and support focused on "How does the Marine Corps relate

costs related to specific missions, forces, our requirements to OpNav in terms of
and weapons systems. A lot of people have amphibious forces?"

already alfldod to the tact that we don't know
what would happen if we changed some of the The fundamental principle is that

dollar levels in particular areas, amphibious operations are a Navy/Marine Corps

effort. For example, the Officer-in-Charge of
And then, finally, I think we ought to an amphibious operation Is the Commander of

combine the program and budget reviews. It the Amphibious Task Force, who is a Naval
seems to me we have the worst of all possible officer. As such, initiatives go from the

worlds. We do the program reviews when we are Marine Corps to the Navy in terms of ship-

not quite sure what the final budget total building and offloading. Capabilities to
will be, and we don't have enough time to do conduct these operations must and always will
the program review right because we have got be a joint effort. In any amphibious opera-

to get it over In time to do the budget re- tion, the antisubmarine warfare and antiair
view. What we ought to do, it seems to me, is warfare capabilities must be considered. I

begin with the budget review and agree on think that should clear the picture as to how
specific pricing, and so on and so forth. And I play relative to Rear Admiral Metcalf in

then, as we get closer to the end of the cycle terms of the development of the Department of

ad know how much money we have, we can get the Navy program.

Into the program areas. Hopefully we will have

most of the budget issues behind us, and then Now, concerning the question of how the

we can make more intelligent choices. Marine Corps influences Naval aviation pro-

(;oneral Morgan: Yesterday, during our pre- gramming, especially unique Marine Corps re-

sentation, I deferred a few questions until quirements, like the AV-8B: Everything, the

you were given the Navy presentation so that Marine Corps procures in terms of aviation-

you could gain perspective on the interface type equipment is capable of operatlng from
between the Navy and the Marine Corps relative Navy platforms. For an example: On the air-
btwee the Naramind tces. Mcraft carrier Midway, we have a photo detach-

to the programming process. ment on a continuous basis. That photo de-

A Question was asked yesterday: "How do the tachment of F-4s has been there for six or
Fleet Marine Force (FMF) commanders play in seven years. We continually have on-carrier
the programming process?" deployments and use EA-6s to make up for any

shortfalls. We also have tactical fightcr and

The FMF commanders play only in attack squadrons continually aboard the

development of the operations and maintenance carrier. As you can see, Naval aviation and
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Marine Corps aviation are married tightly a day. And it says, "Blame your predecessor."

together. He is told, "Open the second envelope when you
need to." And he opens the second envelope,

Today we operate unique Marine Corps and it says, "Reorganize." And then, when the
aircraft. For instance, the Navy does not commander is really in dire straits, he opens
operate the AH-lT Cobra, but we have a valid the third envelope, and it says, "Make out
requirement for it. We must ensure that it is three envelopes."
fully maritime-capable. The same with the OV-

10 Bronco, which the Navy does not operate. I am not a great fan of the first piece

So, there is nothing unusual about our avia- of advice. I find that programmers really

tion requirements, except in terms of unique don't do too well blaming their predecessors

capabilities. Marine Corps aircraft must be because they are really only part of the pro-

capable of operating throughout the spectrum cess. The process often goes on outside them.

of Navy platforms. We seem to talk sometimes as though we are
running it. I can tell you that is true in the

We interface directly with the DON, and Army.

we fight for programs the way a submarine The reorganizing or redoing process

sponsor or surface warfare officer fights for creates a great deal of turbulence; so, YOU
his program. I believe that may answer some of have to look very carefully before you do
the questions, now that you have heard both that. And I am not saying that it is bad. I
the Navy and Marine Corps presentations as to would certainly say history plays a part and
how each service views that interface and how probably has in the programming as much as it
the Marine Corps programs, has in any part of the Defense Department. And

it has been very interesting.
One other comment: Throughout the

discussions and since I have been back in [ was unable to hear the first night, but

Washington on this tour of duty, whenever the last night was very interesting, and, like
PPBS process is evaluated, especially in a many at the table here in uniform, I'm back
forum of programmers and budgeteers, the after having escaped (meaning that this is my
planning portion of PPBS is not addressed. second tour at PA&E).
Whenever we address planning in this en-
vironment, we refer to the planning within PPBS, I think, is the sort of process
programming. That first P in PPBS is to me the that is supposed to serve and not be served.
planning that the CinCs are charged with in And it is the rational process some people say
carrying out defense strategy and the war it is. It has got a periodicity of about one
plans that they have to develop in order to year because, on the 20th of January, we must
carry out that defense strategy within the turn something in and cross the river. And
resources they are given. Including the CinCs that goes to Congress. So, with David's

is fundamental to the PPBS process. If the (Chu's) remarks, I tend to agree. It is pro-
CinCs are charged to execute defense strategy posed by the President; we serve him, and the

and war plans, it is essential that they be chain of command goes right on down to the
considered in the PPBS process. The changes services. It is done via a dollar constraint
made in relation to involving the CinCs in the that is driven by two things: One is demand,
last two years are all an improvement to that that is, what we need to do. And it is driven
process, by the supply of money, which is the economy

that has us all looking and biting our
Whatever we d- to improve the information fingernails.

flow when decisions are made must ultimately
come down to the warfighting capabilities of Change those things, change the period,
the U.S. and the risks involved in executing buy any old programming, I don't really have
the plans which the CinCs are charged to carry any objection to that. I am just not sure how
out. Without them as a fundamental part of far we will get. Len Sullivan mentioned last
that process, I don't believe that we have night the marginal POM that the Army bid on a

carried out what I consider to be the first few years ago. We tried that. Not too many
P in PPBS. liked it. That is a very good way to do it,

incidentally. Hand it out and say, "Okay, take

General Noah: The title of the panel is it," and see how many do.
"PPBS--The Future." Sometimes you might ask,

"What is broke, what needs to change?" I am But I am not against going to changes in

reminded of the three-envelopes joke, where the business. I would say, Dr. Korb, on the

the commander comes up and is handed three combined program budget reviews, sometimes (as

envelopes, and he is told, "Open the first one in everything) you need to look at the target,
when you need to." And he opens that one as I suggested in my talk yesterday. The ser-

after, maybe, a very trying month, a week, or vices are not all necessarily the same. Some
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may be able to do it better than others. But they talk funny. And going in on a poop-up
we tended to do that this summer, for in- session, before Secretary Marsh goes in or the
stance, recall an issue in Book 8. We came up Chief of Staff goes into a DRB session, is
with tennis shoes being compared with Tri- very interesting. But I will tell you that it
dents. And that was just a little bit too much is very effective for all of us. It is ef-
for some of us to bite off every once in a fective certainly at the Secretary of Defense
while. So, the problem that you get into is level, and we appreciate that in being able to
the execution of it when the rubber meets the understand the issues, and it makes our job
road. harder to a much greater degree, I can assure

you, as far as that goes in the DRB business.
Whenever the aircraft nears the ground, But the DRB is good business. I don't think

you say, "Oh my God, you've got the tires!" or that most of the decisions that are made--I
when a paratrooper hits the damned DZ, there have been saying in most of my talks around
is a moment of truth. But it gets difficult the country--appear to be made after con-
to execute at times, unless the rules are sideration by it. I am not saying "made right
understood. there" because sometimes you can't make deci-

sions. In the Army, there is no doubt about
There are some parts of the process, it.

incidentally, that are pretty good. One is the
framework, the FYDP. I really don't find too
many people throwing darts at it in total. In Decisions are rarely made while we are
fact, we had a drill last night with the Chief sitting at a table somewhere. They are made at
of Staff and this morning, and we pulled out different places. I would say that we have to
the old FYDP, and we are plowing through it, look at substance issues in the future with
and we can tell where we are from that this PPBS process. One is the strategic-
account. versus-general-purpose-forces issue. That is

one that is plaguing us. We are getting
My views of the process: In framework, decisions supposedly at the end of the month

ever since it started, it has grown much more on it. That is going to affect a lot of us. It
sophisticated in analytical tools. And--I mean is a concern that we have. I would submit that
this sincerely--it is definitely paced by the it goes into the deterrence-versus-warfighting
advance in capability of information, for- capability of our forces, as to how we want to
matting (I would put the formatting in there), do that. It is of concern to all the services.
and certainly the processing. As the POM goes
up and down in size, that is a matter of how
much information we forward in POM and how Fiscal Guidance is an interesting area to
much in tape, but certainly the computer has look at. What do you put out as the top or
helped us there. The analytical capability has bottom line? I mentioned that there is a de-
spread, I would also submit. In the early mand in the supply aspect of that. Sometimes
days, that was concentrated in a few spots-- some of us feel the Fiscal Guidance that ended
PA&E being one of them, "systems analysis" as up this summer might be a little optimistic.
it was earlier called--and in the Army the And the problem with optimistic Fiscal Guid-
same thing occurs. Today, I would say, in the ance is that I don't get optimistic, but the
Army and certainly in OSD, that analytical charges who are around me get very optimistic.
capability has spread out to elements of the And we start to do some things out there and
organization. We don't just say "PA&E" now. We lay some programs out and actually talk as if
say "PA&E, MRA&L." We say "R&E," to a degree, it is there. And I have to be the bad guy
etc. That analytical capability is out there, later on. Maybe the good guy. I would cer-
and sometimes it is used to fight each other tainly like it to be good. But it is a concern
or work for the benefit of the whole, and I of mine to make us do the things we need to do
think you could argue both ways, depending on at the time. That can be done at times. I will
which side of the fence you are looking for. admit that you might cut out an option that

you go with. The outlays-versus-TOA problem
The execution part of the process: PPBS comes up there.

basically, in my view, heads toward a Con-
gressionally accepted program, but the execu-
tion part of it is important in an accountable We are really big in the outlay business.
sense. We are trying to do that in the Army, The Army and our compatriots in the Marine
and I think we will he able to do that fairly Corps can disappear in a hurry, if you want to
well with certain systems. The participation really take outlays with the amount of man-
of executives is getting a lot better. The power we have. Force size--or I would put it
DRIR, I think, is very good. As I pointed out another way, full funding versus hollowness,
somewhat Jocularly in my talk, Secretary Marsh as General Meyers stated in the past--is a
says that programmers are very nice people but concern. And that ties into risk; I don't know
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if you can go into a risk analysis and get all General Cunningham: With emphasis on the
analytical about it, get numbers out there, future, I would like to offer these thoughts.
and so forth. Before you know it, most people First, we know we are facing an increased
start to go to sleep or start to look out the enemy threat, and I would submit that, as
window--at least, the non-analysts. And, those of us in the programming process look to
again, we are serving our community there. But the future of PPBS, we must not forget that
I think we do need to address, at least in the greatest threat that we face is the one
some terms--perhaps not in exactly quantifi- that we do not know. It is surprise. And let
able terms but certainly in qualifiable us be careful in our process that we do not
terms--risk analysis in terms of systems nail ourselves down to situations that anchor
acquisition in support funding, the amount of us in a series of Maginot Lines and/or systems
sustaining that we want to do. that could rob us of our flexibility to deal

with those unforeseen events that we know as
As Colonel Carney well pointed out over surprises. Yes, a tighter economic environment

here, we are 100 percent in horses, but, un- is facing us, and that has come up a number of
fortunately, they are gone except for the times during the conference. The tightness of
wedding carriages at Arlington and the fu- the economic environment can be seen as we
nerals. So, that gets to be a problem such look at the amount of money in the federal
as: How obsolete do you want to suddenly find budget that could be considered discretionary.
yourself with a stack of ammo? But, again, I We know that, from the Secretary of Defense
am not complaining. I think the direction we level, the feeling is that perhaps only 7 per-
are going right now is certainly realistic if cent is discretionary; and, as I mentioned
we are going to have a war, but whether it is earlier, by the time we Air Force programmers
realistic in terms of putting together the work those "must have" programs into our POM,
proper money into the proper force at this we are down to less than 2 percent flex. That
time with the amount we have, I ran not sure. is a tight environment, and it is exacerbated
So, I would submit that risk needs to be by political instability. With every change In
looked at. administration comes even greater instability.

We all know that there are now more active,The role of PA&E comes up. I am a PA&E. I

work for the Chief of Staff, I am not a sepa- political action committees, groups, interest
t sfactions that have become more vocal and morerate staff member ; I am just one of his efcie nsm ntnesc rai

office. doesnt have to go through anyorgan-
protocol when he calls me. The members of the zations make it difficult for us to get the
Armyresources we need. That leads Into what Dr.

they are in the other services, quite inde- Korb mentioned in terms of that struggle for

pendent. Some could call them almost czars at resources and power. I am a little nervous

times. They are not that way there. But the about the business of power because, even In

role of that, I think, is very interesting. I my humble experience, I have noted that some

think there definitely is a need for a PAE, of us try to take the leaves out of the pol-thin thre efiitey i a eedfora P&E, iticians' books and think that we in the

and I would emphasize all of those elements. defens bies sd inteal asin
defense business should internally assign

As far as the organization within the ourselves to efforts to gain power. I think
department is concerned, my boss, General that is a very bad situation where that

Meyers, speaks well for himself. Most of you exists.

may have read his article on the JCS; it came
out some months ago. And he has some defini- I would say a substitute for a search for
tive views on that. He also has definitive individualized power is closer cooperative
views which he would he developing, I would interaction in all future PPBS OSD/service

say, as far as the JCS/OSD arena is concerned, dealings. This conference is an example. Pr.
And there you get Into the area of what we Chu's Mil-5 is an example. The DRB is an ex-
might call "adversarial role" versus what I ample. Our ability to work across more ot the
would call a "tiered role" as to what we OSD staff is an example, and that =rjst con-
should do. There wi LI be some of that, to a tinue. We have to work in increased harmony--
degree, between those two and I would add on we absolutely must do that.
that. We have come up in recent years, as
David reminds me, to a good-sized Congres- Of course, that runs opposite to the
sional staff (very good size), somewhat Inde- notion that certain people, certain areas,
pendent--strike "somewhat'--that we have to certain offices would accrue power to them-
concern ourselves with also as we go. And that selves. It also says that that need for top-
is all of us, no matter whether OSD says, down guidance that we all seem to crave (1,
"Don't talk over there," or "Do talk." The for one, certainly), both within the Air Force
analysis about that is of concern. I know that and within Defense, must be dealt out In a
has been long, but those are my thoughts about more realistic and more objective way--
the process and the future, certainly in a way that is more sensitive to
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what our total purpose is in defense. PPBS how would you measure the product? How would
needs to be sensitive to that, and as PPBS he assess the changing role of 0SD, par-
develops and as our programming techniques ticularly his shop, in terms of--if you will--
develop, as this art is refined, we mst be less micro management. But is there in effect,
very careful that we don't increase the ac- more macro management?

tivity trap that we already find ourselves in.
Dr. Chu: Well, that is a tall order. I think

Dr. Korb alluded to the idea of a single an honest answer to the first question--"How

review cycle, and perhaps that would be a step well is the process doing?"-requires you
toward somewhat mitigating the activity trap always to say that it is imperfect. You would
that we often find ourselves in--doing things like to think that it has improved. Not having
but never really coming to adequate con- been part of the process before, it is hard
clusions before we start something new. This for me to make fair comparisons, and any that

dissipates our energies on activities that I might offer would seem to be, perhaps, a bit
milk the executive and decision power of an prejudiced.
organization on very trivial things. General
Noah mentioned, just in passing, the time and I would like to touch on a couple of

effort spent in programming tennis shoes, but areas where, I think, we've seen improvements.
we have all done worse. We have got to be As General Max Noah noted earlier, the process
careful of that. Avoiding that requires is there, and should be there, to serve the
top-down guidance. Secretary-not the other way around. So its

structure, its rules, and how it functions

The idea of knowing what the gold watch, ought to be tailored to his management style,
pet rocks, and sacred cows are requires top- the way he wants to approach the Department's
down guidance. And there are such things. problems and the challenges we all confront. I
Let's be realistic. But let's know them, think that two of the more interesting in-
understand them, and agree upon them up front novations of this Administration, reflecting
and let's not debate them ad infinitum. When this particular Secretary and Deputy Sec-
it is canned and we are going to step off in a retary's outlook and style, are:
certain direction, let's do it. And I think
that with closer and more cooperative inter- (1) The expansion and restructuring of

action we can get there. Certainly, we need to the DRB--adding the service Secretaries,
get there in a better fashion than we do now. but then insisting that this is a "prin-

cipals only" meeting.

I would offer one last thing. Yes,
politics is all around our great free democ- (2) The decision to invite the Commanders

racy and is part of the basic fabric. And that in Chief of the unified and specified
is as it should be. But I would offer that, as commands to come in and offer their as-
we look to PPBS of the future for the Depart- sessments twice a year--once after com-

ment of the L- rense and especially programming pleting the "for comment" draft of the

for the Department of Defense, we must re- Defense Guidance, and then again just

member what is another part of our basic after the service POMs are received and

fabric, and that is duty, honor, country. That before the program review begins.

is integrity. That is no-nonsense, doing busi-
ness the best and most honest way ,e know how I think what is important about these
for the good of this country. Thank you. changes is not what is reflected in the formal

documentation (by which, I think, the system

is too often judged--espcially retrospec-
DISCUSSION tively, because that is what you can see and

find). What's important is the interchange of

Dr. Rostker: Let me kick off the questions. We ideas and the flow of information up to the

had two evening sessions in which we traced Secretary. I have seen major changes in per-
the resource allocation system of the Depart- spective occur for the Secretary and the

ment of Defense over the last 20 years, and I Deputy Secretary, not because of any immediate
think the question that I have gotten in presentation, but because of the themes that
speaking to each one of the panel members is, they are hearing.

in a sense, an assessment of how well we are

doing today. We have a system today that is The great value of the changes is the
very different from the way it was several dialogue created between OSD and the military

years ago, in terms of roles, players, in- departments. There will always be something of
tensity, and guidance. I would like to start an adversary relationship there, and there
with Dave and ask him how he feels the system probably should be. There is a discovery pro-

is supporting the Secretary of Defense. Can cess going on, and the different institutions

the process be better? Is the product better? have different objectives and values. But I
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think it is unfortunate when the adversarial take over the Department of Defense, a lot of

character affects our ability to address the people came and gave them advice, and I
central questions candidly, without posturing, imagine that a lot of the advice went like

In my estimation, there has been a significant this: (1) His predecessor had centralized too
improvement in the dialogue, much, and (2) The people close to the deci-

sions were not making them. That kind of fit
There is still a problem in dealing with in with their management style. It happened

minor issues under the current process-- before when Laird took over from McNamara, and
perhaps less of a problem this year than last so you see the thing swing back and forth.

(although others may disagree with me). Though

the DRB has become the forum for debating In my view, what would happen if my Air

major questions, there are issues that fall Force colleague is correct and we last only

somewhere between "small" (the tennis-shoe 4 years and Secretary So-and-so comes up in
level) and "major" (those suitable for DRB 1994 and, early in 1985, starts talking to

attention). There is really no good focal people, they will probably say, "Well, it has
point for these. That is one of the problems gone too far. The DRB has too many members."

we need to work on. I would tend to agree. I don't think you need
all those people. I think that you do need to

In terms of where we might go from here, have service participation. I, for the life of

I think the emphasis is going to be on im- me, cannot figure out why you have to have a

proving the planning part of the process and Chief and a service Secretary, because one or

trying to give discipline to the decisions the other should be representing the service.
already made. One of the endemic difficulties I don't think that the Under Secretary for

on both sides of the fence, for both OSD and Policy needs to bring his Assistant Secre-

the military departments, is that some de- taries. I think there ought to be one person

cisions are never laid to rest. That is had. in there from policy, and the same way with
DDR&E. That would, I think, cut it down and

Now, I do not mean to suggest that you make it more manageable.

should make a decision and then blindly close

yourself off from new information from the Dr. Rostker: Before I throw it open to general

real world. New test data arrive, and a pro- questions, since many of the service program-
gram that looked wonderful yesterday now looks mers have been in the DoD programming arena

terrible. New fiscal realities intrxide, and before, would anyone choose to comment on the

you may decide you can't afford something, changing perspective?

But revisiting decisions in the absence Admiral Metcalf: You know, Larry, I think that

of such information is pernicious. This is not you and I have got to sit down one of these
just a failing of the OSD staff--although days. Because I must say that everything you

their sins are often dragged before us for said I disagree with. Not that I don't under-

discussion. It is a two-sided problem, stand where you are coming from and all that,

but I could argue on almost any issue.
I listen to some of my colleagues who

have seen the process evolve over the years. I But that, I think, is probably the

learn there are systems that each year the OS strength of what we are doing. What you find

staff manages to jam in during the program yourself in an advocacy position for Is one of

review. Ten, each year in the budget sub- the four pillars--readiness. This was artic-

mission, the services take them back out. And ulated by your concern with the outlay-versus-

when the POM arrives in the spring, these TOA problem. This makes your job extremely

systems have disappeared once more. This is difficult, because you are competing within

one of the managerial problems we need to work the Office of the Secretary of Defense for

on. resources to meet your responsibilities re-
lated to the four pillars: readiness, sus-

Dr. Rostker: Larry, since you also shared the tainability, modernization, and force level.

OSD arena, could I get you to comment on the

changing perspective? I guess my problem with that is that we
can't define readiness very well among the

Dr. Korb: Again, as Davi. mentioned, this is various elements of the Department of Defense.

my first time in the process. I have looked at We start right off on square A, where the Navy

it from the outside for a number of years. I and the Army are about as far apart as you can

think what you see--since we created the De- get on a common definition for readiness. Both

partment of Defense--is a swing back between definiticns are useful.

centralization and decentralization. I don't
know for a fact, but I would estimate that This is bad only in the sense that it
when Cap and Frank showed up in Washington to makes it hard for you to do your job. But,
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from our perspective on how we allocate re- And, also, the services measure the four
sources in the Army or the Navy, we find our pillars differently. We accept the way that
definitions useful; so, we feel that they are the services measure them. We don't tell the
pretty good. But that makes your job very, Navy how to calculate their mission-capable
very difficult, and it must be practically rates or anything. You make those determina-
impossible for you when you have to act as an tions. All we do is look at what you have done
advocate within the Department of Defense for to see what it is going to do in the mission-
one of these pillars. capable rate areas. So, I think that is a

fundamental, philosophical thing. If you are
And, so, I don't know what we get out of correct, we ought to go back to the Secretary

readiness unless we balance it against capa- in the guidance phase, and say "Look, you
bilities. As Dr. Rostker asked, "What does can't do what you want to do. You can't
readiness give us in terms of capabilities to achieve these mission-capable rates of 60-70
do things or aot do things? What are the percent of tactical fighters, for example.
trade-offs among force building, force levels, Maybe we need better goals."
modernization, and capital investment?"

This year, in the DRB, this question came
I find that the advocacy approach you up, I pointed out to the Deputy Secretary the

take, in the way you address yourself to the cost of these goals, and he said, "Maybe we
DRB, is hard for us to handle. It is hard ought to go back and reassess our goals."
because we have to look at this thing in a
balanced way. And we think we do. When we get David and I then sat down and recon-
one of the four "pillars of defense" coming at sidered. We decided to fall off some of our
us--particularly readiness, which we feel is goals, and we established an intermediate
not balanced because it appears to be readi- goal. And then what happened was that we were
ness for the sake of readiness--we have a real challenged, not on the goals, but on our cal-
and difficult problem. culations. (This goes back to the information

problem.)
Before I leave, I would like to say that

I think the answer to your question, whether
we are doing better now in the Department of General Noah: As for David's contention that

Defense, is a resounding "yes." I first came it is improved. I would say, "Certainly." As

into this building for POM-72, which was the I have said before, the DRB Is improved. I

second fiscally constrained POM. I think that would agree completely that we will probably

the constrained Fiscal Guidance is what has measure readiness the same in a general sense

allowed the PPBS to continue in existence. I and, in a specific sense, differently. And I
think, on the first night of this conference, don't know whether anyone from the office of

the panel asked why the PPBS has survived. the Under Secretary of Defense R&E Is here--
Lou Michaels is not here--but I would say that

It turned out that when Mr. Laird put in there are certain needs in the services that

Fiscal Guidance, he really institutionalized both the Navy and we reflect in our POMs. If

the PPBS because it was a system in place, you want to roll them into four pillars, you

readily available for his system of manage- may. We prefer not to, as I said in my talk

ment, If you will. We have come a long way yesterday. We would prefer to have those meld

since 1972, and I think I agree with David into each other a little more. But, frankly,

(Chu) that the two significant things that we had better do with what we have now, or

have happened in this Administration are the else we are not going to be capable of doing

expansion of the DRB and the CinCs' partici- our mission.

pation in that review. These represent very,
very significant improvements, as I said in my ista argumnt.Iatin I an spea thrl

remarks before. is an argument. I think I can speak truthfully
for the Chief of Staff and Secretary that

Dr. Korb: I think you take me wrong. I didn't readiness is now number one. They agree that

tell the Secretary to make readiness his that is number one. But I think there is a
highest priority. He told us that that was his policy context there that is very well argued

highest priority. Therefore, we are debating at the DRB; coming up on our side, it is still
the wrong issue. If the Navy, in those delib- an issue--probably still will be--that our
erations, had convinced him that force mod- bosses will argue in that context.
ernization was more important, then I think I
would be doing what you accuse me of: advo- Let's get back to the system. I think the
cating something for the sake of advocatin system we are discussing is working quite
it. I only advocate that because of the fact well. And it is, as I say, at the Executive
that that is what he wants, level that it should have been in the first
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place, rather than just thrashing around be- treats his Chairman, what he looks upon him to

tween the agencies. dot, I think you can make a system do a lot of

things for you if you have sufficient leader-
I would like to make a comment--! forgot ship in it. A very interesting experiment has

to, earlier--on something that David brought Jast begun. I am not sure we should Judge on

up on the decision process. He said that fast the basis of the first few months of results.

decisions actually may be good. I agree to the
extent that the decision is over and everybody Question: Dr. Chu, the 97th Congress, I think,

can go home to their wives and loved ones, and offered about six bills concerning a biennial

they don't have to thrash around on it any- budget. However, we don't seem to be going in

more. But you can do dumb things in fast de- that direction. I would be Lurious to hear

cisions, and I would submit that, for many of your reaction to that idea.

my compatriots, when they say "Lengthen the

process or combine programming and budgeting," Dr. Chu: I doubt anyone here would oppose a

and so forth, they really want more time so biennial budget. But it will take a long tiwe

they can get more information together for the to get from here to there. I think the last

decision process. I would submit that some- Administration made a mistake in not re-

times when you have the time, you ought to sponding to John Ford. (John gave a public

take it and use it as wisely as you can. address in which he raised the issue, and no

one from the last Administration responded as
Dr. Rostker: Could we take a few questions far as I know.) There were those in the Con-

from the floor? gress who were opposed to it. I think the
Appropriations Committees, particularly, would

Question: Everybody has been mentioning the be likely to question a biennial process.

JCS. I would like to ask Dr. Chu how he views

the current role of the Chairman as a member Some may be unwilling to start the long

of the DRB and how he thinks that is related dialogue necessary to get from here to there.

to resources and planning programs. It would obviously begin with the authori-

zation bill. But I suspect the dialogue should

Dr. Chu: In all candor, I think it is in flux. begin.

As I sense it (and I touched only very briefly
on this point in my opening remarks), the Dr. Rostker: The intent of this conference was

Deputy Secretary is redIly looking to the to expose to contractor and service personnel

Chairman as a source of military advice in- alike the programming systems of the different

dependent of the individual military depart- services, to get a look at what some of the

ments. The Chairman is The only military services are doing in terms of additional

officer with a full seat on the DRB. The support for programming, to provide a histor-

Chiefs are always invited to DRB meetings, but ical perspective, and then to have a quick

they are clearly there in support of their glimpse at the future

service Secretaries. The Chairman is not. We would like this dialogue to continue,

and we will be polling the principals and
I think it is instructive that for a interested parties as to whether, on a re-

number of planning-oriented studies ordered by curring--but not too frequent--basis, an
Mr. Carlucci after this summer's program re- evening roundtable session with invited
view, the Chairman was asked to take charge. I speakers might be worth considering.

think that is going to present a challenge for

the OJCS because that is not the charter it The PPBS is, I believe, one of the most
has always had. It is being asked to assess important management systems. It truly is a

something Independently--to act outside of the set of systems that reflect the individual
normal "red-striping" process. Institution- decision-making styles of not only the Sec-

ally, I think that is a very interesting retary of Defense but the service Chiefs and
development, service Secretaries. And the premise of the

conference, I would argue, has not changed.
Regardless of the specific organizational That is: We can learn a great deal from

changes made to the Chairman's office and the each other as we go through this common OSD
Chairman's role (which, I think, are less framework. With that, I thank you all for

important than how a Secretary of Defense participating.
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APPENDIX A Air Force POM from the bottom up. The major

LESSONS LEARNED FOR THE NAVY commands and the panels brief the Air Force
Program Review Committee (an 0-6 level corn-

by mittee) about their ranked lists of programs.

Dr. Lewis R. Cabe Representatives of the major commands also

Naval Studies Group attend the briefings for the Air Force Board

Center for Naval Analyses (the equivalent of the Navy's Program Devel-
opment Review Committee) and the Air Force
Council (corresponding to the Navy's Program
Review Committee and CNO Executive Board).

INTRODUCTION
Closer involvement in the POM process by

A main purpose of the conference on the the major field commanders of the other ser-
PPBS was to see how the programming proce- vices will have implications for the Navy,
dures, processes, and methodologies now in use particularly if the role of the CinCe in the
by the services relate to the Navy's POX de- PPBS continues to expand. By giving the major
velopment process. commanders an active role, the Air Force has

forced them to prepare prioritized lists of
This summary, viewing the conference from their program proposals. Presumably, these

the perspective of "Lessons Learned for the lists are more closely linked to the war-
Navy," is grouped into three areas: (1) orga- fighting missions and capabilities of their
nization for POM development, (2) the role of commands than would otherwise be possible.
analysis in POM development, and (3) program- This may be a way to gain a better under-
ming philosophies, standing of the capabilities the program is

buying. The Air Force believes the major com-
ORGANIZATION FOR POM DEVELOPMENT mands can be helpful in this regard. It has

also involved them directly in its analyses of
The Navy program force capabilities (more about this

later). However, the resource management role
The Navy's organization for POM develop- of the Air Force major commands suggests staff

ment is unique. The combined efforts of re- organizations significantly different from
source sponsors and independent appraisers those of the Navy.
yield a framework for developing tradeoffs
among weapon systems and between force levels The Army
and support. The result offers significant
advantages for POM development. The Army's POM development process also

includes formal opportunities for the major
The Navy system enables experts in war- commanders to participate, although these

fighting to build the programs. It creates a opportunities do not seem as extensive as
basis for independent assessment of ways to those in the Air Force.
allocate resources across warfare areas to
improve combat capability. The Navy's chief is The primary method used by the Army's
also able to provide programming and fiscal major commands to influence the POM is sub-
guidance in a structured manner early in the mission ot an annual Program Analysis and
cycle. Resource Review (PARR) document. Using the

PARR, commanders of major commands present
The Air Force their operating requirements to Headquarters,

Department of the Army, for review and incor-
The most striking aspect of the Air poration into the overall program.

Force's organization for POM development is
the major role of its four-star field com- A second opportunity to influence the
manders. Considerable program innovation program occurs early in the cycle, before
starts at the command level. The Navy's major program devel,?ment gets underway. Commanders
commanders, by contrast, have little to do can then make a formal evaluation of the pre-
with the POM process and generally look to vious POM. This assessment takes the form of a
OpNav to take care of the future. The four- command letter that identifies problems that
star commanders of both services are warfare- stand in the wa of command missions.
oriented, but the Air Force commanders are
major resource managers as well. The POM assessment letters are used by

the Army staff as it develops specific program
The Air Force develops its POW through a packages. Every fall, the Army Commanders'

series of 13 panels oriented toward the major Conference provides a mechanism for raising
commands. These panels use inputs from the issues. There, four-star commanders and Army
major commands and the Air Staff to build the staff principals meet with the Chief of Staff
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and Vice Chief of Staff to review Army-wide The Air Force and the Army seem to be
matters. Decisions at this conference often more sophisticated than the Navy about analy-
result in program actions. In addition, the sis as a foundation for POM development and
views and interests expressed at this con- assign to analysis a more central role in the
ference by the major commanders receive con- process. For example, the Army uses a fairly
sideration as the Army staff develops the detailed, scenario-based Total Army Analysis
program. (TAA) methodology to construct a "total" Army

program force. That "total" force provides the
The Marine Corps force structure basis for developing the Army

program.
The Marine Corps staff, though similar in

structure to the Army, differs in its organi- Similarly, the Air Force uses Mission
zation for POM development. First, it must Area Analysis (MAA) during the planning phase
allow internal development of "green dollar" of the PPBS to develop a list of capability
Marine Corps program packages, the programs improvements. MAA is a sophisticated analytic
included in the Marine Corps appropriations, tool that is scenario-based, includes the es-
At the same time, however, the Marine Corps tablishment of priorities, and is influenced
must develop separate proposals for programs by the judgment of the major commanders. The
funded through "blue dollar" Navy appropria- product of this analytic endeavor, the Air
tions. As a consequence of having to develop Force Planning Guide, seems to provide a sub-
two separate POMs (blue dollar and green stantial part of the framework for the Air
dollar), the Marine Corps participates ac- Force POM. In addition, this process appears
tively in two organizational structures: the to provide the Air Force with a mechanism
internal Marine Corps POM development commit- for trade-offs between program cost and
tees and the Navy's committee system for POM capability.
development.

Both these approaches are comprehensive
Also unique to the Marine Corps is its in the sense that each creates an analytic

organizational process for prioritizing pro- framework with a common strategy/scenario fron
gram packages other than those which provide which alternative fcrce levels and mixes are
minimum essentials. This process is highly examined. Moreover, the Air Force and Army
structured and requires active participation have institutionalized these processes. Though
by much of the headquarters stdff. It involves one may question the quality o output from
three groups: these processes, both appear to offer at least

one distinct advantage: a consistent, compre-
* The Deputy Chiefs of Staff, who Iden- hensive, analytic method for examining and

tify programs associated with mission explaining alternative programs.
areas of concern

The following sections expand on our
" Program sponsors, who develop priori- observations concerning the role of analysis

ties within the mission areas in the services.

" Staff specialists (not sponsors), who The Air Force
establish priorities for everything in
the Marine Corps program above the The Air Force's Mission Area Analysis
minimum essential "core" program. (MAA) has drawn considerable Interest among

members of the OSD staff, particularly those
The prioritized lists are then evaluated by in OASD (MRA&L). This planning/programming
the POM development committees, where final tool is of interest because it enables plan-
adjustments are made. This process is dis- "ers to determine the potential effects of
cussed further in the section on Marine Corps program alternatives on mission capability in
analysis. a consistent, scenario-based context. This was

highlighted (indirectly) in Major General
THE ROLE OF ANALYSIS IN POM DEVELOPMENT Cunningham's presentation on the Air Force's

POM process and, In more detail, in Colonel
A major concern of the conference was the Donahoe's presentation on Air Force Mission

role of analysis in the development of the Area Analysis.
POM. Within the context of the different orga-
nizational structures used for developing The Air Force -,es MAA as a tool for un-
programs, the services have created different derstanding its capability to achieve identl-
roles for analysis. fiable objectives. This analysis is completed
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before POM development begins and yields a the Chief ot Staff of the Army with a tech-

list of capability improvement needs for use nique for looo!ng at the Army program in both

in the programming process. The same list fur- macro and mihro terms. in the macro sense, it

nishes the framework for establishing the seems to crede an integrated framework within

required Air Force force levels contained in which to examite--on the basis of a common

its Strategy, Force, and Capabilities Plan strategy an, consistent bcenarios--force al-

(SFCP). The MAA process identifies and deter- ternatives that differ in structure, mix, and

mines the relative importance of factors that capability. The lower-level analyses appear to

limit Air Force capabilities. During POM for- enable planuers to consider battlefield en-

mulation, the MAA process assesses the mission gagement issues in the context of the "total

-capability effects of proposed changes in the Army."

program. The record of the MAA assessment ap-

pears in the Air Force Planning Guide, which The Marine Corps

is produced every other year.
To augment and :;trengthen its programming

The Army procesS, the Marine Corps has introduced a

decislon-analytic technique for collecting and

The Army develops a "program force" as a using the professional judgments of its staff.

basis for FOM development. That program force This tet:hnique is used to develop priorities

translates gross allocations of force struc- for program packages above the minimum essen-

ture into more detailed elements of force tial level. This activity is distinct from

content. It states constrained requirements other Marine Corps analytic efforts that ad-

for Army divisions and specifies requirements dress more objectively the costs and benefits

for nondivisional combat and tactical support of program alternatives. Instead, the deci-

increments. It includes the numbers and types sioir-analytic technique focuses on the POM

of units to be fielded, maintained, and sup- decision-making process, using structured

ported over the 5-year program period, value judgments by the staff to choose among

program options.
The divisions, battalions, and companies

of the program force must meet two criteria: The decision-analytic techniqie appears

(I) The units must be attainable within re- to work effectively for the Marine Corps. But

sources that are expected to be available, and it requires a substantial amount of staff time

(2) the units must be approved by the Chief of and participation by a large number of people.

Staff as adequate in type, size, and quantity
to execute the strategy at a set level of PROGRAM!2lNG PHILOSOPIi

risk. Total Army Analysis (TAA) is the method

of force development that provides the frame- After 20 years of PPBS, the basic phi-

work for developing the Army's program force. losophy of program development is still a
hotly debated question. The conference ended

TAA provides a "foundation" force re- with a roundLable discussion on current and

quirement for the staff to: future programming i-sues. Two views about
programming guidance were presented:

" Align force structure requi rements
with allocated resources (1) DoD guidance should be less specific,

focusing on cost/capability infor-

* Integrate force structtre ch, nges into mation for decision makers.

the PGM
(2) DoD guidance should be specific

" Evaluate the effects of material ac- enough to enforce SecDef decisions

quisition programs on force structure and ensure the allocation of adequate

requirements resources to support functions.

" Assess program force capa~;lities, The first view is based on the thesis

deficiencies, and tisks that senior decision makers will receive bet-

ter information from POMs that focus on costs

" Project force structure rquirements and capabilities--not requirements. Proponents

for the extended planning years. of this view noted that existing Defense Guid-

ance tells the services to identify support

Some aspects of this method aprear to be requirements and then fund them in full. They

quite useful--if they work as described. For also noted that the fundamental problem with

example, this methodology appears to provide this approach is that requirements always
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exceed the money available. The inescapable support and that the SecDef guidance must
result is that the requirement is never fully therefore be strong enough to overcome this
funded in the POM--or is "adjusted" downward bias. Citing a desirable outcome-more re-
so that it can be fully funded. It was argued sources allocated for logistics--the propon-
that senior decision makers do not receive ents of the second view argued that it would
useful information regarding potential effects be difficult for the OSD staff to focus on
on combat capabilities and that existing Guid- costs and capabilities because the services do
ance leads to full funding of support re- not provide the data needed.
quirements without knowledge of the available
trade-offs in terms of costs and capabilities. The discussions on programming philoso-

phies were inconclusive. The question remains:
Proponents of the second view argued that Is there a better alternative to the current

the proper role of guidance is to enforce system of Defense Guidance? These discussions
SecDef decisions. They argued, further, that suggest that the dialogue on programming ?hi-
the programming system is biased against losophy should continue.
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM

-Thursday. 4 1yvember 1982-

Opening Remarks Dr. Bernard Rostker
Director
Navy Management Program

Center for Naval Analyses

Service PPBS: A Comparative Review
of Air Force Programing Major General C.J. Cunningham, Jr., USAF

Director
ProgramS and Evaluation

Headquarters, U.S. Air Force

New Initiatives: EPA and Long-Range
Planning Dr. Rolf Clark

George Washington University

New Initiatives: PPBS II: A Mission
Approach Mr. Wayne M. Allen

Director
Cost Analysis

Comptroller of the Army

New Initiatives: Mission Area Analysis Colonel James B. Donahoe, USAF
Chief
Capability Assessment Division
Directorate of Plans

Headquarters, U.S. Air Force

Panel: PPBS - The Early Years
Moderator: Dr. Lewis R. Cabe

Center for Naval Analyses

Panelists Dr. K. Wayne Smith
Coopers and Lybrand, Inc.
Mr. Russell Murray 2nd
Systems Research and Applications
Corporation

Mr. John E. Keller
Center for Policy Studies, Inc.

Panel: Continuation and wrap-up
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- Friday, 5 November 1982

Service PPBS: A Comparative Review
of Army Programming Major General Max W. Noah, USA

Director

Program Analysis and Evaluation
Headquarters, U.S. Army

New Initiatives: A Technique for
Mission Area Planning Dr. Robert M. Berg

Dr. Stanley F. Smith
Betac Corporation

New Initiatives: Capability
Programming Mr. Stephen M. Drezner
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Rand Corporation

Service PPBS: A Comparative Approach
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American Management Systems, Inc.
Mr. Russell Murray 2nd
Systems Research and Applications
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Mr. Leonard Sullivan, Jr.
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Mr. Philip Odeen
Coopers and Lybrand, Inc.

Panel: Continuation and wrap-up
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-Saturday. 6 Uwvmbet 1982-

Service PPBS: A Comparative Review
of Navy Programing Rear Admiral Joseph Metcalf III, USN

Director
General Planning and Programming

Department of the Navy

New Initiatives: Efficiency in Military

Decisions: The Frustrating Case of
Support Programming Dr. Bernard Rostker

Center for Naval Analyzes
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Panelists: Dr. David Chu
Director
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Dr. Lawrence J. Korb
Assistant Secretary of Defense
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Logistics)

Rear Admiral Joseph Metcalf III, USN
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General Planning and Programming
Department of the Navy
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Director

Program Analysis and Evaluation
Headquarters, U.S. Army
Major General T.R. Morgan, USMC
Deputy Chief of Staff
Requirements and Programs

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps
Major General C.J. Cunningham, Jr., USAF
Direct or

Programs and Evaluation
Headquarters, U.S. Air Force

Closing Remarks Dr. Bernard Rostker
Director
Navy Management Program

Center for Naval Analyses
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